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THE AERIAL AT GREENWICH OBSERVATORY
Among the latest additions to the scientific apparatus on the roof of the
Greenwich Observatory is the wireless aerial.
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The twitchings of a frog's legs !
UNIMPORTANT and trivial

details

have often lead to epoch-making discoveries.

Just as we are

told that

the evolution of the first steam engine came

from James Watt and the

kettle boiling

on the hearth, so the twitching of a frog's
legs played no small part in the discovery
of the first electric battery.
Professor Galvani-a noted Italian Scientist
-it is said, had passed a copper skewer
through the limbs of a dead frog, and was

about to hang them up on an iron nail in
his laboratory.
As soon as the copper
touched the iron he noticed a convulsive
twitching of the legs. That this was due
to some electrical influence he

proved by touching a nerve
in the frog's limb with a piece
of zinc and a muscle with a
piece of copper. As soon as
these

two metals

were con-

nected together a convulsive kick took place.
And so came 'into being the first recorded

instance of the electric battery.

From the crude cell fitted with acidulated

water of 150 years ago, we come to the
modern dry battery and the accumulator
truly a great stride forward.

And in the design of Wireless Valves an
evolution no less remarkable has taken place

during the past two or three years.

Instead of Valves with a big current consumption glowing at a temperature of upwards of 2,000 degrees, there is now available the wonderful Wuncell Valve that
operates with a glow that is

All Cossor Valves

are now reduced
in price.

well-nigh invisible.
his long life Valve is fully described

a Folder obtainable from
any Dealer free of charge, or
in

direct from us.
No. 4 of a Series.

Advertisement of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, N.S.

Gilbert Ad. 2t85.
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The Thrill
NO thrill can equal that of sweeping

over the crest of a long hill at
the wheel of a superb car.

The hum of the wheels on the crisp
road; the tang of the rushing winter air;
and the valley below becoming dim in
the mist.

The giant engine at your feet is droning
ofum

ummomitiounimituomon1100,

/

a happy song, but you are content to
forget his existence. You forget-and
quite rightly so-the minute care which
the makers bestowed, not only upon the

design as a whole, but upon each individual component part. And yet it is
the care with which the component parts

are selected and tested that decides the
success of the whole car.
The same is true of a wireless set.

We have specialised for over 12 years

on the production of better and

still

better condensers, because we realise

how important it is for a wireless set to
have only condensers
possible efficiency.

of the highest

That is why we advise you, in your own
interests, to

Specify Dubilier.

CONDENSER CO LTD
Advt. of the Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd., Ducon Troths,
Victoria Road, North Acton, London, 13'.3.
Telephone: Chiswick 2241-2-3.
E.P.S. 90

---
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components that

Copenhagen-Harwich

make successful sets

Telephony Reception with

"REC'TARITE"

The I WOODHALL I No.

Variometer.

1

The spindles of the Rotor are moulded in, in perfectly

true alignment. They cannot come loose.
The coupling between Rotor and internally wound Stator
is closer than in any other Varionteter. The spindle has a
metal bearing. All connections internal; two terminals;

Ose-hole

FixIng

IReported in the "Daily Mail" of December 4th, 1924.

one -hole

fixing.

12/6

Wavelength 250 to

The most remarkable crystal set claim is that of Mr. K. E.
Willson, of Hill Road, Dovercourt, Harwich. He gives

750 metres on 100ft.
aerie I.'

as his record :-

2 L 0, London, 70 miles.
5S C, Glasgow, 359 miles.
2 B D, Aberdeen, 390 miles.
Eiffel Tower, 220 miles.

I

Radio Paris, 220 miles.
5 N 0, Newcastle, 240 miles.
Copenhagen, 510 miles.
DAILY MAIL"

6 B M, Bournemouth, 158 miles.

Mr. Wilson says:-" I have no hesitation in stating that
'RECTARITE' is far and away the best Crystal, beating any
of the other two dozen or so that I have used and it was the
only Crystal with which I was able to obtain the results mentioned in the ' DAILY MAIL.' "
YOU CAN TEST THIS CRYSTAL FREE! CUT OUT THIS
ADVERTISEMENT and send it to us together with four penny
stamps, when we will mail you, post free, a specimen Crystal
and also our 44 -page Radio Catalogue which, among our many
specialities illustrates the wonderful " DETECTAVOX " which
positively amplifies speech and music and works a Loud -speaker
from a crystal set. The "DETECTAVOX " is not a " button "-

Costs. only 17/6 and is attached to the receiver earpiece by
an elastic band --no drilling, cutting, or soldering required t
APPLY NOW i

I

The I WOODHALL I Vernier

Rheostat

(Pat. No. 213.030)

plunger and
rotary
Push-pull movement
for coarse setting; rotary for vernier.
Wonderfully smooth movement ; best
ebonite former; one -hole fixing.
Combined
movement.

6 ohms
10 or 12
ohms

30 ohms

2/6
3/3/6

WOODHALL I
GUARANTEED COMPONENTS

No.

1

L.F.

Transformer.

Wound with 42 gauge wire shin&
taneously with fine SILK. Even
on 200 or 300 volt, pressure gives
no trace of distortion, and its

amplification factor is decidedly above

the average of other good -class transformers.

SpeciallyA

circuits of the
type.

recommended

reflex

S le Distributors :

Announcement of ECONOAIIC ELECTRIC LTD., (oldest radio

manufacturers in England) 10, Fitzroy Square, London, N.W.1.
1111111111111111=1 111111111111111011111111

23/6

Pressland Electric Supplies, Ltd., Hampton -on -Thames

0

Phone: Molesey 22

1111111111111111111=11
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TUNGSTALITE'S TRIUMPH
AMAZING UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY
"THE SUCCESS OF TUNGSTALITE."-68, Railway Street, Nelson.
January 15, 1925.
Messrs. Tungstalite, Ltd.
Dear Sirs,
May I testify amongst other amateurs to the success of
Tungstalite.
On a crystal set costing but 2/6, I get Bournemouth
COPY.

POST
FREE

(220 miles) and Newcastle regularly (100 miles).
They are distinct and clear, every word distinguishable.
Wishing you every success,
ARTHUR BARRETT,
I am,
Yours truly,
P.S.

Accountant and Auditor.
The above is on two pairs of phones.

IT IS ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST CRYSTAL IN EXISTENCE
Atso obeainaale
BELFAST: D. II. Macleay, 7 Howard Street.
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT, OR SEND 1 /6 TOar

LONDON-Head Office

TUNGSTALITE Ltd.,

LEEDS-

47, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1.

TUNGSTALITE Ltd.,
41, CALL LANE, LEEDS

Phone-Halters, 2557 Grams Tnngslamp Smith

'Phone Leeds 25375-'Grams Tungslamp Leeds

Electric Lamp House,

for

-

NEWCASTLE

Messrs. Payne and Hornsby, Ltd., 6, St. Andrew's Build7ngs,
Gallowgate,Neweastle.on-Tyne.

MANCHESTE

Mes,rs. A. Franks, Ltd., Opticians and Wireless Equip-

meat Mfrs., 9; and 97, Deansgate, ManCilOS Or.
Me see. Robb Bros. (,t,asgow), Ltd., f9a.

GLASGOW;

WestNile St eet, Glasgow.

LOOK OUT FOR THE BLUE SEAL (447149) ON EVERY TUBE
BEWARE OF FRAUDULENT IMITATIONS !

51,S1.,L,L.,tf4
and Etectris
Vol. VI. No. 140
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WHEN YOUR SET WON'T WORK
Some Helpful Instructions to Enable You to Locate the Trouble
EVERY builder of a wireless set some

time or other experiences

difficulty

with an instrument that positively refuses
to function properly. It may be a simple
crystal receiver, or it may be a multi -valve
instrument, the crystal set that refuses

to yield up so much as a single signal,

the single -valve instrument that clicks and
rattles, the four- er five -valve set that
howls. How many times have these diffi-

culties arisen with a newly -made instru-

Fig.1.--Typical Single -valve Circuit.

ment, apparently wired correctly, built of
components of undeniable efficiency, and

designed in such a manner as leaves no
doubt beforehand of excellent results being
obtained. And yet it does not work !

Fault finding is not only interesting,
hut, providing the work is tackled in the
right manner, so comparatively simple that
it is a matter of some surprise to those

used to the work to find that such a large
number of amateurs take weeks and Weeks

to put an instrument right, and then only

discover the faults in many cases by
accident.

holder and suitable terminals. To this high-tension battery to the instrument. It
may be added, in certain circumstances, is a good plan to insert a fuse of some
another coil to produce reaction, a vari- description in one of the leads from the
able condenser for sharp" tuning, and, H.T. battery. If the H.T. battery has
where reaction is used, a by-pass con- been connected to the filament in some
denser. The circuit shown by Fig. i is way the fuse will blow and so save the
the one commonly used. The strap s is valve. A small pocket -lamp bulb makes
for the purpose of cutting the reaction coil an excellent fuse and should be connected
R out. If the reaction coil is carefully as shown in Fig. 3. Having connected the
used there need be no fear of causing H.T. battery, place the phones on the head
interference by radiating. It is safe to say and then connect the leads from the
that the strength of signals and the range
of reception is easily trebled by judicious
use of reaction.
H. Tr BATTERY

Preliminary Tests
In this article it does not particularly
concern us as to what particular method
is used in arranging the inductance coils.
We will presume that the circuit has been
wired up as is shown in the diagram, but
that results have been so far unobtainable.
Now there are two circuits through the
valve apart from the L.T. filament circuit which lights the valve. It is obvious
that if the valve does not light the connection from the accumulator either inside

or outside the set has been broken, pro- phones to the phone terminals. A sharp
viding, of course, that the filament is not click should now be heard, due to current
broken.
To test this, connect the two froth the high-tension battery flowing
L.T. terminals to the valve and the valve around the plate circuit of the valve. This
should light. Providing it does so, place circuit consists of the plate or anode of
through the valve to the filathe valve in the socket and, after care- the valve,
from the filament to the negative
fully ascertaining that the L.T. or accu- ment,
H.T. terminal, thence through the phones
mulator leads are 'Wired to the proper pair to
the reaction coil and again to the plate
of valve legs, shown in Fig. 2, turn the circuit
of the valve. The telephones are

oko

looked for. - A very small knowledge of
theory is usually very helpful in these
cases, and the combination of theory with

a little practical work should enable any
fault to be located in a few minutes. This
article deals with the single -valve receiver.
The single -valve set may be said to con-

sist of the following components: An inductance in some form, a grid leak and
condenser, a filament rheostat, a valve

sometimes connected on the negative side
of the II.T. battery, but this will make no
difference as far as we are now concerned.
Oscillation

Systematic Location
All fault finding - should be done --by
"systematic location "; that is to say, the

fault should be traced and not merely

Fig. 3.-Method of Connecting Fuse.

POT/
Fig. 2.-Valve Connections.

knob of the filament rheostat. If the valve
then refuses to light it obviously} must be

the leads froni the terminals are broken
or have become disconnected or unsoldered from the valve socket, or that the

rubbing contact on the rheostat is not in
connection with the resistance coil.

Having traced the break, connect the

If this click is not heard it may be due
to three things: Telephone leads broken,
H.T. battery connected wrong way round,
or a break in the reaction coil. We are
presuming that the valve is O.K. and that
the high-tension battery is "up." If the
instrument still refuses to function after
this test has been carried out the trouble
must be in the grid circuit of the valve,
which consists of grid leak and condenser,
tuning coil, and back via the filament and
grid of the valve. Examine these con-

nections and see that there is no break in
(Concluded at bottom of next page)
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REMOTE FILAMENT SWITCHING
4,

IT is a great convenience when the wire- set. On the table which supports the set
less set is not housed in the drawing- a double -pole double -throw switch of suitioom to be able to switch the filaments able size is arranged mounted upon a piece
on and off at will without going to the of ebonite and a small wooden stand. Two
trouble of visiting the wireless den for terminals may be provided on the switch
the purpose, for not everybody wishes to mounting if desired, as shown at x, Y in
hear every item of a broadcast programme. the diagram.
Here is a simple method of arranging a
Deal with the switch as follows. Con remote control switch which will appeal nett the pivots of the arms together by
to those who are so situated. It is not means of a lead and make a similar connection between the
clips B and F. From

L.r TERM/N.5'LS OF SET

terminal Y take a lead
to the clip A, then one
from terminal x to clip
c. Attach flex leads to
terminals x and Y and

9
ACCUMULgTOR5

TRTBLE FLEX ZEROS
P. D.7 SWOVN
C

S.P. 117: SW/TCH

to clip

F respectively.

Run these to the position in which is is desired to have the remote
switch.

The remote control is
TERN/N/7LS ON ..5W/TCH MOUNT/NCI

Details of Wiring.

a single -pole double throw switch, which

May be mounted in any
convenient position. To

Operation

It will be seen from the drawing that if
the arm of the remote switch is making
contact with 1, the arms of the double -pole

switch must he placed in clips E and F
to switch on the filaments. They can be
switched off by throwing over either the
double or the single switch to the opposite
Similarly, if the arm of the
single switch makes connection between G
position.

and H the double -pole switch must be in

contact with A and B to switch on, and
switching off may then be done- at either
point.

When it is intended to use remote con-

trol the device should be brought into

action before tuning is done, for owing to
the length of flexible wire required there

will be a voltage drop which will have
to be compensated for with the help of

Provided that the distance
between the two rooms is not so great
that the voltage falls to something below
the required amount for heating the filaments of the valves properly, this remote
switch gear will be found a perfectly
the rheostats.

satisfactory arrangement. Care should, of
course, be taken to use flex of heavy gauge

intended that this gear should be used at
ordinary times when reception is being

make quite sure that you get the connections of this switch right it is as well to

done in the wireless room.

use three single flex leads of different

A reference to the diagram will 'show
that it can be thrown out of action in a
moment by connecting the negative terminal of the accumulator directly to the
corresponding terminal of the receiving

That
from clip F goes to the pivot of the single
switch, the other two from x and Y being
connected respectively to G and I, as shown ployed for the long leads from the
in the diagram.
J. H. R.
switch.

" W15EN YOUR SET WON'T WORK " (continued

the leads on the reaction coil, and try

from preceding page)

the tuning coil. The coil can be tested
for continuity by inserting the telephones
in

series with the accumulator when a

sharp click should be heard.
Oscillation Tests
It is advisable to disconnect both aerial
and earth before proceeding to see if it
is possible to make the set oscillate. The
latter test is one of the most important
on the single -valve instrument, and is the
means of telling whether the set is functioning really as it ought. Slowly move

colours, twisting them together.

tightening the coupling between the reaction coil and the aerial coil again. It
will oscillate one way, but not the other;
the correct way must be found by trial.
The set should go into oscillation gently
and should not burst suddenly into an
The latter defect
oscillatory condition.
may be due to several things, such as too
high a voltage of the liigh-tension battery
or, conversely, too low a voltage, valve too

bright, connecting the earth end of the
aerial -tuning coil to the positive instead of
the negative end of 'the accumulator, badly

designed coils giving a poor degree of
or turn, as the case may be, the reaction coupling.
All the above troubles having been
coil towards the aerial tuning coil until
the set commences to oscillate. The latter rectified, the set should now function procan be detected in several ways, but one perly, and if it still refuses to give satisof the most reliable is to tap the aerial factory results the trouble must be either

terminal sharply with the moistened finger

when a sharp click will be heard in the
phones. This is due to the stopping and
starting of the oscillations when the set
is earthed through the body. If the set
has been well designed it should be as
silent when oscillating as when it is not
in an oscillatory condition, and there

in the valve, batteries or aerial. It should

be borne in mind that a valve has been
known to light but refuse to function as
far as receiving signals is concerned.

Such matters as a faulty grid condenser
or faulty by-pass condenser are most difficult for the amateur to detect unless they
short-circuit altogether, when the con-

to cut down resistance and the effects of
"line drop" to a minimum. It is very
important that the insulation should be
of the best, and for this reason flex with
a heavy rubber covering should be em-

up.

The by-pass condenser should have

perfect insulation, as otherwise it will

short-circuit the H.T. battery through the
phones.

A fault which is sometimes found on
sets and which is easily overlooked is the
placing of the by-pass condenser across
the reaction

coil,

the

H.T.

and

the

phones, instead of the latter two only. A
set wired in this way will receive signals
without oscillating, but, of course, the
efficiency

is lowered

somewhat.

When

designing A.T.I. and reactance coils for a
set, they should be wound with the largest
gauge wire it is possible to get into the
space at one's disposal. The use of thick

wire gives a very good adjustment for

reaction.

If the reaction is coupled very

tightly a loud screaming noise will be

heard in the phones, and it is often

thought that this is when a set radiates.
Always bear in mind that it starts radiating as soon as it starts oscillating, and
this is long before the screaming takes
place, which is due to excessive oscillation.
C. S. D.

---

Besides reducing signal strength, burn-

should be no sound of hissing or clicking.

tinuity test with a pair of phones and

ing your valves too bright will shorten

If the set refuses to oscillate, reverse

accumulator or dry battery will show this

their life.
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CRYSTAL SET
FOR
HALF-A-CROWN
formers with i i slots. A piece of fibre
measuring 2 in. by iy. in. was cut and
holes, one at each
drilled with two

end, as shown in Fig. 2. One of the
basket coils is secured to this arm by
means of a small brass screw and nut.
A rotary switch arm with an indicating
pointer substituted for the copper contact
piece was next fixed into the panel, the
opposite end of the fibre arm carrying the
basket coil being rigidly clamped between

The Complete Receiver.

THE main objectives in the construction
of -the receiver described below were
simplicity and neatness. The construction

the two lock -nuts, as shown in Fig. 2.
The height of the crystal detector should
not exceed r in. overall.

Back of Panel.

Tuning In
The tuning is simplicity itself. The cat whisker is set roughly in position, and the

The Wiring

tuning arm is then rotated through the

expense of efficiency.

The wiring was carried out with light- scale until maximum volume is secured.
ing flex, according "to the wiring plan A final adjustment of the catwhisker will

Components
The components required are as follow

shown by Fig. 3. The coupling connection
between the basket coils is made by means

usually effect an improvement, after which

A cigar box measuring 5/ in. by 6TA, in.
inside; ebonite panel, 5% in, by 6yi, in.
by -PT in.; crystal detector; six terminals;
piece of fibre or ebonite, 2 in. by i 54 in.;
two basket -coil formers, 3 in. in diameter;

way of broken connections.
The second coil is screwed to the bottom

is perfectly straightforward, and nothing
in the design has been sacrificed at the

2 oz. of No. 26 wire; 18 in. of flexible wire
for connecting up.
The Box

the tuning should be left alone.
W. A. A.

of a short length of flex soldered at each
joint.. This obviates future trouble in the

of the box with a h -in. wood screw, in
such a position as to allow the movable
coil to pass smoothly across its surface.
The telephone terminals are arranged to

take either one pair of telephones or two
The cigar box had fillets glued into the pairs in series. When only one set is in

TUNING COILS
amateurs consider that the
standard solenoid coil tapped in

MANY

"-tens " and "units " is the best type of
tuner to cover a large band of wavelengths.

It should be remembered, however, that

four corners to allow the panel to sink use the leads are connected to -the two out- owing to the mechanical arrangement of
flush with the lid closed.
side terminals. When two pairs are in such a system of tappings many losses
The box was then stained and varnished, commission, one lead from each set of are bound to occur.
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Fig. 1.-Drilling Plan of Panel.

00

Fig. 2.-Tuning Device.

Fig. 3. --Details of Wiring.

There arc dead-end losses in the un-

and laid aside to dry whilst the other work
was proceeding. The panel was drilled to
the drilling plan (Fig. r), and panel transfers attached.
The Tuner
The tuner consists of two basket coils,
one passing across the face of the other.

phones is connected, one to each outside
terminal, and the remaining phone tags
going to the two inside terminals, which
are bridged together, thus putting the
phone sets in series. By utilising nickelled

used turns, losses due to capacity between
leads, dielectric losses between the tapping studs, and losses in the tapping

tion with 3o turns of No. 26 wire on Sin.

ceiver.

negligible.

switch.

metal parts and transfers for the scale
With a plain untapped coil losses can
and lettering an extremely pleasing ap- only occur at the contact points of the
Both coils are wound in the same direc- pearance Was obtained on the finished re- condenser used for tuning, and these are
M. A. L
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added to clothes -post, made a sound if disreputable pole of 12 ft. This conveniently

one's

Have you
never dreamt that you are conversing with
New Zealand ? Have you never dreamt
that you are the hero of Mars -reception,

fell during the first storm. I then tied
on to it a 4 -ft. piece of bamboo, price
2s. 6d. (to the man I borrowed it from);

that you have exploded the Heaviside

theory, or proved it, as the case may be ?
Have you wakened regretfully to find that
the mysterious electron is still the mysteri-

the ether a bigger shaking than it really
deserves. F L's transmissions are now

ous electron
Did I awake one morning having locked

fish -market quotations make one
poetic. 5 T I burst forth last night

heard on the other side of the Seine.

His
quite

with
In fact, he requires the soft
pedal on my set; in other words, more
resistance than capacity in the coupling.
L 0 2 carries out rum little tests with a
daily ?
fellow from Fan Sanfrisco. The Fan
Though it is my ambition to be "Ther- suffers from under -nourishment or a bad
mion," I have not yet dreamt it. When cough. It must cost him a lot to keep
I do the vision will no doubt come some- himself in diaphragms. By the way, I'm
how like this :
glad to see a reprint of the Phonetic
ON YOUR WAVELENGTH !
Alphabet for Call Signs. .These should be

up in my wave -trap all the ripples that
had ever been disturbed by the B.B.C. ?
Was it I who was about to hire them out
in bundles of ten for three transmissions

great gusto.

total height 24 ft. Whilst tying some pink
ribbon on my latest so -footer I fell and
broke a resolution, since when my neighbours have- been pleased
observatory, "I -fell Tower.".

to name my

Addled Adds
Have

observed

you

number

the

of

makers who proclaim a "bell -like " reproduction ? What kind of bell do they
mean ? Big Ben, a bicycle bell, or the one

in a teashop which you tap -tap -tap, thus
drawing to yourself the attention of everybody under the roof except the waitress.
On the whole; advertisers are too modest
Here is an example of what might he :

committed to memory and used on all

informal occasions. Sugar -Beer -Robert has

sprouting very well- indeed, though

his tone may be as little too Toney for
some.

Five -Nuts -Orange : tricky recep-

tion, station generates quite a lot of juice,
the pip -pip -pips require screening.
CP CI.

Reaction in the Morning.

Things I Want to Know
Is

Statics and Dynamics

X's were particularly bad last night.
Signals that have been extra strong (such
as the onion odour signalling Saturday's
supper) were 'xtra weak. X X at 3os. a
firkin was wishy-washy, X X X X X, Old

An atmospheric made in Berwick,

And a static in an attic ?
Are condensers really dense ?

Is a grid a sort of fence

Is John Henry calling still ?
Come milliamperes from a mill ?

Barkshire strong, was certainly good-

loud-speaker quality; more than a glass
had a damping effect, though, with reaction in the morning. From 8 till ro p.m.

I poured in 5 X X at both ears, and still
kept my balance.

A Burst of Oscillation
Wanted : An all-round wireless man

Are

X's kisses minus bait ?
Do incubators. insulate ?
If sausages are made in skin,
HOw do they get the mush -mush in ?

And one last thing I do implore,
Ain't it goin' to rain no more ?
(Take his licence right away!)

To stand any amount of hard knocks,
Built on the strong and silent plan,
And at the rhyming bard mocks;

Well versed in morse and other codes
(And this particularly tell 'em),
With capacity small between 'lectrodes,
And none in the cerebellum !
(Endorse his licence!)

Chelmsford and Radio.Paris
What is all this fuss about separating

Everybody Except the Waitress.

Crystalised Wireless

Fit our crystal and hear all over the
world.

Better

than a

five -valve set.,

The volume of pure, clear, truthful and
faithful bell -like sounds that issues from
the Talker anywhere within 5,000 miles
of your local when using our far-famed
Flybinight " (with invisible whisker)

must be heard to be believed.
That should attract potential buyers.
*

*

*

*

*

*

There was a little valve and it had

a

little --

(Snatch that ten away quick!)
What's that ? Get out of this chair ?
I'm not " Thermion " ? I never said I
was; I've only dreamt it.
C. T.

P T I (Paris (450 metres) has just celebrated its second birthday: The- principal

My Aerial.

events in the station's history during the
past year were the funeral of Anatole
France, the great Roubaix fetes and the

The Growth of Aerial Masts
Have you noticed it? I don't mean in Geneva League of Nations addresses.
Chelmsford from Radio -Paris.
Why numbers, but in height. Instance my own.
In order to discover whether the eclipse
separate them ?
First mast was the clothes -post (wife sus- has any effect on wireless communication
picious). This sufficed for a fortnight. generally exhaustive tests were made on
The Ameteurs
Clothes -prop was then requisitioned (wife Saturday, January 24, in nearly "all the
These young fellows appear to be giving huffy), which, together with clothes -line countries of the world.
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NOTTINGHAM
RELAY
STATION
perhaps Nottingham leads the way in
the matter of station innovations. The
earnest hope is being expressed on all

sides by the listening public that

5NG

will before long be given the status it not
only deserves, but by reason of the great
population it serves-namely, that of a
main station.
The Engineer -in -charge, Mr. A. Fielder.
The power could very well be increased
The Station Director, Mr. Edward Liveing.
without interfering with any other broadAMONG the most progressive of the ten casting station.
compilation of a main B.B.C. programme.
Without exaggeration, another too,000 Mr. Edward liveing, B.A., has been the
B.B.C. relay stations is Nottingham,
which has only been in existence a matter listeners could easily be added to the station director from the inauguration,
of four months, being the last but two to be already very creditable list of licensees. and his happy band of listeners, who freThe city is also rich in artistes; in fact it quently give vent to their whole -hearted
established.
In this short time the daily transmissions is one of the finest centres in the whole of appreciation in critical letters sent on
have grown from half -an -hour's music the country for anything required in the programmes arranged, will revel in the

day when they

relayed from a local picture -house,
together with the evening pro-

gramme from London, to a bill of
fare locally provided from 3.3o to
O.55, followed by the full London
programme. In a week or two the
transmissions are to be extended
by the addition of three one -hour
gramophone and pianola recitals
in the morning each week, and it
is hoped before the spring to have
these every day in the week.

talk in the studio, listeners rung
up the station on the Post Office
telephone and put their question
to the class leader, their remarks
being heard by other listeners by

It will be generally admitted

that this is not at all a bad record
for four months' operation, and the
fact

that such a happy state

of

means of a loud -speaker placed

affairs has been brought about is
due to the hearty co-operation of
the programme and the engineering sides of the station. No stone
has been left unturned to bring
5 N G up to concert pitch, and

see his untiring

efforts on their and the company's
behalf rewarded by the transformation of 5 N G from a relay to a
main broadcasting station.
Mr. Liveing was the first to
introduce the telephone WirelestDebate into this country, for it was
on Christmas Eve at 5 N G when,
at the conclusion of a tutorial class

before the microphone.

The inno-

vation was a great success, and is
to be extended during the present
session. The London authorities
The three photographs show respectively the studio, the
control room and the transmitting apparatus.

were delighted with the experiment.
(Concluded on page 240)
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CHANGING FROM CRYSTAL TO VALVES
THIS is an adventure which inevitably
It may be taken as a rule that there is
happens to all wireless enthusiasts at nothing to be saved on either accumusome period or other, generally during the lators or high-tension batteries. The pro early stages. And it is one upon which speaker will cost anything from twentyit is not advisable to embark without five shillings, let us- say three pounds.
mature consideration and deep thought.
for the latter. Cheap accumulators. do not
The problem facing one who proposes to make for economy in the long run.

may be a good plan to stick to the phones

may be viewed from two angles. If viewed Materials

two transformers.

change froma crystal set to a valve set

first and build the loud -speaker unit
later, but we will consider it here first.
at

For this you will .need the usual ebonite',
valve holders, ,two rheostats, two
jacks, and a couple of transformers. The
two

be about four pounds sixteen
shillings, allowing three pounds for. the
cost will

from the angle of the wireless salesman
Telephones we can leave out, as he
To construct the -note. magnifier, drill
in the local emporium it presents no diffi- probably already has these. A loud- panel; insert parts and screw down; wire
culties at all, being merely a matter of speaker will cost anything from twenty- up, if possible, without using insulating

investing forty pounds in a set, ten pounds five shillings, let us say three pounds. sleeving.
in valves and incidentals, five pounds in I am assuming that one of the chief
The circuit is simple. Connect the two
an accumulator and a couple of pounds in reasons for the change from the crystal is valves in series via the transformers and
4. wish to achieve loud -speaker results.
H.T. batteries.
shunt the primary of the first. transformer
Now for valves. These will cost up to with a telephone condenser. Put the jacks
If viewed from the point of view of the
man who intends to make the change it thirty shillings each. They may be pur- so as to break the circuit between the outis an entirely different matter. I have chased for less, but the initial economy is put of the valves and the input of the
of yet seen a comprehensive paper treat- not a business proposition. One invariably transformers.
ing the subject in such a' way as to advise purchases decent valves in the long run
This is assuming that you are going to
after being afflicted with pops, gurgles, connect your telephones and loud -speaker
the adventurer.
sagging filaments and a host of other per- direct to plugs, which is the. easiest pracnicious characteristics of the cheap valve. tice.
The Question of Cost
We find that we require ten pounds for
The first thing whichootrikes one 'is the
A note -magnifying panel, properly con fact that most users of crystal circuits incidentals. This is a fairly standard---structed, should last a lifetime. Unlike
are bound rigidly by limitations of figure. Now let us consider the set.
the high -frequency side of the set, it need
There are various ways_of acquiring a not be changed every time you want to
economy. They cannot allow themselves to
listen to the honeyed words of the imma- set. Borrowing and begging are .not to try a new circuit.
culate gentleman in spats for the simple be recommended to the average enthusiast.

reason that he invariably talks in

ten-

He --will

get enough of ' both later on- The Best Set
The set proper should consist of one

as the victim.
Purchasing has its advantages if one

ners " where we think in halfpence.

Then to whom are they to listen?
That is a delicate question. Anyone happens to be lazy, but that is about all.
knows that he who tacitly holds himself The two best methods are to either build
out as a possible listener to wireless jargon a _set oneself or- get a friend to do the
finally suffers a fate like that of "The job. The- latter is certainly the better,
Old Soldier °-he never dies, but simply for then one can curse the friend when
the set refuses to work instead of having
fades away.
It is just possible that there may be, that guilty feeling oneself.
Anyhow, someone is going to build it.
somewhere, men who can give a little
advice on wireless matters without taking - The first thing to do is to build an
the unfortunate victim by the ear and efficient note magnifier of two stages if
leading him, metaphorically,
slaughter -house of demonstration. But it is

to

the

you are going to use a loud -speaker.

,i

i

stage of H.F. amplification and a detector,
A straightforward circuit with either one

tuned transformer or a tuned anode will
work best with reaction on to the trans former 01 the anode coil. Another three
pounds will cover the cost of this. Skilfully handled, you should bring in all the
B.B.C. stations; along with Madrid, Rome,
Paris and Brussels. If you use a tuned

transformer you will have a much wider
scope, lot' the transformers will be inter c ham/cable with the coils.

f you are going to he
content with getting inI

scarcely worth while to
isk it.

creased

distance

over

your crystal set then you

is one place
the dubious inquirer may safely look
for information : That is

There

where

need only
valves, one

in the pages of wireless

one detector. You can
build this right away for
three pounds, including

periodicals.

the valves, and 'add the

The man

who writes, though just

two

and

loud -speaker unit

as bad as anyone else

later

if you wish. Including
the cost for accessories,
this works out at thirteen
pounds for the change-,

when allowed to talk, is
strictly kept in check by
the limitations of the
space allotted to him.

and ten pounds of that
is going to be spent on

He must get to the point
right away and finish
with it.
Which reminds me
that I am doing the
exact opposite.

the

H.F.

stuff that will do for any

THE CRAZE FOR NOVELTY
The builder of this set is Mr. A. C. Headeck, of Ashford, Kent. He considers bone to be an
excellent material to use in place of ebonite!

type or size of set you

are likely to build at

some future date.

E. C. D.
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All Brandcs products carry
our official money -back guar-

antee, enabling you to return
them within 10 days if dissatisfied. This really means

a free trial.

The unusual constructive theory of Brandes itfatched
Tone Headphones secures a tremendous improvement
A simple
in accurateness, sensitivity and volume.
explanation is this : Strike the same note at the same
instant on any two musical instruments of the same
kind. It's a hundred chances to one against both notes
being of the same strength and pitch. Consequently,
it jars, and you would much rather hear one alone.
If both notes were exactly similar, it would be pleasing,

and you would have greater volume and clarity.

Brandes, with both receivers matched to exactly the

same degree, achieve this desired end. Ask your Dealer

for Brandes
The Table Talker is another Brandes quality product at
moderate price. Its full round tones are wonderfully
clear and pleasing. The horn is matched to the unit so
that the air resistance produced will exactly balance the

The headbands are made
of piano wire covered in
soft, corded webbing. At
both ends the wire is
firmly clamped together so
that the original shape

may be easily bent to

fit

the natural line of the

head without fear of in juring the headband. They
mean comfort without hard
and irritable constriction.
British Manufacture
(B.B.C. stamped.)

fmechanical power of the diaphragm. This means beautiful
r

sound -balance.
it is

Gracefully simple of line,

finished a shade of neutral brown.

ran

421.

Tee Arne to know inciadio
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SuperiorbAlatche4Tonelieadphones
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CALLERS' PRICES

ALL POST FREE at
EBONITE PANELS
Matt
3/16
9" X 6'
2/2 1/10
12' X 9'
4/6 3/9

12' X 12'
15' X 9"
15' X 12'
d' X 4"

519

7' X 5'
6' X 6' X 1'

5/6
7/6
84,
1/6

Any Size Cut

4/9
6/8

"J.B." Ormond and
"Utility."

1/2
10d.

TERMINALS
11111-Pol. Brass
4 B.A. St...wird.

2d.

6 -way

Stock " Square Law,"

6d,

it.

Spade type, doz.
Telephone type
Multiphone 4-w.

Venal prices.

FREE

8d.
11d.
9d,

Brandes,
Sterling, Ericsson,
Siemens,

1/-

General Radio 20/ Fellows,
.. 18/6
Atrweight
10/6
Adiustal.le 12/6

With Wander Plugs
(Av., 8/-, 36v., 4/10
SOv., 4/- 15v., 2/4v. P.L. Batty. 5d.

INSULATOR,S

66v. Ever -ready 13/6
86v., 8/- 16v., 3/6

Shell, 2r X 25' 4d.

Reel, 2', Id., Egg, Id.
L4ystor type .. 9d.

Siemens same price

British Wires, etc.
*.w.o. DCO 530
8/5
18
1/11 2/11
20
2/2 2/4
4/2
18
2/0 3/9
4/7
2/11
8/19
5/14
814 4/2
5/9
00
23
3/9
80
4/10 5/4
7/6
32
5/6
6/9/9
86
8/- 8/8 12/40
17/- 14/8 20/ -

Lead-in 4a
ed.

1/8

VALVE HOLDERS
Type. A 7d., Polar 1/8
Screwed 8 nuts ed.
Ebonite
104,
Do. Open Type 64.

COIL PLUGS Remits
Superior

10d.

1.08

Narrow 7d.liaaketlibleulded type
et

VARIABLE LEAKS

Filtron 0-7
3/Watrnel 0-5
2/6
Idesen Typo .. 2/6
Resistances 2/6

Cell Formers
Zwaket type .... 1 4.
Coil Mounts
Athol" Ebonite 113
Do. Porcelain 11 et Coil Beta

5116/1, .002 DOE.
3"X 2" 1/-, ',."X 1 t" 9d.

1/9, 4-1/-

Buredept (new) 24/ Reliability 10/- &12/8
.. 17/6
Ferranti
Xtraordinar: .. 8/ -

Microphones ..
Tapping Keys
1Pdphone Cords

Tangent 12/6 & 14/6
Royal

..

20/ -

RAJ,. Modulation 8/ -

8/" Unidyne " 10-Ir 8/H. F.111cMiehaers 10/ -

1 --

COIL HOLDERS
Ashley fixed .
moving
Igraine 3 Set ..

Tumbler lf 1/-

D.C.O. 1/6 S.C.O 9d.
Dewar D.C.O.
8/3
D.P.S.T.
2/8
4/Utility 2 -way
3w 6/-, 4w 8/-, 6w8/ -

Lever Type Stocked

ninlature Turn 6d.

1,000

R.I. Chokes

..

10/ -

Shaw's Hertzne

1J -

Km. Met. Detects

6/_

B/2 value, CARRIAGE PAID,
4/6 td per It- packing, etc.

Telegrams

Fixed
Recessed do.

Thorough

Huddersdeld

transformer on the market,
irrespective of price.

The core is pocked with finest
StaLoy iron, the winding is done

Cd.

by experts, the terminals are
large and comfortable, with

9d.

soldering tags.
Guaranteed ratio of 5 :1. Note

FIL. RESISTANCE
Good quality . 1/6

NEW LINES

Eureka Transformer.,
No. 2.
.. 22/6
Concert Gland.. 30/

all cog di Lions, the equal of on",

8/8
2/6
ovingType1/9

2 coil ..

Microstat
Spirals 4d. Foimers7d.
Peerless Dn. .. 2/6

2/9

Series parallel 3/9
do. 2/9d
N.P. Panel

Admitted by leading exoerta to
be unsurpassed in excellence of
design. the U.S. Radio Trans.
former has been proved. under

II/6

Ebonite 3 coil ..
Single

MAGNIFIC(P4 WITHOUT DISTORTION

2/8
2/6

Double -arm

Ltssen 2 -way

7'0,7,110,w:341
S. Radio House,
Macaulay St.. HUDDERSFIELD

751/ ohins,9d

At-

Igranic 4/6, Vern. 7/ Ormond 2L-, Ajax 4Burndept
5/-

J. H. TAYLOR & CO.

IRON CORE CHOKES

"Edison -Bell"

Formers only ..

SWITCHES, Ebonite

1/ -

las " & " Sterling "

m recep6on,

improve

2/-

Alum. II'dbnds. 2/6
All " Igraine" `Lis see,"
" Burndept."
Goods.

1/6
Oojah 900 en.
600 & 300 m.4/6

6/ 8/6
2/ -

Hydrometers ..

'5/6

Mansbridge, at IA

2na..t. 116-1/36 nt.f. 9d.

ohm. Ex -Govt.

Tangent, each

Orders

Under

JACKS -4 -CONTACT

Bank of 2
.. 1/8
Standard Plugs 1/3
Potentiometer 300

lgranic 21/- and 20/-

CtINDkakERS

Debilier (usual
prtoes )
,
Millard

Vernier, no dial 2/8
5 vane 3/3, 7 vane 3/6
" Polar " types 10/6

Radio Scut. (new) 25/-

Telephone do.

Ii.T. BATTERIES

1/1
1/8

do. Electron
4d, yd.
Rehr.

9' 1/-,12 & 15,

.. 25/ -

all

Eriarn., Bright 4 Ark

4' & 5" do.

TRANSFORMERS
L.F. Silver -town 21/ -

Brown's" F," B.T.H.

AERIAL WIRE; 7/22's
2/6,

INVITED

HEADPHONES
4,000 ohms.

ld.

Betty spring
3d.
2 B.A. Small type,
Contact Studs
d.
Spring Washers
6,

100', 3/6,

VAR. CONDENSERS
.001 panel type 6/8
Knob
SA
.0005
Dial
5/.0003
Incite
4/6
.0002
ded
8/6

COMPLETE

5/-

Pq. In 0" id.
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the new earthing terminal.

10014 by ALL GOOD DEALERS

Wholesale only:

9/- & 5/.. 2/9

U,S. RADIO CO., Ltd.
155 High 9treet,Lewisham, S.11.13

ACCESSORIES

Gal.pulley4d. Alum 1/.
Valveliockcts &Pinald.
44.
Valve Windows
Crystal Cups .. 2d.

P. Wax block..

Resin Solder oz.

6d.
3d.

All sizes, yd.

3d.

Insulating tube.

18/6

Tape, yd.
Id,
Valve Template
4[1.
'vu Graving
104.

N.P. sWITCH ifiErj
D.C.O.

s.c.t1

TraSnyisnneren.

8,1

Fifteen headphones
on one set
In the Little
Sealed Box.
Retail Price

1/

go

I

Per Piece

"remarkably good results"
Nov., 1924

L. G. Russell, Esq.,
'1.-7, Hill Street, Birmingham.
Dear Sir,

1111111.1

CONTENTS:

8 Terminal Studs,
6

It occurred to us that you would like to know our
unique test of Headphones on Armistice Day.
We connected up fifteen (15) pairs of Headphones,
to one very ordinary Crystal Set arid got remarkably
good results, as testified by fifteen work -People, all of
whom Este -Ned -in.

As this was only a short Aerial, and lead water -pipe
Earth, with an old Variometer tuned set, you should be
greatly pleased to hear the above result was obtained

with one of your Crystals taken haphazard.

Yours faithfully,

F. E. WILSON and Co.

The

L. G. Russell Laboratories,

1-7, Hill Street, Birmingham.
(Opposite Empire Theatre)

Multi Connectors,

4 Coloured Connectors,
8 Discs (Black, Red

and Blue).
Phones +
High Tension +
Low Tension +

EXPERIMENTS with wireless circuits depend upon the ease with
which wiring can be interchanged.
Wires wrapped round
ordinary terminals cause loss of
power. Soldered connections weaken

with constant breaking down. But
Newey Snap Terminals ensure vibrationless

and can be

contact,

con-

Earth

nected up or broken down with the
finger and thumb of one hand. As
many head -phones as your set has
power to fill can be connected up on

Aerial

their

Phones High Tension Low Tension -

COMPLETE
with Instructions,

Price - 2 /.

original

setting

with

Newey

Snap Terminals.
ASK YOUR NEAREST DEALER TO SUPPLY.

,

. r

FOR WiRELL55
PHONE -

......

T

Co"

"""(

Gel BATTERY:
COrairCritert

y sm_Lp

TRAIL MARI(

INIA.L

lainielnan c 0.,0.03
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T W THO PSON

& CO.

Government Su rplus Depot

39-43 LONDON STREET, GREENWICH S.E.10
9

Telephone -Greenwich 1259.
-

We

are open to accept offers for large quantities of these goods.

NOTICE. -Owing to expiration of lease at our stores, we are
compelled to take larger premises. To obviate removal of
goods, we are disposing of same below cost. Take advantage
of this exceptional offer.
(3 Tons Wireless Scrap material, consisting of odd Receivers, Ebonite Terminals, Damaged Instruments, Wire, Meters,
etc., etc. Useful to all amateurs for experimenting, etc., 9 lb. for 6/6, post 1/-. We can give a better selection for larger
quantities.) (2,000 Single Earphones, all tested, perfect, to clear, at 1 /3 each, post 3d.) (200 Pairs Brand New 4,000 -

ohm Headphones in original boxes, 8/- per pair, post 9d.)' (300 Weston Super Sensitive Relays for recording morse,
etc., 12 /6 each, post 1 /-, all perfect.) (4,000 Loud Speaker Bobbins, all wound to 2,000 ohms, all tested, 6d. each.)

(500 Microphone and Telephone Transformers, cost 21 /-, to clear, 3 /-, post 9d.) (400 Copper Earth Mats, a
perfect earth, 3 ft. by 2 ft., 4;'- each, post 9d.) (300 Copper Earth Mats, 20 ft. by 2 ft., 12 /6 each, post 1 /3.) (500
G.P.O. Practice Outfits, containing G.P.O. Galvo, Heavy Key Morse Sounder, etc., etc., in case, 7/6 each, post 1/3.)
(2,000 New 1 M.F. Condensers, 2/- each, post 3d.) (400 New Intervalve Transformers -the Government had the
best to be obtained -to clear, 12/6 each, post 6d.) (300 Worm Geared Potentiometers, 250 ohms, Panel Mounting,
all new, 4'- each, post 6d.) (300 Marconi Round Valves, 2 volt, Receiving, all new, 31- each, post 3d.) (600 New
(1,000 Brand New Chloride Accumulators,
500 -ohm Choke Coils, iron wire enclosed core, 2 /6 each, post 3d.)
2 volt 20 amps., 4/6 ; 4 volt 20 amps., 9 /- ; 6 volt 20 amps., 13 /-, post 6d., 9d., and 1/-.) (100 Marconi 2 -Valve
Receiving Sets, Broadcasting, 50/- each. Price complete with Valves, Accumulator, H.T. Battery and Phones, £5,
all tested before dispatch.) (4,000 Telephone Cords, 6-8 ft. long, various colours, 6 complete cords for 1,'-, post 6d.)
(3 Miles il, Single Tinned Copper Wire, rubber covered, as used for wiring ex -Government sets, 1 /6 per doz. yds., all
new, post 3d.). (4,000 yds. Pos. and Neg. Coloured Flex,2 /- per doz. yds., post .3d.) (3,000 yds. Lead-in Wire,
copper rubber covered, 3,1- per doz. yds., post 6d.) (6,000 ds. Heavy Vulcanised Maroon Flex, useful for extenTelephone Transformer, Consions, etc., 2 /- doz. yds., post 3d.) (150 M.IV. 3 -Valve Amplifiers, 3 intervalve and
denser, Stud Switch, etc., £3 each, post 1;'3.) (20 G.R.C. 2 -Valve Amplifiers, new, £3 each, post 1 /3.) (100 G.R.C.
Variometers, 200-700 metres, list price, 17 /6, to clear, 8/- each, post 9d.) (Austin 3, k.w. Petrol Electric Generating
Sets, complete, running 110 volts 32 amps., £45 each.) (Norman Petrol Electric Generating Sets, running 30 volts
10 amps., £15 each.) (Wilton Generating Sets,30 volts 10 amps., £25 each.) (400 Handphones, complete with
Microphone and Receiver, cost 18/-, to clear, 3/6, post 6d.) (300 R.A.F. Wireless Tuners, complete with variable
condensers, 6 /- each, post 9d.) (2,000 Dewar Switches, to clear at 2 %- each, post 3d.) (500 M.III. Tapped Tuning
Coils, Ebonite Former, 100-700 metres, 4;'- each, post 6d.) (1,000 .025 Condensers Mica dielectric, 2/- per doz.,
post 4d.) (4,000 New Ebonite Earcaps, 2/- per doz., post 6d.) (1,000 D.III. Buzzers, useful for rectifying, etc.,
minus points, 1;'-, post 4d.) (500 Teak Accumulator Cases, all new, to clear, 9d. each, post 9d.) (1,000 Lengths
Cords containing 4 separate coloured Flexes with 4 Pin Plug, 7 ft. long, 9d. each, post 3d.) (200 Complete Single
Valve Transmitters, with Tuning H.F. Ammeter, Wound Leak, etc., etc., cost £20, to clear, all new, 35/- each, pass.
train 2'6.) (5,000 Heavy Morse Transmitting Keys to clear, 2/- each, post 4d.) (400 Complete Spark Transmitters, complete with folding Morse Key, new, cost £10, to clear, 7/6, post 1/6.) (400 H.F. Aerial Ammeters,
0-1.5, 7/6 each, post 6d.) (2,000 7 -Piece Terminals, 4 B.A., 2,/- per doz, post 4d.) (2,000 400 -ohm Potentiometers, all new, 4,/- each, post 3d.) (20 lb. best Zincite Crystal, 80;- per lb.). (400 New 60 -Volt H.T. Batteries,
high grade, 7/6 each, post 1/-.) (150 Voltmeters, Laboratory Instruments, mirror reflecting, 0-25 volts, 35/- each,
post 1;'6.) (500 Oak Valve Boxes, padded, to hold 3 valves, 9d. each, post 6d.) (4,000 Egg and Shell Porcelain
Insulators, 8 /- per gross, 1 /- per doz., post 3d.) (20 2-k.w. Alternators with condensers and auxiliary motor on
base, £3 each.) (20 Marconi H.T. Motor Generators, 12 -volt motor Marconi generator, D.C. 1,500 volts 12 milli amps., £8 complete.)
(30 B.T.H. and Makie H.T. Generators, 6-12 volt input, 600-1,000 volt D.C. output,
£10 each.) (20 Marconi H.T. Hand -driven Generators, 600 volts 30 milliamps., £7 each.) (50 Moving Coil
1

Voltmeters, 0-1,000 volts, mirror reflecting, 70/- each, post 1/6.) (100 Charging Rheostats, 6;'- each, post 9d.)
(200 Gross Pkts. Chater-Lea Eye Terminals, 2/- per gross, post 6d.)
(40 New 10 -line Exchange Boards,
cost £40 each, to clear, £4 10 each.) (200 Single Valve Transmitters, complete with H.T. Motor Generator, Meters,
and High Voltage Condensers, etc., etc., cost £35, price to clear, complete, 50,'-, carriage 4/-.) (D.III. Microphones, 2/6
each, post 3d.), etc., etc., etc.
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GECOPFK'5'N 'E)
(Registered Trade Marie)

Britain's Best Broadcasting Sets.

REDUCED
PRICES
Consequent upon the reduction in
the prices of MA,Fc9,1YES the following
reductions in the prices of GECOPHONE Valve
Sets will operate as and from February 2nd, 1925
CAT. No.

BC. 3000
BC. 3001
BC. 3050
BC. 3051
BC. 3250
BC. 3251
BC. 3255
BC. 3256
BC. 3200
BC. 3205
BC. 2001

BC. 2002
BC. 3350
BC. 3351
BC. 3355
BC. 3356
BC. 3300

DESCRIPTION.

Single Valve Set (DER Valve) ...
...
...
Ditto
but with Headphones, LT and FIT Batteries, &c.
Single Valve Set (DE3 Valve)
Ditto
but with Headphones, LT and HT Batteries, &c.
2 -Valve Set (Flat model), Det and LF (DER Valves)
Ditto
with Headphones, LT and HT Batteries
2 -Valve Set (Flat Model), Det and LF (DE3 Valves)
Ditto
but with Headphones, LT and HT Batteries

OLD
PRICE.

...
...

...
...
...
...

d.

s.

0

6 15 0
9 17 0

0

0

7 12

0

5

0

10

10

9 12

0

0

0

...

11

1

0

13 10

0

18 10

0

19

0

0

20

0

0

19

5

0

18

2 -Valve Cabinet Set, Det and LF, DER Valves, complete with Headphones, LT and HT Batteries
...
Ditto
but with DE3 Valves ...
...
2 -Valve Cabinet Set,HF and Det (R5 Valves), complete with Headphones
and LT and HT Batteries ...
Ditto
but with DER Valves ...
...
3 -Valve Set, Det and 2LF (R5 and DE5 Valves)
Ditto
but with Headphones, LT and HT Batteries
3 -Valve Set, Det and 2 LF (DER and DE6 Valves)
Ditto
but with Headphones, LT and HT Batteries
3 -Valve Cabinet Set, Det and 2LF (R5 and DE5 Valves), complete with
Headphones, LT and HT Batteries ...
but with DER and DE6 Valves
Ditto

BC. 3305
BC. 2010 4 -Valve Cabinet Set de Luxe
BC. 3400 4 -Valve Combination Set (BC. 2001 and BC. 2580) ...
...
BC. 2050 5 -Valve Cabinet Set
...
BC. 2585 Single Stage Amplifier ...
BC. 2580 2 -Stage Amplifier
.

.

d.

s.

13

...

PRICE

6 18

...

...

REDUCED

7

8 0

10 0 0
9 6 0
12 14 0
10 13 0
13 2 0
18 4 0
18 12 0
19 17 0
19 0 0
17 15 0

3

0

23 15

0

23

7

18 10

0

18

1

23

5

0

28

0

0

27 10

0

... 120

0

0

...

33 12

0

...

...

37 10
5 7

6

...

11

10

0

0

0
0
22 16 0

27 12 0
27 1 0
119 0 0
33 2 0
36 12 0
5 6 0
11
4 0

NOTE.-THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE ALL ROYALTIES.
The same superlative quality that has characterised the manufacture of GECOPHONE Sets since their
inception will in every way be maintained.

Sold by

GECOPHONE Service Depots, Electrical Dealers, Stores, Etc.
Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd. (Manufacturers and Wholesale only), Magnet House, Kingsway, Londop, W.C. 2
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The Eclipse
THE solar eclipse on Saturday week excited wide interest among wireless
enthusiasts, both professional and expert,
all over the world. Special transmissions
were arranged both here and in America
to test what effect the eclipse would have

normal static since it appeared to be worse

on the low than the high wave band.
What conclusions the experts will draw
from these facts I do not know. I rather
imagine they may be led to look for the
cause of fading in a different direction to
that which has so far engrossed most of
their attention. Possibly also the well-

,ipon reception.
Soon after 2.35 p.m. I picked up W G Y's known phenomenon of "night effect " may
carrier and speech was heard. Unfortu- be cleared up. It is for the wireless man
nately interference from 2 L 0, who seemed to get the facts in this case, but for the
to be working with unusual strength, pre- astronomer and others to deduce the
vented this station being heard well. theories.

Several German stations, also transmitting
round about 380 metres, were heard. Most

anything but an exceptionally sensiti eset
during daylight, most " fans" should be
able

to manage a good many German

stations on days when the conditions are
favourable-which means generally muggy
and wet.
Oscillation
The problem of oscillation appears to be
interesting the American listeners equally
with British. A special test has recently

KDKA
One point regarding Transatlantic re-

been carried out in the States in order to.
ascertain exactly how much interference
an oscillating receiver can cause and over
what area it would be heard. The results
were somewhat staggering. Listeners in

actually very doubtful if they did. Several

and one report even came from as far

of these stations became stronger as the ception during the eclipse is perhaps worth a certain city were divided into two
mentioning. Claims have been made in the classes, half of them being asked to dea considerable amount of morse about and press that K D K A was heard on the short liberately oscillate while the other half
some mush. Northolt appeared to be work- nave. It appears that many people claim listened.
The oscillations were heard
ing, though fortunately there were some to have picked this station up, but it is over a quarter of the American continent,
period of the eclipse proceeded. There was

silent periods.

On the short wave I heard two stations;
one on about 70 metres was transmitting
dance music and was loud enough to be
switched through to the loud -speaker.
Two other stations, one of which appeared
to be K D K A, were heard on this short
wave, making three in all. In addition,

there appeared to be a number of very
powerful amateurs working mcirse down
below 75 metres.

The Effects
So much for the stations heard. Now
for a consideration of the general effect
obtained.

There is little doubt that strength increased

as

the

eclipse

developed.

I

noticed no undue tendency towards fading,

though personally I had not expected it.
There appeared to be very little to notice
on the longer wave -band except that
stations were audible which. arc not usuT
ally heard during the daytime. But on
the short waves a distinct difference of
conditions was apparent. It began with a
minor crackling effect rather like a poor
H.T. battery, and, gradually getting worse,
soon appeared as what the Croydon operator terms "night effect." -This crackling
was so bad at times as to render good reception au impossibility; it persisted long
after four o'clock.
Most listeners to the short-wave stations

on Saturday afternoon will have noticed
how clearly Croydon was to be heard on a
harmonic.

This is the first time I have

heard Croydon down here.
The net result of the experiments seems
to have been that during the eclipse signal

strength was stronger than it, would normally have been. Contrary to expectations, fading was not unusually prevalent.
Considerable electrical disturbance of the
atmosphere was created, differing from

experts who tested for this station picked distant as South America.
up a faint carrier wave which they were
In a second test designed to check the
unable to solve; a few *Wally did solve first, three receivers were arranged so as
it -with difficulty, but were unable to ob- to oscillate and produce a note which could
tain sufficient volume to establish the be identified. The final results clearly
station call sign. In one case a cable was proved that an oscillating receiver will insent for verification to K D K A, whose terfere with reception anywhere within a
reply will no doubt come in due course. radius of 25 miles of its source, and will
But none other than the most extremely be heard without causing great interference
sensitive sets would have picked up this within 5o miles. When more than one reThe transmission which ceiver is oscillating the effects can appartransmission.
many people picked up on the 6o -odd ently be heard for several hundreds of
metre wave was considerably higher than miles. The moral is that the man next
6o metres, and apparently emanated from door is not always responSible for your
the Swiss station at Zurich. Anyone car- trouble, even if he does use reaction on a
ing to work out the harmonics of Zurich single -circuit tuner.
will find that the eighth is very close to
Standardisation
K D K A. It is a curious fact that this,
Swiss station came in at loud -speaker
I have often thought what a pity it is
strength on the short wave, whereas
that manufacturers cannot come to some
was by no means good on its natural agreement with a view to a certain amount
wavelength.
of standardisation in wireless component
So whether K D K A actually was heard parts. It was brought home to me parin England during the daytime remains ticularly the other day when I was fitting
yet to be proved. If she was, then it could a new aerial tuning condenser to a set
which had given good service for several
only have been in exceptional cases.
years. In the days when this set was
made it was almost universal for the
Daylight Long-distance Reception
It seems doubtful if some enthusiasts A.T.C. to have a capacity of mor micro arc fully aware of the possibilities of day- farad. We know better now and use conIt densers of about half this size. The old
light reception of distant stations.
appears to be the general idea that during component was fixed to the panel by means
the daytime only British stations can be of a couple of screws. Do you think that
received in England, and these with. diffi- the holes made for them coincided with
culty, by an ordinary set. This is quite those in the top plate of the new one ?
definitely not so. While I write, at 11.3o Of course they did not. But it would
in the morning,- a German station is de- surely be quite easy for an agreement to
livering news on my loud -speaker. The be reached that the fixing screw holes in
station in question -is probably Hamburg all variable condensers should be, say,
y, in. apart and at a definite fixed dissince the wavelength is approximately 390
metres. And this is by no means the only tance from the centre.
Continental station which may be heard
Exactly the same comment applies to
during daylight hours. While American low -frequency transformers of various
stations' are probably beyond the range of kinds, and when we come to high-fre-
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On Your Wavelength ! (continued)

0

quency transformers of the mushroom or

suspended aerial will he. a complete back
number, so far, at any rate, as amateur
confounded, for here there is no one rule reception is concerned. One of the chief
for connecting the ends of the windings to objections to the outdoor aerial is that if
the various pins. If you wire your set for there are any atmospherics going, it gives
transformers of one make you will prob- you your full share of them. It is also

plug-in type we find confusion even worse

ably \ find that others do not do at all.

Here is a glaring case of lack of standardisation which should receive attention.

Screw Sizes
Another point which always annoys me
about components is this : I suppose that
ninety-nine per cent. of those Who build

seriously affected by interfering signals on
the same, or almost the same, wavelength
as the transmission that you wish to

receive. With the frame aerial a very
much greater amount of freedom from
interference, whether of natural or of a
human origin, can be obtained. In fact

in the summer -time when the crackles and

0

prising what one can hear with suitable
gear. Those persons with a crystal set
living

in a large town are often more

favourably situated than country cousins
possessing multi -valve sets, for, in addition to local broadcast, they have also a
wide selection of amateurs to receive. Re radiating valve sets also often provide an
unexpected variation by giving the gratified crystal merchant an unexpected retransmission of one of the distant stations.
Unfortunately' re -radiating valve sets may
also provide unwanted interference to the
long-suffering crystal user and utterly spoil

their own sets use 4 B.A. screws to the fizzles have been too bad for reception on his programme.
exclusion of all others. They have the the outside wire I have often been able
appropriate drills and taps, as well as a to get quite good results with a small
Expectation of the Unexpected
good stock of screws of various lengths. frame. The only objection to the frame
On
the whole, one can't help but envy
Yet when they come to mount components is that it cuts down to a very darge extent
they discover more often than not that the
clearance holes made for the fixing screws
arc intended for either 5 or 6 B.A. There
is absolutely no point whatever in making
the fixing holes of either of these sizes in

the vast majority of cases, and it would

be a very good thing

if manufacturers

would make the No. 26 drill, which produces

a 4

B.A.

clearance hole,

their

standard tool.

One.hole Fixings
Matters arc apparently simplified by the
use of the one -hole fixing for condensers,
rheostats, variometers, variable grid leaks
and so on. When making up a panel the
other day I thought that I would save

myself a heap of trouble by using com-

ponents provided with this type of mount-

the crystal user Who, in spite of delightful
uncertainty and doubts, may one day dis-

For the best affroimd reception

cover a super -sensitive piece of crystal

"As Good

a Set as Money Can Buy" has been

designed and built by the technical staff of
"The Wireless Magazine."
The construction is simplicity itself with the
aid of the free blueprint panel template and

which will take the place of one of our
dull -emitter

valves.

Until

then be is

always in such a state of continual ex-

pectation of the unexpected that he cannot
possibly leave the catwhisker to take care
of itself, and the fascination of "whisker All Newsagents, 1/- net.
wangling " is always with him. That is
emoisessimmoniat.
where the crystal merchant scores,. for it
the range. This can be made up for in is all too simple with a valve set.
most cases by adding one stage of highfrequenCy amplification.
The frame is
Choral Music
extraordinarily selective, provided that it
Personally I am not fond of part singis used in a room within whose walls there ing, whether in- "fours " or mass, and
is no great amount of iron or other metal. from broadcasting standpoints choral
Normally, maximum signal strength Is music should be rigorously avoided, but
I

coloured wiring diagram.

obtained

only when

the

frame points

directly towards .the station that is being
ing. I therefore laid in a stock of them received, and another station lying in a
and did the required drilling. But when different direction can be tuned -in to the
I came to tackle the fixing I found that exclusion of the first by a slight rotation
I was in rather a dilemma. In every case `'of the frame. I am a firm believer myself
the makers had taken it that no one ever in the frame aerial, and I strongly advise
panel.
used anything thicker than a
reader who is troubled by interference
Now this was a large set and I had cut any
to
give
it a trial.
ebonite. The result
the panel from
was that when I pushed the screwed porThe Crystal Merchants
tion of the one -hole fixing through the
On feeding some of my paSt writings in
did
not
protrude
sufficiently
to
panel it
these columns I have discovered a frightenable the nut to obtain a grip. So far ful omission. I seem to have partly overfrom saving myself trouble I gave myself looked the claims on my attention of the
a very great deal of work, for I had to vast army of crystal users. Their name is
counterbore each of the holes so as to let legion, for I am credibly informed by a
the nut in a little way in order to enable Post Office official that 5o per cent. of the
it to obtain a hold. It would be a very aerials in this country have crystal sets
great advantage if the screwed bushes tethered to the business end of them.
used in oneshole fixings were made with Well, well, I must apologise, for I can
the threaded portion considerably longer quite understand that my talks on Eiffel
than is usually the case. You can always Tower musical transmissions or Burns
file down a bush that is too long, but I night from Glasgow must be very tantalishave never been able to discover any ing to the crystal user; posseSsing as he
method of lengthening one that is too generally does only a piece of part worn
short ! And, after all, lots of people do galena and- a i5 -ft. aerial buried in the
ebonite for large heart of London. Even the merits of
use 1.1; -in. or even
panels.
adding a valve " must be lbst, on him,
Frame or Outside Wire?
for his pockets are often as limited as his
I have often seen it predicted that before gear. It is surprising what fascination a
So many years have passed the outdoor crystal set possesses, and even more sur-

for those who do, and do not mind "that
gramophone feeling!' there is an exceptional opportunity

to -night

of

hearing

Elgar's biggest composition, The Dreaoe
Of Gerontius. It will be performed by the
Halle Orchestra, under Mr. Hamilton
Harty, at the Free Trade Hall, Manchester, and be broadcast from 5 X X.

A similar opportunity will be given on
Saturday, when Bournemouth via 5 X X
broadcasts Sullivan's Coldest Legend. An
exceptional cast has been obtained, including Miss Edythe Kinch, Miss Gladys
James, Mr. Gwynnc Davis and Mr. Robert
Mott.

Those Dear Anniversaries
With all those anniversaries flying
around, it was only to be expected that

Manchester would seize upon the Dickens',
birthday to hold a special programme, and
on Saturday night I shall lie a .composite
between Mr. Asquith and Mr. Micawber,
"waiting to see " "something to turn up."
I understand the programme is to be
arranged by the Manchester branch of the
Dickens Fellowship, which was founded in
October, i9o2, anti has as its life presidents Sir Henry - F. Dickens, K.C., and
Mrs. Kate Perugini, the- only surviving
children of Charles Dickens.
-
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PRACTICAL
ODDS AND ENDS

0

Wecovalve Holders
WHERE `' IVeco -valve" holders of the
bayonet -catch type are used, trouble

frequently arises from bad contacts between the holder and the valve, This is
usually due to overheating the tags when
soldering the connecting wires.: The heat

which incidentally also protects them from

HERE is really nothing very difficult
about winding your own coils if you
go about it the right way. Here is a
way of making and mounting honeycomb

shown in the illustration, which gives an
efficient protection for a sloping panel type of set. Semicircular holes arc cut at

dust.

The writer has made the cover

coils.

Any suitable material may be used for
the formers. so long as it is thick enough
to prevent bending when the winding is
begun. Fibre sheets about -,16 in. thick
are quite good.
When the sheets have been cut in the
manner shown in the diagrams a piece of
cardboard the width of the plug you wish

tertGED
l-10

SLOTS
FOR VIIRE5

circle the same diameter as the centre of
your former, r s, in. Two short pieces
should be left as shown in the figure to
enable the coil to be mounted.
A hole is made through the centres cf
the formers and, after your ring of card-

-RUBBER

Details of Valve Mounting.

softens and warps the ebonite of the
holder, so- that the contact spring is no

board has been placed between them, they

then inserting a round disc cut from a
piece of fine 'rubber sponge under the

the sides to obviate the necessity of disconnecting wires, and two small hinges
at the top permit' of the cover being
opened and closed as desired. S. J. B.

Panel Hints

0

QUITE a good way- of finishing off a
panel is to use some Vim or similar
cleanser on. a wet cloth. When the surface is well matted, finish by rubbing in
one direction only, using more water and
less cleanser. Swill the panel well under

holder and bolting the holder down again
on the panel.

in the

recess on the under side of the holder and
should be about -.3, in. thick. The figure
shows the position of the disc before bolt-

ing the holder to the panel.
When the holder is bolted down the
sponge is pressed up into the holder and
keeps the contact springs hard up against
the valve contacts. The valve can, of

CARDBOARD
TUBE

SASER celluloid acts as an excellent insulating medium and can be very easily
made.

a running tap to clear out all the grit

MEMO() OF
waiDiNG

course, be taken out and replaced as
before.

Celluloid

aril MONA

Method of Winding Coils.

from the holes.
Polishing may be done by rubbing with
jeweller's rouge and turpentine, but it is
a lengthy process, and a very good finish
is obtained by polishing with a linen rag
and just a trace of linseed oil.
It oftens happens when changing com-

ponents in a set that fresh screw holes
have to be made, and the problem is to
fill up the old holes so that they will not

which is removed when the Avinding is
finished.

It is made by dissolving scrap celluloid
The method of winding is simple. Start(old combs, photograph film and broken ing from any slot, you miss three seg.hair slides) in acetone. It is best to first ments or two slots, as shown. A: L. E.
scrape the celluloid before dissolving it in
order to get rid of any gelatinous emulsion.
The cleaned strips of celluloid should Protecting the Valves
then be shaken in a bottle with acetone.
MANY wireless receiving sets afford no
If the mixture is too thick more acetone
protection to the valves, which are
should be added, and vice verse.
expensive items. Sets that are kept in
It dries very quickly when applied rooms where there are children or where

(more so than shellac) with a beautiful
C. J. T.

Arrangement of Hinged Cover.

are clamped together with a small bolt,

longer held in the correct position.
There this has occurred, the trouble
may be completely cured by slacking the
holder away from the panel, tightening
the four little screws which hold the
soldering tags and contact springs, and

to fit

0

Making Your Own Coils

to mount on is cut and bent round in a

The disc should be cut

0-

show.

Quite good plugs can be made from the
so-called " ebonite " knitting needles..

The holes should be drilled out so that
the needle is a tight fit. A little Seccotine can be smeared in the hole and the
needle pushed in and cut off close with a
sharp knife or saw. A smooth file and a
piece of fine emery -cloth completes the
job.

The plug will take a polish, but probably it is best to leave the panel with a

they are likely to be damaged by other matt finish when the repair can hardly be
J. H. S.
causes '3110111d be given some form of cover, detected.
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VERNIER.

A VERNIER FOR
INSTRUMENT DIAT S
dividing the distance marked off into ten
Each of the parts of the vernier
will then be less than a part of the scale
by one -tenth of the latter. If, for example,
divisions.

parts, it should be explained that if a line

to be divided into the requisite number
of parts is drawn on a piece of paper,
with the exact length of the total number
40 degrees and a party of a condenser scale of parts (let this be represented by line
are in use according to zero on the vernier, A B) and another line is drawn at an
and the seventh line on the vernier coin- angle thereto (line A c of the figure)
cides with a division on the scale, the and marked off by a number of arcs of
q. indication is that the fraction is seven - any length, the number corresponding to

Vernier and Method or Setting Out.
pr.213,1,11:1 mmmmmmmmmm

tenths of a part of a division on the scale.
I T has often surprised the writer that the Consequently the reading in degrees is
I simple expedient of providing a vernier 40.7 degrees.
of the type forming the subject matter of
The application of a vernier to a .conan experiment in elementary science denser scale is shown in the diagram. It
classes has not been adopted for indicat- should be noted that invariably a condenser
ing minute movements of, for example, scale is not marked in units, but the divithe vanes of a condenser.
sions of the scale correspond to two units.
As dials and their divisions are now The length of a vernier is then four and a
practically standard, it would be a simple half divisions of the scale, which corrematter for a manufacturer to make a suit- sponds to nine -tenths of the distance beable vernier. To those who do not under- tween the divisions indicating tens. The
stand what is intended, it may be ex- reading of the particular vernier illustrated
plained that a vernier can be made in the in the diagram is 72.2 degrees.
case of a scale where units are divided
For those who are not acquainted with
into ten divisions, by marking off nine of geometry and do not know how to divide
the divisions on a piece of paper and a given line into an equal number of

the number of parts into which the line A B

is to be divided is shown. A line D B is
drawn passing through the point where
the last of the said arcs cuts the line A c
and joins the line A B at
A series of
13.

lines drawn parallel with the said line D B,
and passing through the points where the
said arcs cut the line AC will, if drawn

carefully, divide the line AB into the required number of parts. In Fig. a A B
has been divided into ten parts of equal
length. In order to draw the lines exactly
parallel one to another it is essential that

a set -square or its equivalent be used with
one of its faces arranged against a straight-

edge as shown in the sketch reproduced
above.
H. J. H.

THE

"A W." CROSS -WORD CIRCUIT
3

2

II

CLUES

(down).

lays

3

R., and 3 Single.
4 Newcastle.
8 Excellent.
g Honeycomb maker.
to Urgent !
Ix End of coil.

17 3'14159.

52 Rough ridge.
53 Part of telephone.
54 Connecting ends.
58 Makes and breaks.
bo Half load.
6, Almost ugly !
listening
Tree
64 Escapes.
67 Portion of Hull.
63 Drink,

71 and 72 Price

40
to

6 Please don't do it!

45 46
51

of

AMATEUR WIRELESS.

DOWN

3 Insulator.
4 Some of Glasgow.
5 Negative.

Ill2

ill

38 kill

68 A valve,
69 Personal.

7o Half size.

2.126

1

36

51 Atmospherics.

x8 Indicates half watt
19 A type of coil.
22 The end of aerial.
23 Metal bar.
24 Telegraphic message.
25 You see one, too!
27 A Welsh station.
29 Swell, beheaded and
curtailed.
30 Middle of States.
31 Spiral 24.
32 Nearly not so much!
34 Part of set you made.
36 Melody.

31

7 Aerial should be.
8 Part of valve.
9 Send messages, etc.,
into space.

27
/I

II

gi III 4
50
53

55 56
59

4
MI

alga la

Oil

28

Wil

111

FA

CLUES

22

21

29

cast.
so I of an insulator.

14 Depart.
15 Not switched off.

20

24

broad-

If,

17

15

23

back-

difficult,

wards!

49 Simultaneous

6

5

10

13

18 19

37 Kind of news.
38 Threads.
40 i, 2 and 3 across.
43 Electroplated.
44 More than half set.
45 Where 5 X X
47 Not

13 Aerial should not.

12

9

14

ACROSS

i Nothing.
s Beheaded,

4

8

7

mi

II

GO

62

DOWN (continued)
12 Accumulator voltage.
45 Some of Swansea.
16 In tanks.
46 Part of Chelmsford.
z7 Dad.
47 Why be?
20 Near.
.18 Begins suddenly.
21 Connect.
Platform.
26 Isolates.
55 Piece of rope.
28 Half watt.
se Many in back gardens.
33 and 41 We shall, sonic 57 Small lumps of coal.
day, besides hear.
58 Often covers wire.
35
of electrical unit.
59. A kind of nardening,.
39 Unit of current.
62 and 6g Quality of
42 What we buy wire on.
AMATEUR WIRELESS.
43 Where circuit is com- 65 Middle and end of
pleted.
Edinburgh.
44 Used to keep dry.
66 Half Plittsburg.

We do not propose to offer a prize for

the solution of this puzzle., but our readers

will no doubt be interested in the application of this popular craze to wireless.
It will be observed that the design of the
guzzle forms the simple crystal circuit
shown in the heading.

63

64 65
67

68

69

71

72

The solution will appear in the next issue.

Norwich Council has asked the B.B.C.
to consider erecting a transmitting station
at Norwich.
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AN EXTENSIBLE UNIT SET.
The L.F. Amplifying Panel

1=0=

IN this article

1=0=1

can be assembled. First

is ex-

plained the construction of a low -frequency

the switch, then valve
bracket, rheostat and
transformer (see Fig.
29), noticing, particu-

unit to be added to the
two units already made.

A shell will be required
to take this panel in the

larly the way in which
the rheostat is mounted
so that it will clear the

same way as the others.

The only difference is

other components.

that no coil holder is
required to take a
honeycomb tuning coil.

Wiring the Unit
Wiring is carried out
'

We therefore can pro-

with

ceed straight away with

No.

24 -gauge

tinned -copper wire

the assembling of the
covered with systofiex
components to be used
sleeving. Fig. 33 is a
Figs. 28a and 28b.-Component Parts of L.F. Amplifying Panel and Reaction Unit.
en the panel itself.
pictorial sketch showThe parts required are pictured in Figs. behind the detector panel if the overall ing the back of this panel wired up.
28a and 28b and consist of : One ebonite length exceeds 4 in. In the set pictured Fig. 36 is the theoretical circuit including
panel i8 in. by 4 in. ; one ebonite panel 2% this was not really necessary.
Two the circuit of the first two units. This is
different types of transformer have been
employed

to show the adaptation of
different mountings. However, the constructor may please himself as to whether

he adopts these or others

of

the many

good makes now on the market.

The transformer bracket is a piece of
ebonite 2% in. by 2 in. by

drilled

and tapped 6 B.A. in its shorter edge to

a depth of % in, and % in. from each
corner. This can also he drilled as re-

quired to mount the transformer. In most
makes this is by four screws through holes
in the base. Accommodation must be left

for the rheostat which goes between the
transformer and front panel, as shown in
Figs. 29 and 30. The instrument can then
be permanently attached to its bracket.
The four coil holders, which act' as unit
Fig. 29. --Back of L.F. Panel.

by 2 in.; one L.F. transformer; one
rheostat; one valve bracket; one double in.

pole double -throw switch; four coil holders;
four 4 B.A. %-in. countersink -head

screws; two 6 B.A. countersink -head
screws; 13% in. 2 B.A. screwed brass
rod; tinned copper connecting wire
and insulating sleeving.
With the components at hand the
panel must be drilled according to the
diagram Fig. 35. Here is the drilling
key: A, 4 B.A. clearance and countersunk; 13, 6 B.A. clearance and countersunk; C, 6 .B.A. clearance; D, a -in.

connectors, can next be tapped 4 B.A.,
taking care that there will be, no dis-

Fig. 30.-Another Back of Panel View.
crepancy in height between the two panels
when they are plugged together. When shown in order to make the functioning
the connectors hare been securely fastened of the circuit as a whole more clear. Note
to the front panel the other components that the double -pole switch cuts in or out
the low -frequency unit. The illustrations make the wiring simple enough to
require no verbal explanation.

The Set in Use
Fig. 31 is the Unit set en bloc as so
far built.
functioning

There are three valves
in
a
straightforward
manner as radio -frequency amplifier,
detector and audio -frequency amplifier.

There is also a reflex to the first valve
which enables it to be used to amplify

clearance.
It must' be noted that the transformer bracket is mounted on the

opposite side of the panel to that in the
"Dual" unit already described. In
each case this allows room for the
transformer to extend a short distance

at

audio -frequency

speaker is employed.

Fig. 31.-H.F. Detector and L.F. Units.

when

a

loud-

The connection

between the third and first valves is
made by a length of flex, which is
clearly seen in Fig. 31. The loudspeaker is connected as before to ter-
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minals at the base of the first valve. The following "dual " amplification the head- strength will be obtained. It is better,
addition of the audio -frequency stage of phones may not be used in its place with however, to make use of the two stages at
amplification does not complicate the tun- success, as such application would result one's disposal and tune down to a com-

mateur Wireless

ing in any way.

"Likewise this stage may

in

a capacity -to -earth effect through the

fortable loudness, as by so doing the set is

INT,R,h,11rmr

0- 0

O

Fig. 32. ---Front of

L.F. Panel.
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Fig. 33 (above).-Wiring of Back of Panel.
Fig. 34 (top, right).-Circuit Diagram. Fig.
35 (opposite).-Drilling Plan of Panel.
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be brought into action or not as required headbands and thence through the body of not being run " all out," so to speak, and
the resultant reception will be notable for
the operator.
by a throw of the switch.
On local reception the loud -speaker can a complete absence of distortion.
It should be noted that because the
DAVID GREY.
loud -speaker is incorporated in the high - be put in place of the headphones on the
(To be continued)
frequency circuit (see Fig. 34), when terminals at the extreme right when good

D.X. RECEPTION : A FEW SUGGESTIONS
THE first thing to bear in mind in Damping

buried

in damp earth

2

ft.

below the

It is important to keep down the damp- surface of the ground, a roll of wire
is the simple fact that the signals picked ing in the grid circuits ; this damping is netting Or (even better) a long strip of
up by the aerial are so extremely weak the result of several causes-coils wound copper tape placed directly underneath the
that the set must be unusually sensitive to with too fine a wire, a high -resistance aerial. The great thing is to keep as large
connection with long-distance reception

make the sounds audible in the phones aerial and earth, and various forms of an area of metal as possible in the soil-.
Leakage in wireless sets may he direct
The remedy in every case is
at all. It follows that unless sufficient leakage.
energy is passed on to the rectifier nothing obvious; coils for all wavelengths below or indirect. In the former case the panel
will be heard; hence in the large majority Soo metres should be wound with No. 18 itself is leaky and current escapes across
of cases high -frequency amplification is wire or even thicker. On the -very short the surface; in the latter there is leakage
essential to magnify the impulses received wavebands, such as too metres, No. 15 by capacity, by the condenser effect set up
by the aerial until they are sufficiently should always be used; in fact it is better between two wires or components mounted
strong. By the way, the crystal is quite in this instance to wind the coil with bare too near each other. Ebonite which is
unsuitable in a multi -valve set because it

is unable to handle the large amount of

wire carefully "spaced.

above suspicion should always he used..

Phones
energy satisfactorily; after a time it seems The Earth
Lastly, always buy the best phones you
The earth is more often at fault than
to become choked up, and signals become
muffled and distorted. This kind of thing the aerial; in both cases all connections can afford; remember that cheap headoften occurs in reflex sets which make use should be well soldered to reduce the phones often turn out to be very expenof crystal detectors and a good deal of resistance present in all joints. The earth sive in the end, while a good pair will
G. J. M.
should consist of a couple of copper plates last for years.
distortion is thus caused.
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one question
at a time to ensure a prompt reply, ud please put sketches, lay -outs, diagrams, etc., oa separate sheets containing your name and
address. Always send stamped, addressed envelope and attach Coupon (p. 248).

obtainable by bridging the two studs, and Step-down Transformers
placing the switch arm on another stud.-U.
Q.-What is a step-down transformer ?W. K. (Stretford).
lighting the filament of a valve set ?-R. L. Reaction Coils
A.-A step-down transformer is one in
(Hampton).
the use of a reaction coil increase which
the windings are so arranged that the
A.-Unless the valves are of the dull -emitter theQ.-Does
of the A.T.I. ?- voltage induced in the secondary will be less
natural
wavelength
type (when primary cells can be successfully T. D. (Perth).
used) Leclanche batteries cannot be used, as
A.-The use of a reaction coil will increase than that applied to the primary.-U.
Leclanche Batteries

Q.-Can I

use

Leclanche

batteries for

the voltage falls off rapidly with the comparatively large current required for the purpose.
Rheostats

,

the wavelength range of an A. T. I. by virtue
of the mutual inductance that exists. Only
a slight coupling of the two coils should be

Sulphating

Q.-What is the cause of the large white

made, and the change should hardly be

deposit in my accumulator, and how can it be
removed ?-L. R. (Liverpool).

Carborundum and Potentiometers

sulphating, and is due to insufficient charging,

Q.-What length of resistance wire (No. 25
Eureka) is necessary for a filament rheostat ?

noticeable.-U.

transformer.-L. A. (Lowestoft).
A.-Pour yards of wire wound in the usual

meter for use with a crystal
(Cheltenham).

transformer should have an iron core in.
diameter and 3 in. long. The primary

wound to a distance of six inches with No. 36
S.W.G. Eureka wire.-U.

over -discharging or allowing the battery to
in an undischarged condition. The
best cure for sulphating is charging at a
very low rate, not exceeding half the normal
charging current. Sulphating can, however,
only be cured if it has not gone too far.-U.

secondary 4 oz. of No. 34 d.c.c.-U.

Variometers

Telephone Transformer

Buzzer Setting of Crystals

(Oldham).

Please give particulars of a r/i telephone
spiral form will be necessary. The telephone

consists of 3 oz. of No. 42 d.c.c. and the

Q.-How can I find the best point on my

rystal by means of a buzzer and a dry cell ?
-K. V. (Hornsey).
A.-The buzzer should be connected to the
cell, and forms a miniature transmitter with
which adjustments may be made. If the
buzzer and cell is placed near the set, noises

will be heard in the phones, and the catwhisker
should be adjusted until the loudest buzzings

are heard. This will be the best point for
broadcast reception. If the buzzings are not
sufficiently loud, the earth -lead may be
wound once or twice round the buzzer.-U.
Fibre Panels

A.-This coating of the plates is known as

Q.-Please give particulars of a potentio-

set.-K. T. stand

A.-A former ri in. in diameter should be

Q.-How does a variometer act ?-H. A.

Q.-Please give details of an 8/1 telephone
transformer.-P. P. (Nottingham).
A.-The effect of coupling the two coils of
A.-An iron core
in. long and
in.
a variometer is to increase the inductance of diameter will be necessary, and on this should
each, and if the coils are connected in series, be wound I oz. of No. 38 d.c.c. (about 1,200
the total inductance of the two coils can be turns) for the secondary, mad A oz. of No. 42
varied by varying the coupling between them. d.c.c. for the primary.-U.
This is all that takes place in a variometer,

and roughly, we are able to vary the total Aerials
inductance of the circuit from the sum of the
two inductances to the difference between the

two.-U.

Q.-Which type of aerial do you recommend ?

I find it impossible to erect an aerial longer
than 25 ft., and I am undecided whether to
put up a single- or a double -wire system. What

A POPULAR WIRELESS
ARTIST

Q.-Is red fibre any use as an insulator in

wireless ?-R. C. (Portsmouth).

A.-Most fibres, even those that are vul-

kind of wire should he used for the lead-in ?
-R. T. (Windsor).
A.-The double wire would be more satis-

factory when you have only such a short
length of space available. The same wire
as the aerial will be suitable for the down
lead.-U.

canised, are liable to leak, owing to the fact
that they absorb moisture. The finished

Phone Condensers

used, and fibre panels are liable to warp.-U.

across the phone terminals of my single -valve

Accumulator Neglect

H. R. (Wellington).

Q.-What capacity condenser should I use

effect of fibre is not so neat as when ebonite is

set, and how many foils are necessary ?-

A.-This condenser should have a capacity
of about .00r microfarad, and six foils with
an overlap of 2 sq. cm. should be employed.

Q.-My set is used very irregularly, and I
should like to know if the accumulators are
harmed by being allowed to stand idle.-K. R.
(Forest Gate).

-U.

A.-If the cells are out of use they should
be charged every two months, or even more
often. Should the accumulator be put

Fiewelling Condensers

Q.-How many foils and what thickness of

be needed for the three large
Plewelling condensers ?-A. R. (Hull).
A.-For the condensers you will need mica

mica will

away for a long time, it is advisable to empty

out the acid and leave the cells dry. When
putting the battery into use again it should

be filled up with acid of specific gravity 1.25

as dielectric .002 in. thick, and if foils 2 by
3 cm. overlap.-U.

continued until the cells have gassed for about

Series Tuning Condensers

and given a long charge, which should be
six hours.-U.

Q.-Why is it that when the condenser
is in series with the A.T.I. signals are reduced in strength ?-P. S. (E.ro).
A.-The aerial condenser should have a
value of .00r microfarad. If the capacity
is too small, a reduction in the strength of

Tapped Inductances

Q.-Why is it often possible to hear signals
on my crystal set when the switch arm is on
two tapping studs at once ?-K. S. (Shepherd's
Bush).

the signals may be expected, especially when

you have

a large capacity aerial.
It is
necessary that the minimum capacity of the

A.-With this type of aerial inductance it
may so happen that the wavelength of the
coil is brought more nearly equal to that of
the signal when the arm is on two studs at

once ; and so signals are, of course, received.
It would not be found that better results were

aerial tuning condenser should be comparatively
Nelson Jackson, well known to listeners -in.

high, as even when the A.T.C. is at zero
the aerial currents have to be by-passed
through it to earth.-U.
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Many portable sets have
been described, but this

PORTABLE

one is exceptional, inasmuch as a loud -speaker
and all accessories are
included in the receiver.

LOUD -SPEAKER

SET
The Receiver Ready for Use;

The Front of the Set Open.

THE receiver about to be described was
designed in order that the writer might
have a truly portable set that would work
a loud -speaker up to a distance of thirty

miles on an improvised aerial and up to
four miles on a frame aerial.
Many portable sets are not wholly self-

potential ends of the two coils are connected through the large Mansbridge con-

denser bridging the H.T. battery, therefore these may be equally well joined

We then have the circuit
together.
Fig. 2b (see page 230).
Instead of having two separate coils,

contained; one either has to take a
separate loud -speaker or bulge one's

however, one coil is wound and a tap
taken off at some suitable point which is

pockets with phones, aerial, battery, etc.

variable,

In the set described below all

these

accessories are included.

inasmuch

larger

the

as

the

stabilising coil is in ratio to the anode
coil, the smaller the capacity of the
neutralising condenser, and vice versa.
For broadcasting, a suitable coil would
by any low -capacity method consist of

The Circuit
The circuit (see Fig. i) consists of one
6o turns for the anode and 4o turns for
H.F. valve, detector and one L.F. valve.
In order to save
the stabilising coil.
A neutralising condenser is used to
space the latter may be wound with a
stabilise the high -frequency circuit, operating on the bridge system. The reason finer wire, say No. 28 and 22, the stabilisthat this type of stabilisation was em- - ing coil being wound on first.
When the coil is completed it is
ployed rather than the transformer method
mounted on an ordinary coil plug and
was in order that the circuit could equally
well be used as an ordinary tuned -anode, the centre tap taken off by means of a
short length of flex attached to a clix
on the higher wavelengths, also no special
plug, another clix being mounted by the
sockets have to be constructed.
side of the coil socket.
The arrangement is similar to one havThe connections are as follow : The
ing a separate neutralising coil (see
Fig.

2a,

page 23o); in that method the earth

beginning of the fine -wire coil to the

neutralising condenser, the beginning of
thick -wire coil to H.T. and
thick -wire coil to anode.

the end of

The Back of the Set Open.

plate bent as shown. A hole. is drilled
in this to take a short piece of rod and is
held by two nuts. This rod passes through

The great point about using this type of
circuit is that a negative bias may be

given to the H.F. valve without fear of

a bush in the panel and is attached to a
knob and pointer; a spring washer should
be fitted

so that the weight of the coil

Plug-in coils

are used
throughout
and it is re-

commended

that

experimenters wind
their own with
not less than
No.

23

HOLE TO

KNOB AND
POINTER

OLE 10 TAK E
41BA SCREWS

wire.

Most commercial

OIL
SOCKET

TAKE Z BA

BRASS BRACKET

coils are

Fig. 3.-- Details of
Coil Holder.

constructed of

No. 26 or 28,
which, to the
writer's mind,
is too thin for
the best results
to be obtained ;
there is, however, a very

SHELF

U

SAW cuT

Fig. 4.

Neutralising Condenser.

using bare No. 22 tinned wire, wh
should prove very efficient.
-

T

C

.1

2MF

000J
0

Reaction is provided on the aerial, this_
-giving greater selectivity, although on
shorter wavelengths this may be dispe

with by inserting a shorting plug, read
being obtained by adjusting the neutralis-

002

ing condenser.

000.1

Coil Holder
T

ALT
4-4r

Fig

I

Diagram.

control handle
is fitted is in
order to avoid
hand - capacity

soldered to 4 B.A. screws previously fixed

und,er

on the market,
002 T

stuck to the ebonite shelf by the same

that the long

wire wound in
the cover of
the case; the
turns passing,

4r35 505

has been placed

0'0003

soldered to the valve sockets and the whole

turns of No. 22

F,onIEL

The coil bolder is made as shown in
Fig. 3.
An ordinary coil holder is
obtained and the bottom corners rounded
off to clear the shelf. Fixed to this by
means of two 4 B.A. countersink screws is

a brass bracket_ made from

116 -in.

brass

mails

spaced

Various kinds of rubber were tried. T he

constructed

Frame Aerial
T h e frame
aerial has nine

4 EA (Co ScREA,

KNOB

AT
n. by
in. by 6 in. fitted with Bush-fit.62,;;- aloe
sockets and mounted on four pieces of Vt1 v
soft rubber.

from the drawing ; the reason

effects.

PANEL

consists of a strip of ebonite

usual sponge rubber did )not have sufficient body, and the crepe rubber was too
hard. Eventually the writer obtained a
pair of rubber -heel pads as worn inside
the shoe. This rubber was cut into small
pieces
in. by t in. by jz in. and fixed
to the ebonite strips with rubber. solution.
Small lengths of rubber flex were then

does not make
it turn.
The neutralising condenser (see Fig. 4)
may easily be

self -oscillation.

good coil that

a

Omateur Wirdess

ji

means; the other ends of the flex were
to the shelf.

phragm type; it is mounted on a threeply panel and clamped with a brass ring;
a ring cut from three-ply wood would
suitable. A Brown A -type receiver
equally suitable.
is used.
The inside diameter of the diaphragm is

in. and at

first it was thought

that h -in. pleat there better than !4

in.

and fiat a thin paper was the best. Other
details mu; he obtained it om ;he drawing
(Fig. 7).

Switches
Switches are prove led to cut out the

last valve and also to change over from

phones to loud -speaker- there are besides
two terminals which the \Titer included so
that a crystal receiver nay be attached

to the input of the last

\

ilfects; on this account
brass shields -were fixed behind the condetIstr -dials. Care should be taken that
the moving vane- are joined to the earth
potential side of each coil.
With regard to the valves used in a set
of this description, one's choice is limited
to those of low- consumption, for' preference the .o6 type.
hand -capacity

1=RUBBER FLEX

in. apart, a

4E.A SCREWS

-

f.n2 filly

shorted when desired.
A separate filament control is provided
for each valve. Non -spilling accumulators are used, and are held in position by
small brass brackets clamped under the
terminals (see Fig. 5) and screwed to the
side of the case. A 66 -volt H.T. battery
is used, and is held in position by means
of small blocks of rubber screwed to the
bottom board.
The valve holder is shown in Fig. 6; it

was found that the volume

was greater than with a large diaphragm.
For so small a diaphragm was found

the

of shellac being given
at the points of contact. fle..el.'s.1.; 1,f the
name are attached to coil plugs which fit
o a socket on the panel. These may
fLPIPTAIlS

be lust by so small a diaphragm; actually,
Ticwever, it

When the set is being w ,eked on the
frame aerial only it is _yen, .sensitive to

Loud -speaker
The loud -speaker is of the pleated dia-

only

that a certain amount of volume would

EaoNi-r-E

STRIP

FLUSH FITTING VALVE SOCKETS SCREW INTO sTPIP

/-",.

:50

T4

741-1
ow

V'

!LP

Wv

1.L.)

RE'SIL±IENT

Fig. 5.-Method of Holding accumulators.

K!----:)13EER

Fig. 6.-Details of Valve HaLle:.
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Many portable sets have
been described, but this

PORTABLE

one is exceptional, inasmuch as a loud -speaker
and all accessories are
included in the receiver.

LOUD -SPEAKER

SET
The Receiver Ready for Use;

The Front of the Set Open.

THE receiver about to be described was
designed in order that the writer might
have a truly portable set that would work
a loud -speaker up to a distance of thirty

miles on an improvised aerial and up to
four miles on a frame aerial.
Many portable sets are not wholly self-

potential ends of the two coils are connected through the large Mansbridge con-

denser bridging the H.T. battery, therefore these may be equally well joined

We then have the circuit
together.
Fig. 2b (see page 230).
Instead of having two separate coils,

contained; one either has to take a
separate loud -speaker or bulge one's

however, one coil is wound and a tap
taken off at some suitable point which is

pockets with phones, aerial, battery, etc.

variable,

In the set described below all

these

accessories are included.

inasmuch

larger

the

as

the

stabilising coil is in ratio to the anode
coil, the smaller the capacity of the
neutralising condenser, and vice versa.
For broadcasting, a suitable coil would
by any low -capacity method consist of

The Circuit
The circuit (see Fig. i) consists of one
6o turns for the anode and 4o turns for
H.F. valve, detector and one L.F. valve.
In order to save
the stabilising coil.
A neutralising condenser is used to
space the latter may be wound with a
stabilise the high -frequency circuit, operating on the bridge system. The reason finer wire, say No. 28 and 22, the stabilisthat this type of stabilisation was em- - ing coil being wound on first.
When the coil is completed it is
ployed rather than the transformer method
mounted on an ordinary coil plug and
was in order that the circuit could equally
well be used as an ordinary tuned -anode, the centre tap taken off by means of a
short length of flex attached to a clix
on the higher wavelengths, also no special
plug, another clix being mounted by the
sockets have to be constructed.
side of the coil socket.
The arrangement is similar to one havThe connections are as follow : The
ing a separate neutralising coil (see
Fig.

2a,

page 23o); in that method the earth

beginning of the fine -wire coil to the

neutralising condenser, the beginning of
thick -wire coil to H.T. and
thick -wire coil to anode.

the end of

The Back of the Set Open.

plate bent as shown. A hole. is drilled
in this to take a short piece of rod and is
held by two nuts. This rod passes through

The great point about using this type of
circuit is that a negative bias may be

given to the H.F. valve without fear of

a bush in the panel and is attached to a
knob and pointer; a spring washer should
be fitted

so that the weight of the coil

Plug-in coils

are used
throughout
and it is re-

commended

that

experimenters wind
their own with
not less than
No.

23

HOLE TO

KNOB AND
POINTER

OLE 10 TAK E
41BA SCREWS

wire.

Most commercial

OIL
SOCKET

TAKE Z BA

BRASS BRACKET

coils are

Fig. 3.-- Details of
Coil Holder.

constructed of

No. 26 or 28,
which, to the
writer's mind,
is too thin for
the best results
to be obtained ;
there is, however, a very

SHELF

U

SAW cuT

Fig. 4.

Neutralising Condenser.

using bare No. 22 tinned wire, wh
should prove very efficient.
-

T

C

.1

2MF

000J
0

Reaction is provided on the aerial, this_
-giving greater selectivity, although on
shorter wavelengths this may be dispe

with by inserting a shorting plug, read
being obtained by adjusting the neutralis-

002

ing condenser.

000.1

Coil Holder
T

ALT
4-4r

Fig

I

Diagram.

control handle
is fitted is in
order to avoid
hand - capacity

soldered to 4 B.A. screws previously fixed

und,er

on the market,
002 T

stuck to the ebonite shelf by the same

that the long

wire wound in
the cover of
the case; the
turns passing,

4r35 505

has been placed

0'0003

soldered to the valve sockets and the whole

turns of No. 22

F,onIEL

The coil bolder is made as shown in
Fig. 3.
An ordinary coil holder is
obtained and the bottom corners rounded
off to clear the shelf. Fixed to this by
means of two 4 B.A. countersink screws is

a brass bracket_ made from

116 -in.

brass

mails

spaced

Various kinds of rubber were tried. T he

constructed

Frame Aerial
T h e frame
aerial has nine

4 EA (Co ScREA,

KNOB

AT
n. by
in. by 6 in. fitted with Bush-fit.62,;;- aloe
sockets and mounted on four pieces of Vt1 v
soft rubber.

from the drawing ; the reason

effects.

PANEL

consists of a strip of ebonite

usual sponge rubber did )not have sufficient body, and the crepe rubber was too
hard. Eventually the writer obtained a
pair of rubber -heel pads as worn inside
the shoe. This rubber was cut into small
pieces
in. by t in. by jz in. and fixed
to the ebonite strips with rubber. solution.
Small lengths of rubber flex were then

does not make
it turn.
The neutralising condenser (see Fig. 4)
may easily be

self -oscillation.

good coil that

a

Omateur Wirdess
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means; the other ends of the flex were
to the shelf.

phragm type; it is mounted on a threeply panel and clamped with a brass ring;
a ring cut from three-ply wood would
suitable. A Brown A -type receiver
equally suitable.
is used.
The inside diameter of the diaphragm is

in. and at

first it was thought

that h -in. pleat there better than !4

in.

and fiat a thin paper was the best. Other
details mu; he obtained it om ;he drawing
(Fig. 7).

Switches
Switches are prove led to cut out the

last valve and also to change over from

phones to loud -speaker- there are besides
two terminals which the \Titer included so
that a crystal receiver nay be attached

to the input of the last

\

ilfects; on this account
brass shields -were fixed behind the condetIstr -dials. Care should be taken that
the moving vane- are joined to the earth
potential side of each coil.
With regard to the valves used in a set
of this description, one's choice is limited
to those of low- consumption, for' preference the .o6 type.
hand -capacity

1=RUBBER FLEX

in. apart, a

4E.A SCREWS

-

f.n2 filly

shorted when desired.
A separate filament control is provided
for each valve. Non -spilling accumulators are used, and are held in position by
small brass brackets clamped under the
terminals (see Fig. 5) and screwed to the
side of the case. A 66 -volt H.T. battery
is used, and is held in position by means
of small blocks of rubber screwed to the
bottom board.
The valve holder is shown in Fig. 6; it

was found that the volume

was greater than with a large diaphragm.
For so small a diaphragm was found

the

of shellac being given
at the points of contact. fle..el.'s.1.; 1,f the
name are attached to coil plugs which fit
o a socket on the panel. These may
fLPIPTAIlS

be lust by so small a diaphragm; actually,
Ticwever, it

When the set is being w ,eked on the
frame aerial only it is _yen, .sensitive to

Loud -speaker
The loud -speaker is of the pleated dia-

only

that a certain amount of volume would

EaoNi-r-E

STRIP

FLUSH FITTING VALVE SOCKETS SCREW INTO sTPIP

/-",.

:50

T4

741-1
ow

V'

!LP

Wv

1.L.)

RE'SIL±IENT

Fig. 5.-Method of Holding accumulators.

K!----:)13EER

Fig. 6.-Details of Valve HaLle:.

1
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The Panel
The top panel is of ebonite and measures
14 in. by 7 in. by -,06 in. The shelf is cf

the same material and size, but a strip
i in. wide is cut off its width, part of

which is used for the valve holders. The
bottom panel is of -A-in. three-ply wood
and measures S in. by 14 in.

FEBRUARY 7, 1925

16 tinned wire. The shelf and top sions shown in Fig. 7. Coat it well with
panel should first be fixed together and Seccotine and place it in the centre of
connections soldered where possible; all the diaphragm, which should now be kept
the panels are then fitted into the case flat with small weights until properly dry.
No.

and the connections completed. Most of
the valve leads may be taken to the 4 B.A.
studs on the under side of the shelf, keeping the top free.

When fixed clamp the diaphragm between

the ring and panel.

The arms may be

made as shown.
The connecting wire is made from

BROWN -19'

cr

EARPHONE
BOB0P1

cr

SOLDER

BRASS ROD

------ -1-

3 PLY PA,:f.L

METHOD OF

roo c ARM

TO TARO,.

Fig. 7

Fig. 5

No.

i8

copper wire stretched until

i

Fix this to the reed with a toucl
of Chatterton's compound. The earcap is
centered over the bobbin by adjusting the
breaks.

Fig. S.-Details of Case.

Fig. 7.-Frpt and Side

Views of Loud -speaker.

Figs. 2a and 2b.-Two

Circuits

showing
Neutralising Arrangements.

slotted arms.

All that then remains to be done is to
adjust the reed and tune -in the station
required.

A. R. TURPIN.

BROADCASTING IN
HOLLAND
HE new station at Hilversum (H D 0)

On the ebonite panel are mounted the
aerial -tuning and anode -tuning condensers,

the moving coil, the aerial and earth terminals, L.F. switch, input terminals,
neutrodyne control, and frame aerial
sockets.

This panel is secured by brass

A short length of rubber flex is taken
from the two tags on the Mansbridge condener. There are no L.T. leads, the
brass holding brackets act as connectors;
these together with the rubber blocks
should be fixed in position before the

is on the way to establish a regular
broadcasting

service.
Erected by the
Nederlandsche Seintoestellen Fabriek, ex-

periments had been carried on for quite
a considerable period, and it is now due to

the help offered by the Phillips's Dutch

valve works that regular programmes will
be given. The wavelength of 1,o5o metres
has been retained, and although the station
grid condenser, fixed -coil
(reaction) Making the Loud -speaker
The construction of the loud -speaker is is only of about the same power as those
holder, the neutrodyne condenser, anode B.B.C. in this country,
coil holder and a clix plug; on the under by no means as difficult as it may seem. established
side are the transformer, grid leak and First cut out the panel and clamping ring it is possible to obtain exevillsoct recPntion
Mansbridge i-microfarad condenser.
and drill and countersink for 4 B.A. on an ordinary detector valve set with reThe three-ply panel has a 64 -in. round Next cut a strip of paper half the width action. First-class. 1)...d-r_ti, artistes have
hole (to take the loud -speaker), a brass of the diaphragm and 25 in. long, just been. engaged for the musical programmes
ring held by 12 B.A. screws, three rheo- over 3+ times the diameter. Square one in course of preparation, and at least once
in. on each weekly performances by the famous
stats, loud -speaker switch and telephone end and mark off every
terminals. In the cover of the case (Fig. 8) edge. Rule every alternate division on one Willem Mengelberg orchestra, of Amsterare carried the- frame aerial and empty side with the blunt point of a hard pencil dam, will be either transmitted direct or
wire bobbin, on which is wound a length or the back of a knife, and then turn the relayed.
It is the intention of the organisers to
of rubber flex for a temporary aerial (this paper over and rule the other divisions.
bobbin is mounted on a short piece of Join the ends with Seccotine, and when make a practice of relaying public speeches
dowelling let into the side), three extra dry place the cylinder upright on a of international interest, as well as grand
coils for the longer wavelengths (these polished surface and push down at the opera froha The Hague and Amsterdam.
Readers are, no doubt, aware that a
The bottom will slide outwards,
also are mounted on small, pieces of dowel- top.
ing which fit into the coil sockets), and a forming a circular diaphragm. See that proper broadcasting service does. not yet
holder for a single earpiece.
the outer edge is stretched tight; if not exist in Holland, but if it does come about
Rubber studs are fixed to the bottom of take out a few pleats.
it will be due to the pioneer work done by
Now make a small bobbin to the dimen- the Hilversum station.
the case. Wiring is carried out with
J. C. A.
brackets to the ebonite shelf, to which

are fitted (on the top) the valve holders,

panels.
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AROUND THE SHOWROOMS
i.otrtE .....
Solder l ss 41 it ing
URGE numbers of jIhenvise enthusiastic people arl discouraged from
making their own sets by the large amount
of soldering that seems to be inevitable.

of a crystal detector is largely dependent

on the adjustment of the contact point,
and the design of the new Gecophone

micrometer crystal detector is such that

This difficulty has now been removed,
however, -for a system of solderless wiring

has just been put on the market.
Konnectus, as the system is called, is
the invention of Mr. J.
Miller, of
Miller's. Radio Improvements, 68, Farringdon Street, E.C.4, who, my readers will

be easily screwed into a panel made to
cut their own threads.
These sockets arc made by Hewett and
Co., of 315 and 317, High Road, Chiswick,

remember, recently described in AMATEUR
WIRELESS a method of using any number

of phones with one crystal set.

.The connections are made with finely
coiled wire springs,

of different

I note that Valve sockets are being
made that comprise terminals with screws
at the under -panel ends.
This arrangement also does away with
fiddling nuts.
Screwdriver slotS are provided across
the tops of these sockets so that they can

again,

G.E.C. Crystal Detector.

sizes,

Verci:r Rheostat
FINE filament control plays an important
part in getting the best results from a
set,

which tightly grip the wires over which

a point that many of us arc apt to

the finest possible adjustment of the cat - overlook.
they arc placed. Pulling the wires has the whisker can be obtained.
In this connection 1 seas particularly
effect of tightening the coils, Nvhich thus
This is achieved by means of a thread interested in a new form of rheostat with
grip all the more firmly.
of fine pitch controlled by a spring.
a vernier adjustment introduced by the
It will be understood that each connector
Two movements of the detector arm are Economic Electric Co., of Fitzroy Square,
consists of two coils, which may be of dif- thereby obtained, a free sliding movement
ferent sizes to connect together two dif- for rapid searching of the crystal face,
The knob is turned in the ordinary way
ferent sized wires. I hope that the system and a fine adjustment by rotating the
to
make a coarse adjustment and then
will be extended.
ebonite knob.
moved back slightly for fine control. The
of the or.lin -v circular wire
G.E.C. Detector
resistance
Flush Valve Sockets
VANGUARD.
EXPERIENI'E has sliutvnthat the sensitivity To come back to the soldering bug -bear 1YPe.
't.

PROGRESS AND INVENTION
44

Variable Condensers
VFRIABLE condensers of the moving vane type are often fitted with vernier
slow-motion devices in order to obtain the
small changes of .ca pacify necessary when
Such
accurately tuning -in a station.

To overcome this detect variable con- Metal would tend to produce a ringing
sound, which it i- the object of the in-

densers are sometimes fitted with a vernier
device in which one of the moving plates
is

separate from the rest and is inde-

vention to ae:iid.
The trumpet is ,u:'ia

at its edges by

pendently movable, so that when the

course adjustment of capacity has been
made in the usual way the vernier vane
can thenbe adjusted for the best results.
Patent No. 226,668/23 (Harry Owen
Wallis, Newdigate Street, Nottingham)

describes an improvement on this type of
variable condenser. The diagram illustrates the principle involved.

It will be seen that the vernier plate is
connected to an axle which is mounted
inside a hollow shaft hearing the main
condenser vanes.

A separate knob is provided, concentric
with the main knob, for fine tuning.

Hornless Loud -speaker
IN Patent No. 222,843i:24 (Gustave Perron,

Avenue Taillade, Paris) is described a
Variable Condenser (226,668/23).

loud -speaker having a frusto-conical-shaped

tympanum attached to the reed or dia
devices, however, have the disadvantage phra.g-m of the loud -speaker, as is shown in
that it is difficult to obtain a constant the diagram.
This large conical diaphragm may be of
ratio of reduction, and, especially in
friction -type verniers, one is never quite any material, but it is probable that some
sure a certain number of turns will effect non -resilient material, such as wood or
the desired change of wavelength.

papier-mâché, would give the best results..

÷-"N

Loud -speaker 222,543 24).

either three or four arms.

which

are

fastened at their other extremities to the
loud -speaker phone.

Various methods of

attaching the trumpet to the phone dia-

phragm are describJ 'at length
specification.

in the
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ADege
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THE world is getting too small for the
British wireless amateur. Only two
countries remain-South Africa and India
-with which he has not exchanged wireless chats.
Wireless valves can now be used to melt

FEBRUARY 7, 1925

It is proposed to broadcast the proceedings of the Norwegian Parliament.

tion will induce people to buy more English makes instead of Dutch.

A "Musical Tour Round the World"

Wireless clubs in the south-west of

will be given on February 9.

France have decided to unite in a conThe S.B. programme to be given on federation for the purpose of protecting
February to will be provided mainly by the rights of the amateur.
the 2 L 0 Military Band, conducted by
An association has recently been formed
Mr. Dan Godfrey.
"A Pageant of Speech and Music " will

in Australia, under the name of the "Institution of Radio Engineers of Australia,"
to protect and advance the interests of the

be given on February it.

wireless profession, and to promote experiment and research in the science of

A symphony concert will be relayed from

steel, according to Dr. C. H. Desch, who Covent Garden on February 12.
has been experimenting with alternating
The popular programme to be given on
current of extremely high frequency.
February 14 includes songs by Bryn Gwyn
Printed and written words have been and entertainment by Foden Williams.
turned into music, transmitted through the
It is announced that the first public
ether by wireless and translated back into
writing by means of instruments invented demonstration of a complete system for
the transmission of light, heat and power
by Dr. Fournier d'Albe.
by wireless will be given at the second
A certain hornless loud -speaker is doing

good work in Glasgow after having been
through fire and water. It was on a ship
when the boilers blew up, and the ebonite
was burned off the instrument's terminals,
leaving the bare metal. For a period of
several months the loud -speaker lay in

wireless.
Radio -Belgique

has

giving an

been

original course of instruction in Spanish
history recently.

The military band programme to

be

broadcast on February 5 will include songs

by Frederic Lake and comedy duets by
Marcia Boura and Lena Copping.
The programme to be broadcast on
February 6 includes songs by Enid Cruickshank and orchestral items by the Wireless
Symphony Orchestra.
"The Georgians concert party will pro-

Radio World's Fair in New York next
September.

At a hospital at Strasburg where an
examination for medical degrees was being

erect a powerful broadcasting station at

held a concealed wireless set has been
discovered, which, it is suspected, was
installed in order to give fraudulent help
to one of the candidates.
In New South Wales six broadcasting
stations are to be established by firms
interested in the sale of wireless sets.
A general reduction by ro to 15 per
cent. in the price of valves took place on

About 2,700 licences for listeners have
been issued in the Free State since licensing began last spring.
A powerful receiving set, presented to
the Sick Children's Hospital by the Glas-

Marseilles in the near future.

February 2. It is expected that this reduc-

(Continued on page 234)

sixteen

fathoms

of

water,

but

was

eventually recovered by a diver, and is
now the equal of new following upon a
thorough cleaning..
It is reported that the Cie Francaise
de Radiophone is requesting permission to

MANSBRIDGE
CONDENSERS
0.5 Megohms

4/-

1.0
2.0

4/6

COILS

5/6

The waxless inductances which
increase volume, sharpen tuning

Transformers

or

(H.F.

Tuned Anode Coils).
We specialise in H.F. Couplings
and Reaction Units of all kinds.
Complete Catalogue of Radiax

RHEOSTAT
Beyond the ordinary in quality
and finish, solid ebonite bobbin
wound best Eureka wire, laminated spring arm which makes
sure,

but

easy,

contact, neat
3/6

ebonite knob and pointer,

Components and

Sets,

Acces-

sories, post free, 3d.
Wavelength.
300/500 ... ...
500/900... ...
...
900/1600

THE APEX SUPER CRYSTAL
The guarantee of THIS crystal is that we use it
in our own Receivers on account of its remarkable
power, permanence and long lift. Price 1/3 per tin,
with spearpoint catswhisker.

Price.
3/6

4/3
4/9

I

I

Wavelength.
1500/2600
2600/4000

..

Pries.
5/6
6/6

improve

reaction.

Guar-

anteed unsurpassed by any other make or
type. Their unique construction makes
them rigid and strong to handle.
Sets of six, including Chelmsford with
strong adjustable ebonite Mount. (Standard
fitting.) 25, 35, 50, 75, 100, 150.
7/9. Postage 3d.

Any Dealer can supply.
Set of nine, up to, No. 300 ...
Mounted on Standard Plugs.
Set of six ...
..

nine...

...

16/9

12/6, postage 4d.
25/6,
6d.

THE SWIVEL COIL HOLDER

H.T. BATTERIES

A New Pattern with both holders

reliable
thoroughly
quality, 36 volts, 6/6 ; 60
100
volts,
18/8.
volts, 10/8 ;

tion of coupling up to complete
reversal ; with anti -capacity handles,
polished all over, 3/6.

Of

RADIAX
ACCUMULATORS
Of guaranteed quality, high-

class make and finish.
2 Volt 40 amp.... ... 11/6
4
4
6
6

6

18/6

40
60
40
60
80

23/9
27/9

35/42/-

Get our Free List of Sets

Completed or to Build Your Self.

Barclm.ys

February 7.

RADIAX H.E. LOW LOSS

and

THE CHALLENGE

vide the programme to be broadcast on

pivoted enabling every possible varia-

Send for complete catalogue of Radiax Sets, Components,
and Accessories.

Post free 3d.

Your dealer can supply all Radiax
specialities.

20, RA
HOUSE
RADIAX LTD., PERCYDIO
STREET,

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1.
Museum 490

3 mins. Tottenham Court Rd. and Goodge St. Tube Stns.

RAI4
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THE great resources behind the names MARCONI and

OSRAM have given an acknowledged leadership
in achievement and enterprise.
To introduce a general reduction of prices for wireless
valves is an important step forward in the progress of
broadcasting- carrying with it, as it does, an assurance
of highest quality and outstanding performance for

VALVE
(MADE AT THE`LA MP WO

AR.CONI

REDUCED PRICES
For 2 -Volt Batteries.
TYPE

D.E.R.
D.E.6

DESCRIPTION

General purpose
L.F. Amplifier

OLD PRICE

REDUCED
PRICE.

18/25/- 22/6
21/-.

.

.

For 4 -Volt Batteries
R.
D.E.3
D.E.4

General purpose .
General purpose .
L.F. Amplifier .

.

.

12/6

25/30/-

.
.

1 1 /..

21 /-

26/.

For 6 -Volt Batteries
R.5V.

D.E.5
D.E.5b
L.S. 5

General purpose
L.F. Amplifier

.

.

.

12:6

35/.
L.F. Amplifier e'rea=") 35/.

L.F. Amplifier

.

.

.

.

.

.

55/ -

Sold by
Wireless and Electrical
Dealers, Stores, Etc.

iatititkkezytkfivofioxi
Advertiseinent of

The MARCONIPHONE Co., Ltd.
Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2

The GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.

Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2
11-11i0111111111111111111111111 111111111111111 Hill11111111111111111111111111111b1111111111111

1111111

11111111

11111.
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11

I111111111111111111

11
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Sundays on 5o metres at 2.30, 4.30, 6.30
gow Radio Circle, is giving entertainment and 8.36 p.m. Transmissions over long
to 58o patients in six wards by means of a periods, for the purpose of assisting the
loud -speaker. The Circle expects to be in study of fading effects, are also made on
a position to give a similar set to another Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays from
4.3o p.m. until midnight, and on Wednesinstitution shortly.
A Glasgow amateur has heard N P L days, Fridays and Sundays from 5.3o till
(San Diego, California), comfortably read- 7.30 p.m.
Remarkably good business is being done
able on 0-v-2, while that station was workjust now by Scottish traders. The number
ing to N B A on a very short wavelength.
Prior to the Glasgow University of customers is said to be greater now

RADIOGRAMS (continued from pap 232)

students' carnival on behalf of the city's than even at the Christmas gift season.
hospital, some of the undergraduates took All kinds of valve sets and parts are in
demand, with a marked partiality
charge of the local broadcasting station much
for
good
-quality material.
in order to press home their appeal and at
The well-known government 15roadcaStthe same time to demonstrate their idea
as to how a station should be run. Their ing station of the Postes, Telegraphes et
programme was a great success, and the Telephones (P T T), of Paris, recently
celebrated its second anniversary as a
"bag " amounted to over £7,000.
broadcasting station with a special proWhile working on wavelengths below gramme which included many of the
5o metres in Glasgow, amateurs have been famous singers of the French capital.
astonished to find that they can frequently
The Radio World's Fair, to be held at
dispense with both earth and aerial conthis year, will be opened on
Chicago
nections without interfering to any great
September 54 in the Artillery Armoury,
extent with the efficiency of their sets.
An interesting transmission for British
amateurs to attempt to pick up is that of

Have you read

Mr. E. T. Flewelling from his station,

enjoyable

thing in wireless humour? It is F. W.
Thomas's contribution to the February

Musical broadcasts

9 X B G, at Chicago.

most

the

are given each evening from 6 to 6.45
(American central standard time) on a

number of "The Wireless Magazine,"
entitled " Wireless as a Home -wrecker."

wavelength of 64 metres.

It is illustrated by Will Owen.
All Newsagents, ls. net.

Y Z, a French station in the vicinity of

Paris, is transmitting each day except

New York, the largest building of its kind
in America. The exhibition will occupy
18o,000 sq. ft. of floor space, and 325 wireless manufacturers will be represented.
Fourteen different foreign countries will
have exhibits of an official variety.
Geneva is to have an International
Exposition of wireless in 1925.
- in Ulster only one set in five is licensed,
and the officials arc busy hunting out the
unlicensed listeners.

The enterprise of a barber in Atlanta,
Georgia, in fitting telephones to his chairs,

points the way to a new use of wireless
and a defence against the too loquacious
barber.
The

Anglo-Franco-American

Radio

Club, which has so far held several unofficial soirees at their beautiful club house

at 3o, rue Vineuse, opened on January 57
with a dance and festival.
Russian wirelesS has taken big strides
in the past year. Many large stations
under the control of the Unioti of Soviet
Socialist Republics now broadcast regularly - from

Moscow, from Leningrad
(Petrograd), and from Nijni-Novgorod.
M. J. L. Menars, 8 F J, has in twelve
clays' work effected bilateral communica-

tion with eighteen French stations, two
Belgian, eight English, three Italian, two
Swiss, one Swedish, one station in Mesopotamia, one Dutch and three American.
C111101.111

"BELLING -LEE"

Indicating Terminals '

..1..MINA_Mr.t....l.O..ett_Mtt

Patent No. 5807/24

Heads
cannot
screw off.

Tops engraved in
White on Black.
16 Indications.

Clips a

Hole to Grip a
phone tag or

r

ON MAIINTA11NLIG

A REFUTATION

solid wire.

spade tag
,,or flex.

AREPUTATION

is infinitely easier to
make than to maintain. Many years
ago the " Daily Graphic made a reputation
for clean news, broad editorial outlook, good

Serrated bottom

Standard
4 B.A. Stem.

prevents
working loose.

Brass 31c1. each.
Nickel, 41d. each.

" BELLING -LEE "

Complete with nut
and washes.

pictures and convenient make-up. To -day these

Plug & Socket Terminals
Recessed to take end
of flex covering.
Internal all -metal
t -jaw chuck to grip any
wire from 14 S.W.G.
to 40 S.W.G.

qualities are just the same, and the reputation
of the " Daily Graphic is not only maintained but enhanced. For your home, for the
boy and girl at school, for holiday time, fo:
a railway journey, it is the best daily illus-

Shock -proof

-"

insulation handle in
red and black.

trated paper you can buy-and the price

is

only One Penny.

Transverse spring
tongues

pressing outwards,
ensuring definite con-

Your newsagent has many readers of the " Daily
Graphic among his customers. He will be pleased to
add your name to his list. Send him an order to -day.

tact at many pointt.

Dome -shape indicating

discs in red and black.
16 engravings.

Complete with
fixing nut.
Soldering lug.
J
Price 7d. per set.
M.N. Pat. No. 205010 & .18743:24

DAILY GRAPHIC I
4

ONE PENNY

11,u, c'etlet can sulily yen. it nose of diefruity. wriTe

BELLING and LEE, Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders End.

!
11/LITILISU11.7
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Filament Volts 4.8-5
Filament Amps. 0.4
40-80
Anode Volts

-

QmaiturytreteS5

_
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the sweet sound that trcathes upon a bank of Z'it,ICES:'
TWELFTH NIG I!T.

By many the 'cello is regarded as possessing the most beautiful tones of all instrument a.

From the sonorous bass notes of the C string to the soaring melodies of the I) and A we
cover a range of notes which, both in compass and in quality, resemble most closely
those of the human voice.
Some of the most beautiful of our programmes have been those in which the 'cello has
figured either as a solo instrument or in concerted works.
To enjoy the 'cello by wireless, however, and to appreciate to the full the subtle inflexions
Of the artist's playing, we need a good receiving set, a good loud -speaker, and FIRSTCLASS VALVES.
The Valves which your set requires are those Which will give you a first-class concert from -

your own Broadcasting Station rather than those whose chief claim is that they will
receive concerts over stupendous distances.
That is why we recommend you to equip yotir set with Louden Valves-their supremacy
in the matter of Silver Clear reception is literally unchallenged, and within a few months
if their introduction they arc being asked for at the rate of many thousands per week !

The beautiful pure notes of the Louden Valve are due to special features found in no other

valve; be sine, therefore, to ask for Silver Clear Louden Valves byname.
The Plain Louden for Detecting and Low -Frequency Amplifying.

VALVES

The Else Louden for 11.F. Amplification.
All Loade;?s are Silver Clear and free from mu.vh. Their CUITC7li COnSll1111'11011 is very low
and (heir life long.

PRICE 1 0/-

fouben Uctivo
Si(Ver (dear
Lid., Park Royal, London, X. W. o

Advt. of the Fellows Magneto

Co.,

E.P.S.9.

twateur Wirdess
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20.30, news, &c. ; 21.00, dance music. Week12.3o, orch., Stock Ex., news ; 16.3o,

days :

markets, Stock Ex., con. ;

Stock Ex.,

17.45,

news, women ; 20.30, lec., news, con. ; 21.00,
dance (Thurs.). Le Malin, Paris, provides a
special con. every 2nd and 4th Saturday in
the month at 21.00 or 22.00 G.M.T.
L'Ecole Sup. des Postes et Telegraphes
(PTT), Paris, 458 in. (400 w.). 14.00, lee.
relayed from Sorbonne University (Thurs.);
15.00, outside relay (Sat., irr.) ; 15.45 and 17.0o,
lec. relayed from Sorbonne (\Ved.) ; 16.00, outside relay (irr.) ; 20.00, Eng. talk (Tues.);
20.30, lee. or con., almost daily; con. relayed, by
F. L. (Fri.) ; 20.45, lee. (Sun.), organ recital
3rd Sun. each month ; 21.3o, con. (Sun.).
" Le Petit Parisien," 345 m. (500 w.).
21.30, con. (Sun., Tues., Thurs.), dance (Sat.).
Lyons=la=Doua-, 550 m., 10.30, gramophone
con. ; news, etc. (irr.).
Radio=Lyon, 287 m. (2 kw.). 12.00, 17.15,
20.30, news; con. (irr.).
TOulouse Aerodrome (MKD), 1,525 m. 09.42,
59.42, weather.
-

NOIE.-In the following list of transmissions
these abbreviations are observed: con. for
concert; lee. for lecture; orch. for orchestral
concert; irr. for irregular; m. for metres; and
sig. for signal.

GREAT BRITAIN

he times given are according to Greenwich
Mean Time.
London (21.0), 365 m. 1-2 p.m., con. ; 3.13-

; 4-5 p.m, con. ; 5.30-6.15 Pam,
children; 6.4o p.m. talk; 7-7.30 p.m., time sig.,
talk ; 7.30-9.3o p.m., music; 9.3o-50.0
3.45

news,

p.m., time sig., news, talk; 10.0-10.30 p.m.,
music. Mon. and Wed. the Savoy Bands are
relayed until tr.0 p.m., and on Sat, until midnight. Sat. only, 4-5.30 p.m., con.
Aberdeen (2BD), 495 m. Belfast (2BE), 435
m. Birmingham (51T), 475 m. Bournemouth
(6BM), 385 in. Cardiff (5WA), 351 m. Glas.
gow (5SC), 420 m. Manchester (2ZY), 375 m.

THE hollow and unnatural reproduction

which characterises so
many Loud Speakers is

Newcastle (5N0), 400 m. Much the same as
London times.
Bradford (2LS), 310 m. Dundee (213E), 331
in. Edinburgh (2EH), 328 m. Hull (6KH), 335

BRO WN.

Leeds (2LS), 346 In. Liverpool (6LV), 315
Nottingham (5NG), 322 m. Plymouth
(5PY), 335 m. Sheffield (6E1.), 301 in. Stokeon-Trent (6ST), 306 In. Swansea (5SX), 481 m.

Instead, there is an exceptional volume and

The times are according to the Continental
system; for example, 16.30 is 4.30 p.m., and

entirely absent in the

roundness of tone which
is a revelation to all who
think that Loud Speaker
reproduction is mechanical and untrue -to -life.

If you are still sceptical
it must be because you

have never heard the

Tn.

rn.

CONTINENT

08.00 is 8 a.m. (G.41 .T.).
AUSTRIA.
Vienna (Ravag), 530 In. (r kw.). oS.00,
markets; 10.00, COIL ; 12.05, time sig. ; 12.20,
weather ; 14.3o, Stock Ex. ; 15.00, news, con.;
15.1o, children (\Ved.) ; 17.10, lee. (Tues., Fri.,
Sat.), children (Tues.); 17.30, lee. (Wed.);

18.3o, news, weather; 19.00, time sig., con.,
news ; 21.00, dance (Wed., Sat.).

Loud Speaker ever invented for Wireless.

e Prices
Hl. 21 inches high.
120 ohms £5 : 5 : 0
2000 ohms £5 : 8 : 0

4000 ohms £5:10:0

12 inches high.
120 ohms £2 : S : 0
2000 ohms 12 : 8 : 0

H2.

4000 ohms £2:10:0

Q. The de -luxe model
£15 : 15 : 0 in all

resistances

S. G. BROWN LIMITED
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3
Showrooms:

19 MORTIMER STREET, W.1

15 MOORFIELDS, LIVERPOOL
(37 HIGH ST., SOUTHAMPTON

Brussels (SBR), 265 m. (112 kw.). 17.0o,
children (Wed. and- Thurs.); dance
(rues. and Sat.); 18.00, news ; 20.15, lec., con.,
news (opera, Mon. and Wed.).

orch.,

Haeren (BAY), 1,100 m. 13.00, 14.00, 16.5o,
18.5o, weather.
CZECHO=SLOVAKIA.
Kbely (OKP), 1,160 m. (s kw.). Weekdays :
09.00, 10.30, 12.30, 16.00 and 17.00, con. (Wed.
and Sat.) ; 18.30, lec., news, weather, con. (time
sig., 59.00), daily ; 10.00, con. (Sun.).
Komarov (OKB), 1,800 m. (1 kw.). Weekdays : 13.0o, Stock Ex., weather, news ; 17.30,

con. (Thurs.); 09.0o, con. (Sun.).

DENMARK.
Copenhagen (Kjobenhavns Radiofonistation),

19.00, con. (Sun., Wed., Thurs.); also
tests on 750/800 m. 20.00 almost daily.
Lyngby (OXE), 2,400 in. Week -days: 18.20,
470 an.

news and Stock Ex.; 20.00 and 21.00, news,
weather and time sig.
Ryvang, 1,025 m.

18.30, Eng. lesson (Wed.);

19.00, con. (Tues. and Fri.).

Wireless Apparatus
Gilbert Ad. 2189.

Tower, 2,600 in.

GERMANY,

Berlin (2), 503 in. -(s)4 kw.). oS.00, sacred
con. (Sun.); 09.00, markets, news, weather;
to.00, factory con. and tests; 10.30, educat.
hour (Sum); 11.15, Stock Ex. ; 12.00, time
sig., news, weather ; 13.15, Stock EX.; 54.0o,

lee. (Sun.), markets ; 14.3o, children (Sun.,
Wed.) ; 15.0o, Esperanto (Sat.) ; 15.30, orch.,
French (Tues.); 17.3o, lee., women; 18.00,

French (Mon.), lec. (rues.); 18.30, lec., Engl.
(ThurS.), theatre news (Tues.) ; 19.3o,* con.,
weather, news, time sig. ; 21.30, chess (Mon.),
dance until 23.00 (Thurs., Sat., Sun.). *If
opera relayed, at 18.30.
-

Berlin (Telefunken Co.), 750 In. (t kw.).
10.30, 19.00, con., tests. (irr.).
22. I j, con. (Mon.).
Eberswalde, 280 m.
3,150 m.: Telegraphen Union, 06.45-18.45,

news, con. (Fri., irr.).

Kiinigswusterhausen (LP), 2,45o In. (5 kw.).
Buro. Press Service: 06.0o, 20.00.
2,800 m. (5 kw.) : 10.3o, con. (Sun.), Esperanto
lec. 4,000 m. (to kw.) : Express News Service,

Wolff's

Bremen, 33o in. (I kw.).

(6

kw.).

06.40,

weather (exc. Sun.); 11.00, markets (exc. Sun.
and Mon.); 11.15, time sig., weather ; 14.45,
15.35, 16.3o,* Stock Ex. (exc. Sun and Mon.);
1S.00, con. (not daily); 13.45, Paris fashions

English)-temp-(Wed. and Sat.) ; 19mo,
weather ; 20.30, con. relayed from PTT (Fri.);

(in

22.10, weather (exc. Sun.).
*On ist and 15th of each month at 16.45.
Radio -Paris (SFR), 5,780 m. (2 kw.). Sundays : 12.45, orch. ; -13.45, news ; 16.45, con. ;

Relay from Ham-

burg.
Breslau, 418 in. (15,!. lcw.). 10.15, Stock Ex.,
weather ; 'Lon, factory con. (weekdays),
sacred con. (Sun.); 11.55 (Sun.), time sig.,

weather, Stock Ex. ; 14.00, news (weekdays);

children (Sun.) ; 16.0o, orch., children
(Fri.) ; 16.45, con. (Sat.) ; 17.0o, shorthand
(Sat.), Mall Jongg (Wed.) ; 18.0o, Esperanto
15.o0,

(Mon.), Engl. (Thurs.), lec. (other days) ; 19.0o,
con., weather, time sig., news; 20.30, dance
(Sun.) ; 21.15 (M011.).
Cassel, 292 in. (1!4.

Frankfort.
Dresden, 280 m.

kw.).
kw.).

Relay

from

Relay,

from

Leipzig-.

Frankfort -on -Main, 470 M. (112 kw.). 07.30,
sacred con. (Sun.) ; to. to, Stock Ex. ; 10.55,
time sig., news ; 15.00, children (Sun.), Stock
Ex. (weekdays) ; 15.3o, con., women ; 16.00,
con. (Sun.); 17.0o, markets, lec., children
(Wed.); 18.00 lec. (daily), shorthand (Wed.),
Esperanto (Fri.)-; 18.30, educat. hour ; 19.00,
lee., Engl. (Mon.) ;

FRANCE.
Eiffel

(5&) w.).

06.00-20.00 (daily) ; lee. (Tues. and Fri., time
irr.).

Graz (relay), 700 m. Testing.
BELGIUM.

BROWN - the first

Station du Pic du Midi, 35o in.
Testing.

59.3o, con.

(daily),

jazz

band (Fri.) ; 20.30, time sig., weather, news;
21.00, dance or late con..(not
Hamburg, 395 m. (t;4 kw.). Sunday : 07.55,
time sig., weather, news, lee., women ; moo,
sacred con., chess .; 12.00, con., lee. ; 16.0o,
children ; 17.00, con. ; 18.0o, Engl. cony. ; 19.00,
sport, weather, news, con. or opera ; 21.00 onwards, as weekdays. Weekdays : 06.25, time
sig., news ; 07.30, theatre news ; 11.55, time
sig. ; 12.20, Engl. (Wed.); 14.0o, political news,
markets ; 15.00, women ; 15.30, lec., Esperanto;
(Continued on page 238)
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Judge Settles
Wireless Dispute.
In the Law Courts to -day

The B.L. Transformer
MAXIMUM amplification

with

Mr. John Citizen asked for
an injunction to restrain Mr.
Amateur from committing a

a

tone tree from distortion
is obtained by using this high-class L.P. transformer. Its tests against all important makes
prove that a better instrument cannot be
!

nuisance by using his wireless.

The nuisance was found
to be caused by the Defendant's loud speaker.
After the Defendant had

purchased at any price.

Ratio

1 5/6 5-1

60 -volt H.T. Batteries.
Best quality.

8/-

With plugs

Adjustable Headphones.
4000 ohms.

been heard
the
Learned
Judge suggested an ULTRA
LOUD SPEAKER would restore harmony.

15/6

per pr.

Square -Law Variable Condensers.

2716 2EMAColihms

With vernier: .001, 11/6 ; .0005, 9/6 ;
.00025, 8/6.

1/-

Sensitive Crystal.

The Plaintiff and Defendant left the court completely
reconciled.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM.

B.L. Products are guaranteed !

Should you have any difficulty in

All the abol,e are sent post paid !

obtaining same, write direct

LE
AR
London Depot : 178, Nelson Rd., Hornsey, N.8.
*K

to

Messrs,

EDWARD E. ROSEN & CO.
158-160, City Road, London, E.C.

Works : ANCLADA, South Heath, GT. MISSENDEN, BUCKS.

with the name of your Dealer

4.10.10.400.00.0010.

0.01.10.111411111111111100.00.0110.101141160.0

The new"K"Condensers will help you
tka. 4-12i1;Th4

ea.st 7Zagte-

THE VARIABLE MODEL

BUILT on the Square Law Principle

and gives a gradual adjustmentthus avoiding " overcrowding" at
a particular point and separates the

station you want. Super -rigid platesaccurate air spacirtg and the general
sturdy construction make the usual condenser troubles impossible.

The Square Law Principle is not newbut the "K" system is true and remains

THE FIXED

MODEL

Having logged your station at once,
you can always get it on that adjustment.
Fine adjustment Vernier condenser emso.

bodied in base-giving most
adjustment.

PR. CES
0.001

Without Vernier

10/-

mf.

0.0005

...
...

0.0003
0.0002
0.0001

8/3
7/9
7/3
6/6

...
...
...

minute

With Vernier

13/6
12/6
11/6

THE FIXED MODEL
Embodies a new method of fixing to

panel and constructed to resist the 0.001

. effects of changing atmospheres. Fits 0.002
into clips on the panel-making inter- 0.003
0.006
changeability very simple-an-an invaluable asset to the experimenter.

6512,

PRICES
0.0001
2/
/

0.0002

/9

00..000035

0.0005

Head Office :

13, 14, Gt. Queen St.,
Kingsway, W.C.2.

'Phone: GERRARD 575/576.
'Crows: "Zywatescng, Westeent."
Works : LONDON, BIRMINGHAM AND WESTCLIFF.
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16.05, orch., 17.o0, con., lee, ; 18.25, lec.,
cony. (Tues. and Fri.), Spanish (Mon.
and Thur.); 19.00, weather, con. or opera ;

21.00, weather, markets, news ; 21.5o, news (in
English), dance (not daily).
Hanover, 296 M. (I y; kw.). Relay from
Hamburg.
Konigsberg, 463 in. (1I. kw.). o8.00, sacred

con. (Sun.); 10.15, markets; 11.55, time sig.,
weather ; 13.15 and 15.00, markets; 15.30,
children (Tues., Wed., Sat.),' orch. ; 18.30, lec.,
Esperanto (Thurs., Sat.) ; 19.0o, con. or opera ;
20.00, orch., lee., weather, news, dance (Thurs.,
Sun.).

Leipzig, 454 m.
kw.). 07.30, sacred
con. (Sun.) ; to.0o, educat. hour (Sun.); 11.00,
markets, orch., time sig. ; 15.00, markets ;
15.30, orch., children (Wed.) ; 16.3o, lee.
(Tues.); 17.30, lec. (Tues.), experimenters (Wed.
and Sat.) ; 18.00, lee. ; 19.00, lec. (irr.) ; 19.15,

_con. or opera, weather, news ; 21.00, COIL (not
daily).

Munich, 485 in. (17' kw.). 10.3o, leer, con. ;
13.0o, news, weather, time sig.; snow forecast;
14.00,

con., lee. (Sun.) ; 15.30, orch.

(16.00

Sun.), 'children (Wed.); 47.00, agric. talk.
(Mon.), con. ; 18.00,-lec., Engl. (Mon. and Fri.),

Italian (Tues.), Russian (Sat.), Esperanto
(Thurs.) ; 19.30, con.; 20.30, news, weather,
time sig. ; 21.00, late con, (Sun.), lee. ("rues.),

dance (Sat.).
Munster, 410 M. (I7, kw.). I1.00, sacred
con., news (Sun.) ; 11.3o, news (other days);
11.55, time sig. ;
14.30, markets; 15.30,
children (Sun.), lec. (Weekdays) ; 18.40, weather,

lec., time sig 19.2o, women, con. or opera,
news, dance (Sat.); 21.00, English, Spanish or
Esperanto, news, dance (Sat.).
;

Nuremberg, 340 in. Relay from Munich.
Stuttgart, 443 m.
kw ). 06.30, time
sig., weather (weekdays); 10.30, con. (Sun.);
r5.00, time sig., con., news (Sun); children
:Sat.); 16.45, children (Wed.); 18.30, lee.

FEBRUARY 7, 1925

(weekdays); 19.00, con. (clail); 20.15, time
sig. ; 22.00, weather, news, dance (Sun.).
HOLLAND.
Amsterdam (PCFF), 2,000 in. Daily :

RUSSIA.

Moscow, 3,200 M. 13.30, speech or lee.
(Esperanto) on last day of each month.
SPAIN.
Madrid (EAJ2), Raclio-Espafia, 335 m.

x6.10 (exc. Mon. and Sat., when 10.10-i r.10),

con.

news, Stock Ex., time sig., 09.55 and 16.10.
(PX9), 1,050 m. : con., 20.40, organ recital
(Mon.).

Hilversum (NSF), 1,050 m. (i j.; kw.). 18.55,
children (Mon.) ; 20.40, lee, and con. (Fri.);
19.40, con. (Sun), relay of Mendelberg orch.
(Thurs.).
Vossegat (Be), 1,050 In. 12.30 and 19.40,
weather.
Soesterberg, 1,050 in. 19.26, weather.
Bloemendaal, about 340 in. 10.40 and 16.40,
sacred service (Sun.).
HUNGARY,
Buda.Pesth (MTi), 95o m.
Half-hourly
from 06.45, news, Stock Ex. ; 10.00, con.;
11.30 news (daily).
ITALY.
Rome (IRO), 425 in.
kw.). 16.00, orch.;
19.35,

news, con. ; 20.15, lee.,

con. ; 21.00,

dance (irr.).

(Radioaraldo),

624

M.

w.).

(500

10.30,

news; 'Lon, time sig., con. ; 14.20, Stock Ex.;
19.00, con.

Centocelle (ICD), ,,800 in. (6 kw.).
and 19.30, news, con.

15.00

Barcelona (ENO, 325 m.

con.
Seville
news.

news, weather (Tues., Thurs., Sat.), weather,
news only (Mon., Wed., Fri.),

PORTUGAL.
Lisbon

(Nero -Lisboa),

375-410

m.,

20.30,

tests, music, speech (irr.).
Monsanto (CTV), 2,450 m. (15 kw.). Tests,
music (irr.); 13.00 and 23.0o, weather.

17.00 and 21.00,

(EAJ5), 350 m.

18.3o,

lec., con.,

SWEDEN.

Stockholm (SASA), 430 m. (560 w.). Sundays : 09.55, sacred service ; 16.0o, children;
17.0o, sacred service ; 19.0o, con. ; 20.3o, news,
weather. Weekdays : 11.30, weather, Stock
Ex., time sig. (11.55); 18.0o, lec. (irr.) ; 19.0o,
-

con., lee., news, weather.
Gothenburg, 290 M. (500 w.), also 700 In.
10.00, fishery reports (700 m.); 11.55, time
sig. ; 19.00," programme s.b. from Stockholm.
Malmoe, 270 m.

11.0o, weather ; 19.00,"- pro-

gramme s.b. from Stockholm.
Roden, 2,50o m. 18.00, con. (Tues., Fri.,
Sun.)-temp.
C Local programmes are also broadcast at
times.

Sundsvall, 6So in. (500 w.).

To open about

M arch.

SWITZERLAND.
Geneva (HBO, 1,500 m. (500 w.).
No Sun. transmissions.

NORWAY.

Christiania, 440-500 in. (5oo w ). Testing,
daily, about 19.3o.
JUGO.SLAVIA.
Belgrade, 11650 in. (2 kw.). 17.30, con.,

symree

Lausanne (11132), 780 in. (5oo w.). o7.05,
weather ; 12.3o, weather, markets, time sig.,

news ; 16.0o, children (Wed.). 17.55, weather,
news; 20.15, con. (exc. Wed.), dance (Thurs.
and Sat.).
Zurich (Flagg), 65o M. (W.L, not definitely
fixed) (500 w.).
weather; 11.55, time
sig,., weather, news, Stock Ex. ; 15:0o, con.;
17.15,

children

(Mon.,

Wed.,

.

Fri.); 18.00,

weather, news ; 19.15, lec., con., dance (Fri.);
21.00, news. Sundays : 15.00 and 19.15, con.,
news, weather.

"LOTUS"
Vernier Coil Holders
CUT GEARED
Prov. Pat.

2 VALVE

3 important

reasons why
you will fit a

LONG RANGE

RECEIVER

"LOTUS"
to your Set.

Designed and built by Experts for Amateurs
RECEIVER

-

ONLY

ABSOLUTELY
COMPLETE

£5

£10

COMPLETE
COMPONENTS

£4.7.10

12s.

itOYALTY

10d.

£1.5.0

1,

It does not matter what position

the "L OTUS" is

fitted, the

moving Coil cannot fall.

2. The "LOTUS" has an easy Vernier movement of 8 to 1.
3. It

provides the finest and most

delicate tuning.
lli;n011!]nrniilli1111

COMPRISING: Receiver, 2 Marconi D.E.R. Valves, 6o v. H.T.

Two-way

-

CASH OR EXTENDED PAYMENTS. WRITE OR CALL
FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET TO:

Three-way

-

Battery, Accumulator, r pair Headphones, 700 ft. Aerial, Insulators,
Battery, Connections, Wander Plugs and Earth Wire.

THE

SERVICE CO. LTD.

273-274, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1,
Telephone: nolborn 666 (3 lines).

Telegrams:. "Admittedly," London

13.15,

lee.

IMMEDIATE SUCCESS OF THE

THE

18.0o,

Madrid (Radio-Iberica), 392 M.
21.00,
weather, Stock Ex., time sig., con., news
Sunday : 16.30, con.

Price
ff

7/-

- 10/6

Manufactured by-

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LIMITED
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.

===
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Wireless

Guaranteed for

Twelve Monihs.

Exposing the Pig.
One is continually being warned against buying
pig in a poke ; a maxim with which I agree

so heartily myself that at 20, Store Street,

I am exposing the animal for all to see.
With the kind assistance of Messrs. Yeates,
Ltd., of that address, I am exhibiting at their
Showrooms a full range of Eellows Wireless
Apparatus, including Crystal and Valve Sets,
W.C.,

Loud Speakers and Headphones.
You can pay us a visit there and find everything
that could possibly interest the wireless enthusiast. You can also examine the apparatus
as carefully and closely as you like ; you can,
moreover, hear it actually working. There is
no pig in a poke here.
Any set or Loud Speaker that you wish to test
will be demonstrated for you by a courteous
staff of experts, who will answer your questions
and solve your difficulties.
You will also receive the same consideration
whether your purchase consists of a .£20
Cabinet Set or 'just a 10/- Louden Valve,
The prices, too, are all clearly and plainly
marked, and will cause you no qualms ; for,
as you know, whatever the product our policy
is always

Quality Apparatus at Low Cost
"tziZA

WHEN you buy a pair of REVO
Lightweight Phones you buy
perfection in volume, tone and clarity,

plus a twelve months' guarantee of
100 per cent. efficiency. Comfortable
(no hair -catching " gadgets ") six-foot

cord and permanent magnets, 4,000
ohms resistance.
Write for full particulars

of

crystal and

valve sets, amplifiers, telescopic masts, etc.

If you cannot obtain REVO goods locally

YEATES LTD.,
20, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.C.1.

Well equipped Sales & Demonstration Offices.
Wholesale & Retail.

FELOWS
PatiLRELEss

write direct:

The Junior

THE CABLE ACCESSORIES CO., LTD.,
TIVITDALE, TIFTON, STAFFS.

Loud Speaker
A remarkably efficient
small

for

Loud

Speaker

medium-sized

rooms,

fitted

with

adjustable diaphragm ;
and only

301..
"The name for Perfect Radio"

ADVIUM. U TOE FELLOWS MAGNETO

CO.,

LTD.,

PARK ROYAL, LONDON, N.W.W.
E.P. S. 99

Qmatsur Witetess
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"NOTTINGHAM RELAY STATION "- -(`t

from page

/i aed

215)

Mr. Liveing (Uncle Ted) also started the

FEBRUARY 7, 1925

technically, and his alertness has been the
means of the institution, for the first time
in British broadcasting, of the "second
dot " system of indicating that though the
station is not actually transmitting, every-

Direct lines to London, the transmitting
station, also the sources of the local after-

5 N G Radio Circle, which to datq numbers over,4,000 l It would be interesting
to learn how these figures compare with thing is O.K. for the listener; in other
those of other stations-relay as well words, the second dot is heard during in
as main. In this work he now has the tervals either in the local or London provaluable help of his assistant director gramme. The success of this original idea
(Mr. L. Bagshaw), familiarly known by the has been unqualified. The dot is elecchildren as Uncle Laurie or the " wicked " trically operated from the main clock in
uncle; Mrs. Leslie Barlow, who organised the station.
the Women's Half-hour (Auntie Ruby);
Experiments are now in progress for
Miss Ida Sargent (Auntie lda),the station deciding on the best characteristic signal
nightingale; Mrs. Hodgkinson (Auntie to indicate the closing down of the local
Mabel); and Mr. C. St. R. Wyche (Uncle station on simultaneous broadcast nights.
Dick).
The sound of Robin Hood's horn has been
While 'eulogising the work performed suggested-in fact tried-but others are
since the inception of 5 N G by those in to be tested before a definite decision is
charge of the programme side, we must reached.
not forget the unceasing labours of Mr.
The studio and offices at Bridlesmith
Arthur Fielder,

the engineer -in -charge,
with his staff, comprising Messrs. Cook,

noon orchestral music are arranged on the
plug -and -jack system. The amplifier and
check receiver are also in the control room,
together with the battery -charging equipment.

The whole of the offices are wired from

the check receiver, so that the transmissions may be heard at any time from any
In the artistes'
part of the building.
waiting -room is a loud -speaker, so that the

approaching time of the next turn may
easily be gauged.
The transmitting station is at New Bas ford, a suburb of Nottingham, some two
miles distant from the studio, and this is
connected with the latter by means of
The signals are
special land lines.

radiated from a sausage aerial of the inverted L type suspended from two tall

Gate occupy the one-time home of Notting-

In the transmitting
chimney stacks.
ham's only wireless school, which turned station are the control valve, the modulaBurton and Burt. Both at the transmitting out such a large number of skilled opera- tor valves, and the oscillator, through
station, some two miles away from the tors during the war. The offices and which all the signals from the control room
studio, and in the control room they have waiting -rooms take up the first and third pass on their way to the aerial. F. R. S.
worked wonders, and it is very few occa. floors, while the studio and control room
sions on which' listeners to Nottingham are on the intermediate floor. The former
Small boats that are not compelled by
relay transmissions have had to make any is heavily draped in a curtain scheme of Board of Trade regulations to carry wirecomplaint on the score of weak or defective slate grey, orange and black. The micro- less plant frequently have a receiving set
signals.
phone is on the usual carriage, and the installed aboard, and one case has come
Like the station director, Mr. Fielder, studio is equipped with all the necessary to the notice of the B.B.C. in which a
at the head of his department, has been accessories.
two -valve set rigged up for the skipper's
on the qui wive for openings giving him
The control room-the home of the wire- musical entertainment saved the vessel and
the opportunity for improving the station less wizard-is the last word in apparatus. her crew during a gale.

pillpillpq11.11411
Hitch our
It consists of 94 strands
of tine hard drawn phos-

phor -bronze wire - a
special alloy of great
strength and DURABILITY.
These

strands are SPIRALLY
wound

so that each is

AIR -INSULATED. Exhaustive tests prove that
it has the LOWEST
0113110 RESISTANCE
yet attained. Provides
80 per cent. greater
SURFACE AREA over
Gives 50 per
7/22's.
cent. greater efficiency

over 7/22's when used
for eceiving ; DO per
cent. greater efficiency
over 7/22's when used
for transmitting.

crystal V0a Ma

THE

RAIe`L

Convert your 'phones
into a

LOUD SPEAKER

Price :

10'

GRAAPHIX"

Post
Free.

A most efficient device to

which ordinary headphones
are clipped by simple pres-

EVERY Wireless man knows that increased surface area in the aerial

sure on the spring

means stronger and longer range.

area over 7'22's, and results in 50% increase in efficiency for reception and 90%
for transmission.

It has the lowest ohmic resistance yet attained and is equal to
H.F. Unit, and

(Bell 61 in.) , 7/6.
Post 9d. extra.

ing to distance from the Broad-

brings in many elusive distant stations

clearly and sweetly.
The " Mars "Aerial at 9(6 costs more than
7/22's-but it is worth every penny of it,
for the increased pleasure it brings to the
wireless enthusiast. Fix one this week -end
and search around for new stations.
Obtainable from most wireles_ dealers. If
you have any difficulty in obtaining, send

clips.

HORNS TO MOUNT ON GRAMAPHIX: Straight Horn (Bell 10 in.), 6/-.
Swan - necked Horn
(Bell 11-} in.), 15/-.
Small Curved Horn
The Granlophix requires (accord-

"Mars" Aerial gives 80";, greater surface

casting Station) at least one stage
of low -frequency atnplification to

give satisfactory volume.

TOOLS I

Make your own

Wireless Sets

P.O. for 9,6 toli

E. & W. G. MAKINSON LTD.,
Wellington Works, Wellfield Road,

Preston, (Estabt,hea'.ver

years.)

TELEPHONE: PRESTON 122.

HAND DRILL

The IDEAL

'Mace up to

Soldering Lawc.

diameter ;

for Wireless
Amateurs

5/ Postage

6d. extra

Straight

or hatchet

shaped Soldering
Irons to use with
Postage 3d. extra.
above, r,- extra.

9d-extraf
Set o

Dribs

11 in.

powerful

3 -jaw chock.
Postage

5/9

Six Twist

Post Ili ee

21-

WIRELESS LIST E " SENT 7OS7 FREE

RICHARD
MELHUISH,LTD.,
Machine and
Tool,

Electrical Experts.

Establr shed 1828

50, 51 & 84, FETTER LANE, Holborn Circus, London, E.C.I
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for

distance

Every one is
every other's Twin
Until recently the purchase of H.F. Transformers was something of a gamble. When
buying these instruments one had to trust to
luck or to the courtesy of one's dealer to obtain
two or more which matched and could be used
together successfully.

To -day the experimenter can go into any wireless store and buy at random two or a hundred
Bowyer -Lowe H.F. Transformers of any given

range, and every one will match every other
perfectly.

Bowyer -Lowe Transformers actually cost less
than other makes-they are only seven shillings
yet every one is built to such a high
standard of accuracy that each can be guaranteed to give precisely similar performance to
every other in its range.
;

All ranges from 1 50 to 3,000 metres and up
can be obtained ; also a special Neutrodyne
Unit covering 300 to 600 metres.
Successful H.F. amplification is ensured when
you buy Bowyer -Lowe H.F. Transformers.

Bowyer -Lowe Matched
H.F. TRANSFORMERS
PLUG-IN TYPE
The maximum range and signal strength of which any
capable may always be obtained by using in

set is

conjunction with Bowyer -Lowe Transformers, Bowyer -

Lowe tested Square Law Condensers.
These condensers have the highest capacity ratio and
lowest losses of any obtainable. They are no larger

Neutron
The consistent high sensitivity of
Neutron Crystal is proved by the
rapidly accumulating records of

01

reception
and you can
" long-distance
obtain the same results, with care in your
choice and arrangement of apparatus ; par-

ticularly in your choice of Crystal - at the
same time the most important item and the
least expensive.

Be sure it is Neutron.

Manchester from Bakewell
" A. C.," Bakewell, receives Manchester on a
Neutron plain Crystal Circuit.

Birmingham from London
"L. V. C.," of Chiswick, receives Birmingham
regularly on a Neutron without amplifiers.

Chelmsford from York
" E. C. D.," York, receives the high -power
station on a single slider set, with Neutron.

Brussels from Chiswick

" R. A. H.," Chippenham, regularly receives
A rizdrid on a plain Crystal circuit, with Neutron.

And with 2 stages of L.F. only,

W B Z from Chippenham

miles

125
miles

160
miles

200
800
3,000

L. V. C.," -of Chiswick, receives Brussels on
a Neutron, without amplifiers.

Madrid from Chippenham

38

miles

miles

miles
" R. A. H.," of Chippenham, also reports
reception of W B Z (Springfield, Mass.) on a Crystal set
using Neutron, with 2 low -frequency valves acting as note
magnifiers only.

than ordinary condensers.

Write for FREE Catalogue
describing all Bowyer -Lowe Tested Products and
gicin p,t,t prices.
Send I id. stamp to cover
postage.

er-Lowe Tested

Radio Components
BOWYER-LOWE Co LTD., LETCHWORTH.
o-S-c7cc<C/c-\'cr_

"e/c-,;;cerce.,,

MARK

El)T

1611\

Concert Tested & Guaranteed Radio Crystal
Stocked by the Best Radio Dealers.
silver catswhisker.

Packed in tin with
Insist on Neutron in the

/6

Black and Yellow Tin--

Produced by NEUTRON, LTD.,

Sicilian House,

London, W.C.I. Phone : Museum 2677. Sole distributors :

V. Zei lin & Sons,
144, Theobald's Rcrad, London, W.C.1.
Phones : Museum 3795 & 6841.
.w. NMI
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ference with broadcasting, and in this con
nection the following may be of interest :
Some months ago, and over a consider
able period, at about 10.3o on Sunda}
morning, Northolt used to send out wave
of about fifteen seconds' duration. As is
generally known, Northolt is an arc

disconnected, surely this is a record
2 A Y F (Southsea).

About Condensers
SLR-With regard to the paragraph

America Without an Aerial

"About Condensers," by THERMION, under

"On Your Wavelength," in No. 537, it
SIR,--Happening to hear several weak would be interesting to know if any
stations whilst I was listening at 7.30 amateur transmitters have tried concentric
p.m. G.M.T. I accidentally disconnected high-tension three -core cable for conthe aerial from the receiving set (two -valve, densers; if so, with what success. This
detector and note magnifier) and was sur- cable should certainly stand up to the
prised immediately to hear, very clear and voltages mentioned.-R. S. (Swansea).
easily readable, W G H, the station at

station, and the transmission to which I
refer consisted, therefore, of fifteen seconds

on one note-that is, the marking waveand about the same interval on another
note-the spacing wave. I do not remember the exact durations, as it is some time

Interference from Northolt

Tuckerton, U.S.A.

As I never use an earth connection on
my receiving set, and the aerial was thus

SIR,-One sees that Northolt is being

since I
mission.

experimented

with this

trans-

This transmission was presumably done

blamed for a considerable amount of inter -

(Continued on laze 244)

El
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THE only Genuine American

That " P. P.B.B.C.
V.stations,
2 "several
Feeling
!
Continental, and

Crystal on the British Market.
It has been used by the American
public for over 5 years.
Price per box - -

Glasgow : " Received all

W.B.Z. on an Manor aerial."

11'6

Oldham : " The P.P.V.2 will do all you claim for it."
Pwllheli : " Results are wonderful. We are surrounded by mountains,

and nearest station

is

150 miles away."

ETAL

Bearsden : " Springfield, Mass., every night for three weeks."
Ayr : - America and Paris on a loud -speaker."
Gold Coast : " Got London first test."
Natal : " Cape Town, 1,000 miles away, first time. The P.P.V.2

MRADIO CRYSTAL

is all you claim for it."

SEND FOR RADIO -PLAN No. 1.

TWO SHILLINGS POST FREE.

Mined, tested and packed by the Dayton Radio Mfg.

If you have never made a set before you cannot fail to make the

Co., Dayton, Ohio.

P.P.V.2 and get results which will delight and amaze you.

Wholesale Agent for London & district :

Our simple method makes construction mere child's play. Get that P.P.V.2 feeling

P. BERNEY,

35, Oxford Street, London.

RADIO -PLAN No. 1. TWO SHILLINGS. EXPERT ASSISTANCE
AFTERWARDS ABSOLUTELY FREE FOR ALL TIME.

Sole European Distributors

LONDON RADIO STORES,

PRESS EXCLUSIVES

11, BATH STREET, GLASGOW.
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL BROADCAST AREAS.

2, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.4.

11111111

111111111111111111111111,1111.

HULLO!! C.Q., WILL DAY CALLING

.,

FOR

Where there's a WILL there's a DAY

EBONITE

Many a good wireless set has been utterly ruined by being built
up on a panel of cheap and faulty ebonite. Why risk a failure ?'
Make a resolve to have your panel cut dead true to your own size
from our famous Ebonite.
PRICE 4/6 per lb. ordinary finish, or 5/- per lb. Matt finish.
The new DAYZITE Variable Condensers fitted with Aluminium
End Plates and both sets of Vanes adjustable.
001, 7/9 ; 0005, 5/8 ; '0003, 5/1 ; .0002, 4/7 ; Vernier, 3/11 each.
Postage, 6d. each extra.
We nave
ran, agf completeo IGRANIC RADIO APPARATUS al=in
No water -pipe handy ?

Why worry ! Get a " CLIMAX " Earth
Tube, 5/- each.

DOUBLE FILAMENT RHEOSTAT
A distincti,Zre

type for use with either Dull

Emitter or Bright Emitter valves alternatively.
The spool is a separate unit and solidly constructed, holding the resistance unit on its

circumference. An off position is provided for.

The dial is engraved RED on the Bright
Emitter segment and WHITE on the Dull
Emitter segment. Price 7/6.

If efficiency's the aimMil. products you must

ICHIAELTD

name.

(Manufacturers of
Wireless & Scientific Apparatus).

RADIO CORNER. 179 Strand, LONDON, W.C.2
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 lllll IIIIM1111111111111111111111111111 lllll III llllll

SEND

Do not keep
MAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION.
wasting money on crystals of unknown repute.
GET A CRYSTAL THAT HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME

llllll

Send sot tads., together wi,h your order for the "Tonyphone,"
and this wonderful se , which eceives all B.B.C. stations. will be
deliv,red complete, including all accessories. You pay a further
k each month afterwards. The total cost is only £rs gs. or if
you prefer, _4'14 5s. cash.

"Tonyphone" Super Two -Valves

DAYZITE REGD.

Complete Told.: Irculnulator, H.T.

Sold only boxed with Silver Cat's whisker, 2/6 each, postage 3d.

one ugh Frequency and one

BaPery, A eria1,1 pal.' 4...00.=
Headphones, and two Valves-

extra. Makes excellent contact with Zincite for a Perikon Detector.
Shepherd's Bush.
Copy of letter recently received:Dear Sirs,-Will you please send me another " Dayzite" crystal.
My last one must be getting on for nine months' wear and still going
strong. My pal asked Inc to lend hint my " Dayzite" which I did, and
now I cannot get it hack from him, so I must have one for my own set.
Send along early and oblige.
I could not do without it.
JAMES SMITH.

Detector.

.411 Royalties Said.

Write at once for our new Catalogue, Post Free by mentioning this Paper

WILL DAY, LTD.,

Send to -day and enjoy broadcasting NOW

19, LISLE STREET, Leicester Square, LONDON, W.C.2
'Phone: Regent 4577.

Telegrams: " Titles, Westrand, London."

0

llllllll

BRITISH ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO.
(Tonyphone Dept.), Windsor House, Victoria Street, London, S.W.1
4WD

4
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Exibe

THE LONG -LIFE BATTERY
To interest and amuse our friends we offer the following prizes
for the correct solution of the cross -word puzzle below.
1st. One Exide L.T. Wireless Battery -6 volt. 60 amp. hrs.
capacity Value £3/3/0
2nd. One Exide Hand Lamp Complete
Value 11112/0
3rd. One Exide H.T. Wireless Battery -24 volts Value £114/0
Also 20 Consolation Prizes, each comprising one Chloride"
folding steel foot rule, in case.
No envelope will be opened before February 10th, when the
prizes will be awarded to the first 23 correct solutions opened.
Our decision must be accepted as final.

0

Envelopes to be marked " Competition " in top left-hand

corner, and addressed to :-The Chloride Electrical Storage Co.
Ltd., Clifton Junction, near Manchester.
/

36

40

47

2

49

5/

5

42

41

6

43

30

67

/0

9

.58

24

/9

'3

46
25

35

/6

/8

38

2/

34

6'.5

3

/4'

26

63

56

I/

17

87

55

7

9

59

3

52

0

68

6.5

69

4.9

27

44
3/

28

o
2

29

60

.2

64

3

The "words" in this puzzle include several generally accepted abbreviations
or initials similar to the followin:-

'` R.H.A."-Royal Horse Artillery.
The " Clues " are not put forward as exact definitions but as affording an
indication to the reauired word.
HORIZONTALS

1 Seven Hundred
2 A rare fruit tree.
:3 Hard workers

4 A mineral found in Norway
5 Hero of a Roman epic

6 Your interest is
7 Useful for slotmeters
8 Probably dumped

9 A quality lacking in celluloid
10 A scriptural beast of burden

11 A great poem
12 Useful at Bridge
13 Goes with a dash
14 Demonstrative adjective
15 A royal title
16 Thus
17 Dismal
18 A woman's secret

19 Another scriptural beast
20 Yours or mine
21 Dig again

HORIZONTALS -continued

24 A smaller scriptural beast

25 Upper crust

20 Comfortless
27 The song of the lost sheep
28 An emollient
29 Crippling
30 Demonstrative adjective

31 A monkey's tail
32 Found in cheese
33 A crime of violence

46 End of the fight

47 A type of pie
48 Lead
49 To put in possession
15 The Heavies

VERTICALS

4 Surpass
34 Electro-Technics

1 A note of a scale (musical)
9' That's it
17 The family friend
35 Abbreviated bobs
30 Keeper of the Polls

Showrooms and Depots :
LONDON:
219/229, Shaftesbury Avenue,

50 A light metal

51 Beginning
52 A respected pr,,t, ssi,n
28 Preposition
53 A gold coin

VERTICALS-continued
54 The nest of a bird of prey
55 A clerical area
56 England's glory
16 Worth listening for

57 Half a rubber
58 Bottled bullock
29 One better than a bachelor
59 Long ages

60 In or near

61 Has no meaning
62 Perfection
63 and 04 Thou and I
65 Steamer
10 Date indication
20 Quite right
66 A negative prefix
67 Postal address sign
68 West Inches
69 Over there

70 Grand at horse shows

(Elikeb is, ELECTRICAL STORAGE

W.C.2

BIRMINGHAM:
58, Dale End

VERTICALS-continued
37 Not hall -marked silver
38 A British Regiment
39 Anglo-Saxon
40 101
41 Often quoted
42 Having feet made to specification
43 A physical unit
44 Often before day
45 Unmarried artist
25 Little Nigger Boys
7 A darling

22 Indefinite article
23 Prefix signifying facility

A' COMPANY LIMITED.
CLIFTON

JUNCTION,

NEAR MANCHESTER

THE LARGEST BATTERY WORKS IN THE BRITISH EMPIRE.

Showrooms and Depots:
BRISTOL:
22, Victoria Street
MANCHESTER :
1, Bridge Street
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test purposes, lasting for about ten
minutes, and it occurred to me that, as
for

that transmission was so very distinctive
and there was so little doing in the ether
on Sundays, it afforded a verrgood opportunity for tracking down harmonics.
The transmission was not on the wavelength normally used by Northolt, but was
on about 6,000 metres. Taking first the
upper harmonics, it was clearly audible
at i2,000, iS,000 and 24,00o, which is

to

End, -about a. mile to the north-west of
Marconi House.
The studios will still remain at 2, Savoy
Hill. They will be connected to the transmitter by a special land line.

be moved to a new site in the West End.
The change, which has been the subject

the increase in power will be permanent;

.months, is necessitated by the otherwise

reception in south London does not suffer.

2 L O's
NEW TRANSMITTER
AT last it has been officially announced

that 2 L O's transmitting gear is

of numerous rumours for a good many

It has not yet been decided whether

it

will be made at first to ensure that

Such things as interference with other
unavoidable interference of the London
broadcasting station with the Air stations and the range covered will have to
be taken into account.
Ministry's apparatus in Kingsway.

There is every reason to suppose, howI could get with my coils.
Doubled
ever, that the new transmitter will be more
Working downwards, I tracked, without Power
More important than the actual moving, effective than the old one.
a single break, every simple fraction down
perhaps,
is the fact that, as soon as the
No definite date has been announced
to 333.
change
has
been made, 2 L O's power will (up to the time of going to press) for
Unfortunately I was unable to make any
to 3 kilowatts. these changes, but it is hoped that they
increased from
tests below 333, as I found on the two be
This
means
that
the
range
of crystal sets will be made at about the middle of the
following Sundays that he had stopped will probably be substantially
increased, month.
these transmissions. However, I proved
although
not
actually
doubled.
conclusively that his harmonics were
For a long time now the B.B.C. have
" Connecting Your Transformers."-In
audible over almost the whole of the
been
looking
for
alternative
sites
for
the
this
article, which appeared on page 134
broadcasting wavelength.-E. W. W.
London
transmitter,
but
they
were
hard
of
No.
133, there is an error in the dia(Coventry).
gram Fig. 2. The anode, of course, should
to find.
A new site, which it is thought will be be connected to OP and the positive highRadio -Paris often retransmits 5 X X late quite 'satisfactory, has now been decided tension to IP. The text should read to
upon, however, and this is in the West correspond.
in the evening.

as high as

THE NATURAL CRYSTAL

ADJUSTABLE

LOUDSPEAKER
12/6
The " Gramovox" junior converts any Gramophone or
Horn into a

1Mit
0

AADI-O-\

first.class Loudspeaker in a few seconds.

IGRANIC

Complete in box with 6 ft. Flex connection. Fitted Stalloy
Diaphragm. Adjustable Ma5nets. Money back Guarantee
with every one. 2,000 ohms. Why pay more?

NEN

I 101 I

Trado Marl.
IS SECOND TO NONE
Sample post free Is. Please send local den er's name, etc.
Proprietors: THE BRIGHT CO. LONDON, N.8.
'17:anc: MountvIew x296.

GOODMAN'S, 78 Spencer Road, WEALDSTONE

Sole Whnletale Agent for London Itnd Home Counties only,

A. J. CONWAY, 86, GREENWOOD ROAD, LONDON, E.8
'FLonr Ch,olet 4556.

For Brown A, Earpieces see p, 248

Ask your

L

"GLAZITE."
displaces
insulating
sleeting

radio dealer

01111101ftroftioftommilliftroafti

about
"GLAZITE."

The most complicated circuit
becomes simple with "Glazite"
Made in four 'distinctive colours-BUJ, BLUE, YELLOW and BLACK-" GLAZITE " simplifies
wiring. Consisting of tinned copper wire, insulated with a special glazed covering which has
exceptional insulating properties, " Glazite " dispenses with the old insulating sleeving and its
many disadvantages. Flame -proof and damp-proof, " Glazite " has high dielectric strength,
considerable flexibility and cannot deteriorate in use.

Supplied in neat coils, 10 ft. in length. Price 1/6 per coil.
Send

a. postcard for Glazite Leaflet and name of nearest radio dealer carrying stock

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS, LTD.
Makers of Electric Wire for over 40 years.

Our mark is a guarantee of quality

PLAYHOUSE YARD, GOLDEN LANE, LONDON, E.C.1
Telegrams : Electric, London.
11111!111111111111Ii11111111111191111111111!I11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111".!1911

Telephones : Clerkenwell 1388, 1389, 1390, 1391

JUDD
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'1SHIPTON NEW TYPE

lea

VARIABLE
GRID LEAK
Here is another
proved

HIGH frequency currents have a habit
of leaking away just were they are

not wanted. A spot of moisture-a
bit of surplus fluxite-a surface polished by
causes of leaky panels. Even an expert
metallic methods-these are some of the

6
0

cannot tell by looking at an ebonite panel
whether it is leaky or not-what chance.

0

therefore, have you ?,

The only safe way of knowing thai your
next Set won't lose signal strength is to
see that you are using a guaranteed leakproof ebonite such as " Red Triangle

01

Brand.

Every sheet is tested by us for leaks with

special electrical measuring instruments and

every one not coming up to our standard
is rejected.

If your own Dealer cannot supply it, send
us your order direct and we will despatch

by return of post. Don't prejudice the
working of your new Set by using something

that looks like ebonite when you can get
really high-grade material from us at no

greater cost. All panels sold only in sealed
envelopes.I

7 X 10 4/3
8 X 6 3/8 X 10 S/-

designed and constructed.

The SHIP FON New Type VARIABLE GRID LEAK incorporates
all the desirable features which experts consider essential for the efficient working of the detector valve.
Silent m operation. Constant under
diflerent settings. Can be calibrated
accurately. Reliable under all con-

ditions.
One -hole fixing, the special tension sprin

on the spindle, which is so popular on
other SI-UPTON Products, is retained
and terminal connections are provided

Price 3/-

3oo,000 ohms to 6 megobns.

SHI rTON NEW TYPE RHEOSTAT AND
SHIPTON New Type STRIP RHEO.
STAT 7 ohm (with fuse)
3'. POTENTIOMETER
SHIPTON New Type STRIP RHEO.
STAT 30 ohm
3/"
SHIPTON New Type STRIP RBEO,
STAT 60 ohm
.
- 3i.
SHIPTON POTENTIOMETER 600
ohm ..
.
.. /6
Packed in neat linenette boxes.

The most popular filament

controlling units on the market. Gives perfect filament

control-at a very moderate
cost.

SHIPTON Products are obtainable from all dealers. when sending

8 X 12 6/10 X 12 7/6
10 X 24 15/-

12 X 14
12 X 16
12 X 18

All }-in. Thick and Sold in Sealed Envelopes.

10/6
12/13/6

Special Sizes :
All Concert -de -Luxe, 16 x 8 x I

Transatlantic V., 22 x 11 x
All Britain, 16 x 9 x
S.T. 100, 12} x 91 x I
. .
Purifiex, 14 x toi x

tically efficient and mechanically
well

direct give dealer's name and address.

12 Stock Sizes:
6 X 8 3/6 X 18 8/7 X 5 2/3

SHIPTON Product, characteris-

.

8/9/7/9/2
8/-

15/-

E. SHIPTON &

CO.,e,

TD.

37, TOTHILL. STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
Tarp/tome-Pr CTO R1A 7

T,ie.,rattts-R E A T FON ES PA EL

Also at 14, King Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

6/Resistoflex, 12 x 8 x
Anglo-American, 36 x 9 a
20/Neutrodyne Tuner, 12 x 10 x
7/6
Neutrodyne Receiver, 12x10xf 7/6
15/3 -Valve Dual, 24 x 10 x

Barclays' 657

Transatlantic IV., 16 x 8 x
Harris Crystal Set, 9 x 51 x t 4/4
Any Special Size Cut per return at Id, per Square inch.

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.,
Registered Offices, Mail Order and Showroom,

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
BRANCHES:

LONDON: -62, High Holborn, W.C.1.
PLYMOUTH: -4, Bank of England Place.
LIVERPOOL: -4, Manchester Street.
CARDIFF: -94, Queen Street.
WALTHAMSTOW : -230, Wood Street.

Red Triangle Ebonite:
P.S. 2199.

CLIX PROVIDES AN IDEAL POINT FOR SOLDERING

Tested Specialities for

RADIO Enthusiasts.
"sosionso.,

Charges the Battery
while you sleep

Perfect contactRetail Prices
CLIX with Locknut d.
CLIX Insulators
(6 colours) 1.d. each
CLIX Bushes
(6 colours) Id. pair

AL Certified Grid
Leaks IA, Variable do. ass atom
pression) f to I

Is a Necessity to every Wireless
Enthusiast. Charges any Radio
Battery overnight from an A.C.
Supply for a few coppers. (D.C.
Types also available). Maintains

Obtainable from all Wireless

List Free.

TOP Condition and ensures

Patentees and Manufacturers:

meg

8/-,

.to.

the Batteries always In TIPMAXIMUM SIGNAL STRENGTH.

From most dealers

or direct from us i7-10-0,
CARPAX COMPANY LTD.,
812, Deansgate, Manchester,

4ilmasonlissamosassa

Dealers or direct from the

instantaneously-everywhere.

The tapered design of CLIX
plugsocket ensures full surface
contact in every one of its
countless applications.

That's why CLIX, the ElectroLink with 159 Uses, supersedes
all forms of Plugs, Terminals
and Switches, and has standardised

the wiring of

all radio

circuits.

AUTOVEYORS, LTD.
Radio Engineers and Contractors

84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1
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CHIEF EVENTS OF THE

Bwrais

WEEK

DOINGS

SUNDAY, February 8.

Birmingham
Bournemouth

'Cardiff
Manchester

Chamber Music Programme.

9.0
3.0

Band of 1st Batt. The Argyle and

9.0
8.45

Sutherland Flighlanders.
Czecho-Slovakian Programme.
Chamber Music Concert.

MONDAY
London and 5 X X 7.30
"Round the World in Music."
Birmingham
7.30
A Triple Bill by the Station Players
Bournemouth
730
Comic Opera, Les Cloches de Cornsville.

Newcastle

7.30
7.30

London

730
730

Glasgow
Liverpool

9.0
7.30

5XX

Brahms.
Symphony Programme.

730

ALL STATIONS

THURSDAY
Third International Symphony Con8.0
cert, relayed from the Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden,

FRIDAY.
730
Song Cycle and Light Music.
8.0
5 XV A's Second Birthday
7.30
Music and Drama.
Scots Night.
7.30

SATURDAY
Cardiff and 5 X X 7.30
Light Symphony Concert.

Manchester

7.30

Belfast

7.30

explained

A FORMAL meeting was held on January 20, when
Mr. D. S. Richards, of Messrs. Verner Time
Switches, lectured on " Time Switches and Their
Uses." He brought with him a very fine selection

Belfast

Glasgow

Ar the last meeting. Mr. W. Gravett gave an
teresting lecture on " Transmitting." Ilis self -constructed transmitting apparatus was exhibited pad

A Night with Charles Dickens.

WEDNESDAY
The Seven Ages of Mart. A Pageant
London and 5 X X 7.30
in Speech and Music.
Birmingham
7.30
English Music, Old and New.
Bournemouth
730
Winter Gardens Night.
Newcastle
730
Music of the Dominions.
Aberdeen
730
With the Composers Elttat and

Bournemouth
Cardiff
Aberdeen

CHILD, High Street P.O.,

TUESDAY
Ballad Concert.
Military Bend Programme S.B. to
all Stations.
The Scottish Orchestra.
Philharmonic Society's Concert.
-

Organ Recital
Pyne.

by Dr. Kendrick

"Novelty Night.

Indoor Wires," "Designs for Model Steam
Traction Engines," "Hiding the Venetian blind Cords," "Flower -holders in Plaster,'
"A Mantel EitMent," "-An Easily -rotated
Baking -dish."

Dorking and District Radio Society

Hon. Sec. -MR. A. J.
Dorking.

Hackney and District Radio Society
AT a meeting held on January 12 Mr, Toyc gave a

" By the Shores of the Mediter.
ranean."

Glasgow

FEBRUARY 7, 1925

Han. Sec. -MR. G. E. SANDY, 114, Parnell Road, E.9.

lecture and demonstration on his five -valve receiver.
Ilford and District Radio Society
Han. Sec. -MR. F. W. GEDGE, 157, High Road,
Ilford.

of switches.

The closing date for the competition has been

fixed as March 3.
Barnsley and District Wireless Association
Hon. Sec. -MR. W. PEACOCK, 23, Park Grove,
Barnsley.
An interesting lecture was given on January 21 by
Mr. W. D. Milner, B.Sc., when he spoke on the
subject of wireless valves.

" Electric Bell Troubles " is the title of
an article appearing in the current issue
of "The Amateur Mechanic " (3d.), and
shows how these inconveniences can be put
right. Other articles and features appear-

ing in the same number are : "Building

a Poultry House and Run," "How to

Fix Picture Rails," ."Motor -cycle Practicalities," "Adding Another Valve to a
Wireless Set," "How to Make a Ball -type
Variometer,'! "Support for Carrying

EFESCA VERNISTAT
(Patent.) Of unique construction, the Vemistat gives
extremely delicate control,
and is specially suited to
High Frequency and Detector
Valve filament control.
Resistance 5 ohms, 6/. each.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
" Amateur Wireless and Electrics." Edited by
Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on

Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following. It will be sent post free to any
part of the world -3 months, 4s. 6d. ; 6 months,
ts. 9d. 12 months, 17s. 6d. Postal Orders, Post
Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable
to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co.. Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
on one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be promptly
considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of "Our Information Bureau ' should be closely observed.
Communications should he addressed, according to
their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement
Manager, or The Publisher, " Amateur Wireless,"
La Belle Sauvage, London, E C.4.

nom

VII A
awe

I
'07 VALVES for 13/3
11.

Beats them ALL

Equal in performance to any *06 or en obtainable.
Send for the concert -tested PLIOTRON S. S. post
tree w.th makers' instructions for use.
24 Hours' Approval upon receipt of cash order.
Max. con. '07, El. volts 2'3, anode 40-80.

English "R" Valves, fil. volts 4'5, anode 45.100, 816.
Concert tested, post free, 24 hours' approval.

Responsibility for all postal damage accepted if

damaged valve is returned within 24 boors of receipt.

ANDLOY PRODUCTS (Dept. A. 25);
Eton Works, Upland Road, London, S.E.22

Accuracy -and its

Importance to Amateurs
The efficient working of your set depends upon the
accuracy of your components ; and this depends
on the standard of precision in the workshop where
those components are made. Consider these Efesca
components :
The VERNISTAT, the most delicate instrument yet produced for filament control.

The tapped H.F. Transformer illustrated,
with tapping switch and studs complete in
one unit, ready to attach to the panel by
the Efesca One -Hole Fixing.

EFESCA
SPEECH AMPLIFYING
TRANSFORMER,Type`C

The Efesca Speech Amplifying Transformer

power Transformer without

Type C, in which the laminations of the
coil are very carefully insulated from each
other, so that eddy currents are localised

with power amplification.

Ask your Wireless Dealer to show yod

This Transformer is designed
to give the amplification of a

and distortion avoided.

the lox in purity of reproduce
tion generally experienced
Ratio 2-1 one -hole fixing, 251.

Efesca High Frequency Trans.
former. -Specially recommended

where more than one stage of High
Frequency implificationisrequired.
Can be employed immediately preceding a reactance coupling to fortis
two High Frequency stages or any

number of separate transformers
maybe used in combination. Wavelength range 150-2,600 metres,
complete as illustration, wound on

Ebonit- former, 21!-.

ONE -HOLE FIXING COMPONENTS

a

Send us a Postcard to -day for Catalogue 522/8-.
It is FREE and full of interest.
Wholesale only.

FALK, STADELMANN & Co., Ltd.
Efesca Electrical Works

83-85-87, Farringdon Road, LONDON, E.C.I
And at Glasgow, Manchester, and Birmingham.

104(
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HULLO EVERYBODY !Fr

U.K. POST FREE. EXCFPT WHERE MARKED. FORT IGN PACKING & POST EXTRA CALLERS'

POST FREE COLUMN

Sorbo earcaps.
pair 1/8
Ebonite coil stands. 2 -way . . - . - - 3 /6

RAYMOND'S VARIABLE CONDENSERS
HIGH QUALITY.

Ditto -.vith extension handles(nickel) 3 /11
Ebonite 2 -way Cam Vernier ...
5 /Ditto, 2 -way Geared.
5 /11
Shipton 2 -way Vernier..
4 /6
Ebonite 3 -way plain .
4/6
Ditto, extension handles, nickel
5/6
Shipton 3 -way Vernier
7/6

Aerial 100 feet heavy 7/22 (with

six insulators)..
Ebonite Basket Holders .
Murray Valve Holders
Solid Rod Valve Holders.
Bretwood anti -cap
Legless anti -cap Holders.........
Ditto (Goswell) Flex, twin min silk ............12 yards
Flex, lighting . ... ... ....12 yards
Flex, red and black twin ...12 yards
C & W Battery Links...
doz.

3/6
1 /6
1 /6

1/3

SQUARE LAW
With Vernier.

Post 6d. Sei.

.00025 ... 12/6

DCC Coil, Chelmsford, use with

.0003 ... 12/6
.0005 ... 18/11
TWIN (Ordinary)

variometer
1 /9
72 -in. Phone Cords (best) .- ........ 1 /11
.

12 x 9, 5 b.; 12 x 12, 6/..

25, 35, 50, 75, 100 Honeycomb).
Neutron Crystal and Whisker
1/6
Radio Micro .06 Valve .... ........
13/11
French Metal .06 Valve
13/11
Myers DE Valve.
211.
Myers Universal.. - . ..... ......... .. - 12/6

(Valves posted at buyer's risk.)

T.C.B. 6, 13, 30 ohms

each

4/-

T.C.B. 300 ohms Potentiometer
Copper Tape Aerial, 100 feet

5/.

Burndept Detector
Micrometer Enclosed Detector
1 16 square Bus Bar Hank............
2 v. 90 amp. Hart Accumulator ...
Allen Variable Grid Leak
D.P.D.T. Panel Switches.
S.P.D.T. Panel Switches .
Bretwood Variable Grid Leak ......
Watmel Variable Grid Leak ....
Bretwood Anode Resistance .........
Watmel Anode Resistance ..
McMichaels 2 Meg Grid Leak ......

5 /6

3/3
2/9

1j.

1511 /9

19
1 /5

3-

2//6

3.

3//6

2/6
2/6
2/6

McMichaels 100,000 ohm Resistance

Tools, seven Twist Drills. Taps 0, 2, 4, 6 BA set .

2/11

4 Taps and Wrench
Soldering Iron and Solder
Mansbridge 2 rnfd
1 mfd, 3 6 : 25 3 6 : .01

3/6
2/9

L.F. TRANSFORMLItS
17/6

21/-

R.I. .....

251.
141.

.

Ormond
Eureka Concert Grand

30/.

2nd stage..... ......

22 /6

.

15/.

G.R.C.

Super Success (Black)
Standard Success
Brunet Shrouded

211.

.

16/.
..

.

13 /6

.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
TRADE COUNTER OPEN

will oblige you with any lines in stock,
less 20",, on Proprietary articles only.
NO POST ORDERS TRADE

szlizr,
-77
1/3 to
Finstone Condensers
retwood Anti -cap

2/ -

Ormond Neutrodyne Condenser .

.

2/3

MOUHUMOMMMMUIMMUMMUMM

RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'S
GALLERY DOOR
MIIIIIIi11111111111111,11111111114111,,1111111(.1111111i I i.,11111.111111111,1111,

WITH VERNIER.

001

.0005
.0003

Equal units of .00025 or .0003.
Complete with Knob and Dial. *JP'

JACKSON
BROS.
STANDARD.
SQUARE LAW.
.001 .

.0003 ..
.00025
.0002 ....

No. 7 Model
Aluminium Ends

sers, with Knob

and Dial.
.001 ............... 8/6

6/9

.

on winoows

Post 4d. Set.

EDISON BELL

LISSEN

.0001 to .0005 Fixed... 1/3
.002 to .006 .

2 /-

Anode Resistance

.001

1 /3

Lissen Minor............
Lissenstat .
Do. Universal

.

LOUD SPEAKERS

.

.

2 /6

30/.
27/6

100, 6/9.

30 '.

Lissen choke
Aux Res..

5 point switch

RISK.

3 /6
7 /6
10 /6
219

BRIGHT EMITTER

91.

10/ 1 /3

DUBILIER FIXED
.001, .002, .003, .004,
.005, .006, Fixed ... 3/.

POLAR
CONDENSERS
.001, .0005, .0003 each 10/6
2 -way CV(Junior)stand 6;11 /-

Others not Obtainable.

.0001, .0002, .0003 .0004,
.0005

Type 577, .01

Grid Leaks, each
Anode
Resistance

SQUARE LAW
(With Vernier).
.001
.0005
.00025

.

.
.

30

25,6

23 -

DR. NESPER
HEADPHONES
Adjustable diaphragm, detachable receivers, double
leather - covered headsprings, long flexible cords,
nickel plated parts. Very

comfortable fitting to the
head.
SEE TRADE MARK.
4000 ohms .
. 13

Post 6d. pair.

11, B.T.FI., Ediswan, Marconi,
Mullard, Cossor, Myers.

Green and Red Ring, etc.

.06, DER, ARDE, etc.
Myers,
Ediswan,

Cossor, Mullard,
Marconi, etc.

Valves sent by post (purchaser's Risk)

GOS WELL

ENGINEERING

HEADPHONES
Sterling

Coils: 25, 5 /- ; 35, 5/.;

B.T.H.

9000 ohms

..

... .....

257.

25/.

Brandes Matched..
25/.
Brown'sFeatherweight 25 fG.R.C..
201.
Brunet, New Model 16/11
Telefunken
17/11
9/6
7/- SPECIAL. To callers only.
7/. To customers purchasing
20/- worth of our own goods

50, 5 /2 , 75, 5 /6 ; 100,
7 /- ; 150, 7 /10 ; 200, 8/8;
250, 9/-; 300, 9/5; 400,

10/3; 500, 10!6.
Fil. Rheostat
Potentiometer .
30 -ohm Rheostat

.
.

.

GENUINE

at full prices, we supply a

first-class pair of 4,000 ohm
'phones for 5/- as an adverNo. 3, Latest Model... 17/6 tisement only.
NEW MODEL
Very Fine Value.
REACTONE COILS

N&K

4,000 ohms

.

.

. 12/11

All stamped N. & K.
Post 6d. pair.

6 x 6 1 /4
7 x 5 1 /4

10 x 83/- 4 v.60 amps.... 18,6
12 x 6 3/- 4,80 amps. 23;'6

8 x 6 1 /10 12 x 9 4/3 6 v. 60 amps.. 27/6
9 a 6 2/- 12 x 12 5/6 6 v. 80 amps....33 /14 a 10 5/6
6 v.105 amps. 38,'6
Cut to size
Hart's Stocked.
d. sq. inch
All High Quality.
VALVES

.06 Radio Micro 11/6 RAYMOND FIXED
CONDENSERS
.06 Genuine
to
to
" Metal "... 11 /6 0910
1)005
10d.
French R
6/2
1 /Phillips R
6 /11 .002,003, .004
Dutch " D "
49 -006, 1i3; '01, 1 9 ;
'02, 1:9.
Dutch " R "
49
Switches Panel
D.C.C. WIRE
per -y' lb. D.P.D.T.
10411.
13 g.
9d. S.P.D.T.
China
22 g.
10d. D.P.D.T.
1/4
Base
26 g.
...
1/1 S.P.D.T., China
30 g.
Md.
1/6 Base

...

24 g.
28 g.

9d
1 /-

Rheostats, Ormond

1,8, C & S 1;-,

13
Raymond
1/3 Do.
& Dial 1 6 1,11
Dual . 2,2, 4;'6
Twin Flex, 2 -colour,
.

Etc., etc.

6 yds. 10d.
12 yds. 1,'6
H.T. BATTERIES Lighting
Empire Tape

.
76
69 v.
12 yds. Gel.
4 6 Finbre, xSt1rip
. .
30 v.
2d.
...5.11
60 B.B.C.
.

.B.C.

30 B.B.C.B.B.C.

v.

Arms
56 Switch
Studs, 2 a Id.

Lead in, 10 yds. 1 /1,9 Bell Wire 10" 5d.
ENGLISH 4000 ohm Phones, 10 pr.
ld.. Transfers, 32
Terminals
1' d. , 2d. i

Titles ..... ....

For Chelmsford
For Broadcasting

.

.

26
46

K. RAYMOND
riimipcyr
N7WTIREIsE

27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2
3 '7

criB 1.2. _A. it. Ks el,
'I"' 2-X 0 2N7
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and mode payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered

2d.

6c1.
Pillar W.O. phone Nugraving 2d. each Copper Foil ft. 2/..d.
Nickel
1/
Coil Stands, 2 -way, 1,1s..)Loo2k1;2.for d.
24
1,9,
2i-, 2 3 ; Egg A
Id.
3 -,way, 3 '6, 4 /-, s , .5V.
v... Windows... 4d.
Cam Vernier
IBBC, HFT ... 2 /6
Shipton 2 -way 4/- 5XX HFT
2!9
3.'''ay 7,6 Ad. Tape
2T d.
Various from 3,11 Valve Pins 2 a ld.
Id.
Micro- Do. sockets ..
Detectors,
meter, 1 /6 , En- Wander plugs lid.

-

closed, 9d., I i _ 1 6 Staplesac
h one Cordsquan t7y2" 11 ;

ExtraP

56 aa

1. d .

a IId.
a.

Spade

forScrews

Valve holders

10d. Box and Lid 2 ,3, 2 11

6 a ld.

No junk stocked. Nuts

100,000, on stand complete
5/6

IGRANIC

ACCUMULATORS
stock sizes
2 v. 40 amps... 9 6
in. also stocked 4 v.40 amps... 16,6

1'5 (D.E.) ...

2 -way Cam Vernier ... 9'2/6 3 -way
... 12!6
7 /6 3 -way Ordinary .
716
2/6 2 -way Panel .
3/.

50,000, 70,000, 80,000,

STERLING

ALL VALVES ON POST
SENT AT PURCHASER'S

2/6

Series Parallel
3/9
30 'T1 Transformers
T2, 2,5i.; 13, 16 6 ; Coils :
25, 4,10; 30, 35, 40, 4,10,
50, 5/-; 60, 5 4 ; 75, 5 /4 ;

Junior Amplion
Dr. Nesper
Sterling " Baby "
C.A.V. Tomtit .

2 -way Universal .

.

2 -way Switch

Sterling Dinkie

21 /.
55 /.

7;'11

I

Variable Grid Leak...

.003 with Grid Leak 2/6
10/6
Variometer
5 /6
Twin Detector .

Ebonite Ends

6 9j
Inc. Knob and Dial. Inc. Knob and Dial.
Post free.
Post 3d. Set.

59

.

5

EBONITE 3;16

20

5/11.0005
5/6 1.0003

.0005
.0005

7/-

.0005
.0003

6/9

.

1:-

SQUARE LAW
No. 8 Model

SQUARE LAW

Variable Conden-

9'6
9/-

.

.00075

... 8/9
... 6/11
... 6/9

With EBONITE DIAL and
Two Knobs. Post 6d. Set.

Post 6d.

3/11

Ferranti
I runic ...............

NEW
MODEL
With Knob and Dial.

EBONITE ENDS.

1 /3

Diamond Weave Coils (5), 3/6 (equal

UNSURPA SSED FOR FINE TUNING

SQUARE LAW

2/6

2000, 416 ; 1600;3000, 4 , 11 ; Raymond

POST 6d. SET.

T WIN Condenser

2/.

B.B.C., 3/. ; 5 XX, 3:6
3/16 Ebonite, 6 x 6 and 7 x 5 each 1/8 ;
8 x 6 and 9x 6 each 2/6; 10x8,3/6;

... 6/11
.0005 ... 5/6
.0003 ... 5/.0002 ... 4/9
.001

.0003 ... 8/6 ... 10/.0005 ... 8/11 ... 10/6

2/6

3111; 450,1200, 4/3; 900!

AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL, KNOB AND
BUSH.

With Knob and Dial.
Aluminium Ends. Ebonite Ends

DCC Coil, Chelmsford, use with '0005 2;3

250/700,

See Name RAYMOND

NEW MODEL " DE LUXE " Model

1 /9
1 /3
1 /6

Valve Legs, Goswell Insulated......4 1 /3
1 lb. DCC 16 Wire
3/6
Simplex lead-in
1 /9
Neutrodyne Vernier Colvern.
3/6
Independent Vernier (both Colvern) 2/6
Valve Templates
6d.
Valve Windows.... - .... .... ....2 for 1/4
H.F. McMichael's Barrel Type
101.
B.B.C. 300 /600, 5 XX 1100 3000,"Energo

NEW PRICES.

COLUMN

NO POST ORDERS FROM SAME

Shorting Plugs 3rd. vWabi,isakine rest

alt.3t o16d6.

it

Coil Plugs 41d., 5d.
With fibre
7d. B
Battery
ry links
Shaped. 7I.d.,

'

'

'

8 l d.

Ild. 100,000 ohm Res. 2/ Crystals, Neutron,
ShellacSi!..
EBushes ...
lci. Midite, Blue TungEdison Bell ...

stalite
Basket Coils
...... 8/11
DCC 5 XX 1 /- L.F. 5
Extra large .. I 9 Sets of DCC Coils
Holders

7d. 8d.)

1 2 Loud Speakers 18
...
ld.
1,16 sq. Bus Bar 6d. Panel Sockets
2d.
Aerial 7 122100
Woods Metal
1'11 Sq. Law .0005 5! feet
Frame Aerial, etc., Sq. Law, .0003 4,8
PB, 110 feet, 3,0 Dials 8d. extra
7

EVERYTHING YOU WANT AT CHEAP
PRICES

Crystal Sets 4; 9, 5 ill, 6/9, 7/11, 9'11 up

HOURS
OF OF BUSINESS
DAILY . - I to 7.45

=

SUNDAYS - 10 to
.1.71MOMUUMWALANBRMWMMMML1

ant` tear

WithSs
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THIS I/

MEANS
INSULATION

IMPROVED k

ADVERTISEMENT INSTRUCTIONS for "Amateur
1Vireless" are accepted up to first post on Thursday

DO IT NOW !

morning for following week's issue, providing space ix
available.

Must Have THE

You

BEST

Components for that Radio Set

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.

WE HAVE THEM.

Advertisements under this head are charged
charge
FOURPENCE PER WORD,
minimum
FOUR SHILLINGS.

Send a Postcard To -day for a copy of
Our Catalogue which is post free to you.

VALVE HOLDER COIL MOUNT
The only single hole firing
holder that fits any set.

1/3

67, Hammersmith Rd., London, W.14.

With the perfect plug.
Will fit any coil.

1

each

each

PANELITE

mounting front or bao!c of
panels, or on base beards.

LISTS FREE.
We will send goods post free
if you mention dealer's name

Will stand

5,000

volts, will

Cornet Street, Hr. BROUGHTON, Manchester

not fracture.

#

1/6; 10" x 9", 2/2; 12" x 10",
Post Paid.
2.'9; 14' x 12", 4'6.

i

RADIO PANEL CO., (DeA. A), 143, Fetter Lane, F.C.4

#

Clrariy beanl on Loud Speaker

"MIRACLE" MASTER v.
Trade supplied.

Royal:4es.

Nr.

YOU CAN ENJOY WIRELESS BY USING A

London, using tin:
Sct /:3 tz 6 plus

1 -VALVE AMPLIFIER

WORLD'S WIRFUSS STORES, WALLINGTON

MESSRS. CAVEY & CO,

PLEDGE BROS., 26, Woodstock Road, OXFORD.

ACCUMULATORS
etc. Guaranteed
,a,hwtc.rrt.gebo1,1y.e
brand new and r 1

iti,Ig.,

2vTitr
2v -lea

have been instructed to SELL by AUCTION
on the premises at 241, Clapham Road, S; W.9, on
Wednesday, February 11, 1925, at 12 o'clock gbarp,
about 500 Lots of new Electrical and Wireless
material. comprising new V.I.R. Lighting Cables,
Black Enamelled \Vire, New Bell Wire, Various
Flexibles, all new Amplifiers, Transmitters, Crystal
Sets, New Electric Lamps, etc.
On view day prior and morning of sale.
Catalogues may be obtained of the Auctioneers,
High Street, Clapham, S.\V.4, and

Cross Road, S.E.14.

209,

within

New

but

returned within 7 days.

Ex Army, Mk. III. Range 26o to ISSo metres. These sets
will receive several B.C. Stations, and are made of the best
materials pussible.

New, £5 ; Soiled, £4 ; Less Transformers, £3.

A few Panels, with various parts, at 20/..
Valve to 'phone Transformers, at 7/6.
3 mf. Condensers (can be used as, mf,, 2 mf. or 3 mf.), 3/6.
Other Lines in slack. Goods Guay-anieed. Trade SuMlied.

SWAN RADIO CO., l''','`,",?,!!,ttn,',,,!PAD.

...

8/6

TRANSFORMER REPAIRS

..,

219

2v-6oa

...

...
...
...

11 6

(mittenGliertues lacya

he

ES.

Letter

'' A MAUVE. WIRELESS,"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

LA BELLS SALVAGE, LONDON, E.C.4.

PATENTS and Tradc Marks obtained.-IT. T. P. Gee, Patent Agent
Member D.S.C.D., 51, CI, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2. I'hone.
Holborn, 1525.

HEADPHONE REPAIRS.-Iiewound, re -magnetised and readjuste
Lowest prices quoted on receipt of telephones, delivery three days.The Venter Magnet Co., London. S.E.18.

TRUE TONE. Do you want it? Expert, tmbiased test and report.
Speakers, 2.8. 6d. Send carriage paid. Prompt attention.

A. E. Heath & Co., Kennington Cross, London,

12.4r

RADIO "CROXSONIA" PANELS

Designed to prevent loss through moisture and dirt. Set of four, earrings
paid. 5,, ad,. from R, Collins. 10, FR nthorne Street. Putney. S.W. 15 liTr

6v 4ca

...

6v -Boa
6v- 8oa

...
...

Black matt finish, insulation perfect, rigid without being
brittle, drills, cuts and taps perfect
x 5", 1/- ; 6" x 6",
1/-; 8" x 5" 1/2; 7" x 6' , 1/3 ; 8" x 6", 1,6 ; 9" x 5",

9" x d", 1/7 ; so" x 8", 2/1 ; at" x 8", 2 3; to"
x 9", 2/4; i2" X 8", 2/6 ; 1" x 9", 2/7 ; 12*x 9', 213;
X

thick.

; 14" x so", 3'S; 14" x 12", 4,-,
so",
Post free. Callers, cut any size, and quote by Post.

Exceptional Terms to the Trade. Write for sample and
price list, post free. Traders only. To sole 'Manufacturers
CROXSONIA COMPANY, 10 South St., MOORCATE, E.C.2

BROWN A

REED TYPE 41/2 EARPIECES EACH

or complete with headbands and cords, 42'- per pair.

These arc brand new unused goods not Ex W.D.

" Amateur Wireless"

Pleated paper Loudspeaker as described in " A. W."
October 25th, 1924, gives wonderful results.
3' Lengths of wire screwed to fit reed with nut to lock, 6d. each.

GOODMAN'S. 78, SPENCER RD., WEALDS TONE.

is. each.-M. & Q., 60, Churchheld Eyed, Acton, W.3. Telephone,
Chiswick 2681.

WIRELESS INVENTORS.-Patents and Trade Marks. Advice%
Handbook, and Consultations free.-B. T. King, Regd. l'atent Agents,
146., Queen Victoria Street. London. Phone, 682 Central.
INCREASE YOUR SIGNAL STRENGTH.
Use only the "Ever.
slue" Aerial insulator and obtain consistent and strong reception.,
PHONES REWOUND, 4.000 ohms, pair is. ; single phone, 2,000, 34
Loud speakers from 18., tran formers from 43. Returned post free.
All work guaranteed.-Cole, 36, Havelock Terrace, Battersea, S.W.8.,

CIDINfisykrek,-coNsiRaius

(16r
(15r

London.

BLOWN MICROPHONE AMPLIFIES.-New, 120 ohms output £4.

-Bargain.-Richardson, 9, Portugal Street, Cambridge.

C. A. VANDERVELL & CO. LTD., desire to appoint resident travellers

in vari our centres of Great Britain. Good commission and contribution towards expenses would be paid. Applicants should reply in confidence, stating age and full experience to Director S. General Manager.
Warple Way. Acton. London, W.3.

FAMOUS MAITLAND L.F. TRANSFORMERS, official price reduction.

February onwards. Highest quality maintained. Powerful without
distortion, thoroughly tested. Three years' guarantee. Approval
willingly, Ins. 911., post 9d, Trade supplied.-Jackson, 1, Leverton
Place, London, N.W.S.
(14r

EASY PAYMENTS
Burndept Ethonhone Duplex Set, complete with

A.R.D.H.QValves 11.T. Batt re, Coils, Accurnu atm., ]lead.
phont a, Amplion 50/. Loud Speaker, En.posit, 65/. and 6
inonthv pay wents of 34/2. Pay while you listen.
LOWS SPEAKERS. Any wake. Your selection.
Sparta, Sterling, etc.
Quarter deposit.
AnIpli011. Er.
Balance six monthly payments.
ACCU MU LA T OR S. Best quality. Cuar nteed.
NPuily
3 M'thly
Cash

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO., Hay St., Portsmouth

s t e rteod
or
Orderaccepte
accepted), addressedegi
R

AGENTS WANTED.-Wireless valve repair business. Deal with the
actual repairers. Lowest trade terms. All types repaired. A hard
vacuum guaranteed. Also old valves bought for cash Pl. each, Censors

4v -Boa
4v -Boa

SEE PAGE 244 FOR LOUDSPEAKER ATTACHMENTS

We Repair, Rescind or Reconstruct to any Ratio, NOISY
OR BROKEN DOWN L.F.TRANSFORMERS of Any
Make.
Efficiency Guaranteed equal to New,
Minimum Primary Windings 3.500 Turns. itrespective of Ratio. Cash with order. Postage paid. ""0
DELIVERY 3 DAYS

double

25,
32,6
... 276
.., 40 i
..,
3216
6v-, ooa ...
... 47/6
4r-tooa ...
Special Line. C.A.V., av-sooa (actual) 27 6.
MAUDE RUBBER CO3, 58, Franc! St., W.2.
iv-4oa

Suitable for making the

THE ORIGINAL HOUSE SPECIALISING IN

Kingdom,

United

Sets 3s. 6d.

;

TWO -VALVE RECEIVING SETS

Div

12/- amplifier

IIIII NMI

55,

resident

Your RECEPTION will be greatly improved if you
obtain our

I:. 11 I in
THE MASTER CRYSTAL

responsibilits

accept

tees are charged.
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be
Postalcannot

r,z, 3, & 4 Valve,.
Send ,,tamp for particulars.

cannot

completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In
addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of
Gd, for sums of £1 and under, and IS. for amounts
in excess of 11, to cover postage, etc., must In
remitted at the same time.
In cases of persons
not

-PARIS AND OTHER STATIONS

Publishers

for the bona fides of Advertisers in this publication
they have introduced a system of deposit which it
is
recommended should be adopted by readers
when dealing with persons with whom they are
unacquainted, It is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers the amount of the purchase money of the
article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to
both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose names
and addresses must necessarily be given.
The
Deposit is retained until advice is received of the

: 9" x 6" x

ATHOL ENGINEERING CO.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
the

As

WIRELESS SUPPLIES,

PORCELAIN

REVERSIBLE

4,-46
0,-00
4,-80

4v-zoo

17/.
22/6
27/.
32/.

Payments.

63

8,3
9/9

11,6

6v -4o

6v-fat
6v -8o

6v-roo

Cash

25
32/.
38 6
46/.

Carr. and Packing, 1/5 any size.

Payments.

9/.
11/6
54.-

16/

Ii. W. HOLMES, 29 Foley Street,

El

C7

Great Portland street. W.1.

/04101

invaRr'

'Ph

Museum r4r4

IF YOU ARE IN THE CITY VISIT

CABINETS

SPENCER'S STORES, LTD

rivasisaval
eueic

4.5, MASON'S AV., COLEMAN ST., E.C. 2
Telephone: London Wall, 2292

fend /5, constr./el:2,s

F (VALVE RENEWALS ALL TYPES

KEN ITE PANELS
- BEST PHONES from
R `INDIVIDUAL

0

ANY

ATTENTION AND

-

(TELEPHONES REWOUND)
to 4.500 ohms.

Guaranteed. All makes 61, except
Brown"A" 6,, and Sullivan, Wax filled, 10/. per

PICKETTS. CABINET WOKS

rair. Ex -army converted tr, high resistance. $S each
earpiece. Re magnetisim:
per earpiece.

BEXLEYHEATH SE

SIZt.

1 0 /9
ADVICE

,121-D LIESX TOP

C01641,5,5r,

Send for Constructor's List (A.M.) FREE

CI

COUPON

tvailab:e until Saturday,
Fe'3?,nry 11th, 1925

III

Postage ex:ra 6d. per pair.
JOHN W. MILLER, 68 Earringdon ST., E.C.4 1111
(coil and 3rd Flo

Phone CENTRAL_ IC 5, I

FEBRUARY. 7, 1925

&Latvia. Virats5

ncement
CTIMI
ster Valves

Special
11)

PRICE

Mullard

Price Reduction.
FROM the 2nd of February the following
prices

for MULLARD MASTER

come into force, enabling
VALVES Nv
ALL valve users to obtain these wonderful
valves at reduced prices.
MULLARD H.F. & L.F. Single
Ring Bright Filament Valves lib. each
MULLARD H.F. & L.F. Double
Ring Dull Filament Valves :
Type D.3 for Accumulators' 18/- each
i 11

Type D.06 far Dry Cells 21/- each
MULLARD Power Valves :
D F.A.O.

26/- each

D. F.A. I

30/- each

D.F.A.2.

26/- each

D.F.A.3.

32/- each

D.F.A.4.

-

30/- each

MULLARD ORA and RA -

11/. each

-

WHEN YOU BUY, EMPHASISE

Mullard
THE MASTER.VALVE
Advt.

The Mullard Radio Valve Co.,

List.

(.1.1V.), Niahtinoale Works, Balham, S.11/.12.

FEBRUARY 7, 1925
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L1SSENIUM
Give the valve a
fair chance

MADE IN THREE TYPES.

LISSENSTAT MINOR -(patents pending)-is replacing

thousands of discarded and inefficient rheostats. Provides
LISSEN
LISSENSTAT control at a popular price.

..

ONE -HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE

3/6

Your valve will detect with extraordinary_
power with LISSENSTAT control. Only

by accurate control of critical electron
emission can success in distant telephony
be achieved-and with no other rheostat

LISSENSTAT ..MAJOR (patents pending) --gives the
most acute tuning possible.
LISSEN ONE -HOLE
FIXING ..

can the_ performance of the LISSENSTAT
be duplicated. A separate LISSENSTAT

INSTAT

for the detector valve, one for each H.F.

valve, and (desirable, but not quite so
important) one for each L.F. valve, too,
and you will -get -Sharper tuning than ever
you have known before. B,r its structure
and its composition, LISSENSTAT control
gives the valve a capacity to detect as no
oiler rheostat can.

7/6

UNIVERSAL,
LISSENSTAT
UNIVERSAL
(patents pending)with its protective device for dull emitters.
LISSEN

ONE HOLEFIXING, OF COURSE

10/6

Receivers fitted with Lissenstat Control are
equipped for the finest detection possible.

The appropriate leak value
Every different condition of reception may
calb.for a different leak value-you can get

it with the LISSEN Variable Grid Leak
(patents pending).
Distant stations-

near-by transmissions-strong signals or
v,i,ak reaction or not hard valves or soft-

straight circuit or reflex- -if you are using
the LISSEN Variable Grid Leak :you are
certain of getting the utmost sensitivity out,
of your tuning. Every range of resistance
Value required of a leak is covered, with
minute variation throughout. LISSEN ONE -H 01:E FIXING.
O

COT IZSE

2/6

LISSEN VARIABLE
ANODE RESISTANCE

SMOOTH OUT YOUR LOUD -SPEAKER DISTORTION BY PUTTING A
L1SSEI'l VARIABLE GRID LEAK ACROSS THE. SECONDARY of the last
tran.t.,rmer or across the loud -speaker itself. First position is better, ia3t may

20,000 to 250,000 ohms, same

lac ea ler. The r'iflerance will ba very noticeab'e.

Leak

Parts that pull together

When you know that every vital part in your
receiver is pulling strongly with each other, you
know that you have a receiver which is the best
you can ever get.

outward

appearance

as

the

LISSEN Variable Grid 2/6
..

LISSEN LIMITED
16-20, WOODGER ROAD, GOLDHAWK ROAD,

SHEPHERD'S

BUSH, LONDON, W.12.

Telephones-Riverside 3380, 3381, 3382, 1072.
Telegrams-" Lissenium London."

BUILD WITH ALL LISSEN PARTS -THERE IS ONE FOR EVERY VITAL PLACE
Printed and Published in England by CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4. Sole Agent for South Africa, CENTRAL NEWS
AGENCY, LIMITED
Saturday, February 7, 1g25.
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FOR NEXT WEEK'S FREE GIFT

(See P. 262)

MAKING A LOW - LOSS CRYSTAL SET

p

Vol VI.

No. 141.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1925

Price 3d

PRINCIPAL
CONTENTS
THE MYSTERIOUS
CRYSTAL

USING A SOFT VALVE
IN A REFLEX SET

ADAPTING A PHONE
FOR LOUD -SPEAKER

THE TRUTH ABOUT
AMPLIFICATION

WINDING HEXAGONAL COILS -

A RECEIVER FOR

SHORT WAVELENGTHS

PRACTICAL ODDS

AND ENDS
AROUND THE SHOWROOMS

FREE REPLInS

TO READERS=
QUESTIONS

WELL ILLUSTRATED
Registered at G.P.O. as a Newspaper

THE AERIAL MAST OF THE NEW 2 LO
The 2 L 0 transmitting station

-

in Oxford Street,
London, W. The photograph shows -the aerial mast.
is

to be losat&l

411NINIII111111.1111111IallguroWNWIRlialmffiliallai

Otnattur Wireless

FEBRUARY 14, 1925

11

This resistance saves the
expense of accumulators
vis designed for joining in series
with your present rheostat to give
the necessary resistance to permit the
use of Dull Emitter Valves.
A hole is provided at one -end to pass
over the terminal of the rheostat and
at the other end is fitted an adjustable
clip with terminal. ..Any value of additional resistance up to 25 ohms may
therefore be obtained. Easy to fit: No
further control required.

components that

make successful sets
I WOODHALL I No. I Wariometer.

The

The spindles of the Rotor are moulded in. in perfectly
true alignment. They cannot come loose.
The coupling between Rotor and internally wound -sSisitor
is closer than in any other Varionseter. The spindle has
metal bearing. All connections internal; two writings ;
one -hole

fixing.

Wavelength 250 to 12

750 metres on 100ft. '

Price 1/3.

/6

ALL REPUTABLE DEALERS STOCK

AADlo-N

IGRANIC
include
ifoneycomb Coils, Fixed
:

Condensers.

Filament Rheostats, Intervalve Trail

Variometers, Vario-Couplers.
Tli-plug Coil Holders, Tri-plug Coil
Holders, Battery Potentiometers,

Vernier Friction Pencils, etc. etc.
All carry a six months' guarantee.
\Vrite for List Z396.

s§s

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.,
149,

Queen Victoria Street, London.

Works : BEDFORD.
BRANCHES :
Birmingham Cardiff
Glasgow
Leeds
Manchester Newcastle

S ho.w-ing o-rdinary(
Rheostnt with Auxiliary
Resistance affixed

CC=

The I WCODHALL I Vernier

Rheostat

(Pat. No. 213,030.)
and
rotary
plunger
Push-pull movement
for coarse setting; rotary for vernier.
,Wonderfully smooth movement: best
ebonite former; one -hole fixing.
movement.

Wound will 42 gauge wire sinaub
tancourly with fine SILK. Even
on 200 or 300 vats pressure rives
no trace of distortion, and its
amplification factor is decidedly above
the average of other good -class trans-

30 ohms 3 46

WOODHALL

formers.

Specially

recommended

for

circuits of the "reflex"23/.6
type.

Sole 'Distrikdors :

Pressland ',Electric Supplies, Ltd., Hampton -on -Thames

0

Thom: .11ole:Ty 2 2

tassaviressassiessassanosisiepssesmisorma)sesasarasesersonlasairsissaisalissassool

G.W.1.
VALVE RENEWALS
TILE I: FR -Sill OFFERED-NEARLY 3 \ LARS AGO.
credentials and your satisfaction proved by increasing
demand tratitistg, our necessity for increased production.
OUR EXIDVE
ENAL ADDITIONAL VALVE -MAKING PLANT

--

Our

which inelsokies -the

DUCTION.

WHEN THE DEMAND EXCEEDS
THE SUPPLY, THE PRICE OF THE
ARTICLE TENDS TO INCREASE;

latest type appliances IS NOW IN PRO-

Most comprehensive service and prompt delivery assured.
Almost any type valve can now he satisfactorily.. renewed.
SPECIAL PICTS -!Ail bright emitter renewals will bt improved approximately
33 per cent. in filament constunotion.

WHEN THE SUPPLY EXCEEDS THE

GUARANTEED TONE AND POWER PERFECT.
STA N WHO) TYPES, Bright Emitters from 6/6 each
DULL EMITTERS, .25 Amp.
10/6 ..
.06
12/6

DEMAND, THE PRICE TENDS TO
IS

3/-

IO:tr,Y.

GUARANTEED COMPONENTS

The LAW of SUPPLY
and DEMAND,
DECREASE.
IF FULL VALUE

2 /6

6 ohms

Combine. -1

OFFERED.

THE DEMAND WILL ALWAYS BE

S15/-

order.\''12/6

Delirerr 3-7 days according to type.
G. W. I. IJFD. (The Pioneer Valve Renewal Specialists).

Tr,

GREATER THAN THE SUPPLY, AND

THERE WILL BE NO NEED TO
LOWER THE PRICE OF THE
ARTICLE, MOREOVER, THE QUALITY WILL. REMAIN THE SAME.

\ip\11:\1-til .

43, Grafton lit., Tottenham Ct. Rd., London, W.1.
Agents tote wanted »serf», h re

Good terms, guara»teed define, ies.

iiiiikar.Arerarirog bermoransilagii

;it" isis;

Such is the case with the

C & S DULL

A HANDSOME

EMITTER,

PIECE OF FURNITURE

2V. G'2A

SOLID OAK STANDARD CABINET WITH LOCKS

'41/4

WM( H RECEIVED

i1 which to lock up or build large panel receivers, suds as;

NEW ZEALAND
ON A
SINGLE VALVE

4 -valve Family. All Concert de Luxe. Transatlantic IV and V. Wireless Magazine 4 -valve
Receiver. Anglo-American 6. 3 -valve DuaL:etc.
Ebonite panels can be supplied

PRICE

ready fixed : price on application

12/-

Willingly sent on approval against remittance.
:

CRAIK t SMITH

Guaranteed to specification.

Immediate delivery.

TRADE SUPPLIED
Price :

ALLEN STREET,
LONDON, E.C.1

221 in. inside width

..

£4

10 00

f.4 IS 00
36 (model' de fuze) made to oilier.

24

Fart carriage and packing 7,6 extra.

M. VERSTRAETTN

iSN

(Dept.

10), Melva' Chambers,

:WEI, Lord Street, Liverpool

'.o

FEBRUARY 14, 1925
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The Thrill
N0 thrill can equal that of sweeping

over the crest of a long hill at
the wheel of a superb car.

The hum of the wheels on the crisp
road ; the tang of the rushing winter air ;

and the. valley below becoming dim in
the mist.

The giant engine at your feet is droning

a happy song, but you are content to
forget his existence. You forget-and
quite rightly so-the minute care which
the makers bestowed, not only upon the

design as a whole, but upon each individual component part. And yet it is
the care with which the component parts

are selected and tested that decides the
success of the whole car.
The same is true of a wireless set.
We have specialised for over 12 years
on the production of better and still
better condensers, because we realise
how important it is for a wireless set to
have only condensers of the highest
possible efficiency.

That is why we advise you, in your own
interests, to

Specify Dubilier.

DUBILIER
CONDENSER CO LTD

Advt. of the Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd., MIC071 trorks,
Victoria Road, North Acton, London, IV.3.
Telephone: Chiswick 2241-2.3.
E.P.S. 90

emateur

FEBRUARY 14, 1925

250

Wireless

Nwrimfami !mum

oisimbrivr

Harwich

Copenhagen

Telephony Reception with

FLUXITE SPELLS SUCH;.
Soldering spells success

L....f,,

to any wireless circuit
and FLUXITE spells

FLUXITE

success to any soldering
job. Delicate currents

SIMPLIFIES
SOLDERING

want no hindrances in
the form of bad connections - one of the
worst offenders, by the
way, is the screw terminal here illustratedfar better to solder the

"RECTARITE"
Reported in the "Daily Mail" of December 4th, 1924.
The most remarkable crystal set claim is that of Mr. K. E.
Willson, of Hill Road, Dovercourt, Harwich. He gives

as his record :-

wire to the stem, making

it sound and secure and
a

2 L 0, London, 70 miles.
5 S C, Glasgow, 359 miles.
2 B D, Aberdeen, 390 miles.
Eiffel Tower, 220 miles.

Radio Paris, 220 miles.
6 B M, Bournemouth, 158 mires.
5 N 0, Newcastle, 240 miles.
Copenhag,F75A1n,

Mr. Wtlson says:-" I have no hes.itation in stating that
RECTARITE' is far and away the best Crystal, beating any

of the other two dozen or so that I have used and it was the
only Crystal with which I was able to obtain the results men.
tioned in the ' DAILY MAIL.'"

YOU CAN TEST THIS CRYSTAL FREE 1

CUT OUT THIS

ADVERTISEMENT and send it to us together with four penny
stamps, when we will mail you, post free, a specimen Crystal
and also our 44 -page Radio Catalogue which, among our many
specialities illustrates the wonderful " DETECTAVOX " which
positively amplifies speech and music and works a Loud -speaker
from a crystal set. The " DETECTAVOX " is not a " button "-

Costs only 17/6 and is attached to the receiver earpiece by
an elastic band --no drilling, cutting, or soldering required 1.
APPLY NOW 1

perfect

conductor.

Soldering is simple when you've a tin of FLUXITE to help. A mere
touch of FLUXITE makes light of the most ticklish job,
Ask

your Ironmonger cr Hardware Dealer to show you the neat little

SET
FLUXITE SOLDERING
rRica

It is perfectly simple to use, and will last 7/6
for years in constant use. It contains a

special "small -space " Soldering Iron with
non -heating metal handle, a Pocket Blow-

lamp, FLUXITE, Solder, etc., and full
Price 7/6. Write to us
instructions.
should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and IronniongeryStoressell FLUXITIL

Announcement of ECONOMIC ELECTRIC LTD., (oldest radio

manufacturers in England) 10, Fitzroy Square, London, N.W.1.
1111.1.11111111111111

in tins, price Lid., 14, and 2,8.

Buy a Tin To.clay,

FLUXITE, LID., 326, Bein,,gton Street,
LONDON, S.E.16.

111111111111111111=11111

ANOTHERUSE FOR FLUXITE
Hardening

Tools and Cass Hardening

0K LC . -I 1-L01 on on 1,aned me:ho.t

UNGSTALITE'S
IN THE C IA TRIUMPH
CI

ANOTHER LONVOISTANCE RECORD
"THE BEST CRYSTAL IN EXISTENCE "
COPY

Messrs. Tungstalite Ltd.
Dear Sirs,

33.34, Cuthbert's Bldgs.,
364, West Street, Port Natal, S.A.
13th Jan., 1925.

Just a few lineS to let you know of my success with Tungstalite (Blue

POST
FREE

Label) Crystal. Johannesburg, using half a kilowatt at nearly a distance of 430 miles,
is received regularly on my home-made crystal set, and occasionally Cape Town is
received at a distance of about 700 miles. Tungstalite in my opinion is The Best
Crystal in existence. Wishing you continued success with such an excellent crystal.
Yours truly,
G. RUDDER.
P.S. This is without any amplification whatever.

IT IS ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST CRYSTAL IN_EXISTENCE
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR
LONDON-Head Office

UNGSTALITE Ltd.,

IT, OR SEND 1/6 TO-

I

LEEDS-

47, Farringdon, Road, London, E.C.1.

TUNGSTALITE Ltd.,
41, CALL LANE, LEEDS

Phone-Holborn, 2537 'Grams Tungslamp Smith

'Phone Leeds 21375-'Gramss Tungslamp Leeds

_BLUE
LABEL.;.4
'4z -4-Z

-qg

Also obtaixahle at
BELFAST: 0 II. Mackay, 7 Howari Street.
NEWCASTLE:

:Mess', Payne and Hornsby, Ltd., 6, St. Andrew's Buildings,
Galloagate.Newcastle.on-Tyne.
MARCHESTE ;

LOOK OUT FOR THE BLUE SEAL (447149) ON EVERY TUBE
Electric Lamp House,

BEWARE OF FRAUDULENT

Mes,rs. A, Franks, Ltd., Opticians and Wireless Equip-

I

ment Mfrs., 95 and 97, Deansgate, Manches er.
Me srs. Robb Bros. (Glasgow), Ltd.,
West Nile sneer Glasgow.

GLASGOW

IMITATIONS
SECURE YOUR SPECIMEN TO -DAY

69a,

Vol. VI. No, H 1

February

14.

1925

THE MYSTERIOUS CRYSTAL
THE humble c!:, scat presents some remarkable problems, not only for the
Nvireless amateur but for the chemist and
the physicist also.
The familiar combination of a -fragment of galena with a
wire catwhisker is still an unplumbed
depth of mystery : the amateur knows that
it ,is capable of rectifying alternating currents, but by what property or quality it
accomplishes this work even our foremost

be the most plausible and to have gained included in the "ites " class. Artificial
the largest number of adherents. In this forms of galena are obtainable which

to remark that possess remarkable rectifying qualities,
the true significance of the crystal as a but in the writer's experience a good
respect, then, it suffices;

rectifier has not yet been accurately deter-

specimen of the real mineral excels them
all.

scientists cannot accurately deter currentwhen an alternating

The behaviour of crystals under heat
It is this minutely crystalline structure
opens up another interesting field for in- -a crystal within a crystal, so to speakvestigation. Most amateurs are aware of which suffers derangement by the applithe fact that by slightly warming the cation of heat. Even then, by applying
the heat gradually and allowing the
crystal to cool slowly, this arrange -

thermo-electric theory which regards

ment of the crystal is apparently unaffected, since its sensitivity remains
unimpaired; indeed, I have found it
possible occasionally to rejuvenate

mine for us. Perhaps the best explanation yet put forth of the rectifying properties of crystals is the

an old crystal by this method.

the crystal -wire combination as a
thermo-couple.

it is possible that the crystal may

The Thermo -electric Theory

under& a structural alteration with

.This theory depends on the fact
that one or both substances (in the
case of two crystal detectors) has a

an

ing in one direction the temperature of
and

ultimate

return

the

to

old

arrangement at the end of the slow

large and dissimilar temperature
Thus,
variation of resistance.
when an alternating current-such as crystal better results are Often obtained,
the radio -frequency current received by yet this phenomenon is in direct contrast
applied, two distinct to the directions generally printed on the
the aerial-is
actions occur : when the current is flow- container, which claim that the sensitivity
the junction between crystal

I

say "apparently " advisedly because

cat -

whisker will rise, resulting in a reduction

cooling process.

Effect of Light
Another crystal phenomenon consists in
the fact that strong light, especially sun-

light, alters the behaviour of crystal detectors whenever the light is focused on
of the crystal is materially impaired, or the surface of the crystal during the reeven. dispelled, by the application of any ception of signals, a phenomenon which
heat.

has already been discussed in these pages.
ender some conditions the electrical conductivity of a crystal is altered whenever

the resistance and the passage of a
large current. It is known that as the The Crystal and Heat
of

Recent investigations have proved that a strong light falls upon it, and further
creases, so that any increase of current many minerals, especially those belonging investigations into this peculiarity have
will increase the heat production and the to the pyrites group, undergo a physical brought to light another mystery for
temperature increases, the resistance de-

conductivity of the junction.

change when heated.

Those refilters who

During the second half of the cycle, still remember their school chemistry will
when the voltage is reversed, the con- be aware of the difference of molecular
ditions are altered. The junction tempera- structure exhibited by yellow and red
ture, owing to what is technically known phosphorus, an outstanding example of
as the Peltier effect, will then be cooling physical change brought about by the
instead of heating, and this cooling is in application of heat. Here we have two
direct ratio to the energy supplied-the substances entirely dissimilar in appeargreater the current the greater the cool- ance and behaviour, yet identical in their
The resistance now, instead of being
reduced, is materially increased, with. the
result that the currents flow freely in one
direction but only weakly in the other.
ing.

chemical composition.

crystal theorists to puzzle over.

In the American Physical Review for

November, 1923, and under the rather
overwhelming title of " Spectro-photoelectrical Effects in Argentite," is de-

scribed a record of experimental work with
crystals of the mineral argentite, which is

an ore of silver analogous to galena in
that both are metallic sulphides having
many common characteristics. Just as the

Similarly the galena crystal, which is galena was affected by light, so, it was
a natural form of lead sulphide, as used found, was- argentite affected.
in crystal detectors, has, marked rectifying
But something entirely new and unproperties, while its constituents, if pre- expected was discovered. This was the
"

pared in the laboratory, exhibit no similar production, inside the illuminated crystal,
Other Theories
Various other theories have been offered, characteristics. Many scientists believe of an actual electrOmdtive force.
In
many of them too technical and involved this to be due to the peculiar crystalline some manner the crystal, or some con-.

to,be of interest to readers of a journal structure of the native mineral-a struc- stituent of it, acted to convert a part of
whose prime appeal is to the amateur, ture which it is difficult to imitate in the the energy of the light into electricity,
but the one explained above appears to synthetic forms which are now generally
(Continued at bottcin of next tape)

entateur
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USING A SOFT VALVE IN A REFLEX SET
00000 00000.00000000000<>00.CO00000000000000<X>000C<><>CC-00<:71
MANY users of reflex circuits fail to

the transformer is loose -coupled, the three
get good results because they employ coils-aerial, aperiodic anode and tuned
valves which -are far too soft for the pui%: secondary-being all intercoupled in a
pose. Apart from the fact that such valves .three -coil holder.
never give good amplification, it is ex2eeding-ly easy to arrive at a situation M. which Valve Rectification
If now a soft valve is put into the Fig.
the valve is rectifying, at one of the bends

trol than the ordinary tuned -anode, and
transformer
(which is not, of course, a new device) is
very satisfactory.
W S.
the inclusion of the L.F.

circuit and the catwhisker lifted, we have
the effective circuit shown in Fig. 2. It
might he thought that the secondary, L, C

would he out of action, but this

is

not

The coupling of the coils still enables

so.

it

to tune the anode as before

and the whole tuning of the circuit is unchanged. In order to

get good results, however, the
valve

must

adjusted

be

to

work on the proper part of the
characteristic curve.

Adjusting the Valve

This may be brought about
by varying 'the H.T. voltage,,
the effect of which is to move
the characteristic curve bodily
..7

Fig. 1.- -Reflex Circuit
with Detector in Use.

in its characteristic curve, while the crystal
becomes simply a "passenger."

across the grid -volts base -line

Fig. 2.-Effective Circuit
without Crystal.

(see Fig. 3). Signals may some-

times be improved by shifting
shifting the connection to LS. of the L F
filament side of the

"TILE MYSTERIOUS CRYSTAL

(continued from

preceding page)
The existence of this state of things is rheostat, as shown by the dotted line in
readily detected by simply raising the cat - Fig. 2, or even to L.T. +. This puts just as a dynamo converts mechanical
It was even
power into electricity.
whisker when signals should become very positive bias on the grid.
possible to Measure the amount of this
much fainter or disappear entirely. If
energy, a light of 600 candle -power at a
they retain or, as they often will, increase Double Rectifying Effect
Do not short-circuit or remove the L.F. distance of one metre from the crystal
their strength, the valve is rectifying and
steps should he taken (by means of grid transformer, as the secondary coil, with producing an electro-motive power of as
much as .o13 volt.
bias, etc.) to alter its operating
It is improbable, of course, that an effect
position on to the straight portion
so small as this (in volts) can ever be
of the characteristic. If a soft
employed for the useful conversion of light
valve is being employed this will
energy into electrical energy. The real
not improbably spoil the reception

1111E1111111M11

The accepted remedy,
of course, is to substitute a harder
altogether.

111WANNFIN

valve.

11111/11106111111111

When Your Valve Burns Out
But if, as recently happened to

the writer, your only hard valve
suddenly become hors de
combat owing to excessively "close
has

16

UNSII1111111
6 4 8 0 2 4 6 8 10 10

14 12

10 8

14 16 IS

GRID VOLTS

coupling " between the H.T. batFig. 3.-Curves showing Effect of Varying the
H.T. Voltage.
tery and the filament, and you
have only an old stager whose
blackened bulb betrays the softening due the condenser across it, acts in some
to age, excellent results can be obtained measure like a grid leak and, even though
by frankly cutting out the crystal and your object is to work at the upper bend
using the set as a single -valve detector.
in the characteristic, this gives an inFig. i shows one of the best and most creased' rectifying effect.
commonly employed of the reflex circuits.
Sometimes the primary instead of the
secondary of the H.F. transformer (either

tight- or loose -coupled)' is tuned and it
make, little difference which
arrangement is adopted. In the writer's
set it is the secondary which is tuned and

seems to

significance of the discovery does not rest

upon that factor.

The promise of im-

portance lies in the chance of a better
insight into what electrical processes really
take place inside the crystal.
There is very little doubt that all these
electrical and photo -electrical phenomena
are related to the properties of the electrons
in the crystal; that if we could know more

about these properties we should he enlightened on many other points --the /ightdetecting property of selenium, the emis-

sion of electrons when light falls upon a

metallic surface, the pressure effects which
are responsible for the talking crystals "

and last, but not least, the familiar but
mysterious behaviour of the crystal as a

This circuit, though primarily evolved as wireless detector.

a makeshift to enable a soft detecting
Indeed, when one considers all, there is
valve to be used in a reflex set, is in itself probably no other field of research in the
a very good single -valve regenerative whole of physics which offers a greater
arrangement. In the writer's experience promise of important discoveries, both in
the method of tuning the anode by the theory and in commercial practice, than
separate secondary circuit gives finer con- does the study of the crystal. A. J. B.
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MAKING A
LOW -LOSS

CRYSTAL SET
Front of Panel.

Back of Panel.

The next thing to prepare is the cardTHE following is a description of a low loss crystal set with a bare -wire loose - board former. This may be as shown,
coupled tuning inductance. Since the con- 8 in. long and 4 in. in diameter (Fig. t).
struction of the coils presents the greatest
difficulty, the writer will describe in detail
-the method employed (see Figs. i and 2),
which is very simple and straightforward.
Fig. i shows a half section of a cardboard- former tube (view of tube

Cut four slots 5 in. long by Ai in. wide
t in. from one end of the former an,d equidistant around its circumference. - This
may be done on the domestic rolling -pin
with a Sharp knife. The four strips of

in

.

07; 9Th

outer coil first (4 in. in diameter),
take a piece of it -in. ebonite and
cut four strips
in. wide and

.000_014_00

INNER COIL 28 TURNS
OUTER COIL 40 TURNS

Trim these. up so
that they are exactly the same
shape, and clamp all four strips
together in the vice so that they
6

in. long.

by 6

in.

in. (see

Fig. 3).

5,i

in. apart.

the

former.

The

coil

the four slots-that

the ends of the tube.

is, from

The four

of former can then be
gently broken away from the
ebonite
strips,
leaving the
finished coil.
This method

pieces

obviates the tedious drilling and
threading of wire.
The inner
coil is wound in exactly the same

Coil Formers
Using a .squa.-e as shown in
Fig. 3, mark off forty division,
pitched

the 'turns between

should then be allowed to stand
for a few hours to allow the
shellac to set. All that remains
to be done now is to cut down
through the former to each end
of

I(J.00DOQ.100000000000,

appear as a solid piece of ebonite
in. by

taking

ebonite teeth in the ordinary way. It
should, of course, be fastened at the be 'ginning and the end through holes in the
former. After this is done a little shellac
should be carefully dropped between each
tooth, taking care that none drops on the
cardboard

halves
lengthways).
Assuming we are winding the
cut

The coil can then be wound on the
former,

manner.
Fig. 4. -Circuit Diagram.

Circuit

'On- each

of the two outer faces of the strips scibe
a line is in. from the top throughout
their length. This is to guide the depth
of the saw in cutting the teeth. The first
tooth may be about
in: from the end.
Having cut the forty teeth to the depth

as shown in Fig. 1, taking care to keep
the marked ends of the strips at one end.

The wiring diagram is shown by Fig. 4
and is self-explanatory. The outer coil is
tapped at single turns from the sixth turn

Pack the inside of the former with rolls of
paper to keep the strips pressed home, and
the coil is ready for winding. Anneal the
of -11 in. to the lines, and whilst still in the wire by heating to "redness and cooling in

photograph that there is a direct lead from

____1111111111RitfU111111111111111111

ebonite may now be fitted into these slots

from the end indicated by the arrow at
twelve point's. It Will be noticed in the
the aerial terminal to the fifteenth turn.

0011.

r
+oar
EBON/TE STRIP WITH TEETH CUT A DEEP
'014

8'
5
4Na/6

221217A

r

INV'

Fig. 2.-Cross Section of

,5'

Former

Fig. 1.-Section of Former Tube.

Fig. 3.-Method of Slotting Ebonite
Formers

vice, pieces arc cut out of each end of water, and then stretch it from a post to This is the writer's setting for Liverpool
the strips as shown at A and C (Fig. 1). take -any kinks out by running emery -cloth and need not be followed. The inner coil
The strips now preSent the appearance of between two pieces of wood along the wire. is set midway in the outer. For wave(Fig.
Before removing the strips -This serves two purposes: it straightens lengths longer than Liverpool another ten
from the vice, mark each at one end so the wire and cleanS off the oxide formed turns to both coils niaY be added.

that they will be in line when fitted. -

by annealing.

(Concluded in first column olnext.tqlge)
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BOSPHOR PRONZ ON " SOME " APPARATUS
The Longcord ffeadphones
THERE has been sent to me for examin-

ation a pair of "Longcord" head-

2.943 in.

This excessive length can be

easily reduced by the simple expedient of
winding the cord into a coil of the slab -dab

American

station POT S 0 and

the

French station Ka Barge.

As their name implies, the fea- type, but the great feature of the Long - The Leopard Crystal' Detector
A long-distance wireless correspondent,
ture of these phones is the long cord or cord headphones is that they make remote
cords which is or which are supplied with control possible. I find it an easy matter who must remain nameless since he has
every pair. For the greater part of its with these phones to tune in a crystal set not yet renewed his licence, has sent me
length the cord of the Longcord head- placed directly under my aerial lead-in a beautifully designed and constructed
phones is a single cord. At the end of the while seated in an armchair near the fire. crystal detector. The first thing I noticed
cord away from the earflaps there are two Certainly it was a cold night when I about this crystal detector was the glass
distinct cords, each of which ends in a carried out this test, and my assistant had barrel which holds the crystal. Since
metal tag. These tags are of satisfactory every reason to complain of being made this barrel is made of the clearest glass,
it is possible to keep the crystal under
shape and design for adult use, but should to stand by the window so long.
Since the bands of the Long -cord head- constant supervision and to make sure it
they find their way into the hands of
children they would doubtless he con- phones are covered with black morocco, I is carrying out its rectifying duties prophones

sidered too pointed.

gather that these earphones are of Spanish perly. In addition to this, the glass barrel
protects the crystal from dirt and dust and
the greasy fingers of meddlesome wireless
visitors. My long-distance friend, in the

At the other end of the cord, about a origin. The earpieces fit fairly comfortfoot from the end, the Longcord cord ably, but why cannot manufacturers of
divides again into two separate cords, headphones make their earpieces of ample
each of which goes to an earpiece, thus size? The pair sent me for test fitted
making dual aural reception possible with over my own ears quite easily, but they
these phones. On turning one of these were just half the size necessary to cover
earpieces over, it is at once noticeable the ears of my assistant. Manufacturers
that the cords again break up into two dis- should make their earpieces big enough
tinct cords. Thus the cord of the Long - for the biggest ears and not just big
cord headphones is a single cord, a double enough for the average ear. I shall be
cord or a quadruple cord according to the happy to send the dimensions of my
part of the cord you have under obser- assistant's ears to any manufacturer who
is interested.

vation.

From earpiece to metal tag the cord of
the Longcord headphones measures 12 ft.
"MAKING A Low-I,OSS CRYSTAL, SET" (con-

tinued from preceding page)

Fig. 5 shows the layout of the panel.

The set fits into a box just deep enough
to allow the coil to rest on the bottom.
In comparison with a variometer set
(using one of the expensive spherical

The Longcord phones are decidedly
Unfortunately in the pair sup-

letter he sent with the crystal detector,

expresses himself very strongly upon the
subject of glass barrels. He is of the
opinion that the world would be a better
place if all barrels for crystals and other
purposes were of glass so that one could
always see what was in them.
As well as holding the crystal, the glass
barrel supports the catwhisker controlling
mechanism. This ingenious mechanism

consists of a handle at the inner end of

sensitive.

which is the catwhisker, this being inside
plied for examination the left earpiece was the barrel as usual alongside the crystal.
defective owing to the fact that the sen- The other end of the catwhisker handle is
sitive side of the diaphragm had been outside the glass barrel, and it is, this end
carelessly placed inwards instead of out- of the handle which calls for special comwards. When the necessary change was ment. Instead of being straight, as is so
made, the left phone was slightly better necessary for straight crystal circuits, this
than the right phone. It is worth noting handle is shaped like the starting handle
here that the sensitive side of the dia- of a motor -car. The main portion of the

variometers of a well-known make), the phragm can always he found by biting handle-that is, the portion which has the
bare -wire set gave far greater volume. the diaphragm with the teeth. The sensi- catwhisker at the inner end-passes through
Compared with another variometer set tive side sticks to the teeth, the other side a small musical box mounted ir, the end
(using a large -diameter variometer wound does not. This simple test, however, of the glass barrel and secured there by a
with No. 15 wire), the bare -wire set was should not be made use of by anyone who couple of brass nuts. So ingeniously is
about equal in volume, but speech and has metal fillings in the front teeth. Such the handle arranged that a mero turning
fillings have been known to take away the of the handle in one direction causes the
magnetism of a headphone diaphragm.
musical box to function, thus facilitating
tuning to an unheard of extent.
A New Leak
It is, however, the crystal which gives
Messrs. Tiffy Taffy, of Knarvon, have the name to the Leopard crystal detector.
sent me a presentation sample (other This crystal is unique in that the sensitive
manufacturers, please copy) of their latest spots show up as tiny but visible yellow
wireless accessory, the Daffodil leak. This patches, the rest of the crystal being of the
ingenious little instrument is a vegetable usual nondescript colour. When examT1
7
product about 9 in. long consisting of a ined carefully under a microscope having
tuning knob in which are placed several two stages of low -frequency amplification,
dead end effects. Is is interesting to it is seen that the sensitive streaks of the
note that one -hole fixing is used in the Leopard crystal go right through the
development of these useful little gad- whole crystal in much the same way as
81"
gets. The appearance of the Daffodil the inscriptive letters go through a bar
leak is certainly a pleasing one, and its of seaside rock. After testing the crystal
Fig. 5.-Layout of Panel.
finish is of a consistently high odour.
so kindly sent me, I have no hesitation
For the reception of distant broadcast- in saying that the Leopard crystal knocks
music were far sharper. Again, compared
kith a tapped inductance set wound with ing stations the Daffodil leak is to be spots off any other type of crystal it has
No. 24 wire, the hare -wire set gave far recommended strongly. It is particularly been my privilege to receive and to receive
W. G.
efficient in picking up Brussels, the new with.
greater volume.
-

-
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ADAPTING A. PHONE FOR LOUD -SPEAKER
?-.<>C<>0000O'

facing -the reed are carefully filed to Pl-e-

THE receiver to be described was made
for

a

pleated -paper

sent a flat surface.
The ebonite piece G Fig: 2, is drilled
in the centre, tapped 2 B.A., and a short
length of 2 B.A. rod screwed into it and
tightened by a nut. This part of the

loud -speaker,

although it can be successfully used as a
relay- for the "Crystal" loud -speaker.
The components required are :
ordinary - single earphone; an ebonite

knob; a piece of sheet brass, about S in.
by 2j,4 in. by s in. thick; an ebonite

sheet, 4 in. by 25 in. by

Parts of Reed -type Receiver.

in. thick;

quantity of 6 B.A. nuts and screws; held in position by a short. clip c screwed
to the permanent magnets. To make the
and a length of -6 B.A. threaded rod.
Before going into the actual details .of reed receiver, the polepieces. are unscrewed
the receiver it will be useful to explain and the bends opened out so as to give
the construction of an ordinary earphone. them the shape shown in Fig. 2. It will
a

receiver is completed by a screw D screwed
in the ebonite piece G, which .pas,
through the hole in the magnets and proin. beyond the ebonite.
jects" about
This screw serves to keep the magnets in
position and prevents them from moving
-as the knob is turned for adjustment. If
the magnets are not provided with a hole

The one represented in Fig. r is a typical be necessary to change the position of the for this screw the alternative plan is to
ex -Government receiver (2,000 ohms) that bobbins to allow the soft -iron cores to screw it flush with the ebonite before
lends itself admirably for the purpose. It project well beyond them. This can be mounting the magnets on the ebonite piece.
A circular piece of ebonite F, Figs. 2
consists of a horse -shoe permanent magnet accomplished by preSsing the bobbins

Fig.

A

1

(le f t).-

Section and Plan

of Ordinary Re-

11111111111111111111110111111111111111111111

ceiver.
o

Fig. 2

(right).-

Receiver with
Modified

altmomtgeolumnagst

M

323/11WP,,,,k1

Pole

Pieces.

at, at the ends- of which are fixed the soft iron polepieces vi by the screws B. The
whole arrangement is fixed. into the
aluminium case by the screws a, screwed
in the tapped holes A in the polepieces

The ends of the windings are soldered to
two terminals T, which are screwed in an
ebonite piece E. The phone leads, whose
ends are connected to the terminals,- are

down gently with a- piece of wood.

The

and 3, 2% in. in diameter and -,11- in. thick,

permanent magnets with the polepieces is cut and carefully drilled in the centre
are next fixed on an ebonite piece G of the to allow the 2 B.A. rod to pass -through,
shape shown in Fig. 2, the screws passing also a second hole is drilled for the screw
through the ebonite piece, permanent D (Fig. 3) so that the screw can move
magnets and the tapped holes in the soft - freely as the adjustment is made with the
iron pieces. The portions of the soft -iron knob. On this circular piece is fixed the
pieces projecting beyond the magnets are first ebonite piece G, on which are mounted
filed off, also the ends of the polepieces the magnets, with a spring S and a spring

Three Photographs s owing the Attachment of Reed -type P tone to

heated diaphragm Loud -speaker
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Amateur Wink
washer in between them as shown in
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Photo-

graphs of the loud -speaker are given to
show the method of mounting the dialong with a hole in the centre. If the phragm and the receiver. The base of
knob N be now turned the magnets will the loud -speaker, as will be seen from
8
move backwards and forwards, depending the photographs, consists of an ordinary
on the direction of rotation of the knob. wooden block 3 in. by 6 in., used in elecThe ends of the magnet windings are trical installations, and the vertical
4.4* 4111,1410.4.
41,4410-4P,O.
>0-0CD
soldered to the terminals T screwed on wooden piece, which is -s;6 in. thick, is
drilled along its length. Through this I HAVE just resumed my interest in wirethe ebonite piece F.
less after the lapse of,over a year. My
set, together with the inevitable assortment of spare coils, condensers, etc., had
(6)
been reposing in a damp cellar, whence
a fresh wave of enthusiasm has rescued
y.
111111111P
them in a pitiable state of mouldiness
0
n
and neglect.
My accumulator, which
is used for various other Purposes, had
g
M
Figs. 2 and 3.

The spring S consists of
a strip of hard brass 3% in. wide and 2 in.

A WANDERER
RETURNS

6.,11*

I-0

i

not,

fortunately,

shared

the

general

neglect, and having purchased a new set
Fig. 3.-Adjusting Knob.
of H.T. batteries, I reassembled, in all
their damp and mouldiness, the various_
1.
components of my set. It was amazingly
heartening to get an instantaneous reV
sponse-not from Radio -Paris, for which
I was trying, but from Chelmsford, a
U
station that has come into being since my
Q
desertion from the science.
Then I slipped gently from all my old
L
friends and, this journal beside me, sought
mum NM
for new stations.
I was at once made forcibly to realise
H
is
z
the
almost incredible advance that has
H--1-1
Fig. 6.-Details of Reed and
been made in transmission, and, after the
Adjusting Device.
Fig. 5.-Details of Case.
inspection and comparison of various receiving sets, I have been forced to the
The outer cover can be made out of a hole pass the wires which connect the ter- conclusion that transmission has made far
greater strides than reception. Wireless
strip Of brass sheet cut according to the minals on the board with the receiver.
dimensions given in Fig. 4, which is rolled
enthusiasts, except those living under the
shadow of a broadcasting station and
round and the joint w (Fig. 5) soldered. Tension on Diaphragm
For fixing this to the receiver and the
It was noticed that the tension on using crystal sets, are still harassed by the
magnets, nuts are soldered on the inside the paper diaphragm has a considerable bugbear of unreliable and unstable H.T.
of the three projections of one side, while effect on the tone and the quality of the batteries. Valves, even the best and most
small 6 B.A. screws P are soldered on the music. This necessitated the use of an expensive of them, are still fragile things.
opposite three projections (see Fig. 5).
arrangement for altering the length of the However, I derived enormous comfort
rod pressing against the diaphragm. The from the fact That my own set, which
The Reed
arrangement consists of a small piece of employs a crystal detector and a reflex
The vibrating reed V (Figs. 5 and 6) brass tube K (Fig. 6) soldered to a nut L circuit, had treated the dampest of
is cut out of a piece of hard brass sheet, on one end, and the other end completely years in the dampest of places with
one end of which is bent at right angles closed by soldering a short length of brass the utmost contempt, and functioned as
and soldered to the inside of the cover u. rod
pointed at the end. This tube is admirably as ever; nor do I find it in tile
The free end is screwed to the L-shaped screwed on the end of the rod Q and can least inferior to that of my neighbour,
piece z and also soldered to the inside be kept in any position by a fock-nut 0, although his is a beautiful instrument of
of the brass cylinder, with a rubber washer thus regulating the length of the rod Q. renowned make and almost irritating newx in between. The difficulty of tapping
In conclusion, it might be added that ness.
the piece z can be avoided by soldering this loud -speaker, though not quite as loud
From all this I infer that, in general,
a nut Y on its inside as shown in Fig. 5. as the horn -type, gives a faithful repro- our receiving sets have improved not of
The vibrating reed being of brass cannot duction free from all distortion.
their or our volition, but almost inevitably
be actuated by the magnets, and a piece
M. J. C.
by the astonishing progress that has been
of soft iron I (a diaphragm of the phone
made in transmission. WALTER MEADE.
will serve for the purpose) of the shape
shown in Fig. 6 is cut and fixed on the
Fig. 4.-Meta1 for Outer Cover.

1-1

inside of the reed by turning its edges
over. Finally, a length of 6 B.A. rod is
-soldered in the middle of the reed along

with' a nut

to strengthen the

soldered

joint.

Further constructional details are provided by the photographs and -diagrams.
The receiver described was made for a
pleated -paper loud -speaker (12 in. in dia-.
meter), the construction of which has

already been dealt with in the previous

"WIRELESS QUESTIONS

SIMPLY ANSWERED"
A FREE BOOKLET

is

given with the next issue

to

be

of :-

AMATEUR WIRELESS

One rheostat may be used on a two -valve
amplifier.

A long aerial is desirable, bat good
results are sometimes obtained on a short
one.

Don't forget to clean off the flux after

Full particulars are on page 262.

soldering.

Place Your Order Early

If you use a loud -speaker that needs an
accumulator, be sure and shut the current
off when you have finished listening -in.

Usual Price . 3d.
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All Brandes Products carry
our official money -back guar.
antce, enabling you to return
them within 10 days if dissatisfied. This really means
a free trial.

When we assemble. the Matched Tone Headphones we select, by

.

The ebonite cap

of the

earpiece is screwed on by
special apparatus to a
marked degree of tightness. It is almost impossible to unscrew it without

a wrench.

This means

more accurate clearance

distance between the dia-

phragm and the faces of
the pole pieces and guards
against distortion. But

what is more important,
it defeats any casual attempt to unscrew the caps,
which, once done, destroys
the Matched Tone adjustment.

British Manufacture
(n.ff.c. stamped.)

means of special apparatus, two. earpieces whose electrical properties
closely agree. Oro by one the earpieces are tested by. vibrating the
diaphragm of a fixed telephone receiver with an oscillating current.
The vibration is transmitted by a closed column of air to the
diaphragm of the one on test, which is adjusted immediately beneath
the permanently fixed example. It then vibrates in sympathy, thus
causing a current to flow, through the bobbins. The volume of the,.
current is indicated on the dial of the testing, apparatus, and any two
'phones which closely agree are matched and are assembled in one
'teadphonehenee Matched Tone. This means greater purity, strength
and sensitivity. Obviously, the joint energies of both earpieces in
perfect Unison means redoubled effectiveness in all these three qualities.
Ask yo"ur Dealer for Brandes.
The Table Talker is another Brandes quality product at
moderate price. Its full round tones are wonderfully
clear and pleasing. The born is matched to the unit so
that the pir resistance produced will exactly balance the
mechanical power of the diaphragm. This means beautiful
sound -balance. Gracefully simple of. line,
it is

finished a shade of neutral brown.

42

randes

Tle,Aiditie to /now inVadto

51.

SuperioreillatclyilotiHeadphones
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THE only Genuine American

To remind you

Crystal on the British Market.
It has been used by the American
public for over 5 years.
Price per box - -

1 /6

that for merely 7/6 you can buy the
splendid " Brownie " ,Wireless Receiver

ETAL

and enjoy a concert in your own home
every evening during 1925.

Excellent

RADIO CRYSTAL

results are obtained at a distance of 25-30
miles from a broadcasting station or, with
loading coil attached, up to 120 miles
from Chelmsford. Complete with solid
moulded Ebonite cap, high-grade nickel
fittings, glass protected Detector, D.L.5
Crystal, and " Pallmadium "

Mined, tested and packed by the Dayton Radio Mfg.
Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Wholesale Agent for London & di;trict :

P. BERNEY,

35, Oxford Street, London.

Sole European Distributors

LONDON RADIO STORE,S,
11, BATH STREET, GLASGOW.

Catwhisker

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL BROADCAST AREAS.

Chelmsford Coil, 1/6.
An attractively finished Ebonite Base can

91111111111111111 I11111111111111111111111111111111 mini ;minimum 11111111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111111M

also be obtained, 1/6.

GUARANTEED VERY BEST DUTCH

essential " Pallmadium " Catwhisker

Now for a word about the D.L.5 Crystalthe excellent " Brownie " Rectifier. Possessing a rare sensitivity and stability, it is
constantly creating reception records. Get
some to -day and enjoy crystal reception at

dust -proof
case

THE J. W. B. WIRELESS CO

large

Two

pieces

of crystal and the

carefully packed in

2/-

From most Dealers
or direct.

DETECTOR AND AMPLIFIER VALVES
.. 4;9 each.
Both these valves give first-c:ass results either as A nt:lifiers or Do-ectors
Retail Pt tee
1216 each.
Dull Emitters, Fil. 1.6-2.0, Plate 20-100, Amps. 0.06 ..
Liberal Trade Discounts.

its best.

310a/312a. EUSTON RD , N.W.1
(Facing Warren Street Tube Station.)
Telephone : Museum 3747.

DM®

We Guarantee all Valves, but do not undertake to exchange any Valve of which the Filament does not light up. All Valves are carefully packed and tested before leaving our premises

.

Don't Delay-Buy Direct from the Importers.
BISHOPSGATE ELECTRIC SUPPLY (1924) CO.,

@RV'S TAM.,

DEPT. A.W.

and

1st floor, 180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.

Pall madium" Ca{ whisker

i.),,,,-- ,,x,,
PATENT NO. 24E55

E PIA L

Al.,0 PROTECTED ABROAD.

The PERFEX" Aerial, previously sold under the name

" Vertex," is the most efficient collector of wireless energy yet
devised, its compact form enabling it to be conveniently installed anywhere. Thousands are in use and users testify that
compared with the P.M.G. aerial it increases range, volume.
purity and selectivity of reception, obviates interference from
electric trains, trains, etc., and enables satisfactory broadcasting to be received where previously it was impossible.

Outdoor type as frustrated, complete with 50 ft.

down ead, four Insulated arms, central hub bracket,

ready for mounting on mast ... £3 - 15 - 0
Steel 11,41l Brackets and Masts supplied.
The " PERFEX " Aerial is also made in other types suitable
for Indoor and Portable use.

"PERFEX" WOVEN AERIAL TUBE

is the most efficient aerial wire on the market-the same as

used on the patent " PE R FEX " Aerial. zoo ft. coil, 10/6

District Agents wantec.

Can le funlszsed front any wirdess dealer or direct from:

WIRELESS APPARATUS LTD.,

35. Penton St.. Haymarket. London. S W.1

LANITE
Ow Ultra Sensitive

CRYSTAL
LANITE, the laboratory crystal, differs in its
crystalline structure from all others. It has no
dud spots. Its sensitiveness and volume are

phenomenal. ORDER NOW. Diagrams
and special whisker FREE with every

crystal.

Lanite Laboratories, 6 Booth St. East,
C. -on -M.. Manchester.

Please include siteleut tostafze.

,Ehonc:-CENTRAL 7361.

llllll

I

RICHARDSON'S n NON-DlneCTIONAL,

Retail Ps -ice
4 9 each.

..

Tubular Type. Fil. 3.5-4.0, Plate 30-80, Amps. 0.5
" R " Type, Fil. 3.5-4.0, Plate 30-80, Amps. 0.5

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO

a.

WIRELESS

This 160 -page hook explains, everything. you wish to know about Wireless, and enables

any beginner

to

make wireless

unequalled in price, quality or efficiency.
stat ed.

sets whic

are

Exact cost of each set clearly

FULL INSTRUCTIONS WITH 28 DIAGRAMS

FOR MAKING SUPER -EFFICIENT CRYSTAL SETS, SINGLE
VALVE SETS, ONE AND TWO -VALVE AMPLIFIERS, DUAL
AMPLIFICATION SETS. ALSO THE LATEST IMPROVED TYPES

OF TWO. THREE AND FOUR -VALVE TUNED ANODE RECEIVERS.

Soldering or Special Tools not required.

IF YOU ALREADY HAVE A WIRELESS

POST
BETTER ONE.
FREE
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Returned
SAXON RADIO CO. (DEPT. 12), SOUTH SHORE, BLACKPOOL.

SET, GET THIS BOOK AND MAKE A

tel=11111MMIP
...11011.1.ANMPANMAIMIMIN

The Latest

Improvement

By means of an ingeni(shown in the enlarged
illustration) any slackness between the bush and adjusting screw
is automatically rectified and I erfect electrical contact maintained
at all times. Other features worthy of special mention
are :-Continuously variable, silent in operation, dust and
damp-proof and constant in any temperature.
.. 2,6
VARIABLE GRID TEAR, 4 to 5 megohms
The new contact

ous bronze sprit,

VARIABLE ANODE RESISTANCE, 50,010 to 100,000 ohms 3,4
Send P.C. for Desc,tfitnn, Folder.

THE WATMEL WIRELESS
CO..
Clerkenwell

332a. Goswell Rd., London, E.C.I.

`Lives Repaired
PronylipPerjectip.
-almmacar

FREE
Book I let

1,4414,

Bright Emitters ..

6 /6

Dull Emitters

n40 /c

2volt- type

'06 type

.

10 /6

1' ET us send you this useful booklet. Gives curves of Radion Valves, prices
for repair work, and shows what service your accumulator should give.

RADIONS Ltd., Bollington, Nr. Macclesfield
'mammal/
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Cossor

Wu acell
Dull Emitter

Bright Emitter
Edouard Braraq

Iron filings put to a new use !
JUST over thirty years ago that grand old
man of Science, Edward Branly, invented

one of the first detectors ever used for WireIn those days, of course, wireless was little
more than an inventor's dream, the very greatest
distance that signals had ever been transmitted
without the aid of wires was only a few yards.
With Branly's iron filings detector-afterwards
called the coherer-a new era dawned.
A few years later, as we all know, signals were
successfully transmitted-to the wonderment of
the whole world-from Cornwall'to Newfoundland-and received on the coherer. Surely one
of the most remarkable uses for iron filings ever
less.

eiscovered.
It is a big step forward from Branly's coherer

to Dr. Lee Forest's three electrode valve-and
from the first valve to the latest
Cossor Wuncell Dull Emitter is

also another big step forward.
Instead of a

Advorti.s.cmo!q

valve having a

A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highbury Grove, W.5.

filament consumption of nearly I of an amp.
and operation at 4 volts there is now available
in the Wuncell a valve that functions at its best
when its filament glow is almost invisible.

So small is its filament consumption, in fact, that

a very small portable 2 -volt accumulator will

run the average 2 -valve set more than a fortnight
without re-cha'rging. And the cost of a re -charge -

is only a few coppers.
But low operating cost is only one of the many
In volume,
exclusive Wuncell advantages.
sensitiveness, long life, freedom from microphonic
noises it is fully the equal of Cossor -Bright
Emitter Valves. No greater tribute than this
could be paid. Before you select your Dull

Emitter Valves, get one of our large illustrated
Folders describing the Wuncell
from

All Cossor Valves
reduced in Price.

your

Dealer

free

of

charge, or send us a postcard
for one.

Gilbert Ad. 2217
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A self capacity of only 18 micro-microfarads,
dependent on the remarkable construction of the
core. The unique system of placing the primary

and secondary windings in sections, the six
primary being placed outside the six secondary.

The extremely high ration of insulation to wire

and the accuracy of determining the ideal
number of turns in the windings are fundamental points that make the core of the R.I.
transformer so vital.

Any transformer without such a core is not
Right Inside.

25/Obtainable from all
reputable dealers.

Any set without an R.I. is not Right Inside.

Make sure to get the transformer you know to
be Right Inside.
Write for 50 -page Catalogue, free on request.
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Radio Instronorqs Ltd
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12 Hyde Streek,Qxfbrd
Telephone: RECENT 62 14/5/4.9\k/. C .1 .Tel egramilnstrad io Condon
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are able to follow their remarks intelliWhy Bother With
I'M not going to describe in these columns gently and possibly trip them up if you
This perhaps sounds
I a new circuit for the elimination of H.T. feel so inclined.
batteries. There are more ways of kill- rather too optimistic, but transmission on
ing a .cat than by drowning it, and a dummy aerial so nearly approaches to
similarly there are more ways of enticing the real thing and under such convenient
electrons on to the plate of the valve than conditions that one can often learn far
by buying expensive and troublesome dry more.with such anaerial than can many of

fications were in keeping with the official
idea of -a wireless telegraphy "operator.
At the other extreme is the spectacle of unqualified minors who, by reason of being
in the position to do morse working and
enumerate a sufficiently impressive pro-

gramme, have managed to obtain a full
l icence.

Obtaining a full transmitting licence has
batteries for the plate current supply.
ether with their heart -breaking become dependent on the applicant's
..suppose that for every reader who lives
in a house without an electrical supply attempts at a little private broadcasting. ability to "tell the tale," coupled with
his nimbleness of finger, for it must be
installation there are two or three who
admitted that most great inventions have '
have such a service; and it is up to them
An incentive to Learn.
been the result of accident. To think that
to see that they avail themselves of the
Another possibility is that when once
,apply for their valve MT, It's quite a you own such a licence it is an incentive an applicant can sit down and deliberately
simple matter to rig up the gear, and the to learn more and more about the -science, write that which he hopes to discover is
first cast is only slightly in excess of the and even that dry -as -dust requitement of asking a little too muG4r, and before this
cost of a Go -volt unit. The Neon tube the Postmaster -General's "inquisition state of affairs can be remedied the
method, of which I speak, with its two form "-umpteen words of morse code per strength of the amateur must increase so
attendant chokes and fixed condensers is minute-can be tackled with a good heart. that "pulling weight " might be felt in
also interesting from the experimenter's This all means that after a few months any future legislation affecting "his inpoint of view, for the flashes -of the tube of dummy -aerial transmission you may terests.
Cheaper Valves
when in operation on a multi -valve set easily qualify for the full licence if. you
perform amusing antics, as, for instance, wish to, and" who knows but what you will
Writing in the New Year Number of
h n C.W. signals are being received they in due course become" one of the elite who AMATEUR WIRELESS I predicted that durcan literally he_ sight read by the flashes
ing the year we should see very substantial
has "been across " the Herring Pond.
If the amateur has any -qualms about
Having said this much I expect that I reductions in the prices of valves. Within
meddling with the mains, I think that he shall now get into trouble with some of the past few days announcements have
will find that his local electrical con- the "hams" of whom I have spoken with appeared that prices have been lowered
tractor will fit him up with the required silch gross irreverence. Possibly they do all round,, and I am very glad to see that
gear at a very moderate sum.
not now recollect the time when they first Makers have taken this step. The valve
dabbled with an R transmitter valve and is, of course, a much more difficult piece
a doubtful too -volt dry H.T. or, -Worse of apparatus to. make than the electric Every Amateur a Transmitter
light bulb, but I think that on the whole
If anything adds to one's interest in still, a 4 -volt accumulator and a couple valves have been too dear, and I am hopof
brass
bedstead
knobs
to
form
a
spark
wireless it is the fact that one understands
that we shall see another substantial
what is taking place at the transmitting gap. Of course they have their own ing
reduction before the year is out. When you
aspect
of
"every
amateur
a
transmitter
"
to
end. In order to fully understand transto think of it, those turned out by
mission every serious' amateur should be consider, .and they are none too keen on come
the
French
and the Dutch are not too bad
the
ether
being
any,
more
crowded
than
'the proud possessor of a transmitting
-for rectification purposes there is nothing
licence, and there is no reason why he it already is. I appreciate their outlook,_ to beat a Dutchman-and their prices arc
should not have one. Of course I'M not but a little fresh blood will do no harm. very low. In the case of French valves,
referring 'to the full open aerial licence There is still plenty of room for research. the smallness of their price is due -probably
which is used by' the "pukkah " transto some extent to the fact that the franc
oceanic enthusiast, but to the dummy or
The Transmitting Movement
stands now at only a fraction of its preartificial aerial licence which carries with
Furthermore, the transmitting move- war value; this argument cannot be urged
it a call sign and the Postmaster -General's ment requires strengthening ; for every in the case of Dutch valves, for the rate
authority to carry out laboratory experi- ten thousand broadcast listeners there is of exchange between Holland and this
ments on transmitting gear. One feature only one amateur transmitter, and until country has long been slightly against us.
of the licence which is particularly attrac- the strength of the amateur experimenter
One reason why 'I welcome the reductive is the fact that if costs nothing to is felt in official quarters his lot is not tion in valve prices is that it brings the
obtain and is about the only thing in likely- to be an easy one. It is true that .super -heterodyne set more within the
wireleSs which can be obtained free of his fine work has caused those who, would range of the average wireless enthusiast.
charge. As regards limitations, your set rather have treated him as a boy with Bright -emitters can hardly be used owing
must not radiate beyond your own a none too serious hobby to "sit up and to the enormous amount of current conpremises and you must not call another take notice," but this of itself is not likely sumed by their filaments-ten 'standard
station, but nevertheless it is a transmit- to induce the powers that be - to deal bright -emitters would' take' about .7
ting licence and your knowledge of things leniently with the experimenter in any amperes. With valves of the "o6 " type
pertaining to wireless will be, considerably contemplated alteration to existing rules we can bring the total current used down
I

enhanced.

Possibilities
Think of your own self-satisfaction when
Brown, Smith, Green or any other of the
"pukkah " transmitting fraternity are discoursing- on the merits of oscillators and
modulators' with a superior air, and you

the
the

to-watters who -so regularly disturb

and regulations.
It is ridiculous, but a fact, that many
scientifically qualified 'men have been de-

barred from experimenting on an -open
aerial- solely because the P.M.G. was not
satisfied that they had any useful experiments in view, or that their morse quali-

to

.6

ampere,

whilst

3

amperes will

supply the needs of ten dUll-emitters of
the 2 -volt type.

From Across the Herring Pond
Conditions for the reception of American
stat-ions have been much better of late.

Intateur Wireless
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On Your Wavelength ! (continued)

This is put down in some quarters to
improvements made at Northolt, but

whether Northolt has anything to do with

4

4

This means that you can pick up practically any signal that is going so long
as its strength is great enough to enable
there.
Whether this latter station has ever it to be heard above the crackles and
really been heard in England is a moot fizzes. But it must not be forgotten that
point, though I believe reports of its re- if the range of the super -heterodyne is
ception have come in at various times. practically unlimited so far as signals are
Possibly when there is no intereference concerned, the same is equally true of
from Northolt-which, by the way, has atmospherics. Thus, except when conbeen the case more often lately than the ditions are phenomenally good, it cannot
wavelength used by the Montreal station
during the special tests conducted from

it or not I am not prepared to say. The
other night, . having adjusted my set to
Bournemouth, I switched off at closing clown time and switched on again just
before going to bed. There was W G
as large as life, and W B Z was coming
in so well that it was possible to find
him with the set so far from the oscillat- average listener is used to=the Montreal
ing point that no trace of his carrier wave
was to be heard as the condenser knobs
were moved. In neither case was signal

strength so great as I have known it on

especially good nights, but there was
almost a complete absence of atmospheric
interference and items from programmes

could be heard

to perfection.

Friends

living in and around London tell me that
they can generally get both of these
stations just now whenever they try for

be operated in conjunction with the outdoor aerial. Another point in favour of
I have never been fortunate enough to the super is the fewness of its controls.
strike during my testing a time when this A nine- or ten -valve set can be built upon
whose panels appear only two condenser
fortunate state of affairs existed.
knobs, one for the aerial and one for the
station would be heard, though personally

oscillator valve.

On the "No " side we have two very

A SPLENDID
BOOKLET

them..

More About the Eclipse
- It has been quite definitely established
that K D K A's short-wave transmission
during the eclipse was picked up in England by at least two listeners. Capt. West,
of the B.B.C., whose Transatlantic work
is well known to all "fans' " was one of
the two successful, though even he, apparently,

found considerable difficulty in

solving the carrier of this station. It is
a curious question why,. during the. daytime, W G Y on her normal wave -band
should have been so much more easy to
receive than K D K A on the short wave,
the more especially when we consider the
accepted theory

that short-wave trans-

missions travel farther with given input
than the longer waves do. But this is
quite in keeping with recent experience,
which has shown W G Y and W B Z at
much better volume than the short-wave
station even during the normal broadcast
hours.

It really does seem as though wireless
has made up its mind to confound every
theory immediately it is really established,
for ever since we came to the conclusion

that short-wave work gave better results

given Free

with Next Week's Issue of

"Amateur Wireless"
(Usual price, 3d,)

READERS by this time know the worth of
our presentation booklets. They are the
real thing-specially compiled, and skilfully compiled, to meet the exact needs of
readers. The booklet we are giving free with
next week's issue is entitled " Wireless
Questions Simply Answered," and its purpose
is, by the happy method of query and reply, to
vive the reader just the practical information
he needs in a time of difficulty. All sorts of
questions on all sorts of wireless subjects are
asked and answered.
Will the regular reader do us a kindness by
telling his wireless friends ?
Will the casual reader extend to us the same
courtesy, and will he in addition do just one thing-place a firm order for Amateur Wireless " with his newsagent, so that he will not
be disappointed of next week's and succeeding
issues ?

The booklet will he of 36 pages, will be
simply packed with information, and will be
amply illustrated. FREE next week.

FREE next week
To Super or Not to Super
I will deal with a question that I have

over distance the reverse has been the case been asked recently by dozens of wireless
friends : Is the super -heterodyne really a
in fact.
A German station is to attempt the re- good thing ? I need hardly say that the
broadcast of K D K A. Whether the ex- answer to this question is the one which
periment will be a success cannot so far must he returned to the majority of wirebe gauged. Personally I am inclined to lesS posers-yes and no. Let us deal with
think that listeners in England will get the "Yes " part first of all_ If well built
better reception direct than via the inter- and properly handled the super -heterodyne
mediate transmitter at Stuttgart. Another will give you a degree of selectivity which
Canadian station is trying to get over to is absolutely unobtainable with any other
England. Truly Transatlantic wireless is kind of set. That is a very strong point
booming. This station, which is working in its favour, especially if you live in a
on 313 metres, should be heard here, I place where interference is particularly
think, unless, as sometimes does happen, had.
Next the range of the super -heterodyne
a backwash harmonic of Northolt blots it
out. However, 313 metres stands a much is limited only by the amount of atmobetter chance of getting over than the spheric interference that is encountered.

strong drawbacks. The first is that owing

to its sensitiveness and to the fact that it
brings in atmospherics which would be inaudible in the ordinary way the set is apt
to be very noisy. I have never yet known
anything like a background of silence with.
a super. The second is that unless it is
very carefully handled it is liable to cause
a good deal of interference.

The Power of the Plebiscite
"Vox populi vox aetherii " should really

be the motto of the B,B.C., or, in other
words, "Give the public what it asks for."
Anyhow, Manchester is going to adopt this
solution, for so many requests for favourite

pieces have been received that one evening is going to be devoted entirely to the
listeners' own choice of works, commencing- to -night, and as the programme in-

cludes "by request" such works as the
Finale from Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony, as well as the Overture to Balfe's
Bohemian Girl, it looks as if the public
knows its own business.
On the more serious side, 2 Z Y starts
to -morrow with that long -promised organ
recital at the town hall by. Dr. Kendrick
Pyne. He is giving the programme postponed from December, and I note that it
includes Widor's Organ Symphony in F
minor. The outstanding feature of this is

a Toccata, which when heard with the
orchestra as well as organ gives the impression of mighty wheels going round;
one could almost liken it to a musical
version of a pyrotechnic display.

The English Element

Some of the best of the programmes
recently, I am glad to note, have had a
thoroughly native element, despite the
symphony concert at the Opera House last

night, when Bruno Walter was the conductor and Wilhelm Rode was announced
as vocalist. Personally I fail to see why we
should revel in German art while we have
the Halle Orchestra conductor, Mr.
Hamilton Harty,
Goossens,
Landon
Ronald, Dr. Adrian Boult and others.
THERMION.

oguirnm..1.mmono...
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The following table shows the gauge of
TIHE coil about to be described may be
said to have some advantages ,over the wire required for different wavelengths and
duolateral coil. It is simpler to make, the number of turns per layer,.
no elaborate former is necessary, and as no
shellac or wax is used its self -capacity is No. cf Turns
S.W.G.
Turns per Layer
a minimum.
6*
12
t8
A simple former is required. This con-

sists of a hexagonal block
with

i

in. sides.

I

in. thick

This can be made from

\'ood.

18

18

25
30

13
18
22
22

6*

6*
so

18
35
A strip of thin cardboard preferably of
18
40
in. wide and about
a fine hard texture
50
22
18
7M, in. in length is bent round the former.
a
6o
32
It. is overlapped the length of one side and
26
25
75
Seccotined, with the end of the wire to be
25
100
26
used between the overlap.
A layer of the wire is wound tightly on
* Turns air -spaced.
the cardboard. Six ebonite spacers are The wire in all cases should be double These should each be g. in.

now required.
long by M. in. square; they are held on

the centre of the coil's sides by a rubber
band. Another layer is now li,ound on

over the spacers. After. a sufficient number of turns to hold the spacers have been
wound on, the rubber band can be removed. This process is continued until

the required number of turns has been

-reached.

equally -spaced grooves are filed on the
corners of the cardboard stiffener and
on -one side of the spacers.

The wire when

wound into these grooves will have an
air space of about one diameter between
the turns.

Note should be made of the fact that
when more than four layers arc required
the third and subsequent sets of spacers
should be made with slightly increasing
thicknesses.

The coils can be conveniently mounted
on the standard plug and socket.

If the self -capacity is to be at a mini
mum, special mountings should be made.
The mountings can he made quite easily

from a piece of -ebonite 254 in. long by
in. wide. An ordinary valve pin and
socket
tapped into the ebonite are used:
cotton -covered. coil can be bound to the mounting
Care should be taken to see that the by thread or empire tape, or attached by
layers are all wound in the same direction. a strip of fibre passed over the coil and
. When the finished coil is slipped from fixed to the pin and socket by nuts.
the former it will be found to be very
If the coil is of such a size that it
rigid if care has been taken to wind the fouls the pin and socket, a packing block
wire on tightly.
of n -in. ebonite I52 in. long by
in.
A slight modification must be made for wide should be inserted between the coil
coils for the higher frequencies.
Six and the mounting.
B. H.
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WIRELESS FOR SHIPS' LIFEBOATS
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TWO of the motor -driven lifeboats of
the -R.M.S. 'Orbita, which have been
built by Messrs. Harland and Wolff, Ltd.,

valves are used, can be employed for "allround " reception or, by a simple adjustment, for direction finding. For the latter

of Liverpool, have beeh equipped with the
latest type of Marconi wireless apparatus.
The photograph shots one of these life-

important service the small rectangular
frame aerial mounted near the bow of the
boat is used in conjunction with the main

boats on her trials at Liverpool.
The installation comprises a transmitter

aerial.

and a receiver which embodies a direction
finder. The transmitting range is, under
normal conditions, at least sixty nautical
miles when the receiving, station is using
a crystal detector; very much greater

Station C N R, Moncton, Canada, transmitted a special programme for the benefit

of British listeners on February 3.
On three recent occasions the broadcasting from 2 L 0 has been. heard in British
North Borneo, about to,000 miles away.
An additional flirect-wireless telegraph
service to New York has been opened by
the Marconi Wireless Co., and messages
can now be sent at the rate of 200 words

ranges can be obtained when a valve
receiver is employed.
The- transmitter, which- is of the
quenched spark type, is supplied with

power by a generator driven by a petrol

engine, which can be run continuously for
nine hours.
The receiver, with which dull -emitter

Marconi Installation on a Ship's Lifeboat.

a minute.

1
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one question
at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, lay -outs, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name and
address. Always send stamped, addressed envelope and attach Coupon (p. 288).

Switching in H.F. Circuits
Q.-What is the simplest method of switch-

ing out the high -frequency stage iu. a set
employing i H.F. and detector ? -.11. S.
(S.W.z7).

-

Weather and Wireless

Short Wave Sets

Q.-Does weather affect wireless ?-D. G.

(Wimbledon).

Q.-Please give a circuit, emplcying i H.F.
and detector suitable for long-distance work

may cause atmospherics, but fog, rain, frost

20o metres).

A.-Not very much. Thundery weather on short wavelengths (in the range of roo to
Please give values of condensers,

A.-We do not recommend switching in or snow make no particular difference to wire- -H. M. (Hereford).
high -frequency amplifiers, but where it is less signalling.
Aerial insulators are apt to leak in damp
weather and loss of signal strength is often
noticed during wet periods for this reason.-U.
Capacity Effects

Q.-How can

one

avoid hand -capacity

effect ?-S. D. (Reading).
A.-We suggest you fit an extension handle
to the tuning condenser. You will find that
adjustments of filament current and anode potential are necessary before good results are

obtainable.-U.

The Lightning Arrester

Q.-What is a lightning arrester ?-H. 0.

Manchester.

A.-As applied to wireless, a lightning
arrester is essentially a minute gap between
Switching Out the H.F. Valve.

the foot of the down -lead and the earth -lead.

The theory is that high-tension currents,

such as those due to lightning discharges, or
the " return currents " from earth due to
essential to dispense with the high -frequency even
a near -by cloud inducing a charge in an aerial,
amplifier the connections shown iu the accom-

panying diagram may be employed.-U.
Wireless Waves

Q.-How fast does a wireless wave travel ?

will jump across the small gap rather than

traverse the highly inductive winding of
the receiving set which is connected to
opposite sides of the gap.

H.F. Amplifier.

A.-High-frequency amplification on these
short wavelengths is exceedingly difficult, but
the circuit shown in the accompanying figure

may be used with every chance of success;
c is the ordinary A.T.C. having a value of

varies, and is identical with that of light and
radiant he at .-U.

The received currents, on the other hand, .0003 microfarad. c1 and C3 are grid condensers,
are too feeble to jump the gap and must of value .0003 microfarad. C2 the anode T.C.
necessity traverse the receiving apparatus.-U. may have a value of .0002 microfarad. C4 is
the highly desirable phone condenser that
Aerial Gauge and Signal Strength

Switching Out the L.F. Stage

affect the strength

-L. C. (49).

A.-186,000 miles a second. This speed never

Q.-Does the gauge of wire used for an aerial
of signals

Q.-Please give a circuit diagram showing
a method of switching out the last valve on
a 3 -valve set (H.F., D. and L.F.), using a

A. F. (Birmingham).
A.-There is absolutely nothing to be gained
by . using wire thicker than No. 22 S.W.G.
0.028 in, in diameter. With a crystal set as the

A.-The connections are shown for a switch
to cut out the low -frequency amplifier.
A double -pole double - throw switch is

strength will be noticed when No. 37 S.W.G.
wire or silicon bronze aerial wire is used.
Mechanical strength of the wire will, however,
have to be remembered when erecting serials.

double -pole
(Rye).

double -throw

enables high -frequency pulsations in the plate

circuit to pass direct to earth.
received ?- value is .00l microfarad.-U.

switch. - A. W. receiver no appreciable difference in signal

A suitable

A Single Valve Dual Circuit

Q. --What are the connections for a single,
valve dual set, employing a crystal detector
and a low -frequency amplifier?-L. S. (Ham
mersmith.

-K

Two Leads from One Aerial

Q.-Will the efficiency of an aerial be reduced if a lead-in is taken from each end ?
-T. C. (London).
A.-No attempt should be made to attach
cwo receivers to the same aerial. The aerial
may, however, be broken in the centre if desired, and a " lead-in " taken from each end.

-U.

impedance

Q.-What exactly is meant by impedance ?

-W. P. (Barnet).
L.F. Switching.

employed for switching, and there is no need
to employ a special anti -capacity switch for
the purpose.
When placed to the left the L.F. valve is cut
out, and when placed to the right the amplifier

is introduced.-U.

A.-The property which a wire possesses of
offering apparent obstruction to the passage
of an alternating current. Simply explained
it may be stated thus : Inductance offers
obstruction to the passage of a direct current,

One -valve Reflex Circuit.

but is almost immediately overcome, and then
the current flows.

A.-The necessary connections for a single
With alternating current, changing direc- valve reflex receiver are shown in the accomtion at high speed,, the obstruction is not over- panying figure. The condenser c2 should
come before the current changes its direction,
and fa again obstructed, the result being that

it never gets through.-U.

have a value of about .0003 microfarad and is
for the purpose of by-passing the aerial

current direct to earth.-U.
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THE TRUTH ABOUT AMPLIFICATION

8

ALTHOUGH to -day the general public much louder signals can be obtained by the extra valveS. However, it should be
is much more well informed on wire- using low -frequency amplification than pointed out in this connection that, owing
less matters than it was a couple of years by using the same number of stages to _the peculiar shape of the rectification
ago, a great deal of uncertainty seems to before the rectifier. It is now generally curve, the efficiency of .the detector in:
exist in the minds of amateur constructors agreed that high -frequency amplification, creases with an increase in the amplitude
as to exactly how much actual amplifica- by present-day methods, is of no use at of the H.F. oscillations applied to it, and
tion can reasonably he expected from a all on short wavelengths (below about 200 thus the slight increase of signal strength
metres), while several authorities have due to the use of one or two high -fregiven combination of valves.
expressed a doubt as to whether it is of quency stages may he of more use than
.Vague Ideas
any real use even on the broadcast band, -is at first sight apparent.
It is safe to say that until comparatively and one or two have even gone a step
recently even experts had Very vague further and stated definitely that it is not. L.F. Amplification
Coming now to the question of low ideas on this subject.' Only the other day
the writer picked up a book written a few Exaggerated Statements
frequency amplification, we find that the
These latter, in the writer's opinion, operating conditions, are vastly different
years ago by a now famous author, who,
referring to a set comprising two-stages have gone too far, and their conclusions from those obtaining on the other side of
of high -frequency amplification, a valve do not agree with his own experience. It the rectifier. ),Nre are now able to make
detector ,and two low -frequency stages, can be confidently stated that on the broad- use of step-up transformers to increase
assumed that as each valve could be ex- cast wavelengths, using one stage of H.F. the voltages applied to the grids of the
pected to increase signal strength at least amplification before the rectifier, in a 'set valves (which was not practicable when
Live times, a total amplification of 55, or very carefully designed to reduce capacity dealing with H.F. currents owing to the
losses to a minimum, a voltage ampli- necessity of tuning both the plate and grid
1,125 times, would be given by the set.
And the H.F. valves were coupled by fication of twice is possible, but is seldom circuits to approximately the same waveobtained by the home constructor. The length as the incoming signals); also the
aperiodic transformers
Although nowadays few people are amplification given by a second H.F. existence of capacity beirmen leads and
optimistic enough to expect such enormous stage may be as high as 1.5, but not more, components is of much less importance
amplification from any "straight " circuit, while it is practically impossible to obtain when dealing with low -frequency currents.
The amount of " step-up " that can be
still most amateur constructors seem to any useful amplification at all from a
obtained by the use of transformers is,
have a very hazy idea as to what amount third H.F. stage.
In view of its low efficiency, H.F. ampli- however, strictly limited, as in order to
of amplification really is obtainable, and
it is the purpose of this article to attempt fication may be, considered to be of doubt- obtain good reproduction it is necessary
to clear away some of this vague uncer- ful utility on the broadcast wavelengths to make the. impedance of each trans(except in certain special cases) and not former winding approximatelyequal to the
tainty on a very vital subject.
Most of those who -have had experience worth the extra tuning complications, the impedance of the rest of the circuit in
with multi -valve sets will have found that L.T. and H.T. consumed, and the cost of
(Concluded in first column of next page)

BUILDING THE LARGEST WIRELESS STATION IN THE WORLD
At Kbizigsiousterhaasen, Germany, the largest -wireless station in the world is now being erected. The photographs show the base of the great tower, which
is to be 225 metres high, in course of erection and one of the transmitting houses.
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AN EXTENSIBLE UNIT SET. -VI
THE REACTION UNIT

0 =I

00=

the bar which has hitherto joined these
terminals) reaction may be applied. to_
the aerial circuit or, particularly for

HE constructor, if he is a compara-

tive beginner, will by now have
gained enough practical experience in
working the set to enable him to em-

broadcast, to the H.F. circuit. The
adjustment of the reaction' coil with

Properly -used reaction
can considerably increase the sensitiveploy 0-eaction.

relation to the other is quite smooth,

and to change the reaction from one
circuit to the other is only a matter
To test the unit it
of a moment.

ness, which is the distance -range of a
receiver. Abused, it will cause interference with the reception of broadcast
by sets in the neighbourhood.
The parts- for the reaction unit are
shown in Fig. 28a (p. 225). They are :

should be tried on each coil, and
ould it in either case produce no

Two 9 -in. lengths of rubber -covered flex ;

one condenser extension handle; one

0

-00000000

rjooc000.o.c>0000000<><>ooc

Fig 39-View of Set showing Connections on Panel.

increase in signal strength as one coil
is made to approach the other the leads
of the fixed coil must he reversed. I f

TRP CENTRE .223/1.
RNO CUT AWRY

SH/L1f0 PRR7

TRP ENO OF CO L -

HOLDER PLUG 25R

Fig. 36.-Details of Reaction Coil Mount.

Fig 37.-Reactance Unit Complete.

Fig. 38.-Top View of Set showing Reactance Unit.

the rod until it binds rigidly against the reaction phenomena is absent in both cases,
extension handle collar;
-view the reversing the reaction coil leads will put
Fig. 36 shows each part with the neces- coil -holder plug on tightly. Id Fig. 37 matters right.
Fig. 38 is a photograph of the top of t1 -1
sary machining and drilling indicated. To this is made clear and the unit is shown
set with reaction applied to- the tuning
assemble- the unit the screwed rod is completed.
There now remains only to drill a 2 B.A. coil of the aerial circuit. The socket in
secured in the extension handle by the
fixing screw which is incorporated in the. clearance hole between the plug and socket the H.F. coil can be seen.
coil holder; one coil -holder plug; 1% -in.

4 B.A. screwed rod.

-

.

It is important- to ascertain when
purchasing this handle that the junction
has a set -screw, as some are tapped only
for z B.A. rod and are secured by a binding nut, which will not be suitable in this
case. Next screw the coil holder on to

of the aerial -tuning coil holder and another

(ccn-

than on the high -frequency side, We can

latter.

"THE TRTJTH, ABOUT AMPLIFICATION "

Fig. 39 is a photograph of the complete
in the coil holder of the high -frequency set as so far described and including the
unit. By inserting the plug of the reaction reaction unit. The next unit which will
unit into either of these holes and attach- be described is a simple and effective
DAVID GREY.
ing the flex leads to the two terminals at " wave trap." C. (To be continued)
the top of the detector panel (discarding

obtain

tinEed front preceding page)
which it is inserted. By using

a high ratio transformer and suitable valves it is
possible to obtain a voltage amplification
of 3o or more per stage without affecting
seriously the quality of reproduction; -a
more usual figure, however, is 15.
-

Resistance -capacity Amplification

an actual

voltage

BROADCASTING AND
DEEP-SEA FISHING

amplification

more nearly approximating to the theoreti-

cal amplification factor of the valve.
common figure for the latter is to or

A
12,

although at least one modern valve,
specially designed for use in these circuits,

has a theoretical amplification factor as
high as zo ! Thus with choke -capacity or
resistance -capacity coupled L.F. amplifiers,

IN

Sweden reports are regularly broadcast
by the Gothenburg (S A S B) wireless
station on loo metres, as -well as from
other coast transmitters, for the benefit
of the smacks at sea. Information is given
relative to the positions at which large
shoals of fish have been located. Weather

So far we have only considered trans- using general-purpose valves, an actual forecasts are also broadcast at regular involtage amplification of 8 to to times per tervals in order that the trawlers may he
stage may be expected. J. F. JOHNSTON.
duly warned of approaching storms and
movements of icebergs.:
J. G. A.
The French Government is seriously conwe are, as when dealing with H.F. curUnable to applaud wireless items they
rents, unable to obtain any step-up in sidering a proposal to convert the Borvoltage between one valve and the next. deaux, Lyons and Tours high -power enjoy, American listeners -in send printed
However, as losses due to capacity and stations for the purposes of wireless tele- cards which carry their views at postcard
"Ttte.
other causes are much less serious here phonic transmissions.

former -coupled L.F. amplifiers. When we
make use of resistances and condensers or
chokes and condensers between the valves

mai:Air Wire65
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A Novel Indoor Aerial
THE illustration shows a convenient
method of constructing an unobtrusive
indoor aerial for use in the top rooms of
a house situated near a broadcasting
station.

The receiving set used should preferably

contain at least one stage of H.F. amplification, particularly if the carpet to which
the aerial wire is sewn is small.

An earth lead to some near -b\

water -

take a short length of annealed copper

by a screw, as shown in section. The coils

tube, hammer one end flaf, and solder the
aerial into the other end. The flat end
can be drilled and- held under a terminal
K.
on the end of the lead-in tube.

empire cloth or insulating tape. By varying the number of pins counted in wind-

Soldering Aluminium
THERE are occasions when the constructor is up against the problem of
soldering aluminium.

The job is not difficult when set about
in the correct way and using ,one of the.
many specially prepared solders for that

can be held in position by binding with

ing, the gauge of wire and thickness of

coils; an efficient set can be made all
approxmating to the same diameter. A
hole only slightly less than the diameter
of the fixing screw must be drilled in the
ebonite mount
attempted.

before

assembling

is

TAPE

The procedure is slightly different
to that of soldering brass or copper in that,
no flux is used. Use a perfectly clean

metal.

iron, and heat a little above the usual

Make a little brush from a
few pieces of thin brass wire.:
temperature.

After cleaning the parts, melt off the stick

a "blob" of solder on to the place to be

FLEXIBLE INSULATED WIRE
SEWN TO UNDERSIDE OF CARPET

tinned with the iron. (Do not attempt to

Wires Sown under Carpet.

pipe must, of course, be employed in con'

junction with the "carpet' aerial.

R. N. W.

A Spring Terminal
THE following may be used in any
pOsition or for any purpose when quick
-detachability is required. The materials
_required are few, being single contact

stud, nut and washer, and a short piece
Ordinary soft
of springy sheet brass.
beet may be brought to this condition by
SLOTTED

pick up the solder with the iron in the usual
way.) Keep the iron on the outer edge of

the blob and with the wire brush scratch
the metal underneath through the blob of
molten solder. This will break up the
filter of oxide which will have formed
between the solder and the metal and preventing them from uniting. "Humouring " the solder with the iron at the same
time will result in thesolder adhering and
a job being made.
A fine nickel bit makes things easier,
but with care and a little patience success
can be obtained with, a copper bit if the
C. W.
hints above are followed.

Method of Mounting Coil.

When cotton -covered wire is used it is
advisable to bind with empire cloth first
unless the coil is lightly impregnated with
wax or shellac. When wax is used any
surplus should be removed by rotating- the

coil about 9 in. above a gas -ring before
S. E. N.
removing the pins.

Screws in Awkward Places
HOLDING a screw in an inaccessible
position

while the

screwdriver is

manipulated often proves somewhat of a
prtblem. By constructing a simple tool

CONTACT

METAL STRIP

STUD

Indoor Earths

SCREW HOLDING TOOL

FREQUENTLY amateurs who are
unable to erect outdoor aerials find it
equally difficult to get a satisfactory earth

J.- SCREWDRIVER

connection.

COMPONENT

Perhaps the simplest thing to use is an
iron bedstead as a counterpoise earth. A
11111111111N

large piece of copper or iron netting placed
under the, floor covering can also be

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

used.

Honeycomb Coil Mounting

Details of Terminal,

HONEYCOMB coils, unless rendered

judicious hammering along its length.
The sketch should he self-explanatory.
C. W.

Lead-in Wires

less efficient

by impregnation with

shellac, are liable to be crushed with constant use if the coil plugs fit at all tightly.
A novel method of mounting which will

stand up to any ordinary wear and tear
is shown in the diagram. A length of

SERIOUS losses of aerial energy are
liable to occur at the point where the -116--in. ebonite tube is required of -3 in. or
leads of a multi -wire aerial meet owing to 3% in. diameter. ,This is cut into rings
of the thickness of the coils to be mounted.
imperfect contact between the wires.
A good way of cottncting them is Co' The rings are secured to the coil mounts
S

SCREW

Method of Supporting Screws.

from a piece of strip brass or steel as
shown in the illustration the screw may
be held quite easily while the first few
threads are engaged.
In making the holder it should be noted

that a slot is cut in one end of a width
great enough to pass the shank of the
screw but not the head.

In some cases a

strip of cardboard or thick paper will

serve the same purpose.

N. W.
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A RECEIVER FOR. SHORT WAVELENGTHS

1

CONSTRUCTIONAL NOTES ON A SIMPLE SET FOR AMERICAN BROADCAST
of

The Inductance Coil.

Front of Panel.

NOW that so much transmission takes
place on 5o to 120 metres, many
amateurs wish they had a receiver which
would work efficiently on that range. It
is true that certain precautions must be
taken when working on so low a wavelength,_ but, providing no grossly careless
mistakes are made, there should be no real

difficulty for anyone who has had some
experience of valve sets in general.
*

The writer wished to build a receiver
which would bring in American amateur
and short-wave broadcasting stations as
regularly and reliably as possible. The
use of high -frequency amplification is not
to be recommended to anyone who wishes

*

to build a short-wave receiver with the
minimum ' trouble and expense. It was
decided, therefore, that for general pur-

obtain. A single -coil circuit was therefore
The finished receiver uses the
Hartley circuit, such as is common in
transmitters.
tried.

It will he seen from the circuit diagram that the plate is joined through a
small condenser to one end of the coil
and the grid condenser to the other. A
lead is taken from the centre of the coil

to the filament.. The small variable, condenser in the plate lead controls the
oscillation of the valve, giving a fine
adjustment of reaction with very little
wavelength change for corresponding
changes in reaction. The tuning condenser
is

put across 'the whole coil.

It was

originally intended to use an entirely

aperiodic aerial coil, but after a certain
amount of experiment it was discovered

On nights when conditions are good it
is possible to use a further stage of note
magnification, but as a rule atmospherics
are sufficiently bad to render the use of.

that a semi -tuned aerial circuit increased
the signal strength in some cases by too
per cent.
It will generally be found impossible to
tune the aerial circuit exactly with the
secondary because the detector valve, stops

another amplifier objectionable..

oscillating

poses a detector and single L.F. amplifier -should be used.

The Detector Circuit
There being no radici-frequency ampli-

obvious that the detector
valve must work at its utmost efficiency.
It is in the detector circuits that special
precaution must be taken. Wiring up with
fiCation, it is

unless

a

very

high

interference for a considerable distance
around. But it will be found that quite

suitable for very high -frequency circuits;

reliability and efficiency, and hence little
has been done to make it look attractive,
as will be seen from the two photographs
which give a general view of the receiver.
The front panel is of mahogany which
had -been used previously for other apparatus. If desired, an ebonite panel may
of course be used.
The panel is roughly zo in. by 8 in. by
0 in., and is screwed_ to the edge of the
baseboard, which is of varnished teak size
in.
12 in. by 14 in. by

the spacing of the wiring must be kept

coil must be rigid and have a very low
self -capacity and H.F. resistance.

Then there is the question of reaction.
It will be found diffiCult to make the cir-

cuit oscillate nicely with the use of the

ordinary feed -back coil. If it is at all
periodic, fairly tight coupling will he

required, and the change in wavelength
of the circuit will be very large for small

changes in coupling, making it difficult to
tune in weak telephony. If a tuned reaction coil is used the set will be found
to burst into oscillation suddenly, and
smooth control will be very difficult to

large

Inductance Coils
The coils next merit attention. In the
first place all insulation on the wire is

apart, are

in.

drilled in each
which
strip,

Cross:

section.

cedar

are of

I f,

on the other

wood (cigar -

hand, the wire

box)

is made very

in. wide by

very
spacing

wide

would

be

necessary

to
the

reduce

in. thick'.
The wire is

then straight-

View of Receiver from above.

capacity of the coil. It has been found,
after a lot of experiment, that No. 16
found tinned copper wire is the best for the purpose.
The next item which claims attention is
the former. If any solid support is used

V

about

5 in. long by

large,

ened by put-

ting one - end in the . vice and twisting

the other end round a tool handle and
pulling hard.

When the wire is quite
straight, take a stout cardboard - or
wooden former, about 3 in_ in diameter

and about 6

in long, and attach

one

80 V.
3 PLATE

280 TURNS

CONU.

000.5 M Fa

-r"

50 V

00.00 \-

'0003mrn
2

3ruRNs
21

TURNS C>

-11

6V.

it will increase the capacity of the coil.
An ultra efficient coil would be self-supporting. This has the disadvantage of
being very sensitive to vibration, etc. Four

thin strips- of
dry wood were
used to sup-

port the turns.

Here again
ebonite could

be used, but it
would increase
t h e capacity

of the coil,

the specific

inductive
capacity

of

Circuit Diagram.

end of the wire
some

twenty-four

to it.

Now wind on

turns as

tightly, as

'possible and cut off the surplus wire.- On
releasing the wire the coil will spring out

to a diameter
of abolit 4 in.
!About half the
first turn is
now cut off
and the four
pieces of wood
threaded o n

one after the
other.

When the

wire has been
p u t through

ebonite be-

ing consider-

it _is threaded
through t h e

It must be remembered that at
very high frequencies only the outside
surface of the , wire carries the current.

than that

next until

large.

or silent working will be absolutely im-

form the aerial coil, which, has three turns.
The construction will be obvious from the
third photograph. The size of this coil

connected in series- with the primary of
the L.. F. transformer. This is essential
in order that the H.F. oscillations thay not
by-pass through the H.T. circuit. The
self -capacity of these coils must be low.

is made so that it just fits into the larger
coil.

ably- larger
of

wood. Twentyone - holes, 3;

the first hole
all

the 21 turns
are through.

possible.

The condenser which is connected in
series with the aerial is of .0005 micro farad capacity and need not necessarily
have an anti -capacity handle. This condenser can be seen in the photograph on
the left. The other condenser in the box

is of .000t microfarad fitted with a long
(to in.) -extension handle. It will be seen
that this condenser is connected to a pair
of terminals on a strip of. ebonite on the
left of the' panel. These terminals are
wired across. the whole of the coil. The
pair. of terminals. above are wired in

One

has 16o and the other 120 turns. They are

mounted on blocks of ebonite and well
spaced.

The L.F. transformer can be of any good
The whole L.F. amplifier is 'built
on ordinary lines and contains no special
make.

It will be noticed that separate
terminals are provided for positive H.T.
for detector and amplifier.
Two Cossor Pt valves' are used
features.

ordinarily and have given every satis-

faction. About 5o volts are ample for the
detector, while So volts may be used on
the amplifier.

The bottom end of the

secondary of the transformer should be

connected to the negative L.T. terminal,
thus providing a potential difference across
the filament rheostat for a slight grid bias.

Results

It will be seen from the diagram that

The valve holder used for the detector
valve is also an important point.
An
ordinary A -type valve holder has far too
large a capacity for use on short wave-

the centre tapping of the coil is also joined

sockets are

No condenser is necessary across the
transformer or H.T. as there should be no

lengths.
Four extra short valve

screwed on to a piece of
in. ebonite.
A small hole is drilled lengthwise in the
shank of the socket and the wiresoldered
in. As much metal as possible is filed
away from between the legs to still further
reduce the capacity.
A hole is drilled in each corner of the

ebonite and four screws hold

it down,

sufficient condenser spacing washers being
placed between the wood and the ebonite

to prevent the wires touching the baseboard.

The grid condenser is of good quality
with a capacity of .0003 microfarad. A
grid leak is connected between grid and
negative L.T. Clips are dispensed with,
and the wires -are soldered directly on to
the brass ends of the leak to ensure feliable
connection. A leak of 2 megohms is satis-

factory, but it must be -of good quality

4

On. referring to the circuit diagram it
will be seen that an H.F. choke coil is

In this case two are put in series.

Condensers

graph.

dispensed with and hare tinned -copper wire
is used. The gauge is also important. If

this is too small the resistance will be too

A piece of wire is now soldered to the
middle of the middle turn. This is important if the set is to work properly. A
length of the same wire is then wound to

parallel and are for the use of a two -plate
vernier condenser.
The anode stopping condenser has two
moving plates and one fixed plate between
them. It is mounted on the panel, and the
extension handle can be seen in the photo-

a

2

a large increase in signal strength will
be gained by tuning the aerial circuit

somewhere near that of the received signal.
The set was built with a view to

reasonably large.
The tuning coil requires careful designing,. It is possible to receive signals with
coils wound in the ordinary way on cardboard formers Or in honeycomb form, but
the results are very disappointing. The

The wire must
therefore be of

plate

potential is applied. This is exceedingly
bad practice, as the set virtually becomes
a low -power transmitter and will cause

No. 26 S.W.G. wire -in systoflex may be all

right in a note magnifier; but it is not

4
1
4
1
4

to earth.

This is not essential, but by

being so any hand -Capacity troubles arc
avoided
current.

when

adjusting

the

filament

H.F. current passing in this circuit.
The set has been in use for some little
time on a temporary aerial consisting of
.

-

6o ft. of ordinary 71'22's bare wire with a
to -ft. lead-in.. The aerial is about 25 ft.

high at the lead-in end and 12 ft. high
at the free end. The aerial is far from
efficient, but K D K A can be heard any
night at 11.2o p.m. and by midnight it is
sufficiently strong to work a small loud:
speaker directly off the set.
An improvement will probably be found
in the use of a counterpoise. This should
consist of four or five wires spaced about
2 ft. or 2 ft. 6 in. apart and fixed about

above the ground parallel to the
They should be perfectly insulated and as much care taken over them
as the aerial itself..
H. A-. C.
6 ft.

aerial.
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A RECEIVER FOR. SHORT WAVELENGTHS

1

CONSTRUCTIONAL NOTES ON A SIMPLE SET FOR AMERICAN BROADCAST
of

The Inductance Coil.

Front of Panel.

NOW that so much transmission takes
place on 5o to 120 metres, many
amateurs wish they had a receiver which
would work efficiently on that range. It
is true that certain precautions must be
taken when working on so low a wavelength,_ but, providing no grossly careless
mistakes are made, there should be no real

difficulty for anyone who has had some
experience of valve sets in general.
*

The writer wished to build a receiver
which would bring in American amateur
and short-wave broadcasting stations as
regularly and reliably as possible. The
use of high -frequency amplification is not
to be recommended to anyone who wishes

*

to build a short-wave receiver with the
minimum ' trouble and expense. It was
decided, therefore, that for general pur-

obtain. A single -coil circuit was therefore
The finished receiver uses the
Hartley circuit, such as is common in
transmitters.
tried.

It will he seen from the circuit diagram that the plate is joined through a
small condenser to one end of the coil
and the grid condenser to the other. A
lead is taken from the centre of the coil

to the filament.. The small variable, condenser in the plate lead controls the
oscillation of the valve, giving a fine
adjustment of reaction with very little
wavelength change for corresponding
changes in reaction. The tuning condenser
is

put across 'the whole coil.

It was

originally intended to use an entirely

aperiodic aerial coil, but after a certain
amount of experiment it was discovered

On nights when conditions are good it
is possible to use a further stage of note
magnification, but as a rule atmospherics
are sufficiently bad to render the use of.

that a semi -tuned aerial circuit increased
the signal strength in some cases by too
per cent.
It will generally be found impossible to
tune the aerial circuit exactly with the
secondary because the detector valve, stops

another amplifier objectionable..

oscillating

poses a detector and single L.F. amplifier -should be used.

The Detector Circuit
There being no radici-frequency ampli-

obvious that the detector
valve must work at its utmost efficiency.
It is in the detector circuits that special
precaution must be taken. Wiring up with
fiCation, it is

unless

a

very

high

interference for a considerable distance
around. But it will be found that quite

suitable for very high -frequency circuits;

reliability and efficiency, and hence little
has been done to make it look attractive,
as will be seen from the two photographs
which give a general view of the receiver.
The front panel is of mahogany which
had -been used previously for other apparatus. If desired, an ebonite panel may
of course be used.
The panel is roughly zo in. by 8 in. by
0 in., and is screwed_ to the edge of the
baseboard, which is of varnished teak size
in.
12 in. by 14 in. by

the spacing of the wiring must be kept

coil must be rigid and have a very low
self -capacity and H.F. resistance.

Then there is the question of reaction.
It will be found diffiCult to make the cir-

cuit oscillate nicely with the use of the

ordinary feed -back coil. If it is at all
periodic, fairly tight coupling will he

required, and the change in wavelength
of the circuit will be very large for small

changes in coupling, making it difficult to
tune in weak telephony. If a tuned reaction coil is used the set will be found
to burst into oscillation suddenly, and
smooth control will be very difficult to

large

Inductance Coils
The coils next merit attention. In the
first place all insulation on the wire is

apart, are

in.

drilled in each
which
strip,

Cross:

section.

cedar

are of

I f,

on the other

wood (cigar -

hand, the wire

box)

is made very

in. wide by

very
spacing

wide

would

be

necessary

to
the

reduce

in. thick'.
The wire is

then straight-

View of Receiver from above.

capacity of the coil. It has been found,
after a lot of experiment, that No. 16
found tinned copper wire is the best for the purpose.
The next item which claims attention is
the former. If any solid support is used

V

about

5 in. long by

large,

ened by put-

ting one - end in the . vice and twisting

the other end round a tool handle and
pulling hard.

When the wire is quite
straight, take a stout cardboard - or
wooden former, about 3 in_ in diameter

and about 6

in long, and attach

one

80 V.
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6V.

it will increase the capacity of the coil.
An ultra efficient coil would be self-supporting. This has the disadvantage of
being very sensitive to vibration, etc. Four

thin strips- of
dry wood were
used to sup-

port the turns.

Here again
ebonite could

be used, but it
would increase
t h e capacity

of the coil,

the specific

inductive
capacity

of

Circuit Diagram.

end of the wire
some

twenty-four

to it.

Now wind on

turns as

tightly, as

'possible and cut off the surplus wire.- On
releasing the wire the coil will spring out

to a diameter
of abolit 4 in.
!About half the
first turn is
now cut off
and the four
pieces of wood
threaded o n

one after the
other.

When the

wire has been
p u t through

ebonite be-

ing consider-

it _is threaded
through t h e

It must be remembered that at
very high frequencies only the outside
surface of the , wire carries the current.

than that

next until

large.

or silent working will be absolutely im-

form the aerial coil, which, has three turns.
The construction will be obvious from the
third photograph. The size of this coil

connected in series- with the primary of
the L.. F. transformer. This is essential
in order that the H.F. oscillations thay not
by-pass through the H.T. circuit. The
self -capacity of these coils must be low.

is made so that it just fits into the larger
coil.

ably- larger
of

wood. Twentyone - holes, 3;

the first hole
all

the 21 turns
are through.

possible.

The condenser which is connected in
series with the aerial is of .0005 micro farad capacity and need not necessarily
have an anti -capacity handle. This condenser can be seen in the photograph on
the left. The other condenser in the box

is of .000t microfarad fitted with a long
(to in.) -extension handle. It will be seen
that this condenser is connected to a pair
of terminals on a strip of. ebonite on the
left of the' panel. These terminals are
wired across. the whole of the coil. The
pair. of terminals. above are wired in

One

has 16o and the other 120 turns. They are

mounted on blocks of ebonite and well
spaced.

The L.F. transformer can be of any good
The whole L.F. amplifier is 'built
on ordinary lines and contains no special
make.

It will be noticed that separate
terminals are provided for positive H.T.
for detector and amplifier.
Two Cossor Pt valves' are used
features.

ordinarily and have given every satis-

faction. About 5o volts are ample for the
detector, while So volts may be used on
the amplifier.

The bottom end of the

secondary of the transformer should be

connected to the negative L.T. terminal,
thus providing a potential difference across
the filament rheostat for a slight grid bias.

Results

It will be seen from the diagram that

The valve holder used for the detector
valve is also an important point.
An
ordinary A -type valve holder has far too
large a capacity for use on short wave-

the centre tapping of the coil is also joined

sockets are

No condenser is necessary across the
transformer or H.T. as there should be no

lengths.
Four extra short valve

screwed on to a piece of
in. ebonite.
A small hole is drilled lengthwise in the
shank of the socket and the wiresoldered
in. As much metal as possible is filed
away from between the legs to still further
reduce the capacity.
A hole is drilled in each corner of the

ebonite and four screws hold

it down,

sufficient condenser spacing washers being
placed between the wood and the ebonite

to prevent the wires touching the baseboard.

The grid condenser is of good quality
with a capacity of .0003 microfarad. A
grid leak is connected between grid and
negative L.T. Clips are dispensed with,
and the wires -are soldered directly on to
the brass ends of the leak to ensure feliable
connection. A leak of 2 megohms is satis-

factory, but it must be -of good quality

4

On. referring to the circuit diagram it
will be seen that an H.F. choke coil is

In this case two are put in series.

Condensers

graph.

dispensed with and hare tinned -copper wire
is used. The gauge is also important. If

this is too small the resistance will be too

A piece of wire is now soldered to the
middle of the middle turn. This is important if the set is to work properly. A
length of the same wire is then wound to

parallel and are for the use of a two -plate
vernier condenser.
The anode stopping condenser has two
moving plates and one fixed plate between
them. It is mounted on the panel, and the
extension handle can be seen in the photo-

a

2

a large increase in signal strength will
be gained by tuning the aerial circuit

somewhere near that of the received signal.
The set was built with a view to

reasonably large.
The tuning coil requires careful designing,. It is possible to receive signals with
coils wound in the ordinary way on cardboard formers Or in honeycomb form, but
the results are very disappointing. The

The wire must
therefore be of

plate

potential is applied. This is exceedingly
bad practice, as the set virtually becomes
a low -power transmitter and will cause

No. 26 S.W.G. wire -in systoflex may be all

right in a note magnifier; but it is not

4
1
4
1
4

to earth.

This is not essential, but by

being so any hand -Capacity troubles arc
avoided
current.

when

adjusting

the

filament

H.F. current passing in this circuit.
The set has been in use for some little
time on a temporary aerial consisting of
.

-

6o ft. of ordinary 71'22's bare wire with a
to -ft. lead-in.. The aerial is about 25 ft.

high at the lead-in end and 12 ft. high
at the free end. The aerial is far from
efficient, but K D K A can be heard any
night at 11.2o p.m. and by midnight it is
sufficiently strong to work a small loud:
speaker directly off the set.
An improvement will probably be found
in the use of a counterpoise. This should
consist of four or five wires spaced about
2 ft. or 2 ft. 6 in. apart and fixed about

above the ground parallel to the
They should be perfectly insulated and as much care taken over them
as the aerial itself..
H. A-. C.
6 ft.

aerial.
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Present Reduced

Type

Name

Pries

Pvices

25/25/B.4.
B.T.H.
B.6. 35/Ediswan
P.V.5.D.E.
35/411. 000cc-i Marconi OsramD.E.5. D.E.5.B. 30/nO0
35/D.F.A.2. D.E.A.°. 30/A PREVIOUS announcement of 2 L O's Mallard
D.r.A.4. 351It
PI, forthcoming move from its present B.T.H.
B.7.
37/6
position at Marconi House has already Marconi Osram
55/-

21 /-

0

THE NEW 2 L
TRANSMITTER

Mallard D.E. Ora. D.o6 L.E.
&
Weco.

21/-

Western Electric Wecovalve

been made, and details of the new trans- Mallard
,
mitter are now availablk.
Two aerial masts of the lattice -steel type

are being erected on the roof of a West

St.

D.I1.A.3.

cloc>oo<>:>;>(--><>-z-x>D

RADIO PARIS
AND 5.X X

0
0

Cl000-000
THE following
32/,
30/-

32/,

37/6

David's Day this year will be the

End store, and will be about 125 ft. high. occasion of an interesting innovation. The
The building itself is about too ft. high, B.B.C. have now decided to broadcast the
so it NVill be seen that an effective height service which will be held at the King's
Cross Tabernacle, London, on the evening
of 225 ft. will be obtained.
The aerial itself is of the inverted L. of March I (St. David's Day).
The broadcasting of the Nottingham
cage type, only some '2o ft. long. The
lead-in is, however, 220 ft. long. The Council debates is the subject of a report
aerial consists of two "sausages," spaced by the General Purposes ComMittee which
by a i5 -ft. spreader, each "sausage" hav- will be considered at the meeting of the
ing five wires on 3 -ft. 6 -in. diameter hoops. Council to be held shortly.
The transmitter will he houSed in a hilt
Radio -Paris has attempted successfully
which is being constructed on the roof of the relaying of. programmes broadcast
the building directly in line with the masts. from 5 X X at Chelmsford, England.
This hut will contain the actual wireless_ These relayed concerts are of great intransmitter. A second hut near the base terest to French amateurs who have not
of one of the masts contains the alter- been able to pick up England directly.
nators and dynamos.
Great success has attended the efforts of
The input power of the transmitter will
M.
Robert Goldschmidt to establish wirebe 3 kildwatts to the anodes, of the oscilla-

is

a copy of a

letter

which we have received from Capt.
Eckersley, chief engineer of the B.B.C.,
on the subject of a paragraph which
appeared in " On Your Wavelength " in
No. 136.

S[12, -1n a recent issue of

AMATEUR

the remark was made : " The
man in the Wireless Street has never succeeded in bringing in Radio -Paris while
A V1RELES S

5 X X is working.

Now we know where

we fail-the B.B.C. cannot do it either."
A remark was made in the Radio Times
to say -that with a really selective set it
was possible to tune out Chelmsford in
London and get Paris. In another issue
of the Radio Times the great difficulty of
eliminating the one in favour of, the other
- was commented upon. The two statements
do not contradict one another. There is a
great deal between the man in the -Wireless

Street and the expert operating a

really selective set.
Certain of our member firms market sets'

which we arc sure will comply with the
desired performance. I was present at- a
tors-that is, twice the power at present less communication with the Belgian test in which 5 X X was tuned out and
Paris brought in. In this particular case
employed at London and other main colony in the Congo.
Recent broadcasting from K D K A has a good aerial was used with reaction, a
stations. The set has been specially built,
and it is in effect equivalent to two main been clearly heard at Sydney (about 8,000 really satisfactorily arranged coupled circuit, and a well -designed tuned anode.
station transmitters run in parallel.
miles away).
Possibly the above may tend to clear up
The fact that the power of the London
any misconception, and illustrates the
station is being doubled will, of course,
not mean that its range will be doubled. THE SOLUTION OF THE difference between a really selective set
and the one used by the. man in the WireIt will, as a matter of fact, be increased
"A.W." CROSS -WORD
less Street. This is not meant to disparage
by less than one and a half times, and
the man in the Wireless -Street, who for
CIRCUIT
its effective crystal range will probably be
general purposes does not require a very
in the neighbourhood of 25 miles,"assurn- (The puszle was published in our last 'scare.
selective arrangement. .
ing that it is at present 17 to 18 miles.
May I take this opportunity of recom0 N E
5N0 mending
your readers to experiment with

REDUCTION IN THE
PRICE OF VALVES
The following are the ireductions iu the
prices of wireless valves which came into
operation on Monday, February z 1925.
Name

B.T.H.

Type

Present Reduced
Prices Prices

R.

P.1. & P.2.
A.R. & R.
Ediswan
R. R.5V.
Marconi Osram
Mallard Ora. R. H.F. & E.E.
Ora B.
B.3.
B.T.H.
" Wuncell " W.I. & 2.
COSSOT
Cossor

AV.R.r. & 2.

A.R.D.E.
Ediswan
.D.E.R.
Marconi Osram
Mallard
L.E. Ora D.3. L.F.
D.s. H.E.
B.5.
B.T.H.
Wancell " W.3.
Cossor
W.R.3.
A.R.o6
Ediswan
D.E.3.
Marconi Osram
D.E.U.

12/6
12/6
12/6
12/6
12/6

23/21/21/23/6

21/21/-

11/-

18/ -

t8/-

i8/ 18/ -

23,1-

25121/-"

25/-

21/-

25/--

22/6

R

CO

C

ON

I -IM PANCAKE

WIRE

X

UNIT

PAN

SETU
BA
M
P

gi X

XX

P1
AL.

AT
C

0.

A

TN

T
R
E

E

DE

OA

A

S

I

S

UG

L

TEA
S

good aerials and carefully -screened coupled
circuits if they wish to listen to Paris while
Chelmsford is working ? The reason why

we made the statement over the broad-

cast that the Daily Express concert would
be heard better in England, owing to the
interference from 5 X X, was that we knew
that the majority of listeners do not happen
to possess very selective apparatus.
The Argentine Republic, with a number
of receiving Stations estimated at nearly
200,000, is making fast progress in Wire-

111 MAL

SB SHE
T L
URR
TERMINALS

YSAE

SWITCH
A
LEAKS
KH

I

RO
UC

COIL LSS

20/-

21/18/23/21 /22 /6
25/27/6

IL SAG

TUNE
106

BEE MOS

Vra

H

less.

The Postes, Telegraphes et Telephones
department in France has announced that
wireless messages may be transmitted between France and Russia at the same rates
as were usual before the war.
The earth connection arranged for the
new station at Daventry is an elaborate
one.
The station will have an earth
system of wires measuring 200 ft. across.

11011.10
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AROUND THE SHOWROOMS
0.0.00.000<.[b
The makers of Lotus coil holders are

Geared Coil Holder
Cheaper Valvesp VERYBODY is glad of the reduction THE necessity for using a coil holder - Garnett, Whiteley and Co., Ltd., of Broad capable of fine adjustments was brought green Road, Liverpool.
_ in valve prices, which, although not
great, is certainly very welcome to home, to me last week when I was using
amateurs-especially to those multi -valve a reflex set that incorporated reaction in Dual Filament Resistance
NOWADAYS almost every valve user wants
enthusiasts who are unlucky in the matter the ordinary way.
During the testing -out stage reaction was to be able to change over directly from
of burn -outs.
very difficult to control, oscillation being bright -emitters to dull -emitters, that is,
As the market for valves becomes
without having to connect extra resistance
steadier and as manufacturers learn more
in circuit.
about mass production methods, we may
Most resistances that axe suitable for use
expect the prices of valves to be still
with either type of valve are of the carbon
further reduced.
'

I see, howeVer, that L. McMichael, Ltd., of 179, Strand, W.C.2, a;:e

variety.

That manufacttirers are seriously apply-

ing their energies to the production of
better valves is proved by_ Cossors.

making a dual rheostat that has a wi:e

In

future all Cossor valves are to be fitted

resistance clement.

with a special anti -capacity base. This is
.)f particular interest in these days of short-

in the ordinary way, one-half being for

The wire is wound on a circular' former

bright -emitters and the other half for dul !-

wave work.

emitters. The dial is engraved red on the

bright -emitter segment and white on the

-ard More Valves

dull -emitter segment.
development can carry out for themselves
some experiments with some of the earliest very sudden and fierce with the coil holder Loading -coil Socket
valves-I refer to the Marconi -Round I was using. For fine adjustments it is WHERE a loading coil is provided for in
essential to use a geared holder, such as a set it is necessary to short-circuit the
valves-at small cost.
socket when the coil is not in use.
These valves, I notice, are being offered the Lotus shown by the photograph.
To save this trouble a neat little socket
Behind the metal disc on the left is a
at 3s. each by T. W. Thompson and Co.,
THOSE who are interested in wireless

Lotus Coil Holder.

of _39-43 London Street, Greenwich, S.E. to.
Direction -finding stations erected in

system of gear wheels that gives an 8-i

France early during the war had to make
use of Round valves. To get the best
results the "pip" at the top, which contains a piece of asbestos, has to be heated,
and I have heard many glowing tales of
D.F. huts having floors with a carpet of
matchsticks- over an inch thick !

reduction.

This means that, eight revolutions of
the "Control knob are necessary to move the

coil through one revolution. Of course in

practice it does not go right round.
Another important point about this coil
holder is that, no matter in' what position
it is fitted, the moving coil cannot fall.

has been. Made that automatically cornpletes the .circuit when there is no coil.
The switching is done by the plug, which

springs up when not held down by a cal.
This device is well made and can be fixed
to any panel of yt in. in thickness.
Will Day, Ltd., of 19, Lisle Street,
Leicester Square,' W.C.2, are the manufacturers.

VANGUARD.

0,0.0.0.0000C<><>0.00.0.0C>0000<><X>0000.0000000C]

0000.0000.

PROGRESS AND INVENTION
-00000C.0
C.CC.C.000-0.0000.0 opoo<><>c<>00.0000
This type of plug should also prove Portable Loud -speakers

Plug Connectors
VAR

S

types

of

aerial -earthing

useful .for

switching in high -frequency

circuits where a good -contact low-caOcity
plug have been constructed, but most switch is necessary.
of them are lacking, in compactness and
neatness. ' Many of these, also, are not

of the anti -capacity type, and since the
contacts form the two plates of a condenser

by-passing the aerial currents, efficiency
is often low.
Quite a neat type of plug connector and
earthing switch is described in Patent No.
2 2 5 ,2 76/ 23

(F. W. Pleasance, Glengall

Road, Peckham, London).

It will be seen from the diagram that
although good contact is made when the
plug is withdrawn, the contacts themselves present only a small area one to
another, and the self -capacity of such a
switch is therefore small.
The plug itself may be insulated, or may

be connected either to the aerial or earth
terminal of the set.

that spring is coming and many
N°amateurs
W
will be taking their, sets out
into the open, portable sets and loud-

speakers will be greatly in demand.

The average loud -speaker is awkward to
use in the open air, for the horn is usually
fixed in one position relative to the base,
and it is impossible to direct the sound
4--Ar
where it is needed.
442 N
Patent No. 226,585/23 (Edward Alfred
r
Olyat UM
W
Graham, St. Andrew's Works, Crofton
Park, Brockley) describes a method of renA
dering the loud -speaker more suitable for
outdoor use.
According to this invention, the horn is
Plug Connector (225,276/23).
pivoted at the base so that it may be
turned in the direction in which maximum
If necessary, two fixed contacts could volume is desired. If necessary it may
be employed on either side of the spring, even be tilted in a vertical position, and
,and the plug would then be insulated from this position will probably be found very
effective under certain conditions.
the circuit.
oo

I

our W'
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EXPERIMENTAL TRANSMISSION. IX
STILL MORE CIRCUITS DISCUSSED
_JO"-

4-O. ...... 000<.>C00000,00C.><>0000000000.000000000

ANOT ff ER excellent arrangement is

"P -C)

The direct earth is tapped to the exact
centre of the inductance, and aerial and
counterpoise tappings are then moved
simultaneously until aerial and counterpoise (not counterpoise and earth) are in
tune, when maximum results will be

The choke Ch may often be omitted.

Either of the two previous
systems mentioned for combined earth and
sideration.

11111,1-i----5

Fig. 33.-An Arrangement of Counterpoise

Fig. 34 illustrates a scheme whereby the

The Master Oscillator System
Although the master oscillator system
is rather difficult to work and a's it requires an extra valve, it cannot give the
same overall efficiency as a set of the
normal type, yet it is really the key to
most

difficulties in short-wave transmission, and as such is considered worthy
of a special note.
In the master oscillator system the power
valve is excited from an oscillator which
is capable of generating enough power to

radio choke in the plate circuit may be
omitted and a high-tension + tapping be
taken on to the tuner.
In Fig. --35 a high-tension negative tapping is taken to the tuner, but the feature
worthy of note is the method of tuning
the counterpoise by means of a separate
inductance coil with tappings. The operation of bringing earth and counterpoise in
tune may thus be simplified, as the position of the tappings to counterpoise will
have no effect on oscillation.
Fig. 36- is essentially the same as the
preceding one, but it will be noticed that
an extra tapping, in series with a block-

The internal resistance of the valve is
controlled by the emission of electrons,
that is, by filament current; a receiving
valve with about 4 volts on the filaMent
would prove most -satisfactory.

obtained.

counterpoise may, of course, be used' instead, and this is certainly worthy of con-

ocoocrp

of extra cells shunted by a large -capacity
condenser, and (Fig. 38) the use of a valve
as a high -resistance leak.

also shown in Fig. 33, which may
be adapted to any circuit where a combination of earth and counterpoise systems
is to be employed.

.....

nheet the losses in the grid circuit of the
power valve_
The general

principle is shown

in

The grid of the power valve is
connected to an oscillator tuned to the
required frequenCy, and so the plate outFig. 39.

put wavelength is quite independent of the
aerial tuning, which results in a perfectly
Fig.34.-Dispensing with the Radio Choke.

ing condenser c, has been included on

constant wavelength however much the
aerial may swing.
A very suitable circuit is shown in

Fig. 40, but, of course, any one of the
preceding oscillators described may be
used as a driver, and the power -valve

the tuning inductance. Control of oscillation'and wavelength wily by this means be

slightly simplified, and no matter what
may occur in theory, it is a practical
dodge well worth 'trying. The capacity

circuit may take different forms.
The plate -grid coupling is not in any
way critical, and is not necessary in many

of this condenser is not critical, something
approximating .002 microfarad having
been found suitable.

cases,

a

fact conducive to

easy

wave'

changing.

Fig. 36a 'illustrates a typical transmitting circuit, capacity coupled, such as is

control

employed in many Dutch amateur stations.

powci-:; not greater, than to watts are dealt

A hard receiving valve may be used to
the power valve provided that

with, but it. will be very hald pressed.
Operations will be greatly simplified if a

Figs. 37 and 38 illustrate two methods
by which the correct negative potential
may be maintained on the grid, the use

(Cc'ufinzwt en page 274)

Fig. 35. --Tuning the Counterpoise.

Fig. 36.-A Method of Fine Tuning.

Fig. 36a.-A Typical
Dutch Circuit.

Fig. 37.-Obtaining Correct Grid
Potential.
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36ui fades the glimmering landscape on the sight

oiioi

And all the air a solemn stillness holds .

GP .V:4 t,EGV,

NOW that the Sterling " Primax " Loud Speaker has taken
its place as the true master of radio reproduction, how
great the wonder and delight radio evenings hold ! For
:he " Primax " is truly supreme. It reproduces music, song
and speech with a purity and volume so perfect that the keenest

critics of music praise its powers.

The pleated diaphragm

gives even distribution of sound. The simplicity and perfection
of the electro-magnatic mechanism ensures the complete absence
of any harshness. The " Primax " is an ornament to any room

-a joy to all musicians.

Radio dealers will willingly demonstrate its distinctive qualities
before purchase, and any test is cordially welcomed.
The Sterling " Primax ' Hornless Loud Speaker has a pleated diaphragm
mounted in a frame and supported on a graceful stand. The whole
instrument is bronzed finish. It is connected to the receiver in exactly
the same way as an ordinary loud speaker. Complete with 12 ft. of flexible cord. (2,000 ohms
resistance.)

PR ICE

E7

1.5

0

STERLING

IP IQ II IM AX
Hornless Loud Speaker( Bron3ed Finish)

at iiCiti4 leadie CiZate&O
Advt. of STERLING TELEPHONE AND ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of Telephones and Radio Appafatus, etc.

210.212, TOTTENHAM COUAT ROAD, LONDON, W.1

Works : DAGENHAM, ESSEX.

Sole ,51'Canufactucers and Licensees of the "Primax" Loud Speaker

Ontattur Ws
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of signals froni America was quite as
powerful as from the Sydney broadcasting

station.

"From the Mystic East " is the title of
the programme to be given on February 18..

RAD 0 G RA

Louis Hertel will provide humour appropriate to the scheme of the evening.
A programme of chamber music of great
interest will I3,e broadcast on February 19.
lt,1
"Quips " will give another of his talks
on
"the World in Anecdote " at 8.3o p.m.
three
months
who
listened
-in,
but
only
11 has 'been decided to broadcast a seron February 20.
vice from York Minster. In all prob- afterwards they numbered 50,00o.
ability it will either be the Easter Sunday
A popular programme will be l'oadcast
The Capetown station has broadcast a
service of the Military Sunday service on novel relay thrOughout'the South African on February 21, which will include items May 3.
Union,' giving a band performance from by the Band of H.M. Scots Guards.
The wavelength of the Edinburgh
Following similar tests in France, Ger- the Swedish cruiser Fylgia, which was
man scientists claim to have succeeded in at the time of the performance about 250 station has now been definitely fixed at
producting ultra -short waves having a fre- miles out at sea.
465 metres.
quency of. More than 3o0,000,coo per
A new installation, tried for the first
The "Roosters " concert party will
second, which corresponds with a wave- broadcast a "mixed grill " on the evening - time recently by the municipal broadcastlength of less than one metre.
ing station W N F C, of New York, is
of February 16.
A symphony concert will he relayed from
expected to prove a valuable adjunct to
be
given
on
The, S.B.. programme to
the work of the police.
the Covent Garden Opera House on
February 17 includes musical comedy exFebruary 12 at 8 p.m.
Experiments carried out by experts in
cerpts given by the J. H. Squire Celeste

Atr,,,1

miscellaneous

A

programme

to

be

broadcast on February 13 includes songs
by Roderick Ackroyd and pianoforte solos
by Chilton Griffin.
The broadcasting station at Rome has
increased its daily service from two hours
to three. Now the station gives a programme in the afternoon from 3 to 4 and
at night from 8.30 to 10.3o.
It has been decided to fit the seats in 'the
Italian Senate With plugs for wireless sets.
The French station at Agcn has made
several trials at broadcasting on a wavelength of 340 metres, but their transmissions are' constantly jammed by those
of the German stations across the border.
Before the opening of the relay station
at Namburg there were only 400 people

iII

wireless telephony go to show that the

Octet.

eclipse on

Saturday, January 24, un-

A new valve has been invented which doubtedly did have an effect on the reIts great ception of wireless signals.
requires 1 io volts tooperate it
advantage is that it can be plugged direct
A new broadcasting station is to be
to the house electric lighting supply,
whether A.C. or D.C., and 'thus eliminates erected at Finkenwalde, near Stettin, with
two towers each 130 ft. high.
the accumulator entirely.
Amateur wireless users in Bulawayo
The Westinghouse station at Pittsburg,
K D K A, has sent out a message which have heard Pittsburg, in the United
was clearly heard at Sydney, Melbourne, States, lore than 7,0oo miles away, on
and at Rabaul, in the Bismarck Archi- two -valve' sets.
pelag, north of New Guinea, a distance of
The popular programme to be broadcast
on February 14 includes songs by Bryn
over 9,000 miles.
!

The official wireless telephony tests be-

Gwyn and musical entertainment by Foden
Williams.
A " Star Ballad " concert will be broad-

tween Australia and America have been
quite successful, many musical items and
speeches having been distinctly heard in cast on February 15, in which all the
different part- of Australia. The strength artistes arc of the highest standing in the
London musical world. De Groot and the

Piccadilly Orchestra will provide the
evening programme.
A Swedish magazine, the Radio -Nadel,

NIEMMENTAL TRANSMISSION" (continued front page

has organised a test between Swedish and
American amateurs for the purpose of encouraging
amateur transmissions in
Sweden.

The café habit is rapidly being discarded

in France as a result of the introduction
of wireless.

Fig 39 -A Valve as a Gild -leak.

V

Fig. 37 -The Principle of the Mastero5civater.

d
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small -power

valve is employed.

succeeded
muscles.

If a

in hearing the action

of the

obviate this difficulty the radio choke may
be wound with resistance wire or a

A wireless club .has been organised at
Poznan (Poland) for the purKse of popularising wireless in that country and developing the wireless industry.
A temporary agreement was reached

separate plate supply may be employed.

between the British Broadcasting Company

receiving valve is used it will probably
not work efficiently -on the high plate
voltage supplied to the transmitter. To

KENNETH C LLYETT.

Fig. 40. -A Typical Maier-o3cillater.

Frenchmen and their families
now hear concerts by wireless from Paris,
London and Brussels instead. Using wireless apparatus, with the
human body instead of an aerial, a
German physiologist, Dr. Lilien,tein, has

(To be continued;

and representatives of the entertainment
industry at their last II-lye:int; in London.

_
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126
Months ago we decided
that a first-class bright
filament valve could be
manufactured to sell at
10/- and yet contain the
very best materials and
workmanship. We still
find this true to -day. The
price of the Silver Clear
Louden remains at 10/-.
LOUDEN IV, VALVES

Wouben tlatt)o - Sitber Q.:tear
Advert. of the Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., Park Royal, London, N. W.10.
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Have you a

Gramophone
-then why not use it
as a Loud Speaker
ANY wireless
enthusiasts

have

overlooked the fact that
any good Gramophone
can be readily converted

into a first-class Loud
Speaker by the attach-

ment of a BROWN
Wireless
Gramophone

N.F. Couplings
SIR,-Specialising as we do on H.F.

In every amplifier attached to a B.B.C.
station a milliammeter is permanently incouplings and reaction units to work in serted in the H.T. lead, and it is one of
conjunction with them, we were interested the primary duties of the control engineer
in the article on page 134 of No. 138. to see that the needle never fluctuates.
We would like your readers to know that I mention this as a practical proof of what
the method suggested of marking the pins is really an elementary theoretical conof transformers has been adopted by us sideration in efficient L.F. amplification.
for more than two years on all the appa- -C. E. W. (Parkstone).
. ratus of this class which we make. The
" What Your Condensers Do"
photograph shows one of our transformers,
SIR, -In reply to the letter cff A. F. W.
(Kingston) in No. 138, I should like to

point out what appears to be an error.
There arc three well-defined classes cif

Adaptor (in either of its
tub types).

electrical - movement constituting three
different kinds of electric current, namely :

No alterations are

(a) conduction currents formed by movements of electrons from one atom to

necessary, merely remove
the Sound box and fit the

another in a conductor or closed circuit
when an E.M.F. is applied to that circuit;

Adaptor. A rubber connection ensures that it
will fit practically every

(17) displacement current obtained by ima fluctuating or oscillating

pressing

E.M.F. across an insulator or dielectric
(the current that flows is not an electron

type of Gramophone.
You will be surprised at
Radiax H.F. Transformer.

flow or complete transference of electrons

from which_ you will see that the pins arc

bined movement of electrons in the neutral
atoms themselves that causes a .:nomentary

the volume of mellow

tone that either of these
Adaptors can produce-

with a good Gramophone
the results should be
uractically indistinguish-

able from a standard

BROW ]1' Loud Speaker.

e Prices
SOLD IN TWO TYPES :
Type HI.
120 ohms £4 : 7 : 6
2000 ohms £4 : 10: 0
4000 ohms £4 : 12 : 0
112.
(as illustrated)
120 ohms £2 : 0 : 0
2000 ohms £2 : 2 : 0
4000 ohms £2 : 4 : 0
From all Dealers

S. G. BROWN LIMITED
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3
Showrooms

19 MORTIMER STREET, W.1

15 MOORFIELDS, LIVERPOOL
67 HIGH ST:, SOUTH AMPTON

Wireless Apparatus
Glib,'

Ad. 22_1
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marked.
The same method is adopted in -the case

from one atom to another, but is a com-

movement of electrons known as a displacement current); the third (c) is known
the same style; the top or L.T. pin is a as a convection current-tharis, a current
dummy the plate and grid pins are con- due to the movement of electrons or neganected together so as to automatically tive and positive ions through the acid or
make the plate -to -grid connection when electrolyte of a cell, across a spark gap or
the anode coil is plugged in, thus enabling arc or between the filament and anode of
transformer or tuned -anode coupling to be a valve-in fact in all cases. where an
used in the same sockets.. Anode reaction ionising action occurs. I do not agree
of our anode coils, which are made up in

can be used on any of these instruments by
means of our various reaction units.RAMAN., LTD. (London, W.1).

that the statement referred to is inaccurate,
as displacement current does momentarily
flow

and

continues to flow whilst an

"Seeing Music";

E.M.F. of varying amplitude is applied
and maintained.-L. A. C. (London).

Siff-From the remarks of " Thermion
in No. 139 under the heading "Seeing

Other Correspondence Summarised

Music," in which he describes how the
needle of a milliammeter fluctuates in

unison with the music or speech received,
it is obvious that his set most be yielding
very distorted reception. As his remarks

G. B. (Swansea), E. K. (Edmonton) and

A. H. P. (Shepherd's Bush), referring to

the letter of W. B.

S.

(Dornoch, N.B.)

in No. 139, state that the church service

which he received at a.m. on January 12
was transmitted by W G Y.
may I be allowed to make the following
E. T. G. (Henley-on-Thathes) states that
correction.
crystal reception has greatly improved
If the needle of a milliammeter placed his
since
he installed a "Vertex "
in the H.T. lead of an L.F. amplifier
H; S. (Longsight) would like to draw
fluctuates, it is quite obvious that some
or all the valves are being operated beyond attention to the fair treatment he received_
their linear limits. A dip of 5 milliamps that when he returned a ,faffIty Eureka trans" Thermion " mentions indicates appal- former to the makers. Although it had.
ling overloading of the valves and that they been in use for several months, .:-Ney immeare partially= -rectifying the L.F. impulses. diately sent a new 'one.
are

likely to prove most misleading,

1
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REDUCED
PRICE

25/.
Carriage Paid, ready
for mounting.

for

distance

Clearer

Speechandifaste

with the
TWIN -COIL L.F.
INTER. VALVE

TRANSFORMER

0

NE amateur enthusiast writes : "Your transformers
are definitely superior in quality of production of
speech and music." Another says : " The greatly
improved reception since fitting these transformers is indeed
amazing."

These opinions, arriving daily, confirm our own tests.
With the M -L transformer you get both speech and music
clearer. There is a complete absence of distortion, greater
amplification and a longer range.
Stoutly built and well finished, it is dust and damp
proof. The coils are completely enclosed. Insulation has
received special attention, and there is no danger of burning
Out. Primary to secondary ratio, 1-4.
To get the best from your set use an M -L transformer.

Neutron
The consistent high sensitivity of
Neutron Crystal is proved by the
rapidly accumulating records of
" long-distance " reception - and

you can

obtain the same results, with care in your
choice and arrangement of apparatus ; par,

ticularly in your choice of Crystal - at the
same time the most important item and the
least expensive.

Be sure it is Neutron.

Manchester from Bakewell
"A. C.," Bakewell, receives Manchester on a
Neutron plain Crystal Circuit.

Birmingham from London
" L. V. C.," of Chiswick, receives Birmingham
regularly on a Neutron without amplifiers.

Chelmsford from York
"E. C. D.,"

York, receives

the

high -power

station on a single slider set, with Neutron.

38
miles

125
miles

160
miles

Brussels from Chiswick

200
Madrid from Chippenham
"R. A. H.,"
800
And with 2 stages of L.F. only, 3
W B Z from Chippenham
,000

"L. V. C.," of Chiswick, receives Brussels on

The

ANODE
CONVERTER
APERMANENT
substitute for the

For two
stago

Typq

power
amplifi-

12-300 volts imum

t13100

Type 0 12-500 volts t

£18 0 0

Chippenham, regularly receives

Madrid on a plain Crystal circuit, with Neutron.

miles

high - tension battery.
Ideal for power am-

miles
"R. A. H.," of Chippenham, also reports
reception of W B Z (Springfield, Mass.) on a Crystal set using Neutron, with 2- low -frequency valves acting as note

plifier work. Worked

magnifiers only.

volt accumulator, the consumption is low - 1.15

6-120 volts

£11 5 0

miles

from the ordinary 6 -

Supplied in
the following
standard voltage
ranges:
Type

a Neutron, without amplifiers.

For low power
) transmission work.

We invite applications
front traders for terms.
Write for details.
The M -L Magneto Synd., Ltd.,

Wireless Dept.,
Victoria Works, Coventry.

amperes. Perfectly smooth
reception.
Continuous

adjustment of H.T. voltage and not by steps.

Concert Tested & Guaranteed Radio Crystal
Stocked by the Best Radio Dealers. Packed in tin with
silver catswhisker. Insist on Neutron in the

/6

Black and Yellow TinProduced by NEUTRON, LTD.,

Sicilian House,
London, W.C.1. Phone : Museum 2677. Sole distributors :

V. Zei lira & Sons,
144. Theobald's Road, London, W.C.1.

Phones: Museum 3795 & 6841. 0
Ew

1111111

(I maWre.e.3

TRADE NOTES AND
CATALOGUES
E are informed by Fuller's United
flectric Works, Ltd., Woodland
Works, Chadwell Heath, that they arc in
a position to supply -standard-size ebonite
panels ready for use in sealed envelopes.

Mr. Herbert G. White, who has been
associated for the past fourteen years with
Niessrs.
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Gent and Co., Ltd., has relin-

From the British Thomson -Houston Co.,
T.td., 'Crown House, Aldwvch, W.C.2, we
have received an illustrated leaflet of tablelamp loud -speakers.

Two large show -cards illustrating the
"Dragonfly " loud:speaker have been sent
by Alfred Graham and Co., St.
Andrew's Works, Crofton P,krk, S.E.4.
A catalogue of C.A.C. wireless sets and
accessories has been sent us by .the City
us

Accumulator Co.,

io,

Rangoon Street,

quished his post as London manager with

E . C .3.

this firm to take up the appointment of

A window card illustrating the R.I.
low --frequency transformer has been received from Radio Instruments, Ltd., 12,
Hyde Street, Nell.' Oxford Street, W.0

chief engineer of the wireless department
of Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co., Ltd.,
Acton, London, W.3.

From the Radi-Arc Electrical Co.. Ltd.,
Bennett Street, Chiswick, W.4, we have
received a sample of the Liberty safety
wander plug, which will not allow suffident current to pass to injure '-aloes.

(( HAVE YOU SEEN THE
"WIRELESS MAGAZINE"?
(

It is acknowledged as

the MOST ORIGINAL
the MOST ENTERTAINING
and the MOST PRACTICAL
el
11

its kind

1 /- net Monthly .

Tension -winding means Efficiency
Reactone Coils are tension -wound because that gives them
greater rigidity, complete uniformity, and their structure
(better for coupling). They are the only correctly tension wound, former -less Coils.
Reactone Inductance Coils are wound
on patented machines which apply a
constant tension to the wire throughout the winding-the same at the
periphery as at the beginning : the
' machines automatically compensate for
the greater speed at periphery, and

thus avoid stretching of the wire and
consequent lack of uniformity.

you can depend on each Reactone Coil
tuning to the wave -length specified.

With tension -winding we are able to
dispense with all ebonite, empire tape,
or other substances which introduce
additional self -capacity ; and at the
sane time secure a 'unique low c a p a c i t y formation that makes

TUNING_ SHARPER, SIGNALS
STRONGER, and REACTION

READIER.
Set of 5-Nos. 25, 35, 50, 75 and 100. New Price
" Chelmsford 9) Coil (No. 150). New Price

Uniformity means definite calibration

;

TENSION-WOUND

Inductance

Reactone Cols are now supplied

in Cartons hermetically sealed
with Cellophane wrappers,

Coifs

.4-k year Wireless Dealer, In ease of difficulty, send P.O. for 3/3 (or 2/- for the Chelmsford), with
'sour Dealer's ,,ante and address, to the illanvfacturers

HARFORTH & CO., 88-90, Chancery Lane, LONDON, W.C.2.

Phone : HOLBORN 2213
Can also be obtained wholesale from V. ZETTLIN & SONS, 144, Theobald's Road, LONDON,

If you would have complete satisfaction

If you use the super -sensitive

GIL-RAY CRYSTAL
you are SURE of the very best
results. Price 113, of dealers
If unobtainable,
everywhere.
send 1/6 and name and address

of dealer to:THE GIL RAY RADIO CO.,
Sicilian House, London, W.C.I.

Stocked br best factors and V. Zedlin

& Sons, 144, Model's Rd,

W.C.1.

Agents for Ireland: Pettigrew and Merriman, ace, Tooley Street, S.E.

"ALL LIVE SPOTS"

from your set, not now and then, but
every time and all time, you must
instal the famous Talite Crystal which
is all over active, extremely sensitive
and thoroughly tested and guaranteed
before being sold to the public. Refuse
all others and buy Talite (sold in tubes
at 1/9) or H.H.F. Hertzite (sold in
tubes at 1/6). From all dealers or send
Postal order for large trial piece to the

I TALI TE I Premier Crystal House.

HARDING, HOLLAND & FRY, LTD.
52 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LCNDON, ECU
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FALLON
Music -Masters both

SQUARE. LAW

CONDENSERS

Features include :
One hole fixing, tag
connections,

heavy

aluminium top and

bottom
plates.
Metal to metal adjustable bearings, stout,

well -cut aluminium
vanes, Complete
illustration.

as

HE " Revo " Loudspeaker. is as near perfection in reproduction
.as a loudspeaker can be.
We didn't put it on the
market -till we had explored

The New Fallon Square Law Condenser is absolutely the last
word in perfect condenser construction.
Extremely handsome appearance, all parts being heavily plated ; .068
spacing (the- closest possible). In the new model the overall length

of the .001 condenser is only 41 in. as against 51 in. in the old

model, and by a new idea in spacing washers, rigidity of construction, never before achieved in any make of condenser, has been

every

obtained.

SQUARE LAW TYPE
(As illustrated.)
Price
Price
.001 ... 9/6
.00025 ... 6/9
.0005
8/6 .0002 ... 6/.
.0003 ... 7/- Vernier, 3 or 5, 4/E

0005
.0003

Price

Price
6/-

... 8/9
7/_

melody that's rich and pure.
exquisite in its fidelity.
By the peculiar construction

.00025...
.0002 ...

5/6
... 6/6 Vernier, 3 or 5, 4/-

of the throat and bell,

FALLON

The diaphragm adjustment

CONDENSERS

is most flexible in its control.

- improve results
in all Sets.

THE " REVO " SENIOR
Specification : 22 in. high ;

Made of the highest
mica

Aluminium Trumpet 14 in.
diam. ; Finished Black.
Price, 80/-.

and

copper foil ; each oneFALLON Fixed Condensers
Capacities up to .001,
tested and gua.kanteed. FALLON Fixed
1/3 each.
Condensers are right up to FALLON
Capacities- up to .004,
standard. Fitted with soldering tags
2/- each.
and nuts for making clean connections.
British Reputation.- Your Condensers Fixed Condenser and Grid
Leak COMBINED.
are not FALLON'S unless the name
(As Illustrated.)
FALLON appears on same.
2 or 3 megohms,
2/6 each.

-

The " Revo " " Senior Loudspeaker has two small brothers

the Junior and Baby, worthy

followers, finished black, price

48)- and 30/- each respectively.
At all dealers.
able

The CABLE ACCESSORIES Co., Ltd.,

Tividale, Tipton,

VARIOMETER

STAFFS.

Inside winding, suitable for
broadcast reception on any
P.M.G. Aerial, extraordinary

coupling, ensuring" large
tuning range. Inductance, the

We produced the

different positions.

Headphone to meet the
demand for a light,
comfortable and ultra-

highest possible, ----9.5 to 1. Metal
feet can he adjusted to four

As used in
the Single Valve receiver for
all wavelengths, described and
illustrated in " Modern Wireless," July issue.
Postage 6d.

PRICE 1 CV--

All Post Orders, Correspond.
ence and Applications for Trade
Terms to :

If

obtain

direct:

The Premier

close

to

locally write

FALLON'S
koudgmuulatittnattuoAts-ss-,

dis-

tortion is kept at zero
point 'and " muffling " is
entirely absent.

FIXED

quality

research,.

speaker that reproduces

With Ordinary Vanes
.001

of

avenue

and now we have a loud-

STANDARD TYPE

"Revo" Lightweight
sensitivel phone.

No

pressure, no hair -tearing, no discomfort, no
projections.

21/-.

Guaranteed for 12
months.

FALLON

CONDENSER Co., Ltd.

White Ribbon Works, Broad Lane, Tottenham, 1'.15.
BRANCHES :

3,

Kings' Street West, Deansgatc, Hanchestcr ;
120, Wellington Street, Glasgow.

Barclays 711

AMY

The Name for Perfect Radio
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emattur W

TEROL-EA-pDHi:DANSYT

the hollowing list 01 fransmissions
these abbreviations are observed: con. lor

concert; lee. /or lecture; arch. for orchestral

concert; irr. lor irregular; m. lor metres; and
sig. for signal.

GREAT BRITAIN

The times given are according to Greenwich
Mean Time.
Loudon (2L0), 365 M. 3-2 p.m., con. ; 3.153.45 p.m., lee. ; 4-5 p. m . , con. ; 5.30-6.15 p.m.,
children ; 6.40 p.m. talk ; 7-7.30 p.m., time sig.,
news, talk ; 7.30-9.30 p.m., music ; 9.30-10.0
p.m., time sig., news, talk ; 30.0-10.30 p.m.,
music.

Mon. and Wed. the Savoy Bands are
relayed until 11.0 p.m., and on Sat. until midnight. Sat. only, 4-5.30 p.m., con.
Aberdeen (2BD), 495 m. Belfast (2BE), 435
Birmingham (51T), 475 in. Bournemouth
(6BM), 385 tn. Cardiff (5W:1), 331 m. 6Ias'
gow (5SC), 420 M. Manchester (2Z1'), 375 m.
Newcastle (5N0), goo m. Much the same as.
London times.
Bradford (2LS), 310 m. Dundes (2DE),. 331
m. Edinburgh (2E11), 328 M. Hull (6KH), 335
m. Leeds (2LS), 346 in. Liverpool (612V), 315
m.

Nottingham (;NG), 322 M.
Plymouth
(51W), 335 M. Sheffield (6FL), 301 m. Stoke.
m.

-en .Trent (6ST), 306 m. Swansea (5SX), 481 m.

CONTINENT

The times are according to the Continental
system; lor example, 16.3o is 4.20 p.m., and
e8.00 is 8 a.m. (G.M.T.).

LiVi nq
EAR the song as the singer
intended you to hear it.

Close your eyes and let

your Loud Speaker reflect the
real personality of the artiste.
It should be easy if your Set is

AUSTRIA.

.

rtisc

Take the Eureka Concert
This
Grand for example.
design

The corner

stone upon which

the whole

tion-a paradox that must be

structure of sound reproduction

tried out to be fully appreciated.
Its hermetically sealed contents
can be exposed to the elements
indefinitely without harm. Its

the L.F. Transformer.

Such responsibility is shared by
no other component. And what
Text
is this Transformer ?
Books will tell yoy that it
consists of an iron core sur-

17.30,
(Wed.);
18.3o, news, weather ; 19.00, tim..) sig., con.,
news-; 21.00, dance (Wed., Sat.).
Gras. (relay), 700 in. Testing.
Innsbruck (relay station), Under construction.
BELGIUM.

Sat.), children (Tues.) ;

broke
away from tradition and left
the accepted theories of low
frequency amplification. Its low
ratio gives immense amplificaunconventional

free from distortion.
rests is

Vienna (Ravag), 530 m.
kw.). 08.00,
markets; to.00, con. ; 32.05, time sig. ; 12.2o,
weather ; 14.30, Stock Ex. ; 15.0o, news, con.;
15.10, children (Wed.); 17.10, lec. (Toes., Fri.,

coppered steel

case

Brussels (pR), 265 m.

(x
kw.). 17.00.
and Thurs.); dance
(Tues. and Sat.) ; 18.0o, news ; 20.35, lee., con.,

children

news (opera, Mon. and Wed.).
Haeren (BAV), 1,100 m. 13.00, 14.00, 16.50,
38.50, weather.
CZECHO=SLOVAKIA
Kbely (OKP), x,16o n1. (i kw.). Weekdays:
09.00, 10.30, 12.30, 16.0o and 17.00, con. (Wed.
and Sat.) ; 18.30, lec., news, weather, con. (time
daily ; to.00, con. (Sun.).
sig.,
Komarov (OKB), 1,800 m. (1 kw.). Week
days : 13.00, Stock Ex., weather, news; 17.30,
con. (Thurs.); 09.00, con. (Sun.).
Strasnice (43o m.). Testing- shortly.

definitely

eliminates interaction under all
conditions.

But above all

(\Ved.

its

rounded by two separate windtone is a revelation to all who
ings of fine wire wound one
How
music -sensitive.
are
over the other.
much longer will you put up
They will even give the inquirwith the inferior Loud Speaker
ing reader all the constructional
reproduction when for 30/- you
details he needs. But there is
can get the finest Transformer
very much more in
money can buy ?
the design of a
One that carries a
In two Models
good L.F. Transfull and unconConcert Grand 30/Eureka No. 2 22/6
former than that.
ditional guarantee.
(For second stage)

DENMARK.
Copenhagen (Kjohenhayns Radiofonistation),
470 m. 19.0o, con. (Sun., Wed., Thurs.); also
tests on 750/800 m. 20.00 almost daily.
Lyngby (ONE), 2,40o rn. Week -days : 18.2o,
news and Stock Ex. ; 20.00 and 21.00, news,
weather and time sig.
Ryvang, 1,025 m. 18.3o, Eng. lesson (Wed.);

to.00, con. (Tues. and Fri.).
Eiffel

FRANCE.
Tower, 2,600 m: (6 kw.).

06.40,

weather (exc. Sun.); moo, markets (exc. Sun.
and Mon.); 11.15, time sig., weather.; 14.45,
15',35, 16.30,4' Stock Ex. (exc. Sun and Mon.);
18.00. con. (not daily); 18.45, Paris fashions
(in
Advci

.2

,

Utifilics Co., Ltd., Fisher Si., L.27Ic,t,

G.A.
2226

English)-temp-(Wed. and Sat.) ;

19.00,

weather ; 20.30, con. relayed from PTT (Fri.);

22.10, weather (exc. Sun.).
* On 1st and 15th Of each month at 16.45.
Radio -Paris (SFR), 1,780 m. (2 kw.). Sun.
days : 12.45, orch. ; 13.45, news; 16.45, con. ;
(Contityned rn tage 2S2)
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" BELLING

- LEE"

Heads
cannot

Tops
engraved

screw off

white on
black.
16
engravings

or flex

Shock -proof
insulating

Recessed

to take fle
covering

any

wtre from

...... Transverse

14 S W.G. in

longues press -

44 S. W.G.,

mg outwards
ensuring clean

Dome shaped

Contact

wire
Standard

Complete

4.8. A.

with nut

Stem

G washer

indicating disc
in red as black
16 indications.

Fixing nut
and washer

Soldering fug

PRICE 70 per set

31`'. EACH BRASS

41°.

ticottattE andensua

...,ohandle, red
or black

Internal
chuck head

will grip
Hole to grip
phone tag
or solid

spade tag

VnriSy4rcui

Patent Nos 205010 & 28743/4

Pateot No 5807 24.

Grips a

14

MULTY-KONTACT PLUGS & SOCKETS

INDICATING TERMINALS.

PRICE

art,,fintr WirelesS

281

EACH NICKEL

NICKEL PLATED

e direct toBELLING & LEE, LTD., Queensway Works, Ponders End

Your ,ealer can susisly tall.

1)1 case of

THE "P.P.V.2.

9

---

Thirty-two Different Stations"
has
With the wonderful P.P.V.2, an amateur constructor
Y ; 2 13 E ;
received the following 32 stations :--5 S C ;
6BM; 2BD; 2 DE; 2L0; Munich; PTT;
SNOT.
5 W R ; Munster ; Breslau Le Petit Parisien ; Vox Haus ;

Prices of variable condensers have for some
time been cn the upward grade. Our policy,
however, is to let our customers have 'the
benefit of our modern production methods,
so prices remain the same. The quality of
these condensers places them in the same
category as the high-priced models, some
The movement is
at double the price.
delightfully smooth, and spacing and
adjustment so accurate that no possibility
of shorting need be feared. The first-rate
finish is accentuated by the beautifully
designed " TROLITE knob and dial which
are included in the price. These condensers
are all fully guaranteed. If your dealer

cannot supply send to us direct.
6001
6103

;
Koenigsberg;
Bremen ; RI ; Stuttgart ; 'Hanover. Hundreds hove tuned in

Leipsig ;

5XX

front one to five American stations nightly.,
RADIO -PLAN No. 1 tells the nacre novice how to successfully snake the " P.P.V.2." Ever -so -Different, and Ever -so Easy pictorial diagrams. After that, free expert help till you

The plates in this model are exceptionally thick, and all metal parts are plated.
0.001

101

60002

I

713

I

are satisfied.

RADIO PLAN No. 1, TWO SHILLINGS, FROM

PRESS EXCLUSIVES

Wireless Publishers

2, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.

6/.

6'0005
6'0001

4/6
3 -plate Vernier, 3/9

csK 91 Square -Law Range

HaMburg;
2LS; 6KH; 5NG; S13' R ; 6FL; IRO;
S F 12
5NW;
2EH;

7/.

6'00075

61002

5/6

11. 0005

8/3

61001

6, 6

I

6103

7, 9

0.0003

.11/6

WITH VERNIER
0.001

13/6

I

01005

12/6

1

KNew Pattern Fixed Condensers

21111111/111111:1/111.1:1:, llllllll 111111.1":1111.111 llllllllll 11,17.11:1111/".V.:111111,1,11111:.1111111.11": lllll 1,1111M

The " K " Fixed Condenser is an entirely new Wates' production and it is
confidently anticipated that, due to its unique qualities the old model, consisting of layers of plateS, liable to expansion and changes in capacity, will
soon be a thing of the past. Reports from users are enthusiastic and repeat
orders are commonplace with the " K Tubular Fixed Condensers. Apart
from their accurac-y in capacity they have the added advantage of great ease
in fixing, being either fixed directly to the wiring -in panel or supported by

LIGHTWEIGHT

ADJUSTABLE
HEADPHONES

the brackets supplied free with -each condenser.

0102
0103

only 12 oz, with cores.

PRICE -1 pair

10.9

2 pairs 2 1
3 pairs 3 1,'.

NON-METALLIC

Post 6d.

2/. each.

1/=

Non -resonant, distortindess and
natural in tone. Finished with
a rough cobbled surface in
any of the following bronze

I

Coil -Holder

I

14417:1;;;NNIc.

The need of a really first-class coil -holder with
vernier adjustment at a reasonable price is now
met by the model illustrated here. The materials
used are brass and best -quality ebonite and the
is

such

that

it

will

match the

most

fastidiously constructed set.

LARGE UPRIGHT HORN, height 24 in., diameter of flare
PRICE with ferrule, 1119, poet, crate, etc. 2/ 15 in.

SMALL UPRIGHT HORN, height 22 in., diameter cf flare
PRICE with ferrule, 9/9, post, packing and crate 1/9
12 in.

SCIENTIFIC
SUPPLY
STORES
126, Newington Causeway, S,E.1
00, Newington Causeway, London, S.E.L

16, Manette Street, Charing Cross Rd.. W.f.
84, Church Road, Upper Norwood, S.E 23,

'Phone: Hop

Cam -Vernier

finish

CURVED HORN, as shown, for Amplion Juniors, etc. Diameter
PRICE with ferrule, 1 1/9, post, crate, etc. 2/.
of flare 12 in.

lllllll Illtillit llllllll I lllllllll 1111111 llllll Honnerlirminommoimil

'9 each.

A

Wates'

9d.

PURPLE, or NATURAL BRONZE

St. George's Circus, S.E.1.
207, Edgware Rd., W.2.

.1

0'006

finishes SPEAKER HORNS
GOLD, SILVER, RED, GREEN,

7,

0'0001
0'0002 ;
61003
01005

0'001

Extremely sensitive, weigh

4177.

lllllllllllll

Send NOW for our Revised Catalogue-post free.

1277-7465

BROS., LT)

0

12, 13, 14, Great Queen Street, Kingsway, W.C.2.
'Grams : Zywateseng, Westeent,
'Phone : f_7crrisd 575-576.
WORKS LONDON, BIRMINGHAM AND WESTCLIFF.

282

era tourWitriess
Adjusttlereeelhtype4
pieces,

eac

or

per pair, complete with
The most sensitive phones we have used
BROWNA'.

leadbands and cords.
and undoubtedly the best type you

can

use for

A. W . PLEATED
PAPER LOUDSPEAKER
3" length of rod to screw in reed with flat to lock, 7d. post free.
Paper for above in sheets 42 i< 61. Ready proofed. The hest you
can buy for the purpose. 2/3 pee sheet.
Loudspeaker, 12/6,
Converts any gramophone 01 horn into a first class Loudspeaker in a few seconds.
Compret- in box with instructions. Flex 6 ft. connection. 2,000
or ms. Money hack Guarantee on every box.

ORAMOVOX JUNIOR

GRANIOVOX SENIOR!?

-i.heUllontetbsttedLoz.:

sneaker attachments made. Fine tone and volume.

Guaranteed.

Crystal Sets in Sclid Mahogany sloping cases, enclosed
Variorrieter tuned, 15/. each,
S.P.D.T. Knife Switches

glass

detectors.

Headphones, 13'6 pair. Adjustable diaphragms.

post 2d.

4,000 ohms.

A line we can recommend.

Everythingi1GOODMAN'S"

terms
arranged.

Easy

78 SPENCER RD., WEALOSTONE, MDDX.

RADIO "CROXSONIA" PANELS

On all panels, see Croxsonia seal
Black Pratt finish, insulation perfect, rigid without being
brittle, drills, cuts and taps perfect: -7" x 3", 1/- ; 8" x 5",

1/2; 7" a 6", 1/3 ; 9" X
8", 2 3 ; to" x 9", 2/4;
12" X 9,210; 12" x to",

1,7 ; io" x 8", 2/1 ; at"x
x 8", 2/6 ; az" x 9", 2/7

14." x IC.", 3e5; 14" X
12", 4/-,
thick. Post free. Callers, cut any size, and
quote by Post. Exceptional Terms. Sample and List, post
tree to 'the trade, from sole Manufacturers :
CROXSONIA COMPANY, 10 South St., MOORCATE,
IltIll11111111!11111111111111111111111IIIIIIIII1111111111111111
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" BROADCAST TELEPHONY

(CET/. from tage 28o)
news, &et p 2100, dance tousle. Weekdays : 12.30, ofth., Stock Ex., news ; 16.30,
markets, Stork Ex., con, ; 17.45, Stock Ex.,
news, W011 -1e11; 20.30, lec., news, con. ; 21.00,
211.30,

dance (Thurs.).

Frequent relays of 5 X X after

22.00. Le
Paris, provides a special con.
every 2nd :And 4th Saturday in the month t

21.00 or 22.00
L'Ecole Sup. des- Postes et Telegraphs_;
(PTT), Paris, 458 m. (400 W.). 14.00, lee.
relayed front Sorbonne University (Thurs.);
15.00, outside relay (Sat., icr.) ; 15.45 and 17.00,
lee. relayed from Sorbonne (Wed.) ; 16.00, outside relay (irr.)-; 20.00. Eng. talk (Tues.);

20.30, lec. or con., almost daily, con. relayed by
F. L. (Fri.) ; 20.45, lee.

(Sun.), organ recital

3rd Sun. each month; 21.30, C011. (Sun.).
" Le Petit Parisien," 345 m. (coo
21.30, con. (Sun., Tues., Thurs.), dance (Sat.).
Lyons.la=Doua, 530 m., 10.30, gramophone
con. ; news, etc. (irr.).

Radio.Lyon, 287 m. (2 kW.).
20.30, news ; con. (irr.).

t2.00, -17.13,

Toulouse Aerodrome (MlitD), 1,525 01. 09.42,
t9.42, weather.

Station du Pic du Midi, 330 .m. (co

'Testing.

GERMANY.
Berlin (2), 1503 M.

0S.00, sacred

con. (Sun.); 09.00, markets, news, weather;
10.00, factory con. and tests ; 10.3o, educat.
hour (Sun.); it. t;, Stock Ex.; 12.0o, time
sig., news, weather ; 13.15, Stock Ex. ; 14.00,
lee. (Sun.), markets ; 14.30, children (Sun.,
Wed.) ; 15.00, Esperanto (Sat.) ; 15.30, orch.,
French (Tues.); 17.30. lec.,' women; 18.00,
French (Mon.), lee. (Tues.) ; 18.30, lee., Engl.

(Thurs.), theatre news (Tues.); 19.30,* con.,
weather, news, time sig. 21.30, chess (Mon.),
dance until 23.00 (Thins., Sat., Sun.). e If

opera relayed, at 18.30.
I'ATT T 11 NDINC-

The Grid Leak with the
N.P.L. Report. Send tor copy
The only accurate
PRICE
variable Grid Leak

3/-

o,tae

watch -like precision and ec:entific

of

design.

Berlin (Telefunken Co. L 200 m. Tests.
: TelegT0pheil Paton,
Eberswalde, 3.150
06.45-18.45,' news, con. (Fri., irr.).

Konigswnsterhausen (LP), 2,450 m. (, kw.).
Buro. Press Service: o6.00, 20.00.
2,800 m. (5 kw.) : to.3o, con, (Sun.), Esperanto
lec. 4,000 m. (to kw.): Express News Service,
06.00-20.00 (daily) ; lee. (Tues. and Fri., time

Wolff's

irr.).

RADIO 101Pet.OVE DENTS Ltd.
1248 Londol Mews, Maple St., Lond a W.

111111111110h11111111111111111111111111111111.11111111111111111

Bremen, 33o m. (1 kw.).

Relay front Ham-

burg.
Breslau, 418
kw.). 10.15, Stock Ex.,
weather ; I1.00, factory con. (weekdays),
sacred con. (Sun.) ; 11.55 (Sun.), time sig.,
"

weather, Stock Ex. ; 84.0o, news (weekdays);

DO IT NOW !
WE SUPPLY ANYTHING AND
EVERYTHING

FOR WIRELESS

You must have the best components for that Radio Set

WE HAVE THEM.

children (Sun.) ;

15.00,

(Fri.) ;

t6.00, orch children

(Sat.); 17.00, shorthand
(Sat.), Mah Jongg (Wed.); 18.00, Esperanto
(Mon.), Engl. (Thurs.), lee. (other days) ; 19.0o,
con., weather, time sig., news ; 20.30, dance
16.43,

con.

(Sun.) ; 21.15 (Mon.).
Cassel, 292 10. (I

kw.).

Frankfort.
Dresden,
Leipzig.

280 no.

(1%

kw.).

Sun.).
Leipzig, 454 m.

kw.).

07.30, sacred

coa. (Sun.); 10.00, educat. hour (Sun.);

Relay

front

Relay from

11.00,

markets, orch., time sig. ; 15.co, markets ;
15.30, °rein, children (Wed.) ; 16.30, lec.
(Tues.); 17.30, lec. (Tues.), experimenters (Wed.
and Sat.) ; 18.0o, lee. ; 19.00, lec. (irr.); 19.15,

con. or opera, weather, news ; 21.DO, con. (not
Will shortly be increased to 5 kw.

.daily).

Munich, 485 no.

kW,).

10.30, 10C., C011'

-

con., news (Sun.);

11.30,

11.00, sacred

news (other days);

sig. ; 14.30, markets; 15.30,
children (Sun.), lee. (weekdays) ; 18.40,,,weather,
11.55,

time

lee., time sig. ; 19.2o, women, con: or opera,

ems, dance (Sat.) ; 21.00, English, Spanish or
Esperanto, news, dance (Sat.).

Nuremberg, 340 m. Relay from Munich.
Stuttgart, 443 m. (1):-,c, kw.). 06.30, time
sig., weather (weekdays); 10.30, con. (Sun.);
13.00, time sig., con., news (St.n), children
(Sat.) ; 16.45, children (Wed.) ; 18.30, lee.
(weekdays) ; 19.00, con. (daily); 20.13, time
nib'.
22.00, weather, news, dance (Stilt.).
HOLLAND.
Amsterdam (PCFF), 2,000 m. Daily : 07.55,

;

16.10 (exc. Mon.- and Sat., when to.to-ri.io),
news, Stock Ex., time sig., 09.5:7., and 16.10.
(PX9), 1,050
: con.,
20.40, col. or organ

recital (Mon.).
Hilversum -(1-1D0), 1,050 01. (15 kw.). 17.40,
children (Mon.); 19.40, lea and cos. (Wed. and
Fri., irr.); t9.40, con. (Sun.), relay of Mendel berg orch. (Thurs.) ; con. (Sun.); 21.40, let-.
(Sun.).

Vossegat (Be), 1,050 01. 12.10 and to.4o,
weather.
Soesterberg, t,o.co tn. 19.26, weather.
Bloemendaal, about 200 111. 09.40 and 16.4o,
sacred service (Sun.).
HUNGARY.
Buda.Pesth (MT1), 950 m.
Half-hourly
from 06.45, news, Stock Ex..;, 10.00, con.
11.3o news (daily).
ITALY.
Rome Pnl425 m. (2 kw.). r6.00, orch.
19.35, news, con.; 20.15, lee., con. ; 21.00
;

dance (irr.).

(Radioaraldo), 624 m. (500 v.%).
10.30,
news ; 11.00, time sig., con. ; 14.2o, Stock Es. ;

Send a Postcard To -day for a copy of

Frankfort=on-Main, 470 m. (1% kw.). 07.30,
sacred con. (Sun.); to.io, Stock Ex. ; 10.55,

WIRELESS SUPPLIES CO.

Ex. (weekdays); 15.30, con., women ; 16.0o,
con. (Sun.); 17.00, markets, lee., children

AMLRICA DIRECT WITH 2 VALVES

Esperanto (Fri.) ; 18.30, educat. hour ; 19.0o,

Wireless expert undertakes to supply a a.Valve Set for
£3 10 0, 3 -Valve Set for £4 10 0. 4 -Valve S t for

Our Catalogue which is post free to you.
(L, S. DE SAVE.

67, Hammersmith Rd.,London.W.14.
THE ORIGINAL HOUSE SPECIALISING IN

TRANSFORMER REPAIRS
We Repair, Rewind or Reconstruct to any Ratio, NOISY

OR BROKEN DOWN 'TRANSFORMERS of Any
Make.

Efficiency Guaranteed equal to New.

5'. Cash with Order.

Postage paid.

DELIVERY 3 DAYS

We supply Transformer Bobbins of any dimensions

'(Limit Core 1" Diameter) wound to any Ratio -and any

number of turn, up to 24,000. 5/9 Post Paid

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
HAY STREET, PORTSMOUTH

time sig., news; 15.00, children (Sun.), Stock
(Wed.); t8.00, lee. (daily),_ shorthand (Wed.),
lec.,

'Engl.

(Mon.) ;

19.30, con.

(daily), jazz

band (Fri.) ; 20.30, time sig., weather, news ;
21.00, dance or late con. (not daily).
Gidwitz (relay station). Under construction.
Hamburg, 395 m.
kw.). Sunday : 07.55,
time sig., weather, news, lec., women ; to,00,
sacred con., chess; 12.00, con., lec.; 16.0o,
children ; 17.0o, con. ; 18.00, Engl. cony. ; 19.00,

sport, weatheri, news, con. or opera; 21.00 onwards, as weekdays. Weekdays: 06.25, time
sig., news ; 07.30, theatre news; 11.55, time
sig. ; 12.20, Engl. (Wed.); 14.00, political news,

markets.; 15.00, women ; 15.30, lee., Esperanto ;
16.05, orch., 17.00, con., lec. ; 18.25, lee.,

Engl. cone. (Tues. :old Fri.), Spanish (Mon.
and Thur.) ; 19.0e. wertler, con. or opera ;

;

13.00, news, weather, time sig., snow forecast ;
con., lee. (Sun.); 15.30, orch. (t6.09
Sun.), children (Wed.); 17.0o, agric. talk
(Mon.), con.; 18.0o, lc -c., Engl. (Men. and Fri.),
Italian ('rues.), Russian (Sat.). Esperanto
(Thurs.); 1,9.3o, con. ; 20.30, news, weather,
time sig. ; 21.00, late con. (Sun.), lee. (Tues.),
dance (Sat.).
14.00,

Munster, 410 m. (15 kw.).

;

The "BRETWOOD"'

21.00, weather, markets, news; 21.50, news (iii
English), dance (not daily).
Hanover, 296 .rn. (15 kw.). Relay from
Hamburg.
Konigsberg, 463 m. (15 kw.). o8.00, sacred
con. (Sun.) ; 10.15, markets ; 11.55, time sig.,
weather ; 13.15 and 15.00, markets; 15.3o,
children (Tues., Wed., Sat.), melt'. ; 18.30, lee.,
l'..,Teranto (Thurs., Sat.) ; 19.00, con. or opera ;
20.00, orch., lec, weather, news, dance (Thurs.,

19.00, con.

(Concluded on page 284)

Li 10 0.

.1.4111,

Accessories for the above sets, comprising

phones, suitable coil , valves, 120 vat H.T. battery, Accu'eulators can
be supplied at the folicnvieg prices; For z val. e,
1 -s. Cot
3 -valve. 65 10s. For 4 -valve. ,E5 118. All are ,natIc r l,r kandsonu
lnaho,,any rase and pe,yealy finisltea. Sets also made a specification
with or without own components. Terms : Cash with Order.

A. V. HEWGILL, 12, Salisbury Court.
Fleet Street, E.C.4.
TO MAKE YOUR AMPLION JUNIOR EQUAL TO A
£5 Ss MODEL SEND POST CARD FOR PARTICULARS

COMPUTE "ALLWOODAN " & AMPLION SPEAKER 45/ Wood hc rn, aluminium c,sting and 2,000 ohms the cheapest and

best loud speaker with wood horn.

Wood Fells, horns and

flares made to fit your speaker, state your requirements
WOOD BELLS and GOOSE NECK CASTINGS
stipptiert ihtfolotakeGRAMOPHONE A PTACHMENTS
fully.

H. MADDISON, 2a, Ronalds Rd., Holloway Rd.,
Nr.Higlibury. Afaniffacturer of 54" wood harms a,
thstilaveri

"Amplion ' at Wembley- 2'rarle sVplieri

CUSI01,11,,

9e, -or, c

(cash Toith ordol.
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World-famous

A-30

RAuLAND

Transformers

Pioneers in the Industry.

Audio -frequency Power Amplification
The addition of power amplification to the ordinary audio -frequency
amplifier solves the problem of faithfully reproducing broadcast
programmes with greater volume.
The circuit shows the perfected power transformers especially adapted
for the well-known " PUSHPULL " form of power amplification, which
has proved, after exhaustive tests, to be the most efficient method.

Output R.31, 25!-.

Input R.30, 25/-.

Descriptive leaflet upon request.

Super -heterodyne Kits
(Matched T ransf ormers).

5.40

e'r

Circuit No.

So -/.00 v

Of'4,014.1
2.

(Power

Each kit comprises :Three type R.110, Long Wave (Intermediate Frequency) 4,000 to

Stage.)

20,000 metres amplifies frequencies from 75 to 15 kilocycles. Ea. 30/,
One type R.120, 10,000 metres (30 kilocycle) filter or input. Ea. 30/-.

One type R.130 Radio Frequency Coupler (Oscillator Coupler).
Makes possible a uniform output at any frequency within its range

ALL AMAX JUNIOR & SENIOR REFLEX KITS

1 50-650 metres.
PRICE £6

PROMPT DELIVERY.

THE NEW RADIO KEY BOOK

Each 25/ -

12s. 6d. the complete kit.
ORDERS EXECUTED IN ROTATION.

Gaston E. Marbaix,

(By E. V. Rauland.)
The most valuable book of radio facts ever published. Contains practical helps and tested circuits, including Reflex and
Super -Heterodyne. Two photographic blue prints sent with
each book upon receipt of 9d. in stamps.

27-28, Anning St., E.C.2, London.

THERE'S A RAULAND FOR EVERY CIRCUIT.

ON :KALITA111111NG

A REPUTATION
AREPUTATION

THE CRYSTAL SUPREME
READ THE FOLLOWING QUAINT STORY

infinitely easier to
make than to maintain. Many years
is

ago the " Daily Graphic made a reputation
for clean news, broad editorial outlook, good
pictures and convenient make-up. To -day these

qualities are just the same, and the reputation
of the " Daily Graphic " is not only maintained but enhanced. For your home, for the
boy and girl at school, for holiday time, for
a railway journey, it is the best daily illus-

trated paper you can buy-and the price

is

only One Penny.
Your newsagent has many readers of the " Daily
Graphic " among his customers. He will be pleased to
add your name to his list. Send him an order to -day.

" My little boy had heard me complaining about various crystals.
On the advice of a friend took home a Valpo. Highly pleased
with results I let the boy listen, moving the whisker about. Suddenly
he lets out a shout, `Mum, it's hot all over,' being very surprised
at our hearty laughter."
I

That's VALPO
Uniform, unchanging quality and hot all
over (and inside. too) with wonderful
points !
HENRY' BRAUN, ESQ., C.E., that well-known scientist, has now
decided to use Valpo alone for research and experimental work.
All experienced experimenters are doing the same. That is because
" Valpo " is so unchanging. Not one good one here and there,"

but each one the same as another. Crystal users can safely buy.
Our word is pledged-and will be kept.

PRICE 1/6 Complete with Silver Catswhisker. Of all reliable
Wireless

DAILY GRAPHIC

dirt

ONE PENNY
ittC

i aUlatararraY

" Initratrat a AM.

Stores,

or host free direct

from ---

359 Strand, London, W.C.2.
Trade Enquiries Welcomed. 'Phone : Regent 4232.
AGENTS :-Birmingham : Priestly and Ford, 3, Cares' Lane ;
Belfast : Suffern and Co., Ltd., Shan/atilt Road ;
Dublin : IV. A. Doyle Kelly and Co., Pearse Street.
Bournemouth : L. Bass, 23, Lowther Road
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SPAIN.

" BROADCAST TELEPHONY " (cent. from ripe 282)

Centocelie (ICD), 1,800 m. (6 kw.).

15.00

and 19.30, news, con.
JUGO=SLAVI A
Belgrade, 1,650 tn. (2 kw .). 17.3o, con.,
news, weather (Tues., Thurs., Sat.), weather,
news only (Mon., Wed., Fri.).'
NORWAY.
Christiania, .34o its. (500 W.). Testing, daily,
01)0111

Madrid
weather,

PORTUGAL.
20.30,
Tests,

music (irr.); 13.00 and 23.00, weather.
RUSSIA.
Moscow, 1,500 01. (temp. \\'.I..). Weekdays :
14.or., markets; 16.30, news and/or con. Still days : 13.45, lee.; 16.30, news ;
con.
Times are not strictly adhered to, as broad c: -ring programme is not yet fully organised.

Boden (SASE(, 2,503 m.

.(Radio- berica), 392 m.
Stock Ex., time sig., con.,

22.00, fa Liberia con. (Tue. and Fri.).

Sun-

325 m. 17.30 or 18.(10,
lec., Stock EN. markets, con. or relay cf opera ;
20.30, news rrnd
Seville (E.\35), 35o

Sun.)-temp
* Local programmes are

21.00,
news ;

day : 16.30, con.
Barcelona (EA j1),

18.3o,

broadcast

at

Sundsvall' (SASD), 6So m. (5oo w.). To open
about March.
Falun (SMZK). Tests. Occasional relay of

lec., con.,

SWITZERLAND.
Geneva (HBO, 1,100 m. (50o w.).
lee.

Sun-

children ;
17.00, sacred service ; 19.0o, con.; 20.30, news,
weather.
Weekdays : 11.30, weather, Stock
09.55,

also

5X X.

m.

SWEDEN.
Stockholm (SASA), 430 m. (coo w.).
days :

con. (Tues.,

times.

news.

I rj.30.

Lisbon (Aer6-Lisboa), 375-410 m.
tests, music, speech (irr.).
Monsanto (CTV), 2,450 m. (r5 kw.).

FEBRUARY 14, 1925

sacred service ;

16.00,

Ex., time sig. (11.55); 18.00, lec. (irr.); 19.00,
con., lec., news, weather.

Gothenburg (SASB), 290 m. (50o w.), also
700 m. 10.0o, fishery reports (7(x) m.); 11.55,
time sig. ; 19.00,* programme s.h. from Stockbohn.

Malmoe (SASC), 270 in.

1

weather ;

1.00,

Tomo,* programme s.b. from Stockholm.

13.13,

No Sun. transmissions.

Lausanne (H B2), 78o m. (500 w.). 07.05.
weather ; 12.30, weather, markets, time sig.,

news ; 16.00, children (Wed.); 17.55, weather.
news ; 20.15, con. (exc. Wed.), dance (Thurs.

and Sat.).
Zurich (Hiingg), 515 or (i5o m. (W.L. not
definitely fixed) (500 w.). 11.0o, heather; 11.55,
time sig., weather, news, Stock Es. ; 15.00,
con. ; 17.15, children Ofan., Wed., Fri.) ; 18.06.
weather, news ; 10.15. ICC., con., dance (Fri.);
21.00, news. Sundays : 15.00 and 19.15, con.,
news, weather.

This is the way to

increase your salary
You will be pleased to hear that my

e the
worry
\\\\ au4 \of

salary has been doubled and that this goes

with an appointment on the Architectural
Staff of perhaps the most important public
body in London. I can only attribute my
success to your admirable tuition."
Many thousands of such messages from
grateful students have been received by the
International Correspondence Schools, the
iginators of

ire ess

SPARE -TIME STUDY BY POST
The I.C.S. Diploma is known, valued, respected in every country.

It is
an insurance against unemployment and wins prosperity and happiness for its

WHEN

Sir Harold Bowden, Managing Director of the Raleigh
Cycle Co., Ltd., Nottingham, says :
The Diploma of the I.C.S. in the hands of an ambitious
man can carry him far, as it has carried thousands. To

Contents of
Complete Set

possess this qualification is proof of a sound, thorough, and
specialised education in the subject representing that man's
vocation.

8 Terminal Studs,
6

The I.C.S. originated spare -time technical training by post 33 years ago,
and is by far the largest institution of its kind in the world. It has teaching
centres in eleven countries, and students in fifty.
Write to -day for full information as to how the I.C.S. can help you in your
chosen vocation. There are 300 I.C.S. Courses, of which the following
are the more important groups :
Engineering
Salesmanship
Advertising
(all branches)
Showcard Writing
Architecture
Textiles
French and Spanish
Building
General Education
Commercial Art
Window Dressing
Plumbing
Woodworking
Commercial Training
Professional Exams.
Draughtsmanship
Wireless Telegraphy

you build up your set-or

re -wire it with Newey Snap Terminals - you straight away take

owners.

Multi Connectors,

4 Coloured Connectors,
8 Discs (Black. Red

and Blue).
Phones +

High Tension +
Low Tension -IEarth

all the small worries out of wireless.
With a slight pressure of the finger
perfect contact is made and any
number of headphones can be coupled

together, one above the other, on the
same connection.

Experimental sets can be easily built

up and changed time after time with
Newey Snap Terminals, obviating as
they do the mess and uncertainty of
wiring not perfectly soldered.

Phones

High Tension Low Tension
Aerial

COMPLETE
with Instructions,

Price

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.

-

2

TRAK WOW

TEAMIIRIAL
,_imazazarma ENC,ANO

160 International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

No.

7 Set

T hu

Setpr oyuoduocian

4 -VALVE Set

COMPLETE
No Extras
IVhatever.

£26:11:9
Carriage Paid.
Also made in two and
three valve models at

equally keen

prices.

Ask your Wireless
Dealer for a Free
Demonstration.
Full particulars free
on request.

The EAGLE Engineering Co., Ltd., WARWICK.
8, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, W.C.1.

Mu rum

VALVES REPAIRED
Please Send us your Burnt Out
Valves.

We Undertake to Return
them

AS GOOD AS NEW
Bright Valves, from 5/6
Dull Emitter,

1)

9/ -

All valves thoroughly tested before being sent back.

H. SLOOG, 45 Gt. Marlborough St. London, W.I

FEBRUARY 14, 1925
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-HULLO EVERYBODY!!-POST FREE COLUMN REVOLUTION IN VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Sorbo earcaps.
pair 1 8
36
Ebonite coil stands, 2 -way
Ditto, with extension handles(nickel) 3 11
5Ebonite 2 -way Cam Vernier ..
5 11
Ditto, 2 -way Geared
46
Shipton 2 -way Vernier.
46
Ebonite 3 -way plain
Ditto, extension handles, nickel ... 5 6
7.6
Shipton 3 -way Vernier
.

.

.

.

(Square -Lo -Loss)

36
six insulators).
1.6
Ebonite Basket Holders
16
Murray Valve Holders
..
.
13
Solid Rod Valve Holders
19
Bretwood anti -cap
13
Legless anti -cap Holders.
16
..
Ditto (Goswell)
Flex, twin min silk ............12 yards 2 6
...12 yards 2 Flex, lighting ....
Flex, red and black twin ...12 yards 2 6
doz. 1 3
C & W Battery Links.
DCC Coil,Chelmsford, use with '0005 2.3
.

.

.

DCC Coil, Chelmsford, use with

19
variometer
1 11
72 -in. Phone Cords (best)
Valve Legs, Goswell Insulated......4 1 3

.

H.F. McMichael'; Barrel Type-- 10 -

B.B.C. 300 600, 5 XX 1100 3000,'Energo
250 700, 3 11 ; 450 1200, 4 3 ; 900
2000,4 6 ; 1600 3000, 4 11; Raymond
B.B.C., 3 - ; 5 XX, 3 6

3,16 Ebonite, 6 x 6 and 7 x 5 each 1 8 ;
8 x 6 and 9 x 6 each 26; 10 x 8,36;
12 x 9,5 -; 12 x 12,61,

Diamond Weave Coils (5), 3,6 (equal
25, 35, 50, 75, 100 Honeycomb).

Neutron Crystal and Whisker ...... 1 6
Radio Micro .06 Valve
French Metal .06 Valve ..

13 11
13 11

.
.

Myers Universal

12 6

.

(Valves posted at buyer's risk.)
each

T.C.B. 6, 13, 30 ohms.

T.C.B. 300 ohms Potentiometer ...
Copper Tape Aerial, 100 feet.
Mic-Met Detector
Burndept Detector
Micrometer Enclosed Detector......
1 16 square Bus Bar Hank............
2 v. 40 amp. Hart Accumulator ...
Allen Variable Grid Leak
D.P.D.T. Panel Switches.
S.P.D.T. Panel Switches .
Bretwood Variable Grid Leak ......
Watmel Variable Grid Leak
Bretwood Anode Resistance
Watmel Anode Resistance .. ......
McMichaels 2 Meg Grid Leak ......
McMichaels 100,000 ohm Resistance

Tools, seven Twist Drills.........

..

.

Soldering Iron and Solder............
Mansbridgc 2 mfd.
1 mfd, 3 6 ; .25, 3 6 ; .01, 2 6

L.F. TRANSFORMERS

Ferranti
g ranic
R.I.

.

Super Success (Black)
Standard Success
Brunet Shrouded

1

-

15 1.9
19
15

3-

26

3-

36
26
26
26
36
29
3.11

EXCEPTIONAL LOW CAPACITY

including Knob and dial
(Ebonite ends 1 - extra)
Trade supplied

IMPORTANT NOTICE
TRADE COUNTER OPEN

will oblige you with any lines in stock,
less 20% on Proprietary articles only.
NO POST ORDERS TRADE _5Bretwood Anti -cap Switch
I.3 to 2 Finstone Condensers
2.3
Ormond Neutrodvne Condenser

RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'S
GALLERY DOOR

NEW
MODEL
With Knob and Dial.

.001

WITH VERNIER.

.0005 ... 5/6
.0003 ... 5/.0002 ... 4/9

8/9

...

... 6/11 .0005

.001

... 6/11
... 6/9

.0003

With EBONITE DIAL and
Two Knobs.
Post 6d. Set.

POST 6d. SET.
UNSURPASSED FOR FINE TUNING

TWIN Condenser

JACKSON STANDARD.
BROS.

EBONITE ENDS.

SQUARE LAW.

9;'6

.001
.00075

sers, with

9
.

69
6.9

56

.0002

.001

86

.0005
.0003
.0002

5.9

Post 4d. Set.

EDISON BELL
13

.61101 to .0005 Fixed...
.002 to .006

2-

.

.003 with Grid Leak 2 6
10 6
Variometer
S.6
Twin Detector

LOUD SPEAKERS
Sterling Dinkie
Dragon Fly
Junior Amplion
Dr. Nesper
Sterling " Baby
C.A.V. Tomtit

.00025 ... 12/6
.0003 ... 12/6
.0005 ... 18/11

Knob

and Dial.

.0005

.0003
.00025

SQUARE LAW

Variable Conden-

.

.

.

30 27.6
21 /-

55/.

7-

TWIN (Ordinary).
Equal units of .00025 or .0008. Q /

7/6

1016

..

.

2 -way Switch............2)9
Series Parallel
39
Ti Transformers
30 -

T2, 25 - ; T3, 16 6 ; Coils
25, 4 10 ; 30, 35, 40, 4 10,
50, 5:-; 60, 5 4 ; 75, 5 4 ;
100, 6 9.
5 point switch
.
4Lissen choke
10 Aux Res.
13
..
.

.

11, B.T.H., Ediswan, Marconi,
Mullard, Cossor, Myers.

Green and Red Ring, etc.

.06, DER, ARDE, etc.
Cossor, Mullard,
Ediswan. Marconi, etc.

Myers,

Valves sent by post (purchaser's Risk)

DUBILIER FIXED

POLAR
CONDENSERS

.001, .002, .003, .004,

.005, .006, Fixed

.0005, .0003 each 10 6
2 -way CV(Iunior)stand 6 11 2 -way Universal
Others not Obtainable.

.0001, .0002, ,0003,.0004,

STERLING

50,000, 70,000, 80,000,
100,000, on stand com-

.001,

.001
.0005
.00025

'BRIGHT EMITTER

.

.0005

Type 577, .01 .

Grid Leaks, each .. .
Anode
Resistance
plete

..

.

3-

DR. NESPER
HEADPHONES

comfortable fitting to the

head.
SEE TRADE MARK.
4000 ohms ..
. 13 3

Post 6d. pair,

9

12 G

,

7 6 3 -way Ordinary.........
2 6 2 -way Panel
3 -way Panel

76
3

5-

HEADPHONES
5

Sterling

Coils : 25, 5 ; 35, 5 I- ;
50, 5 2 ; 75, - 5 6 ; 100,
; 150, 7 10; 200, 8 8 ;
250, 9 ; 300, 9 5 ; 400.
10 /3 ; 500,
10 6.
FiL Rheostat
.
4,'6
.

Potentiometer .
Adjustable diaphragm, de- 30-ebm Rheostat . .
tachable receivers, double
GENUINE
leather - covered
headsprings, long flexible cords,
nickel plated parts. Very

ENGINEERING

2 6 3 -way

IGRANIC

25 6

GOS WELL
2 -way Cam Vernier

.

7

4000 ohms

B.T.H.

25 '25

25
Bra -des Matched
Brown'sFeatherweight 25,
20 G.R.C.
Brunet, New Model 16;11
17.11
Telefunken
SPECIAL. To callers only.
purchasing
1To customers
20 - worth of our own goods

at full prices, we supply a
first-class pair of 4,000 ohm
No. 3, Latest Model... 17 6 'phones for 5'- as an adver-

N et K

NEW MODEL
Very Fine Value.
4,000 ohms

All stamped N. & K.
Post 6d. pair.

tisement only.

12 11 REACTONE COILS

For Chelmsford ... 2 6
4.6
For Broadcasting

K.X711
RAYMOND
ELE'.3S DEPOT
27, LISLE STREET,
W.C.2
I 4637
'2. TA 0 INT

:

G-

I?, re, J1.

.06 Radio Micro 12 6 RAYMOND FIXED
CONDENSERS
.06 Genuine
" Metal ".
11,6 001, '0001 to
10d.
'0005
French R
62
6.11 .002, .003, .004 1,Phillips R
Dutch " D "
4 9 '006, 1 3 ; '01, 119;
'02, 1)9.
Dutch " R "
49
.

Switches, Panel
D.C.C. WIRE
per k lb. D.P.D.T.
10' d.
94. S.P.D.T.
D.P.D.T. China
10d.
1,4
Base
111 S.P.D.T., China
Base
10!d.

13 g.
22 g.
26 g.
30 g.
20 g.
24 g.
28 g.

9d Rheostats, Ormond

No responsibility a cepted on post coders unless cheques and postal orders
are rroq-0,4 end ma le vayalve to the firm. Moneys sent must be reelstered

1 8, C & S 1;-.

1,-

13
Raymond
1,3 Do.
& Dial 1,6., 1 31

.

22, 46
Dual
Twin Flex, 2 -colour,

Etc., etc.

6 yds. 10d.
Lighting 12 yds. 1,6
H.T. BATTERIES Empire Tape
7,6
60 v.
12 yds. 6d.
Fibre Strip
v.
.

60
60

Complete with Knob and Dial. 0/

Post 6d.
ALL VALVES ON POST
LISSEN
Variable Grid Leak... 2/6 SENT AT PURCHASER'S
RISK.
Anode Resistance...... 216
Lissen Minor...
Lissenstat
Do. Universal

li.

VALVES

Pest 6d. set

AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL, KNOB AND
BUSH.

(With Vernier).

21 16 13 6

7/-

43003

"DE LUXE" Model

SQUARE LAW

22,6

....
...

.0005

(with vernier)

21 -

2; -

8/9
7/9

SQUARE LAW .001

17 6

14 30 -

Ormond
Eureka Concert Grand.
2nd stage
G.R.C.

33
63
56
29

2 11

Taps 0, 2, 4, 6 BA set .

4 Taps and Wrench

45-

ACCUMULATORS
stock sizes
2 v. 40 amps . 9/6
I in. also stocked 4 c, 40 amps.... 16/6
6 x 6 I 4 10 x 8 3 - 4 v. 60 amps.- 18/6
7 x 5 1 4 12 x 6 3 - 4 v. 80 amps... 23,6'
8 x 6 1 10 12x 94 3 6v. 60 amps.... 27/6
9 x 6 2,'- 12 x 12 5.6 6 e.80 amps.... 3.31.14 x 10 5 6
m ps 38/6
Cut to size
Hart's Stocked.
d. sq. inch
High

" THE " Condenser for SHORT WAVELENGTHS

36

19
Simplex lead-in
... 3 6
Neutrodyne Vernier Colvern
Independent Vernier (both Colvern) 26
6d.
Valve Templates
.. 2 for 1 4
Valve Windows.

EBONITE 316

Why buy a Condenser without vernier when you can buy these?

.

I lb. DCC 16 Wire .

on windows

WITH VERNIER

The only Condenser with the LOW -LOSS BUSHES
ELECTRICAL LOSSES REDUCED to a minimum. Full
capacity as rated.

Aerial 100 feet heavy 7 22 (with

COLUMN

See Name RAYMOND

SQUARE LAW LOW -LOSS

.

CALLERS'

NO POST ORDERS FROM SAME

B.B.C.
30 B.B.C.

:

8411
6

:

Studs, 2 a Id.

9 v. B.B.C.
1'5 (D.E.)

.

36" x

5 6, Switch Arms

2d.
71d.

2,6 Lead in, 10 yds. 1 /1 9 Belt Wire 10ft, 5d.

.

ENGLISH 4000 ohm Phones, 10!- pr.;

ld. Transfers,

Terminals

32

Titles

11 d., 2d.

24.

6d.

N
Pillar W.O. phoneugraving

Nickel

2d. each CopperhoaF:i21 forft.

Coil Stands, 2-way,Ins,
2BA
1.9,
2/-, 2 3 . Knobs
Ins. E g
3 -way, 3 /6, 4 ,i- 4

.

12.11dcl:

2d

Id.

BBC, HFT

9d.
2,6

7 6 Ad. Tape
Various from 3,11 Valve Pins

2 a Id.

'

-

g
''i V. Windows

Ve3rn.wiaelr

Shipton 2 -way 4 - 5XX HFT

2'9

21 d.

Id.
Micro- Do. sockets
Detectors,
meter, 1 6 : En- Wander plugs lid
closed, 9d., / -, 1 6 SsptaapdloesTaaa 56
Phone Cords 72" 1 , - Spade Screws2 Id.
Extra quality 1 6
for 11d.
10d. Box and Lid 2/3, 2,11
Valve holders
No junk stocked. Nuts
6 a 1d.
4.
11s
Shorting Plugs 3! d. eskers ec1.t,1o66,
Coil Plugs 4! d., 5d.
With fibre
74. Battery links
Shaped 71d.,
Edison Bell .

S5d.
Bushes...
Ehl
Belac

3 for 7d.

814.1

.

Ild..100,000 ohm Res. 2/-

Crystals, Neutron,

ld. Midite, Blue Tung stalite
Basket Coils
DCC 5 XX 1
L.F. 5-1
8,11
1 9 Sets of DCC Coils
Extra large
BBC (5) ... 1 3
Holders
7d. 8d.
1 2 Loud Speakers 18 11
7 Drills
1 16 sq. Bus Bar 6d. Panel Sockets
Woods Metal
Aerial 7,22100
1 11 Sq. Law, .0005
feet
Frame Aerial, etc., Sq. Law, .0003
PB, 110 feet, 3 6 Dials 8d. extra

Id.

2d.
51-

4,8

EVERYTHING YOU WANT AT CHEAP
PRICES

Crystal Sets 4,9, 5,11, 6,9, 7,11, 9,'11 up
ullgur2

HOURS
OF BUSINESS
DAILY - - S to 7.45
SUNDAYS - 10 to 1
3
1111

.;,,,,,:

,

!,7-;

etnateur Wireless

CHIEF EVENTS OF THE
WEEK
SUNDAY, February 15.
London and 5 X X 3.0
Star Ballad Concert.
London and 5 X X 9.0
De Groot and Piccadilly Orchestra
Bournemouth
3.0
Russian Symphony Concert.
Manchester
3.0
Sonata Recital -Solos and Songs.
Byrd's Great Service by the New Newcastle and
8.30

castle Bach Choir.
Address by the Very Rev. the Dean
of Durham.

5XX

Century Church

Glasgow

9.0

Recital of

Liverpool

9.0

Operatic Evening by the British

16th

Music.

National Opera Company.

Newcastle
Glasgow

MONDAY
8.0
Winter Gardens Night.
A Scene from The School for Scandal
7.30
7 30
Choral and Orchestra! Evening.

5XX

730

Bournemouth

WEDNESDAY
From the Mystic East.

London and 5 X X 7.30
Birmingham
7 30

The Band of 2nd Batt. The East
Yorkshire Regiment.

Cardiff
Manchester
Newcastle
Newcastle
Aberdeen
Belfast
Nottingham

7.30
7.30
7.30
8.30
7.30
7.30
7.30

London

7.35
7.35
7.35
7.35

Bournemouth
Manchester
.

Glasgow

Birmingham

The Music of Edward German.
Operatic.

Light Opera.
Violin and Pianoforte Recital.
Choral and Orchestral Evening.
Symphony Concert.
The Nottingham City Orchestra.
THURSDAY
Chamber Music Evening.
Musical Appreciation
Vocal and Instrumental Hour.
Spanish Scenes.
FRIDAY

London and 5 X X 8.25 (approx.) Speeches at the Civil Service
Dinner, relayed from the Connaught Rooms.

8.15

Speech by the Rt Hon. The Earl
of Birkenhead,

relayed from

the Chamber of Commerce Ban-

Bournemouth
Cardiff
Manchester

7.30
7 30
7.30

Newcastle

7 30

London

7.30

quet.
Musical Appreciation, Second Night

The Charm of Variety.
Concert in Aid of the Lord Mayor's
Unemployment Fund.
From the Cotton Fields.

Birmingham and

SATURDAY
Band of H.M. Scots Guards.
7. 30 A Nigger Minstrel Programme.

Manchester
Aberdeen
Aberdeen

7.30
7 55
8.35

5XX

" Practical Note3 in Electric -light Wiring

is the title- of an illustrated article appearing in the current issue of "The Amateur
Mechanic and Work " (3d.), and will be of
use to all those l -ho contemplate installing
necessary wires and apparatus for

the

lighting up their own homes. Other
articles and features appearing in the same
number arc "Mending Broken Glass an.!

China," "A Hall Stand for a Rvtricted

Space," "Our Small Car Page," "Adding
a Valve to a Wireless Set," "A Catwhisker
Clutch," "Notes by the Way,'' "Practical

Pantomime, Cinderella.
Violin and Pianoforte Recital

A One Act F.Irce, The Care.

Photography : Sno-tv and Hoar-frot Land-

scapes," "Repairing a Broken Vice.," "A

CLUB

ariff!'

TUESDAY
Operatic Programme.
7.30
Musical Comedy Excerpts.
8.0
Belfast Postmen's 13th Concert.

London
Belfast
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"Designs

Cleaner,"

Tobacco -pipe

ment."

.

Inland Revenue Radio Society
Hon. Se,. -Ma. J. 0. CLAXTON, 575, Salisbury Douse,
London Wall,
MEETINGS are held at 2, South Place, E.C.2, on first

and third Fridays in each month during- the winter
months and the first Friday in each month during
official summer time. Membership is open to permanent, tempdrary and retired members of the Inland Revenue Department.
The first regular meeting was held on Jan. x6,
when Mr. Crewe gave a talk on the working and
running of a wireless society. This was followed
by a description of an efficient short-wave receiver.
Mr. M. C. Butler also spoke on the subject of " The
Use of Esperanto in International Radio Communication."

Coventry and District Co-operative Radio Society
Sec. -91st. A. CURTIS, \Vest Orchard, Coventry.

THE meeting held on January aS was deNoted to
practical work, ultra a loud -speaker of the pleated
paper type made by a member was tested on the
society's three -valve receiver and gave excellent
resnits.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
" Amateur

Wireless

and

Etectrics."

;

drawings to be

on

separate sheets.

Contributions are always welcome, will he promptly
considered, and if used will le naid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and

the conditions printed at the head of "Our Information Bureau"should be closely observed.
Communications should he addressed, according to

their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement
Mana ger, or The Publisher, "Amateur Wireless,"
La

Belle Sauvage, London, E.Ccb

LOUD SPEAKERS
STANDARD 2000 ohms £5 0 0
,, 15 10 0
4000

f4 15 0

120

2000

£2

,,

15 0

Black Crysta'line or 'Mack.

Satin Enamel.

TOM -TIT

2r00 ohms

Black Crystalline or

I

Gri; let Stave Ena nt:l

OVER THIRTY YEARS

w

cisiAmiratrikandel*-Val

&ear;

Jer,\.,1 LON P°144A41
A'

Edited Li

Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published 00
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday imme
diately following. It will be sent post free ti any
months.
6
1. art of the world -3 months, 4s. 6c..
fs. 9d.: 32 months, 17s. 6d. Postal Orders, Post
Office Orders, or Cheques should be made payable
to the Proprietors, Cassell 8: Co., Ltd
General Correspondence is to be brief and a ritten
co one side of the paper only. All sketches and

0

JUNIOR

for

Model Steam Traction Engines," "Motor
Cycle. Practicalities, " "Fitting Shelves in
Recesses," "Cycling Chat : Winter Equip-

C!

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

ELECTR!CAL EXPERIENef
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BEFORE you build your Set make sure that
your panel is free from leakage. Safety
First should be your watchword. A lowgrade panel will nullify all your efforts and
cause you endless trouble. Red Triangle Ebonite
is fully guaranteed to be entirely free from leak-

age and to conform to

the highest electrical
Its beautiful surface of velvet
standards.
smoothness needs no tedious sandpapering before
use.

Every Red Triangle Panel

is supplied in

a

sealed wrapper bearing its distinctive label. Be
sure you get Red Triangle Ebonite and accept no
substitute.

Equal to, an.
extraValve

Valve Panel to your set,
could

you

obtain

the

extra power by substituting
Bowyer -Lowe Square Law
Condensers for those you are
using, you would be satisfied
that the new condensers
were out of the ordinary.
Can it be done ? Read what
these customers say. Their
experience is very definite

evidence that only Bowyer Lowe Condensers give the
square law effect PLUS
reduced losses and greatly
increased capacity ratio.
MITCHAM. - The improvement your Square Law Condensers have effected in my
All
Concert.
Receiver has practically given
me another valve."

Three -Valve

stations
whereas

Loud

on
I

could

Speaker
only get

London on phones before."

are

'These results

If your Dealer cannot supplyorder direct from us.

12 Stock Sizes :
6X
6X
7X

GRAYS.' I have fitted the
Condenser in my All Concert
Receiver to replace one of a
cheaper make. I can get all

IF, instead of adding a

8
18
5

3/8/-

unusual

branded ebonite.

All F -in. Thick.

stamp

for

Pocket

tion with blanks for your own
notes.

"N.()

G/7/6
7/6
15/4/4

20/-

Red Triangle Ebonite

lorvgirgrirlervIrmrvirerisr
P.S. 2235

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111illil'

2

FOOL -PROOF

DETECTOR

Provaional Patent 26701/24
Carr inuous reception fn any position at all time,. owing 10
altecial design of both crystal and catawhisker, is the keynote
ot this excellent detector.
1_

SOME NOVEL FEATURES
Nickel -plated detachable dust proof cover.

2. Special " Macke " super -sensitive crystal.

Ebonite wheel for rotating crystal.
CatswhiFker on slide for covering whole surface or crystal.
Nickel -plated sockets for panel mounting.
Obtainable toms all dealers or direct from Patentees and Mal.,
3.

4.
3.

PRICE COMPLETE 5/6

BOWYER-LOWE CO., Ltd., LETCHWORTH

10/6
12/13/6

BRANCHES:

Square Law
Price List of all Bowyer -Lowe
Apparatus. 36 pp. of informa-

X 14
12 X 16
12 X 18
12

Write to us to -day for details of our selling plans.

Bowyer -Lowe Tested

Send lhd.

7/6

LONDON: -62, High Holborn, W.C.I.
PLYMOUTH :-4, Bank of England Place.
LIVERPOOL :-4, Manchester Street.
CARDIFF : -94, Queen Street.
WALTHAMSTOW :-230, Wood Street.

Substitution is

Condensers

6/15/ -

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

easy because they are NO
densers. Good dealers stock
them at prices from 11 /6.

8 X 12
10 X 12
10 X 24

Registered Offices, Mail Order and Showroom,

Condensers

ordinary con-

4/3

3/5/-

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.,

Fit these condensers in all
than

6

10

TO THE TRADE: Red Triangle Ebonite is being extensively advertised and in spite of its superior quality can be sold to you at
prices no higher than that which you arc paying for ordinary un-

celled in purity and volume.

larger

10

X

8/- ResistoSex, 12 x 8 a
Transatlantic V., 22 a Il x
15/- Anglo-American, 36 x 9 x
All Britain, 16 a 9 x
9/- Neutrodyne Receiver, 12x1Oxi
S.T. 100, 121 x 9i x I ...
7/- Neutrodyne Tuner, 12 a 10 x /
Puriflex, 14 x 10i a
3 -Valve Dual, 24 x 10 x 4
9/2
Transatlantic IV., 16 x 8 x
8/- Harris Crystal Set, 9 a' a
Any Special Size Cut per return at id. per Square inch.

yield signals that are unexyour sets.

X

8 X
8

All Concert -de -Luxe, 16 x 8 x

MATCHED H.F. TransBowyer - Lowe
formers,
Law

7

2/3

Special Sizes :

under any circumstances, but
they prove conclusively that,
especially when used in conjunction with Bowyer -Lowe
Square

All ebonite appears alike and the

only way you can tell the good from the bad is
to look for the Red Triangle on every package.

Tel

HARLIE

Telephone:

2,30.

183. Dalatan Lane,

HACKNEY, LONDON, E.S.

lin11llililllillill11111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111111i111111111111111
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FINSTON ONE -HOLE
FIXED CONDENSERS

awes yam. pcmovis
Unit

System,

interehangeab-c

Unettes and Pilot Reeeliers, sent tree,

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.
Head Office : 77, City Rd., E.C, 1.
Trange.x.

needed a model with the easiest fixing

London -121 IIigi Holborn, W.C.1.
Waltimmstow-239, Wood Street.

our other components the Finston One -

Cardiff -94, Queen Street.
Plymouth -Near Derry's Clock.

satisfaction and is immune from trouble
in the most exacting and protracted use.

eto-Scott`s

possible, viz., the one -hole method. Like

Advertisements under this head are charged
WORD, min.mum
charge
FOURPENCE PER

FOUR SHILLINGS.

Liverpoor----4, Manchester Stree,.

hole Fixed Condenser will give the utmost

TATENTS and Trade Mark, obtained. -}1. T. r. Gee, Patent, Agent.
Member ILS.0.13., 51, 52, Chancery Lana, London, W.C.2. Phone*
olborn, 7521$.

HEADPHONE REPAIRS.-Reirounfl, re -magnetised and readjuste I.
lowest prices quoted on receipt of telephones, delivery three days. --

Catalog ue22,1

Guaranteed within 5 per cent of stated capacity, this accuracy has never before been
obtainable by the public. The only one -hole
fixing condenser on the market. Buy one.

iNfivKa7colisTRUCIM

It will prove our statements and

thoroughly satisfy you.

:r,nrr

.003 to .006,

price 2/6 each.

1

If your dealer cannot supply Finston Comto

us

together

with his llanic and address, please!

LIGHTING SUPPLIES CO.,
,N2, FINSBURY AVENUE, LONDON,

HEADPHONES, Loud Speakers, rewmmil. temagnetised, adjusted,
any make. 5s. Itemagnetised, adjusted only, is. 6d. Postage 6d.

Designed to prevent loss through moisture and dirt. Set of four, camber
paid, 5 6d.. from R. Colpne.lu, Fa nthorne Street, Putney. S.W. 15. 117 t

..._ _ p.. s'

price 2/- each.

send your order

Chlewiek 2681.

same" Aerial insulator and obtain consistent and strong reception.

.0001 to .002,

elec ric Highest possible
quality Copper Foil.
Adapted for Terininalor
soldered connections.

he 'Farley Magnet. Co., London, S.E.18.
AGENTS WANTED. -Wireless valve repair business. Dell with the
actual repairers. Lowest trade terms. All types renaired. A hard
vacuum guaranteed. Also old valves bought for cash 91. each, Comers
le each. -81. &
60, Chturnfield Road, Acton, 1(.3. Telephone,

Returned in 24 hours. -Magneto Service Co., 4, Newington Causeway,
Hop 2627.
113 r
INCREASE YOUR SIGNAL STRENGTH. Use only the "Rye,

CAPACITIES:

Reliabili.y of Capacity.

Pancras,

providing space i- ., noble.

Send 3d. at once. Large illustrated Folder.

describing

radio. Amateurs, experimenters, and other enthusiasts have long

FEATURES:
Fine.t grade Mica Di.

Thursday morning for following. week's i>sue,

98 pages of illustrations. Lowest price
in London for high -et grade RaeloApoaratut.

Another big step forward in

Test one.

ADVERTISEMEN f I NSTRIXTIONS Inc "Amateur
Wireless" are ct..c.r.oted up to first nost On

L F. Transtormerr Re -wound, any ratio. guaranteed 0 months.

returned tested 4 days, Gs 6d. Radio instruments, 70. 114., post free.
Old transformers bought, 25 fid.-Cannon, 15, Jervis Road, Fulham.

0.9r

PEALtnNefg

AMATEURS WANTED in spare lime, to act as Agents. Sell parts,
Cash Sales-Voxeiel Co., 17, Queen's Hill. NewPort,
Mon.
(23r
etc., all best makes.

.7-- V6 e"e4

FOR SALE, ARISTOPHONE PANEL, Elivells, Three Valves, complete,
loud -speaker.
Width £40. accept
3, Lamb's Conduit
Sneer. Holborn.
(18 r

.744e,seciVa4if

SUPER TWO -VALVE WIRELESS SET Complete with everything,

1,47o76,- co,..-trurfors hst nee -

.0111417

except aerial, £6 lus. list, cash. or 2ns. deposit, balance monthly after
delivery Specification and order ferns free. -Universal Supply, 54a.
131.1Cher Street, Birmingham.
(2.e

PICKETTS. CABINET WORKS?(..

BEXLEYHEATH -SI. '--:---

/,``

,1411E0 5E05 TOP

CW'O[,1tV/

Vance

Send for Constructor's List (A.M.) FREE

RETAIN THEIR CHARGE LONGEST_

FA SPECIAL DURfic
rtilk,.
EST° 1887.VL

IhereMis thePswitBattery
Switch
h you have been waiting ior.

" On " and " Off' posit on clearly indicated
nt all times. \Vs!l carry to amps.

.D/9

ACCUMULATORS

Price 6.1

of a// Wireless Dealers.

A vk you: dr ?kr to simzrcoo. Insist' en eh.
liP

714

GASTON E. MARBAIX,

Trade, A.F.A. DIANA PLACE. EUSTON R',LoviDoN.N

27.28, Aiming Street, E.C.2

-PARIS AND OTHER STATIONS Clearly heard on Loud Speaker Nr. London. using the

"MIRACLE" MASTER Va:ve Pet £s 11 6 plus
Trade supplied.

Royalties. a, 2, 3, & 4 Valves.

Send stamp for particular,

WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES, WALLINGTON

ACCUMULATORS
etc. Guaranteed brand new and rerfeet bat

"ARJA"

R, C JONES, 75. HARCWTNE STREET, STOCKNILL. S.W.9,

}Viers,

ellghtly aoihd. We reload Lash with carriage bo.h ways if
returned within 7 dal,
11 6
8/6
2v -Goa
...
2V -40a
...
17'.
6v 4oa
xv-4oa

Exthe

6v -boa
32 6
21 9
40
..
27 B
eV Boa
..,
3216
6v -'cos
... 47,6
Firer:int Line. C.A.V., nv--unoa. (actual) 27 6.

qv -60a
4 v -80a

...

:

DOWN.

NOVELTY GO.
FRANCIS TERRACE, LONDON, N.19.
will

be

the

only CROSS WORD you

get from us I If you can solve the above,
send us your solution with two penny stamps.
will

We are offering our ECLIPSE CRYSTAL DETECTOR
FREE for the first 25 correct solutions opened. A
free gift to ALL who compete.
Post at ONCE.

SEND. FOR OUR LISTS.

=PORCELAIN=
=el

1. River Animal.
7. Sometimes silver.
2. Child's Vehicle.

6. Like bulbs.
7. Place on ears.

I

Shaftesbury

COUPON
21 1925
ruaryst,

Plug,

Ave.

Af,unt Vie,f, 1226

PANELITE.

Will stand 5,00o volts, will not fracture. o''Y 6" X a", 1 8;
to" Y. 9", 2 2; 12'' 10', 2,9; ler' X 12', 4 6. Postpaid.
RADIO PANEL CO. (Dep'. A), 143, Fetter Lane, E.C.4.

ACROSS.

3. (Abb.) a wireless

111111.11 iiiiii

weekly

iiiii 111111 iiiiiii 11111111111111111 iiiiiiiiiiiii

IF YOU ARE IN THE CITY VISIT

8. Half a settee.

SPENCER'S STORES, LTD.

former.

13. Naval Rating.
15. 6'46 Volts (abb.).
9. Small town near 16. A Beverage,
Cambridge.
17. Type of Valve.
10. Behead Hate.
18. Two in your head.
11 River in Essex.
14. Control b-...oadcast- 19 Behead Heat,
20 Not you.
ing.
21 Well known circuit. 21. Store.
(first 2 letters). 23. In command
24. Neckwear.
22. Alright (slang).

Available until Saturday,

With de Perfect

ATHOL ENG. CO., Cornetmskiefilsmighton

4-5, MASON'S AV., COLEMAN ST., E.C. 2
Telephone: London Wall, 2292

F
C
R
El

LO Makin. WireleSj

One -hole fixing. nbove or below
panel.
1/3 enc't.

COIL MOUNT,

4. For " connecting 19. Everyone,
up:'
12. Type of trans5. Use the water tap.

REVERSIBLE VALVE HOLDER

PRICE 1 0/-

CLUES.

IS jid.

rr
231

THIS

Tezethone: Ilo4bo7n so

W.C.2.

6

12

GREAT SAFFRON HILL, LONDON, E.C.1.

1/. each.

'Phone CENTRAL ra50

FLa 4
16

15

91-92,

discharge.
219/224,

JOHN W. MILLER, 68 Farringdon ST., E.C.4

5

BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, LTD.

on slow intermittent

earpiece. Re magnetising 8d. per earpiece.
Postage extra ed. per pair.

11

on receipt of cash.

WE CAN TURN ANYTHING IN EBONITE

in glass boxes.
For D.E. valves, capacity 45 amp. hours,

to 4,000 ohms. Guaranteed. All makes 6/-. except
and Sullivan. Wan filled, 3.0t per
Brown " A "
pair. Ex.anny converted m high resistance, 2,11 each

rand and 3rd Floors).

to any required sire while you wait cr sent by post

Type D.F.G.

VELEM/ONES RE-WOUNd

r,

Sheet, Rod and Tubing in all sizes kept in stock and cut

the long -life Battery.

.

MAUDE RUBBER CO.. 58. Praed St, W.2.

II

EBONITE

Guaranteed 2 Valve Receives £5 5 0

Crystal set .
valve E.1.0, 4 valve £15,
x
valve £3 To,
v Ive Jacobean oak cabinet receiver complete £24, 4 v..lee ditto.
429. Satisfaction assured or sour money refunde Easy te.iii;
desired. Send for illus. cat. p -,,t free.

VALVE RENEWALS All TYPES
K EN ITE PANELS
ANY
SIZ.
BEST -PHONES from J. 0 /9
INDIVIDUAL

ATTENTION

AND

ADVICE

F!

-

it
li
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Mullard
L.

THE MASTER,VALVE

TYPE

D.F.. A. 2.

10

Edarnent Voltage 311.5'5eolts.
F, lament Current 0 2nmpee.

dullard

Mu liar

Anode Voltage 50100 volts.

lig

FOR POWER
AMPLIFICATION

0/

' "`ViiT"tr°7C`''"'

rEiz. wILVE
,p.

ullard
THE M .AS TF:k

1

Su,tatArs for .. operat.on of
Loup SPEAKERS

VALVE

LARGE

1

,... Azir 2 it reel o. reo,. .

A

Ai7,46:,

ill

TYPE

:'

TYPE
ii
Vola6e 50 to

/17

0,

D.F.A. 4,
.,o<k

100

A

Resistance
Amplifi.e2:iahckY

Aa'LIFICATIOTs

r

(
be

oud SP'

slot

d)2grAMP'

n--

A

ITIS

F.,

Aid

A

VALVE S

FA 1L POW E

WHEN you want Power Valves for highly efficient
power amplification, it will pay you to emphasise

MULLARD D.E.A. MASTER VALVES.
These Valves have been specially designed for maximum power work with a low temperature, long -life
filament for minimum current consumption.

THEY'RE MULLARD, SO THEY'RE GOOD.
Note the Distinctive

Tvcs for

Special Operation.

For large loud speakers giving increased volume and

clarity :-

D.F.A. 0, and D.F.A. 2 (for 4 -volt Batteries) 26/- each
30/- each
D.E.A. 1 (for 6 -volt Batteries) ...
32/- each
D.F.A. 3 (for 6 -volt Batteries) ...

For Resistance Capacity Amplifiers :D.F.A. 4 (for 6 -volt Batteries) ...

30/- each

Leaflet V.A.4 gives full technical information.

WHEN YOU BUY, EMPHASISEL
L-,

r--

1

f.747-\

,F17

Advt.-The Mallard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. (A.11/ .), A Ottingale Work's, Bcdham,

4

esnattur Wirete.L_
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LISSENIUM

TYPES OF MAGNETIC
CONCENTRATION

With many types of coils the magnetic field is mostly concentrated in 'the centre
of' the coil, and the field does not extend to any appreciable degree. The 'characteristics of the magnetic field in such coils are closely analogous to the ordinary
solenoid inductance.

.In the case of LISSENAGON (pronounced LISSEN-AGON) coils, how
ever, the magnetic field, in %ddition to
being very strong in the centre of the
coil, is also distributed on eachside of
the coil: This accounts for the remarkably strong magnetic linkage ,obtained
'with LISSENAGON coils in reaction

Note tha Intermediate Coils
30, 40, and 60.

LISSENAGON TUNING CHART.

TABLE I.TABLE
Wave -length range when used as
.

Wave -length range when used as
Primary Coils with Standard
P.M.G. Aerial and 001 mid.

Coil.

PECULIAR EFFICIENCY OF THE

25
30
35
40
50
60
75
100

COILS WITH EDDY CURRENT

200

circuits,

and

ALSO

FOR THE

TUNING.

Minimum
.Wave-

lenali.

185
235
285
360
480

500 .
600
820

150

. 965

230

1,855
8.300
2.200

:140

Maximum Minimum
WaveWisfejeulgth.
lefigth.
'

.

350

,i

e

44)
530

675:

001.

condenser in parallel.

condenser in parallel.

No. 'of

II.

Secondary Coils with

.

850.'
930
1,300
1,700
%309
3,200

/3.800

4,600

Maximum
Wavelength.

100 '
160
200
250
295
360

500:

700
925
1,100
1.400

PRICE.
4 10
4 10
4 10
4 10

325
425

130 '

490
635
800

'

900
1,100
1,550
2,150
3.000
3,600
4,300

mid.

-

5/4
5/4
6/9
7/7
8/5
8/9
9.2

IF YOU EVER
WANT COILS
WHICH INTEN-

SIFY TUNING
-USE LISSENAGON COILS.

SIGNALS ARE ALWAYS STRONGER
when capacity is low and indu4ance is high. If, where, say, a No. 35 coil is ordinarily
uged with added capacity to tune it to a given wave -length, a -No. Go coil can be used.
AND WITHOUT ADDED CAPACITY, other things being equal, it follows that signals
would be stronger.
In ,the new-LISSEN CRYSTAL SET a: form of tuning has been introduced 'Which
permits of a No. 6o LISSENAGON (pronounced LISSEN-AGON) .coil being used,
and dispenses with the need of added capacity to, tune it. A big signal voltage is built
up. But, apart from it's high inductance efficiency, too, there are othea considerations
which place this receiver. far above all other crystal sets, NO MATTER WHAT THE

PRICE.
THERE IS AN UNDISTURBED ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT, for instance.
The only moving part is the metal plate, and although. this is entirely -unconnected

with the electrical circuit, its.influence on the' inductance is effectively applied
through the medium of the maghetic field created.
'
t
-

In conjunction with the principle of EDDY CURRENT TUNING employed
in this new LISSEN CRYSTAL SET, LISSENAGON COILS ARE PECULIARLY EFFICIENT. No other coils give the Sairie results. -

By fitting the appropriate LISSENAGON,- (pronotinge4,_LIl'.iSEN-AGON)
coil, the LISSEN CRYSTAL. SET can be Aed for any stationWitnin nitife." Two
coils .would be needed for London and Clielvsford, for instance-to change
over from one station to the other, take one LISSENAGON coil out, and plug
the other one in.
On long aerials it would be possible to use a coil one,size less in each case, e.g.,
No. io instead of .50; 56 instead of 6o ; Go instead of 75 ; 200 instead of 25o.

NOTE.-:- One' LISSENAGON coil must be ordered with each set-the receiver
will not be sold without a El SSENAGEN coil because the use of these coils
ensures very high efficiency.

Puce of rec.ekwef (includes crystal)'patent
..
...pending

LISSEN LIMITED
l'iinted and Published in England by

CASSELL & CONOANY, Listatip,
AGENCY, Li IIED.

5/-

(

this, receiver)

..

Go
LISSENAGON
coil
No.
(covers 35o to 400 metres on

this receiver)

No paper - - no cardboard no loose contacts no loose
wires -- connections are stamped -out strips -- the whole
receiver is an instrument throughout - robust and THE
MOST EFFICIENT CRYSTAL SET MADE
WITH THE
MOST EFFICIENT INDUCTANCE.

1 0/-

No.
5o
LISSENAGON
coil
(covers 300 to 35o metres

No.
75
LISSENAGON coil
(covers 400 to 50o metres on

this receiver)

No. 25o LISSEN.V ;ON coil for
..
Chelmsford

5/4
5/4
3/9

16-20 Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road,
Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.

Ludgate Hill, 'It ndon, E.C.4.

Saturday, 1 ebruary 14, 1525.

Telephones Riverside 3380, 3381, 3382, 1012.
Telegrams "Lissenium, London."

Sole Agent for South Africa,

CENIRAL
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TRANSMISSION STEP BY STEP. -I
A short series of practical articles describing and illustrating the actual apparatus
used for amateur transmission.

= 0=

=
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PROBABLY the reader is

The operating key K takes

familiar with the

ordinary

type

of

the place of the switch s
in the wavemeter and the
variable condenser ci has

buzzer

wavemeter which is used
for the calibration of receivers. A circuit diagram
illustrating the connections
of _such a piece of apparatus
is shown by Fig. i. When
the buzzer A is energised by
current from the battery
B by closing the switch S. oscillations of a

a value of .0005 microfarad.
The aerial tuning condenser C12 has a value of

about .00t microfarad.
As

regards

the tuning

coils, these have to be of a

A Simple Buzzer Transmitter.

suitable value of inductance,

able and the power buzzel,- is a good model

and as spark transmission is forbidden on
high frequency are set up in the circuit to obtain, the only drawback being that the low wavelengths -of 150 to 200 metres
farmed by the condenser ci and the in- they require more current to operate them (the gear described is of the nature of a
ductance Li. These oscillations may be inspark transmitter), the amateur must concreased or decreased in periodicity by
fine his attention to the 440 -metre wave
effecting variations in the capacity of the
outside of broadcasting hours. Therefore
condenser CI. If, then, the buzzer wave the inductances ni and L2 may consist of
meter is put into operation near a valve
two coils normally used for the reception
or crystal receiver and the receiver is in
of broadcast. Nos. so and 75 Igraine coils
tune with or set to the same wavelength
are suitable.
as the wavemeter, the rectified H.F.
To use the transmitter the armature of
oscillations can be heard in the telephones
the buzzer is screwed up until a depression
of the receiver.
of the key causes it to give out a regular
Now it is well known that a closed cirhigh-pitched note and the dots and dashes
cuit such as is formed by the inductance
of the morse code are certain and well
Li and the condenser CI is a good oscilladefined. The aerial should be disconnected
tor but a poor radiator of high -frequency
during this operation, and then, after recurrent, and correspondingly an open circonnecting, the inductances Li and L2 are
cuit is a comparatively poor oscillator but
tuned by the condenser to the required
a good radiator. We can therefore utilise
wavelength.
Care should
440 -metre
these facts in building up a piece of elealways be taken to see that the tuning is
mentary transmitting apparatus which will
sharp, and this may be effected by keeping
have an effective transmission- range of two
the coils loosely coupled, although by so
to three miles under favourable conditions.
doing less energy is put into the aerial.
The scheMatic drawing Fig. 2 and the
This is compensated for by the fact that
theoretical diagram Fig. 3 illustrates such
your transmission is less- liable to interWavemeter.
an arrangement. The buzzer A should be
ference by other stations and is therefore
of a robust design and fitted with an than the lighter types. The, type illus- easier to receive at the receiving end.
adjustable armature or vibrator, Surplus trated in the photograph will work Well
As comparatively little energy is put
Army buzzers of various types are avail - on a 6 -volt accumulator or dry battery. (Concluded at bottom of litird C0'207111 of pa;e 314)

L2

Fig. 3 (top iel

Buz zcr Transmitter
Circuit.

Fig. 1 (bottom lett).

-Wavemeter

Cir-

cuit
C2

Fig. 2 (righ

Buzzer Transmitter
"Hock -up."
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IMO

A

THE "A.W."
ULTRA -SELECTIVE
FOUR-VALVER
A unique receiver with double H.F. transformer,
coupling for selectivity and ease of control.

View of Under Side of Panel showing, Wiring

Another View of Under Side of Panel.

I article was developed as the result of
an attempt to produce a highly -selective
set for family use. Obviously such a set

special double transformer coupling between the first and second valves lies the
secret crf the extreme selectivity. These
transformers are of the ordinary Igranic
high -frequency type, which if used in the

item the maker's name
appears, but it should be understood that
other well-known reliable makes having

loose -coupling

ordinary way have their secondaries
tuned. Two of these transformers are re-

One Radion "Mahoganite " panel, size
12 in. by 21 in., for cutting to to% in.
by 20 in. (American Hard Rubber Co.).

T HE receiver to be described in

this

must be very simple to control, and for
this

reason

usual

the

method of obtaining selectivity, employing (in conjunction with a stage of H.F.
amplification) five tuning controls, was
ruled out.
It was decided, therefore, to build a
four -valve receiver capable of receiving
the main broadcasting stations on a loudspeaker and possessing the advantages of
being neat in appearance, proof against
damage to valves, able to reproduce true
distortionless music and speech, simple to
tune, selective, and provided with means
of cutting out one or both stages of low -

side of each

quired, and it is advisable to get them
specially matched, for if the electrical

The primary of one of the transformers
is connected to the plate of the first valve
and to positive H.T. The secondary of

this transformer is joined in parallel to the secondary of the other transformer
and a variable condenser of .0005 micro -

Referring to the circuit diagram Fig. r,
it will be seen that the tuner consists of
an aperiodic aerial coil coupled in a fixed
manner to a tuned secondary coil. In the

positive L.T.

stituted.

and 2-megohm grid leak (Dubilier).
One .00r-microfarad fixed condenser

Three filament rheostats (Enterprise
Manufacturing Co.).
Two double -pole double -throw- lever

ished.

farad is shunted across the two coils as
shown. The remaining primary coil is
connected on one side to the grid condenser and leak and on the other side to

(Burne-Jones).
One .0003-microfarad grid condenser
(Lissen).

Seven Refty terminals.
One mahogany cabinet

to

suit panel

(Pickett Bros.).

Four valve windows (A. F. Bulgin).

the volume of reception greatly dimin-

frequency amplification.

the same electrical values may be sub-

Two valve sockets for H.F. transformers.
Four special. valve holders (Aermonic).:

properties of one differ from those of
the other, tuning will become flat and

One Igranic concert coil, C3.
One two-way left-hand coil holder

The Ultra -selective Four -valve Receiver.

The Low -frequency Circuit

By tapping off a suitable voltage
from the negative end of the H.T. battery
with this wander -plug the correct grid
plug.

There is nothing unusual in the actual
switching arrangements and connections
in the low -frequency side of the circuit

bias will be applied to the grids of the

until we ,come to the battery connections.

L.F. valves.

bias on the L.F. valves from the H.T.
battery. The full voltage of the H.T.

List of Component Parts Required

This shows a method of obtaining grid

battery is applied to the positive and nega-

tive H.T. terminals, between which is a
third terminal connected to a

AN-ander-

switches (Wilkins and Wright, "Utility "lever type).
Two .0005 microfarad square -law variable condensers, with vernier (Wilkins
and Wright).
Two L.F. transformers, first and second
stages (Igranic).
H.F.
transformers
Two
matched
(Igranic). One "Unitune Major " aperiodic aerial
coupler, 300-600 metres (Igranic).

The Cabinet

Instead of buying the cabinet ready-

made it can be constructed at home from
The dimensions
3/41 -in. thick mahogany.
are as follows : Base, S in. by zc34' in. ;
back, 54% ix. by zo in.; top, 4 in. by
2 r in. ; sides, zo in. high,, 8 in. wide at the
bottom, 4 in. wide at the top.
The back should be made removable go
that easy access to the valves is possible.
A dark mahogany polish on the finished
together with the mahoganite
panel, will give a pleasing effect. Wooden
cleats should be screwed round the open cabinet,

For the benefit of those. who would like
to construct a set identical to the original
receiver shown in the photographs a list
of the components used is given. At the
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Fig. 2.-Drilling Plan of Panel.

1.- -The Circuit Diagram.

Fig. 3.-Wiring on Under Side of Panel.
4'
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A

THE "A.W."
ULTRA -SELECTIVE
FOUR-VALVER
A unique receiver with double H.F. transformer,
coupling for selectivity and ease of control.

View of Under Side of Panel showing, Wiring

Another View of Under Side of Panel.

I article was developed as the result of
an attempt to produce a highly -selective
set for family use. Obviously such a set

special double transformer coupling between the first and second valves lies the
secret crf the extreme selectivity. These
transformers are of the ordinary Igranic
high -frequency type, which if used in the

item the maker's name
appears, but it should be understood that
other well-known reliable makes having

loose -coupling

ordinary way have their secondaries
tuned. Two of these transformers are re-

One Radion "Mahoganite " panel, size
12 in. by 21 in., for cutting to to% in.
by 20 in. (American Hard Rubber Co.).

T HE receiver to be described in
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must be very simple to control, and for
this

reason

usual

the

method of obtaining selectivity, employing (in conjunction with a stage of H.F.
amplification) five tuning controls, was
ruled out.
It was decided, therefore, to build a
four -valve receiver capable of receiving
the main broadcasting stations on a loudspeaker and possessing the advantages of
being neat in appearance, proof against
damage to valves, able to reproduce true
distortionless music and speech, simple to
tune, selective, and provided with means
of cutting out one or both stages of low -

side of each

quired, and it is advisable to get them
specially matched, for if the electrical

The primary of one of the transformers
is connected to the plate of the first valve
and to positive H.T. The secondary of

this transformer is joined in parallel to the secondary of the other transformer
and a variable condenser of .0005 micro -

Referring to the circuit diagram Fig. r,
it will be seen that the tuner consists of
an aperiodic aerial coil coupled in a fixed
manner to a tuned secondary coil. In the

positive L.T.

stituted.

and 2-megohm grid leak (Dubilier).
One .00r-microfarad fixed condenser

Three filament rheostats (Enterprise
Manufacturing Co.).
Two double -pole double -throw- lever

ished.

farad is shunted across the two coils as
shown. The remaining primary coil is
connected on one side to the grid condenser and leak and on the other side to

(Burne-Jones).
One .0003-microfarad grid condenser
(Lissen).

Seven Refty terminals.
One mahogany cabinet

to

suit panel

(Pickett Bros.).

Four valve windows (A. F. Bulgin).

the volume of reception greatly dimin-

frequency amplification.

the same electrical values may be sub-

Two valve sockets for H.F. transformers.
Four special. valve holders (Aermonic).:

properties of one differ from those of
the other, tuning will become flat and

One Igranic concert coil, C3.
One two-way left-hand coil holder

The Ultra -selective Four -valve Receiver.

The Low -frequency Circuit

By tapping off a suitable voltage
from the negative end of the H.T. battery
with this wander -plug the correct grid
plug.

There is nothing unusual in the actual
switching arrangements and connections
in the low -frequency side of the circuit

bias will be applied to the grids of the

until we ,come to the battery connections.

L.F. valves.

bias on the L.F. valves from the H.T.
battery. The full voltage of the H.T.

List of Component Parts Required

This shows a method of obtaining grid

battery is applied to the positive and nega-

tive H.T. terminals, between which is a
third terminal connected to a

AN-ander-

switches (Wilkins and Wright, "Utility "lever type).
Two .0005 microfarad square -law variable condensers, with vernier (Wilkins
and Wright).
Two L.F. transformers, first and second
stages (Igranic).
H.F.
transformers
Two
matched
(Igranic). One "Unitune Major " aperiodic aerial
coupler, 300-600 metres (Igranic).

The Cabinet

Instead of buying the cabinet ready-

made it can be constructed at home from
The dimensions
3/41 -in. thick mahogany.
are as follows : Base, S in. by zc34' in. ;
back, 54% ix. by zo in.; top, 4 in. by
2 r in. ; sides, zo in. high,, 8 in. wide at the
bottom, 4 in. wide at the top.
The back should be made removable go
that easy access to the valves is possible.
A dark mahogany polish on the finished
together with the mahoganite
panel, will give a pleasing effect. Wooden
cleats should be screwed round the open cabinet,

For the benefit of those. who would like
to construct a set identical to the original
receiver shown in the photographs a list
of the components used is given. At the
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Fig. 2.-Drilling Plan of Panel.

1.- -The Circuit Diagram.

Fig. 3.-Wiring on Under Side of Panel.
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ing for the panel -A. in. from the edges
so that the panel wilt fit in flush with
the sides of the cabinet.

The Panel
This should be of good quality. Too
much stress cannot be laid on the necessity .of using high-grade ebonite for insulating panels. The writer has actually
known cases where a ,set has refused to

work owing to the fact that the highest

resistance between two near points on the.
panel was 2 megohms
The American
Hard Rubber Co., Ltd., 13a, Fore Street,

-London, E.C.4, keep in stock a suitable
panel measuring I2 --in. by 21 in. This
panel will have to be cut to the size indicated, r 1%. in. by .20 in. A panel -drilling

layout is given in Fig. 2, and with this
there should be no difficulty in marking

The components are
the holes.
mounted as shown in the photographs and
in the wiring diagram, Fig. 3._
It may be found that the -condenser dials
stand out from the panel, 'spoiling the
appearance of the set. This may be
remedied by inserting. an ebonite distance out

piece between the condenser and the under
side of the panel, thus lessening the
length of the one -hole fixing screw stick-

possibility of burning out the valves, the

ing up through the panel.
Provided that thick copper wire is used
for wiring up there is no necessity to
screw down the fixed condensers. The
wire should be stiff enough to keep them
in place.

ritinals.

No

aerial

and earth terminals

are

mounted on the panel. The aerial and
earth wires are connected -to the two terminals on the Igranic "Unitune " coil.
The two -coil holder is mounted on the
top left-hand corner in such a manner that

the reaction coil swings out to the leftaway from the set.
On the right-hand side, looking at the
front of the panel, are seen the two
switches for cutting out the L.F. valves.
Great care should be taken to wire these
switches up exactly as shoWn in the wiring
diagram, Fig. 3.

Operating the Set
When all the wiring has been finished
and carefully checked so that there is no

1,311.1.1112 ******* 1113.3-2Z.331,231100.13320.33 ..... . 6733 ........ 331113Si30 ..... MIL ...... .....

H.T. and L.T. batteries and phones
should be connected up_to the proper ter-

An Igranic Unitune Major

is

plugged into the fixed arm of the two -coil

holder and the concert coil into the moving arm. As already stated, the aerial

and earth are connected to the two terminals on the Unitune Major. Plug the
two H.F. transformers and the valves into
their sockets and, keeping the reaction and
aerial coils well away from one another,
rotate slowly the two condenser dials until

signals are heard.

Now bring the re-

action coil closer to the aerial coil, thereby
strengthening the signals considerably. If
no strengthening effect is noticed, reverse
the wires connected to the reaction coil.
With regard to the valves, either bright or dull -emitters may be used. The carbon

rheostats are suitable for either type of
valve.

The selectivity of the receiver may be
realised by the fact that during 'a short
test on an aerial within sight of 2 L 0,
this station. could be cut right out and
Birmingham tuned -in.

.. M36133.1333 ....... 3033233033, -.-

0311-6333MIRMEW.M
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there are phones not any too comfortable
to wear for long periods.

In this connection I have been inter-

A,ontome...ws.soms!s.,,mosamarwwwoltmarywovisrmseromml

L.F: Transformer
LATELY I haVe been testing a Super
Success transformer made by Beard
Fitch, --Ltd., of 34-36, Aylesbury

Street, E.C.I. As will be seen from the
photograph, this is of a somewhat unconventional design.
transformer

tackled the construction of super -heterodyne receivers, mostly because of the diffi-

ested in the Macondo pneumatic ear pads
sold by McLeod and McLeod, of 329, High
Holborn, W.C.
These pads are attractive in appearance
and have only to be stretched to fit tightly
over the earcaps. Their corrugated sur-

Many firms in the states sell complete
kits of transformers, and I see that these
kits are now being sold in this country.

free pas.6"age of air and prevents perspira-

Arming Street, E.C.2, are importing a set

tion.

Actually the

FEW amateurs in this country have yet
culty of obtaining the necessary transformers.

face, part of an air cushion, allows of a For instance, Gaston E. Barbaix, of -27-29,

success Transformer.

and

SLiper,lieterodyne Sets

is

of

the

I have found the pads to be par- of five Rauland transformers for building

ticularly comfortable in use.

super -heterodyne receivers.
VA-1\:GITARD.

Tungstalite Gold Label
THERE seems to be no end to the number
of new crystals that make their appearance on the market, and it speaks well for

the trade generally that they are nearly
all satisfactory in use.
A new -corner among crystals is the Gold

TRANSMISSION STEP BY

"

121:nued

from page311)

into the aerial by means of this apparatus
an extremely sensitive and expensive hotwire meter or therma-couple would be required to indicate such energy, so that it

Label brand made by Tungstalite, Ltd.,. will be necessary to rely upon a valve
of 47, Farringdon Road, E.C.r. I have receiver placed at a distance (say TIBIlletested this and found it sensitive over the diately beneath the aerial) in order to
entire surface.
ascertain whether the aerial is being enerThe crystal is sold with a special silver gised. Having once confirmed that the
cat3vhisker, and results with this were cer- tuning, and radiation are O.K., a note
tainly better than with an ordinary copper should be made of the coil and condenser
fication good.
settings for future reference.
The construction of the Super Success contact.
Each crystal is packed in a glass -topped
The apparatus described will prove extransformer is such that it will stand a
good deal of hard usage. It is an instru- airtight container and is accompanied by a tremely interesting to the beginner and
ment that I can thoroughly recommend. numbered guarantee. If you find a piece will afford a working knowledge of the
of Tungstalite that is defective the behaviour of a loose -coupled transmitter The price is 2I5.
guarantee entitles you to a new specimen, and its advantages and also provide a
"Wireless Ear"
or you can have your money back.
means of practising the, morse code under
SOME clever people have found a new
Tungstalite Gold Label should be of actual working conditions before investidisease that they call "wireless ear." Lis- special use in reflex sets, for, owing to its gating the simple spark transmitter to be
teners 'will not worry themselves much fine grain, the catwhisker has little chance - described in a subsequent article.
about this, but it must be admitted that of slipping off.
A. J. C.
hedgehog type with the core in a vertical
position, the whole being enclosed' by a
japanned brass tube with ebonite end
pieces. It was tried on a two -valve set
(detector and L.F.); the signals Were remarkably free from distortion and ampli-
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KDKA ON A CRYSTAL !

SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF CURRENT SUPPLY

Vol. VI.

No. 143.

SATURDAY, FLBRUARY 28, 1925

1

PRINCIPAL
CONTENTS
AN " ALL - IN PORTABLE RECEIVER
FRAME AERIAL AND
ONE VALVE
LOW -LOSS COILS

ON YOUR WAVELENGTH

A HOME-MADE
WAVEMETER

5 X X OR THE LOCAL
S 1ATION?

A THREE -VALVE

EXPERMENTAL RECEIVER

ODDS AND ENDS
PROGRESS AND INVENTION

FREE REPLIES TO
READERS' QUESTIONS

WELL ILLUSTRATED
Registered at G.P.O. as a Newspaper

WIRELESS ON CANADIAN RAILWAYS
The Library car of a Canadian National Railway trans -continental express,
equipped with a wireless receiving set. The aerials can be plainly seen,
the wires extending from above the observation platform to the front of the car.
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Type DTG

To meet the demand for batteries
capable of being discharged at slow
rates over long periods, the types
illustrated have been designed.

These cells are particularly suitable for arts using .06

Dull

Price

Emitter Valves.
The cells. are each 2 volts so that two of these cells will replace
3 dry cells.
Capacity when used for very slow intermittent work -20 ampere

(Excluding Acid)

5/10/-

hours.

They. are supplied dry. but fully charged and need only the
addition of. electrolite to make them ready for service.

Type DFG

This type is a development of the DTG, having more than
double the capacity of the 5/- cell.
Capacity on slow intermittent work -45 ampere hours.
The above types are in strong moulded glass boxes.
Type HZ (in celluloid boxes)
The HZ series has been designed for use in circuits where the
number of burning hours between charges is not less than 30.
They need he re -charged only every six months unlesS the full
capacity has been taken out.

Type DTG

VOLTAGE

Ampere -Hour
Capacity

Volts

Cell only
Un harged

Tyne "0"

d.
6

£

s.

0

s.
17

1

1

1

0

1

3
8

6
0

1

4

6

1

12

6

£

40
60
80

1-H Z2
1-H Z3
1-H Z4

2

PRICE
In Container

ACTUAL

TYPE
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VA°52610enEWAIN°
Master A. THOMSON, 11, School Street, Markinch,
Fifeshire, Scotland.
Mr. Hugh MARWICK, 10, King Street, Kirkwall.
Mr. J. KIER, Schoolhouse, Auchtermuchty, Fifeshire.

1st PRIZE.
2nd

3rd

39

Typ HZ
-iaanw

Exi e
The Long -Life Battery
CROSS WORD PUZZLE

SOLUTION
1,750 Entries Received.

CONSOLATION PRIZES HAVE BEEN AWARDED TO THE FOLLOWING:

M. IIANDSCOMB, 97, Madrid Road,
S. ERNkST HOUSE, West Hallam, Derby.
DONALD COLLETT, 7, Handel Terrace,
G.

Polygon, Southampton.
N. RUSSELL, 2, Belvidere Crescent, Aberdeen.

T. H. LEADENHAM, Old Guadaloupe, Eye
Kettlehy, Melton Mowbray.
JEX ROBERTSON, 24, Windsor Street,
Edinburgh.

WM.
RAMSAY,
Birkenhead.
5INZ. x00515

23,

,Sycamore

Road,

11. H. HUTCHINS'
ugeley.

The Grammar School,

GEO. \V. DOWETT, 29, Frankfurt Road,

Herne Hill, S.I 24.
ARNOLD H. K.\ IGHT, Inwood, Alton Road,
Parkstone, Dorset.
E. C. BATHE, South Stoneham (louse,
Swaythling.
B. S. FOX, 14, St. Peters Gardens, Muswell
Hill, London, N.10.
Mrs. E, G. MARTIN, Montague Villa. Wilton
Road, Salisbury.

J:,v. II. J. GRAD AM, St. George's Vicarage,

, Hyde.
FREDK. \V. BOOTY, \Volstanton
Vicarage, Stoke-on-Trent.
It. IRVING. 36. Southfield Road, Oxford.
Mrs. M. J. BALDEN, Estate Office, Stocksfield.
Rev.

7D

LONDON :

219,229 Shaftes-aury
Avenue, W.C.2.
BIRMINGHAM :

58, Dale End.

on -Tyne.

E. C. HUGHES, Commercial Cable Station,
Waterville, co. Kerry, Ireland.
Comm. J. J. BREWER, R.N., 3, The Terrace,
Keybam, Devonport.
J. G. BOLTON, 6, Havelock Street, Sheffield.

)7? ).arts and Depots:

otmorib., ELECTRICAL STORAGE

A 4- COMPANY UNITED_
CLIFTON JUNCTI 3N, NEAR MANCHESTER.

BRISTOL :
22, Victoria Street.
MANCHESTER :

1, Bridg Street.
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CRINOLINES
and
/

(

r.SN
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CANNON /
(

BALLS

I leltsSII

belong to the
pait ; they
are replaced
by up-to-date
articles giving better service.

(

Nobody

uses a crinoline or a cannon ball now,
and far the same reason the valve user
goes for the very latest production.
Hence the phenomenal sale of the

r".-*

C. & S. DULL EMITTER which received
NEW ZEALAND on one valve.

r"Sr

PRICE 1 2/-

2 volt 0.2 amp.

CRAIK & SMITH

(also made

ALLENALLEN ST., E.C.1

15/. each

`19

I C.14.71)

S4

(

THE "ALTO"

SHROUDED TRANSFORMER
469HIS TRANSFORMER represents the last word in efficiency for low frequency amplifier. It embodies a patent winding process and
is tested to withstand 500 volts between windings. Being shrouded,

t,te"Sli

it may be guaranteed absolutely free from distortion when used either
singly or in cascade. The core is of finest Swedish transformer iron.
Made in two ratios, for first

irrNS-N

and second stages of amplifi. cation, the "Alto" Shrouded
Transformer is designed to

r"S

/tie

cr4
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meet the requirements of
t h e discriminating buye r.

1 4/- L -Ft

PRICE

tC"Sit

IC4

Of all Wireless Dealers.
Electricians and Stores.

I

Wholesale only from: -

(.10,S111

THE WHOLESALE
FITTINGS CO., LTD

t rNSI

23, 25, 27, Commercial Street, EA
'PHONE :

London Wall

1191, and Avenue 5497.
'GRAMS: "C alotte s, Norton,
London.

ee..711

ALSO AT

South London Depot:
65, Newington Butts, S.E.11.
Phohe
Hop. 773.

78.80, High Street, Manchester.

rm.* riegi

(2 lines)

AND

fi

14, North Street, Stokes Croft, Bristol.
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100 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

e the

worry
\itufoft.

of battery manufacture and scientific research

IS BEHIND THE FAMOUS

ire less

WHEN you build up your set-or
re -wire it with Newey Snap Term-

Contents of
Complete Set
q
.6.

Terminal Studs.

Multi Connectors,

PR:CES :

With

2

14/8/6

LECLANCHg

4/9

Wander Pitio,s.

H.T. Batteries look alike.
The difference is in their

performance. Be sure to ask
your dealer for Riraults
Genuine Lcclanche.

WIRELESS

BATTERIES
Write for particulars of Leda:ache; H.T.
and L.T. Batteries and full range of wire.
less accessories, free upon request to :

RIPAULTS, Ltd et
4111111111111111111111 llllll
Ott lllIll lllll till llllll

KING'S RLONDON,
D.,

PANCRAS,

T.N.W.1,

lllll lll 111 11,llllllllll ll llI llllll llllllll mmtml llllllll Ej

contact

is

made

and

any

number of headphones can be coupled

together, one above the other, on the
same connection.

Experimental sets can be easily built
up and changed time after time with
Newey Snap Terminals, obviating as
they do the mess and uncertainty of

Earth

wiring not perfectly soldered.

8 Discs (Black, Red

25/6

perfect

and Blue).
Phones +
High Tension +

4 Coloured Connectors,

108 volts
60 volts
36 volts
20 volts

inals - you straight away take
all the small worries out of wireless.
With a slight pressure of the finger

Low Tension +

Phones High Tension Low Tension Aerial

COMPLETE
with Instructions,

Price - 2/.

:LYYLY SNAP)!
... llll
TRADE MARK

TEIR`MillN AL
MADE o, -

PATENT N.14120/24 tr'4.,..vis
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LE CTR I

CONOMIC

LTD'E,

TUNGSTALITE
RI

Regd. No. 447149

THE NEW " R I" PERMANENT

DETECTOR

BLUE LABEL CRYSTAL

IN ADJUSTMENT
PRICE 6/- from Stock

ALWAYS
Delivery

POST FREE
Constructed on a nen, principle eliminating the need

for a Catwhisker contact.

HIGHLY SENSITIVE AND PERFECTLY
STABLE

EXCELLENT FOR REFLEX CIRCUITS
NO READJUSTMENT NECESSARY
For the benefit of those experimenters who believe
it essential that every detector should have an adjusting
device, a special TRIGGER ARRANGEMENT has been
N.B.

fitted.
ORDER FROM THIS ADVERTISEMENT, or cut out and send
it together with your name and address and 4d. in stamps to the
Sales Manager, Economic Electric, Ltd., 10, Fitzroy Square, London,
\V.1, and receive in exchange 44 -page fully illustrated Radio List,
comprising all types of detectors, components, materials, etc., and
also the wonderful " DETECT AVOX " which clamps on to the
headphone of any crystal receiver and positively amplifies music
and speech. Write to -day.
LONDON, W.I.

THE MANUFACTURERS OF THE ABOVE

PRODUCT HAVE DISCOVERED THAT
CERTAIN TRADERS AND FACTORS
HAVE BEEN SELLING SPECIMENS OF
CRYSTAL DESCRIBED AND LABELLED
TUNGSTALITE (BLUE LABEL), WHICH

SPECIMENS ARE SPURIOUS AND
FRAUDULENT IMITATIONS.
NO EXPENSE OR EFFORT IS BEING SPARED
TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC INTEREST IN
SEVERAL HIGH COURT
THIS MATTER.
ALREADY BEEN OBHAVE
INJUNCTIONS

TAINED, AND ONE OFFENDER WAS CRIMINALLY PROSECUTED.

Read (Vice : 10, FITZROY
SQUARE,

ANNOUNCEMENT

Showrooms :

Branch and Works:

303; EUSTON ROAD, MAYO

TWICKENHAM

The
RADIAX
4 -Valve

Universal

PUBLIC ARE REQUESTED TO PURCHASE TUNGSTALITE NOW WITH GREATER
CONFIDENCE THAN EVER BEFORE. EVERY
SPECIMEN YOU PURCHASE IS GUARANTEED
BY THE MAKERS, WHO WILL IMMEDIATELY
REPLACE ANY FAULTY SPECIMEN (EVEN
FRAUDULENT ONES) PROVIDED THAT THE
VENDOR'S BILL ACCOMPANIES THE SPECIMEN FOR REPLACEMENT.
THE

GENUINE TUNGSTALITE
A 2 -VALVE
LOUD

'

SPEAKER
I
I

for

SET
15 0

I

Home Assembly

tested.

TS OUR

£15 0 0

No. 61.
ASK FOR I
1PARTICULARSi
0

A set with almost unlimited capabilities. It is
powerful, highly selective, good for short or long
wave work, and because of its many refinements
will not be obsolete whatever developments in
Broadcasting may occur in the near future. Easy
payment terms if desired.
Factory completed and
Constructor's set for

RETAILS AS BELOW
- 1 /6
BLUE LABEL
GOLD LABEL - - 2/-

£9 15 0

(Plus Marconi Royalty arid Licence Plate 501-.)

TUNGSTALITE LTD.

We have many other models to suit all needs and
pockets ; send for lists and quotations.

LONDON and PROVINCES :

47, FARRINGDON RD., LONDON, E.C.1

If interested in the unit system of construction, send
3d. stamps for booklet on "How to Build your Radio
Station" and full components catalogue.
20 Radio House,
Percy Street,

RADIAX LTD

--Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.-3 min. from Tottenham Crt. Rd. & Goodge St. Tube Stations.
Phone: Museum 493.

'Phone :

Holborn 2557.

'Grams : Tungslamp, Smith, London.

YORKSHIRE:

RADIAX
/11111111111\

WE SATISFY YOU

irsawssontmlwillin
Bare a3-5; 763

41, CALL LANE, LEEDS.
'Grams : Tungslamp, Leeds. 'Phone r 21375 Leeds.
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KDKA ON A CRYSTAL !
A Personal Account of a Remarkable Achievement
would cut out speech, but a few seconds

PROBABLY many readers will have
seen brief reports in the daily press

I made a point of visiting all owners of
valve sets in the village later that morn-

upon my reception of K D K A on a crystal

ing, to ascertain whether they were working

heard anywhere between

at the time that I received K D K A, but

metres.

set without any means of amplification.
The Editor of AMATEUR WIRELESS has

a record, and it is with pleasure that I do
so in the follov-ing short notes.

Nothing appears to be impossible in wireless.
A couple of years ago we had accounts of crystal
reception of a few hundred miles, and many doubts
were expressed as to whether the results were not

.4 Difficult Task
To convince amateurs of the genuine-

probably due to some near -by valve set.

ness of my claim is a difficult task, but
will endeavour to do so as briefly as

of Mr. Stafford, who lives near Thrapston,

1.

possible.

While searching for stations on my
variometer and tapped -inductance tuned

Any-

how we heard much of "freak" reception on
crystal sets.

Here we have the personal account

Northants, who claims to have received K D K A'

of Pittsburgh, U.S.A., on a crystal set of somewhat unusual design.

crystal set I established contact with
KDKA (East Pittsburgh, U.S.A.). on
approximately 326 metres at 24.55 G.M.T.

they were not; therefore the results could
not be due to them.

on January 2. Apparently a speech or
lecture was in progress. The speaker's

Success Ater Three Months

voice was very'distorted; it faded quickly
three minutes later. Numerous oscillators

then came in Jrather faintly) and faded
entirely with the speech at o I

I have been trying to receive an American station for the past three months,
listening on an average three nights per

week, and am astonished to think I had

able

continued

conditions are yet realised,

My own success I attribute to excel:
tionally good conditions at the time and
the circuit used, which is the result of
twelve months of experiment.- Also, there
is the possibility that K D K A might have
been employing more power. than usual in

view of the fact that it was transmitting
a special 'programme to this country a
little earlier. The circuit is shown by the
illustration.

Aerial and Earth

The crystals in use at the time were
(with phosphor -bronze cat -

whisker) and. hertzite (with german
silver catwhisker). I have a roo-ft.
aerial, 8o ft. in length and 20 ft.
high.
-

a cycle wheel and a tin of water
(each with a separate lead to' the
set) buried in natural iron:ore upon
which the house is built. My house
is near Thrapston, Northants.
S. M. S.

D X AND THE

of

CRYSTAL

Gcx)

^THE sensitivity of a crystal

metres, one of which, I' may mention, could be heard eighteen inches
from the phones.

set

I depends on the efficiency ,of the

aerial,

The actual time during which

out that this was not freak reception,

-

My earth consists of a biscuit -tin,

until

speech was heard was 9 minutes
20 seconds.. I should like to point

and

-receptions.

02.45, but nothing more was beard,
conditions apparently developing
unfavourably judging by the slight
decrease in signal strength
familiar .morse stations on

500

think that as now experimenters may he
assured that it is possible to bridge the
Atlantic we shall soon hear of mole

midite

was

and

I am not quite convinced that the actual
possibilities of the crystal under favour-

The Second Reception
Nothing more was heard but
powerful oscillation at 05.05, 01.20
and 01.27 until 01.35, when speech
Was again heard. At o1.38 speech
came in much stronger and without
oscillation, but distortion prevailed,
and at ,o1.41 the speech faded
rapidly.
Listening

25o

Possibilities of the Crystal

asked me to give further details of this
achievement, which surely must constitute

later it became stronger and could be

crystal

'combination

and

phones.

Circuit Diagram of the Crystal Receiver with which the
author received K D K A of Pittsburgh, U.S.A.

A gold or steel catwhisker when
used in conjunction with a silicon
crystal provides a sensitive stable

and it is the second time I have heard not received one before, considering the detector.
America within a week, though on exceptionally good strength of signals on
The aerial should be as high and. -unthe first occasion reception was too weak
to be absolutely sure. Apart from this',
f have tuned in all the B.B.C. stations and
six Continental stations.

the 'date mentioned. A notable feature of

shielded as possible, because any leaking
this reception was that_ for the first two away of current means less strength in
minutes of reception two degree-, move-, the headphones and a few more mikes off
ment to -the right 'or left of the variometer that D N station you are trying to get.

itrofelir Wixeless
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PRACTICAL
ODDS AND ENDS

0
AUSEFUL hint for

a

quick -change

crystal cup is shown .in .the sketch.
Many people find that the drawback to
using up their small pieces of crystal -by
CRYSTAL
CUP

Zip II

IIIIII

.ei-VALVE LEG

TOP OF

The cotton -reel

Marking Out Formers

Changing Crystals

P,AMEL

70-AWA romiri

c-1

immiii
irwi

il AI

-.,

BRASS
STRIP

THOSE Ivho have retained some of the
geometrical training of their school
days find the making of basket -coil. formers

very simple. This need not involve the
use of a ruler, as it is only our old school day's problem of drawing a polygon inside
a circle. The sketch shows a pentagon so

inscribed, the method of working being
as follows : Draw a circle, divide cen-

E,D

placed over the

strands, as it facilitates the final straightening out, and forms a convenient holder
which may be supported in the left hand,
while the winding stick is rotated with the
right.

Theninather of strands should be limited
to about seven or the finished wire will be
lacking in flexibility.

trally at A B; at an angle to A B draw line
A C and mark off from A the number of

equal parts necessary to correspond to
number of sides required (in this case
five). From No. 5 (D) draw line DB;
parallel to this draw the line E F at No. 2;
with radius A B draw the 'intersections A G,

B G, through F draw the line G F H, then

SOCKET

is

.0

'WIRE BEING
5TRANDED

L

STICK

Details of Crystal Cup Mounting.

Method of Stranding Wire.

soldering them into a cup with Wood's
metal is the fact that much trouble is

Stranded wire of this description is very
suitable for winding low -loss coils.

entailed in interchanging them. The
following is a convenient method for
overcoming this difficulty. A valve pin is
screwed into the crystal cup before solder-

Y. L. B.

A Novel Circuit
MANY experimenters who own single
valve receivers are on the look -out
for a circuit which will give selectivity and
sharp tuning combined with a greater

ing in the crystal, and a valve leg socket
is fitted in the panel by means of a brass

strip set away from the under side and
The socket should
be flush with the panel when fitted.
C. A. C.
secured by two screws.

volume of sound than is -usually obtainable
with a one-valVe set.

The diagram illustrates an interesting
circuit which, it is claimed, gives excellent

A Crystal Tip

results.
The values of the condensers are marked

CRYSTAL users may have found difficulty in adjusting the crystal contact

when the set is placed in a dark corner
or is shaded from the light. The diagram
illustrates a simple method of overcoming

Marking Out Formers.

A H gives the radius for marking off I j
and connect. The parallel lines are easily
drawn with- two set -squares.

J. 1\r,

Condensers
111111121441111111

mypinummis,

mummompoolio

PANEL,
,66661566'40-00-000ODO'nDOOD

-PUSH
BUTTON

ONLY the best mica should be used as

the dielectric for making up fixed
condensers. Celluloid is liable to catch

fire should a heavy static discharge break
down the inSula.tion of the aerial condenser.

K.

FLA59LAmP
BATTERY

Stranding Wire
ITZEN DRAHT

or

other

similar

stranded wire is highly efficient for
A Novel Circuit.
wireless use, but the cost of such wire
The simple method of often makes its use prohibitive.
this difficulty.
in, but the sizes of the coils will, of cour,,o,
The diagram illustrates a method of depend on the length of the aerial.
"counter -sinking" the flashlamp bulb is
clearly shown, and sufficient light will be stranding a -number of lengths of
On an aerial of only 45 ft., double
given by this method to illuminate the -"straight " copper wire of fairly fine wire, very satisfactory results are obtain.
J. B.
catwhisker.
gauge.
able.
R. F.
Illuminating the Crystal.
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Figs. 1 and 2. --Two Views of the "All -in" Portable Receiver.
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AN " ALL -IN " PORTABLE RECEIVER

What will it do ?" is always the first an average aerial an Amplion Junior gave
a small frame aerial, with its three test for a set, and here are a few facts pleasant loud speaking in the open. At
or four valves, has its uses on the rare about this one. At five miles from 2 L 0, twenty miles loud speaking was still
occasions when one cannot throw up some using a badly -shielded 6 -ft. length of steel obtained. The telephone range is probkind of makeshift aerial. But at a gauze only 3 ft. above the ground as an ably too miles, but both Aberdeen and
picnic, on the tennis courts, or in the aerial, clear signals are received. A 3 -ft. Glasgow can be picked up in London when
general run of places where portable sets frame aerial at the same distance gave 2 L 0 has closed down.
are most. in use, it is not generally diffi- really good reception. At eight miles on
In addition to the usual earth terminal
THE type of portable set which includes

cult to
wire.

sling up a length of insulated

it will be seen there is an alternative con2

nection to the ; this enables either
of the more popular reflex circuits to be
used.
When the earth terminal is in
use the secondary of the transformer is

The little set illuStrated on this. page
contains enough dry cells to run it for
about six months, and, besides being easily

between the - L.T. and the earth; this

portable, is the most economical tepe of
receiver when attached to the perminenet
aerial at home. What is much more important, it will stand a great deal of rough

position appears the more efficient, as

besides -a greater range there is less fear
of A:C. hum and other disturbances being
picked up as is commonly the case when,
alternately, the transformer is in the

use without sustaining_ serious injury.

set such as this, using one peanut valve,
has,

to

the

writer's knowledge,

aerial circuit.
The - L.T. connection
places the .0003-microfarad, 'condenser in

been

dropped three or four feet on a number
of

series with the aerial coil, which should
be of 5o or Go turns to work with small

occasions without loss of efficiency.

-Moreover,, it can be (and is)- left adjusted

for the family to switch the L.T. current
on and off as required for listening.
Many experimenters will "jib'' at the
crystal, but little trouble need be anticipated if a reliable detector is
purchased.

aerials ; this connection is therefore useful

to cut down the .wavelength when a large capacity aerial is used.
Fig. 4.-Circuit Diagram.

It may sound in-

earth connection is dispensed

credible to valve users, but it
not "uncommonfor a whisker to

the aerial tuning will, of
course, be different, as the batteries form a capacity earth.
The first photograph (Fig. 1)
shows the appearance of the set
when closed and gives some
with

remain adjusted for a week at
a time.

Some readers, .too, may be
doubtful of the advisability of
squeezing the components of a
reflex circuit on to a panel only
8;ii in. by 5 in. with a depth of
37 in., particularly When both
valve and coils are inside. The
arrangement shown in t
photograph, however, which is
the result of some experimenting, is perfectly stable.

reasonable distance of a broadcasting station little difference
in volume will he noticed if an

idea of its size; the overall
.

measurements are only Tayi, in.
by. 9 in. by 5 i in. This might
be

further reduced if special

components were purchased.
In the second photograph

(Fig. a) the top is open, show Fie.

3.-View of Panel.

(Concluded at bottom of vex! rage)
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FRAME AERIAL AND ONE VALVE
11

0

0O<.>0<>O

MANY single -valve enthusiasts are deterred from using frame aerials
because at least one H.F. valve is usually
considered necessary, and because considerable loss of signal strength is experienced, when a frame aerial is used with a

was used in the anode circuit, tuned with
a small condenser. A 'variomcter covering
the broadcast band could be used in the
anode circuit instead of the tuned coil
where it is desired to receive only broadcasting. A disadvantage of this circuit is

)9

Li

means the distance between adjacent turns

of wire is nearly doubled.
The effect of connecting the earth to
the negative filament may be tried, but
the writer found the positive preferable.

"straight " valve circuit. Results with a that two circuits have to be tuned, and
single -valve circuit and frame aerial are distant stations can easily be missed.
Another Circuit
The circuit Fig. 2 was then tried. In.
this case one side of the frame aerial is
connected through the grid leak and condenser directly to the grid of the valve.
The other- side of the frame is connected
to the A.T.I. and the A.T.I. is connected
to earth. A connection is also made be-

tween the earth side of the tuning coil
and the positive leg of the filament. Tun-

ing is effected by means of a variable
condenser connected in parallel with the
Fig. 2.-A Second Experimental Circuit.
A.T.I. A reaction coil is included in the
Fig. 3.-Method of Winding Frame.
anode circuit of the valve and is coupled
often poor when compared with a single - to the A.T.I. in the usual manner by
A number of variations of the circuits
valve with reaction and an out -door aerial. means of a two -coil holder. With the given will doubtless suggest themselves to
This is chiefly due to the fact that full coupling sufficiently tight, oscillations the experimenter. Electrostatic reaction
were readily produced on all wavelengths. might be tried by connecting a small
reaction effects are not obtained.
In fact the set oscillated rather more variable condenser between the anode cirThe First Circuit
easily than it did when connected to an cuit and the aerial circuit. A combination
The circuit Fig. I was tried with a view outdoor aerial.
of electrostatic and magnetic reaction can
to getting over this difficulty. It will be
2 L 0 came through with no appreciable
seen that the frame aerial,.which is tuned. diminution of strength when compared be tried by using the usual reaction coil
Ivith a condenser, is connected across the with reception on a 6o -ft. outdoor aerial. and connecting a small variable condenser
grid and filament of the valve in the usual (It should be mentioned, however, that the between the anode circuit and the aerial
manner, but that there is included in the outdoor aerial is somewhat screened.) circuit.
All of the circuits described are stable
anode circuit a coil tuned with a variable With the addition of a note magnifier
and
can easily be handled by a becondenser. When the anode circuit is thus strong signals were obtained on a loud ginner.
1. T. B.
tuned to the same frequency as the aerial
circuit, reaction effects are obtained and
oscillations can be produced. At a disINTERFERENCE TROUBLE
tance of about five miles from 2 L 0 this
DR. DELLINGER, of the American
station came in strongly on the phones on
Bureau of Standards, speaking upon
one valve, and signals could be heard some
a question that exists in even a more acute
eight or ten feet away. There was not
form in his own country than here, dequite sufficient strength, however, to, work
clares that there is no simple cure-all for
a loud -speaker. A No. 75 duolateral coil
interference. However, both natural and
man-made interference is slowly being
Fig. 1.-An Experimental Frame -aerial
Circuit.
" AN A.1,1, -IN PORTABLE REcErvER" (continued
coped with, the former being, in fact, the
from preceding page)
more difficult problem. The slight elecing the arrangement of the components. speaker, music and speech being clearly trical movements always going on in the
Examining this from left to right, we see audible over the greater part of the house. atmosphere, similar to tiny lightning disthe anode coil and tuning condenser, the
charges, cause a certain background of
valve horizontally placed above the trans- High Wavelengths
noise in a receiving set, which will probformer and the aerial coil on an ebonite
The higher wavelengths were reached ably never be entirely eliminated any
shelf above the condenser tuning it. In by plugging in larger coils. C.W. stations more than variations of weather can be
separate compartments are two 1.5 -volt can be received without fear of causing prevented.
cells in parallel, and the H.T. composed interference by oscillation, since the radiaTo prevent overlap of broadcast proof four -volt units. The distribUtion of the tion from a frame aerial is small.
grammes in crowded areas he advocates
components on the vertical panel should
the Use of a fewer number of highbe clear from the third photograph (Fig. The Frame
powered stations located at a considerable
3). Fig. 4 shows the circuit diagram.
A frame aerial 2 ft. square and with distance away from the big centres of
Readers who intend constructing a ten turns of Wire was used. The turns population. This policy is already beinr;
similar set will find it advisable to should be well spaced, and to attain this seriously considered both in. this country
measure their components and draw a the wire, instead of being wound round the and in America by those responsible for
scale diagram before drilling the panel edge of the frame, is passed through. stag- the future development of the broadcastor making the cabinet.
S. E. N.
gered holes as shown in Fig: 3. By this ing system.
M. A. L.
-1,102110
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REDUCED
PRICE
You arc nt,w able to buy
the most reliable and efficient British Headphones
at greatly- reduced price.
But the class of material

Brandes

unaltered

and still the highest
manufacturing ideals control the quality of the
product. You simply get.

the same value for

?he name to know in Radio

less

money.

Matched Tone means that

BRANDES LTD., 296, Regent St., W.'
Works

remains

used

both your ears hear exactly the same sound at

Stough, Bucks.

the same instant, and you
learn.
tone.

a new beauty of

Ask your Dealer

for Brandes.
British Manufacture
(B.B.C. Stamped).

atched
TRADE MARK

BUY

THE

BEST

Headphones
FOR

LESS

Ns.
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for perin-Tanwee
N0 architect ever passed the plans of a
new building without first making sure
that the foundations are correctly proportioned and capable of withstanding the
strains and stresses that are likely to be met
during the years to come. He builds for
permanence.

And so it should be with the man who builds
a Wireless Set. He, too, builds for the future.

He' does not want to find, when his Set is
finished, that a leaky ebonite panel prevents
goods results being obtained. He does not
want to labour in vain, so he looks to his
foundation-the ebonite panel.

All ebonite, unfortunately for the wireless enthusiast,
is not of one recognised quality. Some is good-some is
bad. Some is suitable for wireless use-some is not.
How are you to tell ? The only safe way is to use a
guaranteed brand such as Red Triangle Panels-every
one of which is positively guaranteed to be leakproofimpervious to moisture and finished with a smooth surface
which does not require .sandpapering before use. But
Red Triangle Ebonite-for all its advantages-is not
costly. Indeed, it often costs less than the ebonite
of doubtful ancestry which you may be able to buy
locally.

For your next Set try Red Triangle Ebonit-afterwards
you'll use no other.

12 Stock Sizes :
6X
0X
7X

8

18
5

3/8/2/3

8 X 12 6/10 X 12 7/6
10 X 24 15/ -

7 X 10 4/3
8 X 6 3/8 X 10 5/-

12 X 14 10/6
12 X 16 12/12 X 18 13/6

Big Results for 7/6
and the reason why !
Perhaps you are inclined to be sceptical
about the performance of the Brownie
Wireless -25-30 miles from a B.B.C.
Station or 120 miles from Chelmsford,
clear -toned reception is assured. There-

fore we ask you to listen -in with the
" Brownie "-let your own ears prove
how

thoroughly these claims are substantiated. Its undoubted success is in no
small measure due to the remarkable
sensitipitir of

Get a

the famous D.L.5 Crystal.

"Brownie" and enjoy broad-

casting to -day.
nickelled.

All

fittings

Loading Coil for Chelmsford 1/6.
Ebonite base
...
.. ... 1/6.
The D.L.5 Crystal is now separately boxed.
Two

large

pieces

of crystal and the

essential " Fatimadium " Catwhisker

carefully packed in

dust -proof
case

2/.

From most Dealers
or direct.

If you already possess a receiver, get a
piece of D.L.5 Crystal and hear the dif-

ference it makes to your- reception. Use
it for reflex circuits, too. Its natural
stability ensures increased volume and
purer tone.

THE J. W. B. WIRELESS CO.;
31Ca/312a, EUSTON RD., N.W.1
(Facing Warren Street Tube Station.)
Telephone : Museum 3747.

All 1 -in. Thick.

Special Sizes :
All Concert -de -Luxe, 16 x 8 x 1

8/ -

15/ Transatlantic V., 22 x 11 x 1
All Britain, 16 x 9 x
S.T. 100, 121 x 91 x
7/Puriflex, 14 x 101 x I . . ... 9/2

Transatlantic IV., 16 x 8 x 1...

8/-

Resistoflex, 12 x 8 x
Anglo-American, 36 x 9 x

...

Neutrodyne Tuner, 12 x 10 x

CIWSTAZI
and

6/20/7/6

Neutrodyne Receiver, 12x1Oxi 7/6
3 -Valve Dual, 24 x 10 x 1 ... 15/ 4/4
Harris Crystal Set, 9 x 51 x

Any Special Size Cut per return at id. per Square inch.
TO THE TRADE: Red Triangle Ebonite is being
extensively advertised and in spite of its superior
quality can be sold to you at prices no higher than
that which you are paying for ordidary 'unbranded
ebonite.
plan.
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Write to us to -day for details of our selling

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.,
Registered Offlces, Mail Order and Showroom,

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON,. E.C.1.
BRANCHES:

LONDON : -62, High Holborn, W.C.1.
WALTHAMSTOW :-230, Wood Street.
PLYMOUTH : -4, Bank of England Place.
LIVERPOOL : -4, Manchester Street.
CARDIFF : -94, Queen Street.

Red Triangle Ebonite
ferivr4vIrmrlirvvIrvrwierier,s

Pallmadium" Cat whiskei

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO

WIRELESS

This 160 -page book explains everything you wish to know about Wireless, and enables any beginner to make wireless sets which are
unequalled in price, quality or efficiency. Exact cost of each set clearly
stated.

FULL INSTRUCTIONS WITH 28 IDIAG.A MS
FOR MAKING SUPER -EFFICIENT CRYSTAL SETS. SINGLE
VALVE SETS, ONE AND TWO -VALVE AMPLIFIERS, DUAL
AMPLIFICATION SETS. ALSO THE LATEST IMPROVED TYPES

OF TWO, THREE AND FOUR -VALVE TUNED ANODE RECEIVERS.

Soldering or Special Tools not required.
IF YOU ALREADY HAVE A WIRELESS

BETTER ONE.
FREE
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Returned
SAXON RADIO CO, (DEPT. 12), SOUTH SHORE, BLACKPOOL

Improvement

The Latest

By means o an ingeniThe new contact!
(shown in the enlarged
ous bronze spring
illustration) any slackness between the bush and adjusting screw
is automatically rectified and 1. erfect electrical contact maintained
at all times. Other features worthy of special mention
are :-Continuously variable, silent in operation, dust and
damp-proof and contant in any temperature.

Scientific

Research

Lanite is extremely sensitive

diagrams and other infor-

now entirely superseded.

with Lanidium Catswhisker
and leaflet containing circuit

allover on account of itsunique
crystalline structure, amazing

mation that makes for 100%
efficient reception.

volume and purity of tone.

Manchester.

3:6

THE WATMEL WIRELESS
CO.. Ltd,
Tel. Clerkenwell 7993..
Sold in this box complete

Lanite Laboratories,

2,6

Send P.C. for Desoqnive Folder.

"LANITE."
All natural product crystals

6 Booth St. East, C. -on -M.

..

VARIABLE ANODE RESISTANCE, 50,0,0 to 100,040 ohms

VARIABLE GRID LEAK, '5 to 5 megohma

after years of experiment has
now produced this laboratory
crystal which we have called

Yanydigeoltyinobtainingsend
L9 direct to the laboratories:

3 POST

SET, GET THIS BOOK AND MAKE A

LANITE

332a, Goswell Rd., London, E.G.,.

`Valves Repaired
Proinpity,Terfivtlyi:

2volt- tope

'06 type

6 /6

9/.
10 /6

us send you this useful booklet. Gives curves of Radical Valves, prices
for repair work, and shows what service your accumulator should give,

gheUltra Sensitive

CRYSTAL

Bright Emitters ..
Dull Emitters

RADIONS Ltd., Bollington, Nr. Macclesfield
letET

Book-
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.17R
Oil

consignmeni

of Indian Ruby
Mica for Du -

1:

biller

conden-

sers arriving at
the London
Docks.

TYPE 600

ar=
iiii-T-11

\

MICA CONDENSER

ft.i.

DUBILIER
CONDENSER C? a:
PATENTS 50154517-197556

I2,

---

oncerningMic4

r
The " Dielectric" in all Dubilier fixed Condensers
is of the best Ruby Mica, especially imported
from the quarries of India.
It has long been recognised that there are numerous
reasons,

both

Mechanical and

electrical,

which

account for the superiority of Mica over other

Bombay

dielectric materials employed in Fixed Condensers
of small capacity.

)Madras

Perhaps the best known of these are high insulation
resistance and high dielectric strength which enable
an exceedingly thin sheet of Mica to withstand very
high voltages.

The Mica sheets in Dubilier Condensers measure
only a few thousandths of an inch in thickness, yet
each one of them before it can qualify for a place

in a condenser has to withstand an alternating
current pressure test of 5,000 Volts.

A Condenser made up of such sheets will resist,
for example, the continued application of the full
voltage from a High Tension Battery, whereas a
condenser with an inferior dielectric may develop
a short circuit-a fault which may possibly ruin a
succession of H,T. Batteries before it is located.
Apart from insulation resistance, however, there are
still

very powerful arguments in favour of the

Mica Condenser. The use of Mica enables Condenser tosses (due to hysteresis, leakage, etc.) to

be reduced to a minimum, especially as Mica has

a high "specific inductive capacity" so that the
volume of the dielectric in a condenser in which
losses can occur is reduced to a minimum.

From the above .it will be seen that for every
receiving circuit the best condenser is a Mica
Condenser ; and you will be assured of obtaining

the best Mica Condenser if you

Specify Dubilier.

DUBILIE
CONDENSER CO LTD

E.P.S. 7a

Advt. of the Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd., Ditcon Works,
Victoria Road, North Acton; London, W.3.
7'eiryhone: Chiswick 2241-2-3.
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Effieiamtii ?
King's College, W.C.2.
I have frequently applied them in many exacting

scientific experiments

in

place of delicate galvanometers

and find them an entire success.
Their extreme sensitivity, their lightness and durability,
combined with extreme beauty of external appearance, make
them an exceptionally good investment, especially in view of
their moderate price.

Personally I prefer them to many makes of 'phones
nearly double the price, and recommend them unreservedly.

W. L. S. (B.Sc. 1st Hons.).

20/ -

Monmouth.

I must say that your phones are very satisfacto me-light, neat in appearance, and very
sensitive, exactly as advertised.
C. A.

GENERA L

tory

IMMO

Wolsingham.

They are as good as your advert. states, and
are equal to any of the more expensive makes in
both comfort and tone.
F. S.

THE FINEST HEADPHONES

AT ANY PRICE.

Issued by the Publicity Department of the General Radio Company Ltd., Radio House, 235, Regent Street, W. I.

odercruor

Sold on our official
money -back

guarantee.

afttvonpa

oasis raw

y

"LOTUS"
Vernier Coil Holders

"The Stalls of the Broadcasting Stage"

CUT GEARED

EP IODUCTION

Vernier of

AdJuite.Dle Reacipl--,ot.es

8 to 1

THESE Telephones meet the demand for a good
high-class Telephone which will reproduce with
perfection the varied classes of music being broadcast

Moving Coil
cannot drop.

to -day.

The ear -piece attachment cannot catch in the hair.
They are extra -acting and very highly finished.

Two-way
Three -way

Note, too, their low price.

E. L. JACKSON & Co.,
34/35, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.

Prov. Pat.

=
EF.

7/ -

-

- 10/6

Manufactured by-

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LIMITED
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.
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Now or Never

every night of the week until midnight.
My thoughtful correspondent points out
taking a very grave view of the pend- that the amateur transmitter has had an
ing parliamentary action concerning the exceedingly thin time this winter in the
Wireless Telegraphy Act of 1904 so far way of periods free from broadcasting,
as it affects the transmitting.amateur. The and although they are not compelled to
afficial view is rthat the legislation is in - close down during broadcasting, they do
ended to strengthen the existing Act, but so out of consideration for their neigh::very society in the country that is affi- bours. He further pointed out that should
liated to the parent society is being cir- the broadcast programmes be prolonged as
cularised and asked to support them in suggested, the amateur transmitter may
,representing- that if the Bill passes into become as extinct as the proverbial dodo.
law as it stands it will seriously prejudice I lament the loss of the hours available
and hinder research work and lead to to listen to these hard-working enthusiasts,
stagnation in wireless progress. Strong for they have been considerably curtailed
representations are being made to mem- 'this winter.
bers of the House of Conmons that the
What is an Artificial Aerial?
effect of the Bill will be such as to give
Many would-be amateur transmitters
to the Postmaster -General the power to
Close down at his own pleasure all exit- have had their catwhisker knocked off their
ing amateur stations and to refuse to grant crystals so to speak by the reception of
further licences if he so desires. It is an artificial aerial licence from the Post
felt in responsible quarters that the whole Office in lieu of the genuine radiating
future of the experimenting amateur is aerial licence which they wanted. They
now at stake, and if the Bill is passed are further greatly perturbed by. the fact
through the Commons as it stands his that in their "permit to transmit" they
are informed that "the transmitter must
hard-won privileges are gone for ever.
not be connected to earth and is to be
as non -radiating as possible.
The Amateur Experimenter
doubt but that many of them have flung
The importance of the amateur experi- the
apparently useless document into the
menter cannot be over -emphasised. He fire, suffering under a sense of injustice,
formed the nucleus of our wireless men and have forthwith turned pirates. The
during the Great War. It is entirely due dummy aerial is useful, however. The
to him that the use of short waves has aerial consists of resistance, inductance
been developed and their carrying pro- and capacity, the three ingredients
pensities so ably demonstrated.
which a "true-to-life" aerial is
A year or so ago prominent authorities from
made,
and it is easily made up in box
laughed to scorn the idea that the amateur form and need not occupy a space- greater
could ever transmit to America on such than ten cubic inches. With it and a

THE Radio Society of Great Britain is

a wavelength as oo Metres. Now the boot
is on the other leg. Large commercial
stations are sending out " feelers " on the
short waves, and it is rumoured' that they
have an eye to adopting them in preference
to the long waves -at present in use.

Another Fine Feat

Yet another laurel must be added to
those already earned by wireless experimenters. On February 13 Mr. G. L.
Morrow picked up at his station at Berkhamsted a short-wave signal from the
Royal Air Force station at Mosul. The

sender stated that he had an important
message for the Air Ministry which he
could not get through direct, and asked
if any amateur who could read him would
reply. Mr.. Morrow signalled to him to

send his message, which he did, and it
was duly transmitted to the Air Ministry
over the land -line. It seems that owing
to jamming, communication could not be
established direct between Mosul and the '
Ministry, and as his message was of great

urgence it was extremely fortunate that
the operator at Mosul had the inspiration'
of trying the short waves and that there
was an experimenter able to pick up what
he said. It just shows how extraordinarily
useful the work of the amateur wireless
enthusiast is and what a bad policy it is
on the part- of the Post Office autlforities

not to give more encouragement to his
efforts.

The Professional Amateur
Strictly speaking, though, I do not know
that Mr. Morrow ought really to be called

an amateur, for fI think that I am right
in saying that he is still one of Captain
Eckersley's henchmen at the B.B.C. As
Mr. West's assistant, he took a prominent

part in the relaying by the B.B.C. of

K D K A and other American stations.
But in wireless the term amateur seems
couple of instruments one _can learn -to be used-by the Post Office, at any rate
enough to justify a further application for -in rather a curious way, for you will

the radiating licence, so why not use it find in the official lists of amateur callsigns 2 L 0, 5 I T, 2B D and all the other
and turn it to account?
broadcasting stations, both main and
relay I In fact every station which does
An Unkind Joke
This is one of many things due to the
Some few months ago several low -power not belong to the Post Office or one of
"amateur." He has earned his spurs and stations in England were greatly surprised the Ministries, and is neither a shipping
should be accorded a permanent place in to receive a "K" call at terrific strength, nor a commercial plant, is Classed as
the ether without fear of the sudden cur- from an American amateur transmitter, amateur. If you glance through the list
tailment of his activities. It is for him and forthwith replied using power as low of amateur call -signs you will find that it
to see that he pulls his weight in the as 5 watts in some. instances. Great was contains the names of a large number of
present struggle by signifying to the Radio

Society that he is in agreement with the
policy of that body. He Must secure for
himself official recognition of his usefulness to the State now and for ever.,

their amazement and satisfaction when, on

the best-known wireless engineers and
research men, all of whom are surely very

a rat that it was discovered that the

which is of the sausage type, is suspended
from very high masts and is not screened
by buildings, trees or kills from any direc-

changing over, the station promptly replied : "Yr sigs. vry f.b. hr o.m." and far from being amateurs at the game.
they pulled out their pencils and logged
A Fine Situation
the great event. Later several other
stations also worked the American amateur
-Mr. Morrow's station is at the top of a
The Poor Transmitter
with still lower power, and it wasn't until spur of the Chiltern Hills and stands
A kind-hearted correspondent has asked one or two of the real D.X. fiends smelt about Soo feet above sea -level. His aerial,

-me whether there is such a thing as a
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Amateur Transmitters. The inquiry was
prompted by the recent proposals in the
daily press to allow a L 0 to continue to

afflict us with the Savoy Havana Band

American was really an American-with
the difference that he was on a visit to
France, from whence came the signals.
I'm told that several of our enthusiasts
never touched a key again.

I have heard it said that when he
wanted to build a house he chose a site
that was first rate from a wireless point
tion.
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On Your Wavelength ! (continued)
of view, then decided where the aerial
must be, and told the architect to design
a house to fit in with it. Whether this
is so or not I cannot say, but the fact

any frequency. As a matter of fact the
ancient transformer performs so amazingly

well that

I

give good results indeed can be rigged

up by anyone complete for less than a
think it would take a very pound. And there is another side, too,

acute musical ear to detect any difference

that is worth thinking about Apart from
between the quality of its reproductions purely experimental work;- it is really best
such as to make the mouth of any less and those of the late 192.1 -model. _
to confine your reception to your nearest
:

remains that the position of his station is

fortunately (or should I say wisely?)
Readers of
situated amateur "water.

I am a thorough believer in making broadcasting station if you want to get

every set as efficient as possible by incorAMATEUR WIRELESS may remember that he porating in it any circuit or gadget likely
contributed some months ago a series of to improve its perforniances. Still, I think
articles on transmission, and that he is that possibly we can overdo things a little;

part author of the little book "Wireless I mean that we may fit up any number
Telephony Explained." Those who in- of variables, in a receiving set without

dulge in the fascinating pastime of search- obtaining any very marked advantage from
ing round for amateur transmissions are their use. I have seen a set with nearly
probably familiar with his call -sign 6 U V. forty controls, and I must confess that
my Own possesses twenty-three. I should
mention, by the way, that before I brought
An Old Friend;
I have had rather an amusing experi- the old set into play I fitted up. a grid -bias,
ence lately. My big set being out of battery, for without this distortion is
action for a few days for alterations, I simply bound to occur on anything like a
rigged up an old one that had not been strong signal. What does rather nonplus
used for more than a year to take its place me is that, though the old set is provided
temporarily. The big set contains what with coils and variable condensers of kinds
I have heard described as "every modern which we now regard as inefficient owing
inconvenience." It has potentiometers and to the losses for which they are reputed

variable grid leaks, and a separate grid -

to be responsible, I had not the slightest

magnifiers and different high-tension posi-

stations at extremely good strength. Truly
wireless is full of mysteries I

bias arrangement for each of the note difficulty in bringing in distant foreign
tive leads for each class of valve, and
obtain

stability,

sensitiveness,

signal

The New 2 L 0
Very soon now, possibly even before
these notes appear id print, the new 2 L

strength and purity of tone.
When, therefore, I fished out the poor will be working and we shall know the
old set which contains comparatively few best-or the worst. From a purely selfish
of these improvements I explained apolo- point of view I could wish that there was
getically to the members of my household not to be any increase in his power, for
that they must not expect too much from with his present 1.5 kilowatts, though he
it. Then when all the connections were is nearly thirty miles from me, his tuning
complete, I switched on and tuned in, is far from sharp even on a receiving set
expecting to find 21, 0, weak and rather fitted with four tuned circuits. On the
harsh. But to tell you the truth, reader, best of nights it is exceedingly difficult to
I found him amazingly strong, and there bring in either Manchester or Cardiff when
was so little difference in the purity of 2 L 0 is working, and one often finds that
the reception that it was hardly worth the blotting -out effect which he exercises
talking about.
extends to Bournemouth as well. Will the
increase in power mean a still wider band

for 2 L 0 ? I rather fancy that it will.
Comparison
Stability was really the only thing- in If it does I shall be sorry, for I must
the old' st't which was not quite up to the say that I do like to be able to pick up
mark, for it showed a proneness to those at .will any station which is sending out
annoying hand -capacity effects which we a particularly interesting programme or
all know and which are conspicuous by single item.
At the same time it must not be fortheir absence in the more up-to,date set.
Now here is a very curious point : I had gotten that most wireless folk in this
expected noticeable distortiOn because the country are crystal users, and anything
low -frequency intervalve transformer used which will extend the range of crystal
in the old Set is one of the earliest patterns reception is to be welcomed. We all want
of good make that were available for to see wireless becoming more and more
amateur constructors. Actually it was popular as a hobby, The best way of
purchased at the beginning of 1922. In ensuring this is to bring it within the
transformers
were supposed not to have _advanced much
those

days

low -frequency

beyond the standard required for the reception of telegraphy. The big set contains a first-rate modern transformer
specially- designed not, to over emphasise
,

possible as regards purity, clearness and
freedom from interference.

The Ideal Brradcast Set
I believe that the ideal set for broadcast
reception on the loud -speaker consists of_

a crystal detector followed by one, two
or three note magnifier's, according to the
distance between the broadcasting station
and the receiving aerial. A transformer

should be used between the crystal and the first valve, whilst the other two should
coupled by the resistance -capacity
method. A receiver made on these line
be

will give wonderful results provided that
the components are thoroughly good, and
with- 2 L O's increased power it will be
possible to use it at much greater distances
from London.

Expert Transatlantic Reception
The time is now coming gradually
nearer

square -law condensers, and in fact every-

thing that the wit of man can devise to

results that are as near 'perfection as

reach of every purse. The valve set, even
of the simplest kind, costs a certain

when

expert

experimenters

in

Transatlantic reception will be able to
prove their worth. When all is said and
done the comparative merits of receivers
for

this work cannot be judged in the

winter period, for American stations can
then be tuned in by most people and the
comparison is one of degree rather than
of fact.
Now it is the man who gets
W G Y loudest; in a month or so it will
be the man who gets. America at all.

Birmingham "High -brows"

I am so glad that Mr. Hayes, of the

Birmingham and Midland Institute, was
. kind enough to translate that first Act of
Boris Godonnov from the original of
Alexander Pushkin, for the Russian lan-

guage is very hard to distinguish from
bad "atmospherics," and I might have
blamed my next-door neighbour again.
Performed by the University of Birmingham Literary and Dramatic Society, with
special music by Professor Granville Bantock, to most high -brows it would .be certainly interesting, if not really entertaining. Personally I admit I felt more inclined to tune in to Manchester, where the
2 Z Y Dramatic Company was announced

to produce The Case of Lady Camber.
We most of us remember Horace Annesley

Vachell's play when it was at the Savoy
Theatre, London, in 1915; it was a success,

even in war -time, and as its charm, like
amount of money, for valves themselves most of Mr. Vachell's works, depends most

and the batteries which are needed for on literary dialogure rather than actual
running them are expensive. A home- situation, I consider it a very wise choice
made' crystal set, however, which will

for broadcasting purposes.
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article I was immediately attacked

MANY wireless enthusiasts find
themselves rather puzzled by
the question of coil efficiency. How
for instance, that one coil
gives better results than another ?

by a correspondent for stating what
he described as "this ancient
fallacy." Actually currents do not
pass through the condenser, but the

:What exactly are the losses of which
We hear so much nowadays ? How

effect is
they did.

do they occur? What can be done

Let us take it, then, that oscillating currents do pass through a condenser. Any two conductors whose

is it,

to prevent them ? To find answers

to these questions and others upon
the same subject we must first of all
see briefly something of the functions of
the inductance coil.
The main thing to bear in mind is -that
the valve, for whatever purpose it may be
employed, is a potential -operated device.

In a circuit such as that shown in Fig.
tiny differences in grid potential produce
enormously greater effects in the plate
circuit. To obtain the highest efficiency
from the valve we must ensure that incoming oscillations make the greateSt
possible changes in its grid potential. In

precisely the same as

if

potential is different form a conleading from a tank placed at a much denser if placed reasonably close to one

another; in other words, there is capacity
sound, and the full measure of the water between them. Now let us, think of
is delivered to the vanes. of the wheel. what happens in a coil of twelve turns,
At B, on the other hand, the pipe is shown such as that shown in Fig. 3, across
full of leaks, so that the pressure of the which there is a potential difference of
water upon the vanes is a very small one. 3 volts. The fall in potential is quite
higher level. At A the conducting pipe is

regular from top to bottom of the coil.
That is between turn No. i and turn
No. 6 there will be a P.D. of t% volts

Obviously A is a very much more efficient
arrangement than B ; 13 owes its inefficiency
to

the leaks which allow the water to

Between each pair of
-escape without doing useful work. Differ- and so on.
ence. of potential electrically is just the adjacent turns the potential difference will
other words, we -require the largest same .thing as a head of water mechani- be one -twelfth of 3 volts, or a quarter
potential differences that we can obtain cally. It will suffer in precisely the same of a volt. If we place the turns in a
between the points x and Y across the way from losSes or leaks in the conductor. single layer, as seen in Fig. 3, there will
be no great amount of capacity between
inductance coil in Fig. I. If the coil
them, since each turn lies next to the one
is a good one these potential differences Current Leak
will have a maximum value, but if it is
Now let us see how oscillating currents between which and itself there is the
of poor design they will be reduced and can leak away in a coil. For all practical smallest potential difference. But the
the valve cannot give its best results.
purposes we may take it that alternating capacity will be very much increased if we
A simple analogy is shown in. Fig. 2. or oscillating currents pass through a con- arrange them in two layers, as shown in
Here we have a wheel worked by a stream denser. I make this statement with some Fig. 4, placing turn No. 7 over turn
of water brought to its vanes by a pipe diffidence, for when I did so in a recent No. i, for here we shall have a potential
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Fig. 1.-Diagram Explaining Effect

of

Losses.

Fig. 2.-Hydraulic Analogy.
Fig, 8.-Action of Oscillating Currents in
Coil.

Fig. 4.-Capacity in Coil Windings.
Fig.
Fig. 2

B.-Diagram Showing Effect
Capacity in Coil Windings.

of

0 VOLTS

Fig. 3

difference of 1.5 'volts between the first

turn and the seventh, the second and the
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the electrons; in the dielectric are strained
in their orbits. In a really good dielec-

regards the design of a low -loss inductance.

(i) Its turns must be so arranged that
atom, but in a bad one there it actual there is the greatest possible amount of

eighth and so on.

tric none of them is torn away from its

Tiny Condensers

leakage of current through the dielectric separation between those at widely
owing to the detachment of electrons. In different potentials.
(2) Self -capacity can be kept at a miniother words, the more perfect any substance is as an insulator the more efficient mum only by the use of air spacing.
(3) The use of covered wire will lead
will it be as a dielectric. When we come
to examine dielectrics we find that air is to losses due to dielectric inefficiency and
by far the _most efficient and that silk, bare wire is therefore to be preferred.
There is one other very important concotton, rubber, enamel, shellac and

We may in fact regard the coil as provided with a large number of tiny condensers, as shown in Fig. 5. Each of
these forms a leak just like the holes in
the water -pipe of which we spoke before.
It follows, then, that to obtain efficiency

we must reduce the internal capacity, or
self -capacity, of the coil to a minimum.
For long -wave reception the amount of
self -capacity present in a coil is not of
enormous importance, provided that it is
not unreasonably large. But the shorter
the wavelength the higher the frequency,
and the higher the frequency the more
easily does current pass through a condenser of given size. Hence a type of
winding which may give quite good results
when used for the reception of 5 X X may
be utterly useless on the ultra -short waves,
behaving to high -frequency currents very

paraffin -wax are all much inferior.

Thus

in a coil wound with covered wire we
have, beside capacity losses, other losses
due to the inefficiency of the dielectric
matter separating the turns. Once more
we see why air spacing is to be preferred
to any other kind.
Conclusion

We come, then, to these conclusions as

.....

Reducing Set1=capacity

Before we can tackle the problem of C OR some considerable time the essenreducing self -capacity we must understand

size will be increased if the distance be-

gauge sufficient to reduce high -frequency
resistance to the smallest possible amount.
In coil winding the golden rule to observe,
in addition to the three mentioned above,
is always to use wire of the heaviest gauge
compatible with compactness. J. H. R.

A NEW DETECTOR

water.

tween them is reduced. We thus see that
to produce an efficient coil the turns must
be separated. Again, for a given distance between the plates, the capacity
varies according to the dielectric constant
of the insulating material which separates
them. For example, if we cut two plates
to a given size and separate them by <2 in.
of air the capacity between them will he
By plunging the
.00025 microfarad.

the coil must be wound with wire of a

000.0000000000<><><>0000000000000 41.- 4. (P. .....

much as a pipe made of gauze would to

something about condensers. A condenser
'Consists of two conductors, between which
there is a non-conductor known as the
dielectric. For a given dielectric the
capacity between plates of a certain

sideration that must be taken into account.
The addition of resistance to any oscillatory circuit flattens its tuning: Therefore

I

tials of a crystal detector for the

reception of broadcasting have been regarded as consisting of a catwhisker and
a crystal provided with means so that one
can be adjusted lightly to make contact
with the other.
A new detector lately placed on -the
market by Radio Instruments, Ltd., of
12, Hyde Street, New Oxford Street,
London, W., however, makes a diStinct
departure from this practice. A cursory
examination of this detector would lead
one to suppose that it was a perikon detector and of the cartridge type. Actually it
is neither, for the contact is adjustable,

and in place of the usual perikon corn -

plates into mineral oil we can increase
the capacity to about .0005 microfarad,

material is only available to Radio Instruments, Ltd.

The terminal at the other end of the
detector is part of the crystal cup in which
the crystal is secured in the ordinary way.
One very noticeable feature is the excellent construction and finish. The barrel

portion is polished ebonite and the terininals are highly polished brass and
lacquered.

To set the detector all that it is necessary to do is lightly to pull out the plunger
rod and release it again: There is no need
to fiddle about to get the exact pressure,

as this is automatically governed by the
spring.

During a test at a distance

of

seven miles from 2 L 0 excellent results
were obtained, and the operation of find-

ing the "spot " was so

simple that it

roughly double that of air. Similarly, mica

could be performed in the dark, neither
a fine perception of touch nor of sight

has a dielectric constant which may be as
much as eight times that of air; ebonite
gives four times the capacity, and so on.

The results of our own tests go to confirm the reports of preliminary tests made

since the dielectric- constant of oil is

being required.
REFRACTORY SPLINTER

fast/Int/on
.

If in winding a coil we use _covered

TICKLER

Cut -away View giving Only an Approximate
Idea of the R.I. New Detector.

by a number of amateurs and research

workers throughout the country. While
some remarkable claims as to distance

have been made (not by the R.I. firm)
bination there is a crystal and a pointed for this new detector, that is not the particular virtue that the makers have sought.
piece of refractory material.
The sketch gives an idea of the general They have done their best to produce a
lines upon which the detector is con- detector in which the crystal setting reif we dress the wound coil with shellac structed, though this is not a definitely mains absolutely permanent, and there is
or with paraffin -wax we increase the di- accurate representation of the interior. As no question as to whether they have sucelectric constant of the material separat- will be seen, it is Of the cartridge pattern ceeded. We have had the detector in use
ing the windings and so make the with terminals at each end. Through one for a few weeks only, but in some other
capacity of the coil greater. Air has the terminal a spring -controlled plunger rod tests that have been carried out the

wire we are providing a dielectric of silk,
cotton, rubber or enamel. Each of these
has a dielectric constant much higher than
that of air, so that its presence makes
for increased capacity in the coil. Again,

crystals have been in use for many months
the piece of refractory -material to which and the original setting remains perfectly
reference has already been made. It may good. We can speak most certainly as to
in a coil air spacing should be used.
But there is another side to- the ques- be mentioned that the principal virtue of the permanency and genuinely good pertion of dielectrics, and that is their effi- this detector lies in this special material formance of this new device.
The price complete is Gs.
ciency.. When a condenser is charged up with which the plunger rod is tipped. This
lowest dielectric constant, and we thus see
that to obtain the minimum self -capacity

passes, to the inner end of which is secured
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T. W. THOMPSON & CO.
Government Surplus Depot

39-43 LONDON STREET, GREENWICH, S.E.1O
Telephone-Greenwich 1259.

Agents for Brighton District:

A. J. HILL & CO., 8, YORK HILL, BRIGHTON

We are open to accept offers for large quantities of these goods

NOTICE of IMPORTANCE.

FOURTH CLEARANCE SALE

owing to Expiration of Lease.

(The following Ebonite Panels are all new, ready drilled, and beautifully engraved, ready for assembling, and cost five times
the money we ask. 200 4 -Valve Panels, 20" x 9" x A" 5/. each, post 1 /..) (300 2 -Valve Panels, 114" x 134" x
4 /- each, post 1 J..) (500 3 -Valve Panels, 111" x 134" x T5r," 5 f. each, post 1 /..) (200 Selective Tuner Panels, 111" x
134" x TV, 4/- each, post 1 /..) (500 2 -Valve Panels, 131' x 7" x
3/. each, post 9d.) (400 Tuner Panels, 13k" xi"
x
", 2/6 each, post 9d.) (6001 -Valve Panels, 13r x 7" x 5b", 2 /9 each, post 9d.) (250 2 -Valve Panels, 10" x 11" x
1
each, post 1 /..) (150 4 -Valve Panels, 18" x 13/." x
3 /6each,
6
post 9d.) (360 2 -Valve Panels,12" x 11" x i', ,",4/.
6/6, post 1 /3.) (100 Crystal Set Panels, 74" x 71" x
2 /. each, post 6d.) (700 H.T. Panels, 104" x 6" x 4",1 /6 each,
post 6d.) (250 4 -Valve Panels, 20" x 9" x
mounted in beautiful polished oak case, 15/- each, pass. train, 2/6.) (50
only, Loud Speakers, 2,000 -ohm, well-known make, list price 55/ -,price to clear, 35/- each, carriage 2/-.) (20 Loud
Speakers, 120 ohm, as above," 32 /. each, post 2/-.) (100 Brown's Microphone Amplifiers, brand new, amplifying the
strength of 2 valves, 2,000 ohm input and 2,000 output, cost £5 10, to clear, 50 I. each, post 1 /3.) (30 Brown's Microphone
Amplifiers, 120 ohm input and 120 ohm output, 45/. each, post 1 /3.) (500 Fil. Rheostats, to clear, at 1 /. each, post 3d.)
(200 Mine Exploders, containing 150 -watt D.C. Dynamo, solid built corn., variable brush gear, with hand -driven plunger.
These will light 10 25 -volt lamps by one push of plunger ; makers G. E. C. Reids, etc. ; contained in mahogany case, to clear,
20/- each, cost £18.) (100 Lengths Super Aerial Wire, 7 -strand, T' " dia., for the greatest results try this, 4/- per 100 ft.,
post 9d.) (200 Helixes, range 0-600 meters, micrometer adjustment, long and short wave switch, ebonite panels, 7 /6 each,
post 1 /..) (2,000 Loud Speaking D.III. Microphones, all perfect, to clear, 2/6 each, post 3d.) (500 Single Earphones,
1 /3 each, post 3d.) (2,000 Brown's Type Headbands, complete, very comfortable, 2;'6 each, post 3d.) (400 Induction
Coils, containing 2 lb. 38 -gauge silk wire, 4 /6 each, post 1 /..) (700 Polished Walnut Cases, 61" x 61" x 44", 2/- each,
post 9d. ; 82" x 81" x 31", 2;'-, post 9d. ; 11" x 8" x 4", 2 post 1 ; 5" x 5" x 4", 9d. each, post 6d. - 41" x 41" x 31",
8d., post 4d.) (1,000 Pairs Plugs and Jacks, standard, 2/- per pair, post 3d.) (100 Fuller Inert Cells, large type, for
dull emi ter valves 2 /6 each, post 1 /..) (100 New M.II. 2 -Valve Receiving Sets, containing condensers, intervals e
transformer, telephone transformer, non -capacity holders, etc., etc., in canvas -covered mahogany case, beautiful sets, cost
£10, to clear, 35/. each, post 1 /6.) (8,000 Yds. Rubber -covered Lead-in Wire, brand new, 2/. per doz. yds.) (40 New
Marble Switchboards, complete with all fittings, 10 each, car. 2 /..) (200 Weston Super Sensitive Relays, cost £10,
to clear 12 /6, post 11-.) (500 I.M.F. Condensers, all new, 2 /. each, post 3d.) (1,000 New Fuller Block Accumulators
2 -volt 120 amp., 15 /- each ; 4 -volt 120 amp., 30/. each ; 6 -volt 120 amp. 42/. each ; post 1 /6, 2/-, and 3/-.) (2,006
Yds. Heavy Vulcanised Maroon Flex, 2/. per doz. yds., post 3d.) (2,000' Yds. Positive and Negative Coloured Flex,
2/- per doz. yds., post 3d.) (4,000 Yds. Tinned 14, Rubber Covered Wire, as used for wiring wireless sets, 1 /6 doz.
yds., post 3d.) (500 Heavy Morse Practice Keys, with lamp holder, 2/- each, post 4d.) (700 Choke Coils, 500 ohm
iron wire enclosed core, 2/6 each, post 3d.) (200 Step-up Transformers, 28 -volt to 600 volt, 5 /. each, post 1 /..) (200
Brand New Intervalve Transformers, cost 20 /., to clear, 12 /6 each, post 6d.) (2,000 Dewar Switches, D.P.C.O.,
2/- each, post 3d.) (500 Chloride Accumulators, 2 -volt 20 -amp., 4/6 ; 4 -volt 20 amp., 9/- 6 -volt 20 -amp., 13/-,
post 6d., 9d., and 1 /..) (5,000 Telephone Cords, 6-8 ft. long, various colours, 6 complete cords,
' 1 /., post 6d.) (400
M.M. Single Valve Transmitting Sets, 100-1,800 meters, containing meter, tapped coils on ebonite, variometer, condensers, wound leak, key and lamp, brand new, beautiful instruments, cost £15, to clear, 35/- each, car. 2/6.) (200 M.M.
2 -Valve Transmitters, containing twice the number of parts as above, brand new, 45/- each, car. 2/6, Microphone Transformers for using above sets, for telephony, 5 /. each.) (50 M.IV. 3 -Valve Amplifiers, containing 4 transformers,, tapped
studs, condenser, etc., etc., £3 each, car. 2 /..) (200 M.III. R.A.F. Selective Tuners, complete with variable condensers,
fil. Theo., etc., 6/- each, post 1/-.) (100 Pairs 4,000 -ohm Headphones, brand new, 8/6 per pair, post 9d.) (3,000

Ebonite Headphone Earcaps, 2/- per doz., post 6d,)

(200 Copper Earth Mats, 20 ft. x 2 ft., 12/6, post 1/6; 3 ft.

x 2 ft., 4 /., post 6d. ; these will give a perfect earth.) (4,000 Loud Speaker Bobbins, all wound to 2,000 ohms, tested
before dispatch, 6d. each.) (2,000 7 -Piece 4 B.A. Terminals, retail price 6d. each, our price to clear, 1 /9 per doz., post
4d.) (600 Complete Spark Transmitters, cost £12 each, to clear, all perfect, 7 /. each, post 1 /3.) (10 Generating
Sets, 34 k.w. 110 -volt 32 -amp., £45 each.) (8 Generating Sets, 110 -volt 23 -amp., £40 each.) (300 H.F. Aerial
Ampmeters, 1'5 amps., 7/6 each, post 6d.) (500 Handphones, complete with microphone and single earpiece, 3/6
each, post 9d.) (200 Gross Packets Chater Lea Terminals, 2/- per gross, post 6d.) (2 Tons Useful Wireless
Scrap Material, consisting of odd ebonite panels, damaged instruments, terminals, wire, meters, coils, broken sets, etc.,
etc. ; useful to all experimenters, 9 lb., 6/6, post 1 /3.) (100 New High Tension 66 -volt Batteries, 7/6 each, post
1 /..) (500 Boxes of Assorted Crystals, 8 different sorts, including genuine Hertzite and Zincite, etc., all tested
crystals, retail price, 6 /6, our price to clear, 2/6 per box, post free.)
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When bright filament valves cost 12 j 6
the Silver Clear Louden was put on the

market at 10/-.

In the last four months it has more
than trebled its sales.
New prices are now in force for
valves, and once more the Silver Clear
Louden maintains its

lead.

From

February 23rd the price of the Louden

Valve is reduced to 8 6.

LOUDEN

8,6 VALVES

Wouben Unioeo .Sitber Lear
Advert. of the Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., Park Royal, London. N.W.1O.
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200,000 Copies of No. 1 sold on day of publication!

Over FIFTY
Separate Features
including

Cassell's
Publishers

BROADCASTING-TO-DAY & TO -MORROW

London
E.0 .4

A Special Article by Capt. P. P. Eckersley

A' SPECIAL REINARTZ TWO-VALVER

Designed and Built by "The Wireless Magazine"

A SELECTIVE ONE -VALVE SET

A CRYSTAL SET FOR MANY PHONES

A COLOUR PLATE
and TWO BLUEPRINTS.

JOKING APART: TIPS FOR TYROS

constituting coloured wiring diagrams and full-

By F. W. THOMAS

SELENIUM: A KEY TO TELEVISION
By E. E. FOURNIER D'ALBE

AT 2 SAVOY HILL, W.C.2

A Page Contributed by the B.B.C.

KEEPING THE HOME FIRES BURNING
By E. V. KNOX (" Evoe" of "Punch ")

MY FIVE -VALVE RECEIVER
By a Boy of Fifteen

WHAT I THINK OF BROADCAST TALKS

By J. C. STOBART, Director of Education, B.B.C.

OUR CROSS- WORD THREE-VALVER

SOME " REFLEX" MYSTERIES SOLVED
THE EVOLUTION OF THE CRYSTAL SET

size

panel -drilling

templates

for

two

SPECIAL FEATURES
For the Constructor.
grams and drawings.

Valuable
constructional
articles
illustrated with photographs, diaLatest developments and inventions will be closely
followed -and described.

For the Beginner.

Simple, easily understood articles on ail

the preliminary difficulties of wireless
construction and manipulation, including practical articles on the

building of every type of set.

For the Listener.

Attractive articles on the Personalities
and Programmes of the Home and
Foreign Stations, increasing the listener's interest, appreciation
and
enjoyment.

Special Service Department. Aequipped
Testing -room, fully
with all
necessary instruments, and a staff of experts have been organised to
provide readers with a Ouestion- and Answer service of the highest
possible efficiency.

The Wireless Magq,rch tge
[

notable

wireless sets-a selective one -valuer and a SpeCial
Reinartz two-valver.

net
Monthly

Make sure of your Copy

Buy it TO -DAY!
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Valves
With new

Red

Cossor
leads again

Bases

ready to effect improvementseven at the expense of costly machinery
and tools-we are now standardising on
an entirely new type of low capacity base
for Cossor Bright Emitter Valves.
The new base gives the Cossor Valve the
lowest self capacity of any Valve on the
Ever

market with- a standard 4 pin fitting-

low in fact, as to -be practically
negligible. This is one more exclusive
Cossor feature.
so

The untarnishable red base is moulded
from a heat resisting material specially manufactured for radio use and affords a
unique

method

of

identifying

Cossor

Valves at a glance.
Its exceptionally clever design following
so closely upon the heels of the unique
Cossor

sealed

carton

idea, is

further

evidence-if it were needed-of our whole
hearted endevours to produce the finest
Valves in the country regardless of manufacturing expense.

Wuncell

Dull Emitters

For Detector and p 2 21th
P 11 L.F.
use

All fVuncell Valves are fitted

red

top)

long distance work

with the new low capacity

A full description of
contained in a large illustrated Folder which may
'be obtained from your dealer
bases.

-their many exclusive features
is

or sent post free on application

to

our sales

Dept.

filLti the Ract tata.

clay 13

C`,11111110111111131414.7,

Advertisement of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., ii-ighbury Grove, N.5.

2327.
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SOLVING THE CURRENT -SUPPLY PROBLEM
The first of two. articles describing how both plate and filament current
may be obtained from the mains.
(=I 0 t=1

00-000(;
THOSE- amateurs whose

and if Possible always with the

main switch off.

premises have the public electricity supply are in the enviable
position

of

having

a

constant

The first thing to be done is to
ascertain of which polarity is the

source of power supply, which, if

a proper manner, will
prove an economical, clean and
used in

earth.

Fig. 1.-The Test for Po.arity.
two

to

outer wires have a difference of

potential of 480 volts between them, and
a neutral or earthed wire in conjunction
with either of the "outerS " has a differ-

the armoured cable which is the
A glass of water
should next be placed on the floor in
a good light so that the }eater can
be readily observed, and removing the
cover from one of the fuses (a pair
of which will be found near the main
switch), ,withdraw the fuse .and attach a

becomes apparent that whichever is the piece of wire to the live terminal (that is,
the terminal nearest
the

would

A.

L.,

MAINS

As regards the

reader
should make a study

main

switch)

with a lamp in the
circuit as shown in

not be out of place.
former, the

by

company's property.

calculations and

precautions

done

"bonding wire," which will be
found projecting on the outside of

The method to be described first has ence of potential of half this amountthe advantage that the H.T. current as that is, 240 volts. The earthed wire may
well as the filamertt current is supplied he either positive or negative, and it

from the mains. Before dealing with the
method proper, however, it is thought
th_at a few words as

This may be

tightly binding a wire around the
water main or attaching it to the

easy method of supplying a single -

or multi -valve set with both H.T.
and filament current. As regards
filament lighting, the mains may
be used either by a direct method,
where the valve filaments are fed directly,
or by an indirect method, where accumulators are charged from the supply and then
discharged through the filaments.

The importance

these precautions cannot be
over -emphasised.
of

Fig. 1. Next plunge
this wire and that on

the water -pipe into

8

ll 2MFo

C

T2HFD

of Ohm's law and

FEF

the simple calculations involved. This
law shows that the

2

the

glass of water

(taking care that they
do not touch) and

any bubbles
rise from the wires
through the water.
see if

.AAA4

If no bubbles rise
strength of a current
Fig. 2.-Circuit showing how Plate and Filament Current may be
TC 3
Obtained from the Mains
both wires are of the
due to an electrosame polarity, and
motive force falls off
the wire should be
in proportion as the
resistance in the circuit increases, and is case, should a person place his body be- removed from the fuse circuit and
tween the earth and the opposite wire in the cover replaced. Repeat the operarepresented by the equation I = k, where the supply he will receive a shock of tion with the other fuse, and it will be
I = current in amperes, E = electromotive greater or lesser.magnitude. When hand- seen that bubbles will _rise from one wire
force in volts and R = resistance in ohms. ling the mains, even if the main switch if one side of the supply is earthed as
From this it is apparent that to find the is off, it is as well always to make- a point suggested above. The wire from which
resistance of a circuit we use the equation of wearing rubber gloves or to stand upon the most bubbles emanate is the negative.
R = - and to find the voltage we use the
equation E = I x R.
A still further calculation which is involved is that relating to the power used.
In this case, to find the number of watts
consumed we multiply the voltage by the
amperes consumed in the circuit. It will
be seen that the calculations are simple
and need not deter the novice from installing the various circuits according to
his requirements.

Now a word as to precautions. Under
certain conditions it is exceedingly dangerous to meddle with the mains. In most
public supply systems the power is transmitted on the three -wire system, where the

The lamp is placed in series with the

500-a
MAINS'

!MN)

500 Si

5001.
IMFo

I WI).

H.T.

5001E

Fig 3.-Diagram showing Use of Chokes.

circuit (as illustrated in the sketch Fig. i)
as a precaution, as it will ensure against
the possibility of a "dead short-circuit "
and prevent the company's fuse blowing.
If you do "blow" the fuse it will be
necessary to get the company's representative to replace it. The lamp will glow a

dull red if the wires under test are of
opposite polarity.

The fuse block may now be marked,

according to its polarity, near the fuse.
a dry piece of wood or a stool. Remember We will assume that it is positive and
that dampness is a conductor of electricity the earth negative. The remaining fuse
and that touching a damp wall might may also be marked negative. We have
result in a shock which may easily prove now to consider what amount of current
fatal. Handle only one wire at a time, is required for the filaments. As the clues.

etnatimrifireiasS

tion of current supply for a single -valve
set is not a very great problem, we will
pass over this and consider the requirements of a multi -valve circuit employing
bright -emitter valves. The circuit which
is most generally used amongst amateurs
is a three -valve circuit employing either
one H.F. amplifier, a detector and a low frequency amplifier, or a detector and two
low -frequency amplifiers.

Technical Details

The circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The
H.T. leads are connected across a 120 volt lamp and another lamp is between

the plate lead and the positive of the
240 -volt

supply, which is the voltage

generally in use in town supply systems.
The negative side of the H.T. is fed
through the filaments in series and thence
to the negative of the mains. It will be

356
A little consideration shows .that as the
current flow is .7 ampere and each valve
requires .6 ampere, the rheostat must
carry at .its maximum .1 ampere, whilst
-.6 ampere will flow through the filament.
The resistance of the rheostat is therefore
6 x 6.6 (filament resistance),
approximately 40 ohms.

which

is
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A SIMPLE
TWO -COIL TUNER

.......

The size of the wire has now to be conAs will be seen from the illustration,
sidered. The required filament variation
an ordinary pencil case is used for
of a normal 4 -volt bright:emitter valve is
generally from .4 to .6 ampere, according the tuner described 'below.
The round end of the sliding, lid is cut
to the value of the H.T. grid potential,
etc.,

so that the rheostats at the lower

amperage will be carrying .3 ampere (the --difference between .7 and .4), and the
resistances at this position will be .4 ÷ .3
x 6.6, which is 8.8 ohms. A stop may

off and glued into the round portion of
the slide. About two or three inches of
the remaining lid is.then cut off, and at
one end of this is screwed a coil holder
of standard pattern, and at the other end

therefore be provided to prevent the re- a small knob is fixed. On the raised porsistance from being reduced below that tion of the box is screwed the other coil
value. The wire must be thick enough to holder; it is best screwed to the round
seen that the filament 'current flows carry slightly more current than' this- part of the lid before gluing. The grooves
through the filaments and joins up with about .5 ampere. The size of the wire for pencils, in the swivel part of the box,
the H.T. The two lamps in series on may be decided by, reference to the tables
the 240 -volt mains should be of a suitable
wattage to supply the three valves.

compiled by the manufacturers of the particular wire which it is intended to use.
In this case we will assume that the Smoothing Circuit
lamps used are 120 -volt lamps and that
As regards the smoothing circuit, the
they normally pass .75 ampere. Lamps value
of the two fixed condensers Ci and
of larger wattage would, of course, pass C2 (Fig.
2) may be from t to 2 micro more current. Also two lamps in parallel
farads,
and
iron -core choke Lx may
will pass twice the quantity passed by consist of anthe
ordinary
speech or intervalve
one if they arc of the same wattage.
choke
as
is
ordinarily
used for coupling
The resistance of the lamps is found by L.F. valves. Care must
taken, howOhm's law, and in the case under con- ever, that the choke is be
in
the
position
sideration we have 120 ÷ .75, which equals
It will heat up very badly if
160 ohms each. Should the valves be indicated.
it is situated between the lamp A and the
4 -volt valves these generally pass .6
terminal and will probably burn
ampere per valve, and their resistance is main's
out
by
reason
of the comparatively heavy
therefore 4 ÷ .6, which equals 6.6 ohms
each, or a total resistance of approximately current passing through the windings.
Me extra resistance involved
20 ohms for the three valves. We now Furthermore,
upset the calculations arrived at,
have a total resistance in the circuit of will
Alternatively a series of chokes of com340 ohms (12o -volt lamps) plus 20 ohms paratively
low resistance (about 5oo ohms
Simple Two -coil Tuner.
for the valves. Again Ohm's law shows
each)
may
be
used
as
indicated
in
Fig.
3.
that 240 ÷ 340 equals .7 ampere, which is
method described has been used with can be levelled' with a chisel and glassthe current which will flow around the The
great
success at different times by the paper.
circuit when the pressure (240 Volts) is
author,
and it is thought that the amateur
The leads are brought to a terminal
applied.
will, by the aid of the example given, block at the 'side, or, as an alternative, to
have no difficulty in working out suitable terminals fixed directly into the side, the
The Rheostats
It is obvious that .7 ampere would pass values for his own supply should it vary holes, of course, being hushed with
through the filaments (which would, of from the example shown. The greatest ebonite. In the sketch the leads are shown
course, overload them) unless some difficulty with .this circuit is with regard outside the box, but they can be taken inauxiliary resistance is provided.
As to the smoothing arrangements. Where side equally well.
valves performing different functions bad cases of mains hum are encountered
It will readily be seen that tur)ing can
require different values of filament current special chokes will have to be designed be effected by sliding the coil holder backsit will be necessary to provide suitable and constructed to overcome the difficulty. wards and forwards by the knob, and for
resistances in the circuit and, moreover, As regards cost the method is economical. fine adjustments it can be swivelled
to place them in such a position that they Assuming that an average current of .5 round away from the fixed coil.
absorb a certain amount of current; in ampere is used, we have 240.x .5 = 120
If the coil stand is mounted on a suitother words, they must be placed in watts. The cost of one Board of Trade able base, the terminal block can be
"shunt," for it is obvious that if they unit is approximately 6d., and one unit is screwed to the base and the leads be
are placed in an ordinary position, as equal to x,000 watt hours, therefore brought under and recessed into the base.
with a normal set, the L.F. filament rheo- x,000 ÷ 120 = 8.3 hours for sixpence. It This will give quite a smart appearance
stat will be a "master " rheostat, in which might be remarked in passing that it is to the finished coil stand.
L. C.
capacity it is not wanted. A glance at the important that the high value blocking
circuit will show the resistances, or rheo- condenser c3 always be inserted in the
If you attach your aerial to a tree, have
stats as we term them, connected "in earth lead when a set is coupled to the
public supply mains. Furthermore, note the aerial wire 15 ft. from the tree to
shunt."
The designing of the rheostats must now that low -resistance phones are incorporated avoid loss.
Clearer signals are obtained with the
be undertaken. We have seen that .7 in the set so as to isolate the wearer's head
detector valve adjusted below maximum
ampere is flowing round the cir cuit and from contact with the mains. A. J. C.
signal strength.
(To be concluded.)
that the valves require only .6 ampere.
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A HOME-MADE WAVEMETER
The second and concluding article on the construction
of a useful accessory.
<;>0,,o.oC<><><><><.><>0000,-"<>o.00(,x><>o<>-<x,->oc <,<>00.0.0D
the screw B.

Sometimes it will be found

that when the right sort of note has
been obtained, the buzzer will not start
when current

is switched on.

In this

length
25

Mar. Wavelength
220

60

(less two turns)

case all that is required is a smart tap
on the- panel of the wavemeter.

Min. Ir'aPc-

Coq.

50
150

The

175

525

475

1,425

1,200
f,000
400
higher the note that can be obtained, the
easier will it be to take accurate readings
If you intend to keep the condenser dial
with the meter. Once the setting- of the
THE adjustment of the buzzer to give a screw B has been found, it will seldom and to use charts proceed as follows : Let
really good, high-pitched note might be require to -be touched again, and any slight us suppose that we are going to calibrate
found a difficult and exasperating business alteration in the buzzing note can be the No. 5o coil. Take a piece of graph
if tackled without some knowledge of the effected through the hole in the panel by paper, marking off on the left-hand side
anatomy of this small component. The means- of the screw A.
parts of the buzzer are shown in Fig. 5.
We can now mount the panel upon its
Upon the frame 1' are mounted the magnet cabinet-, which should be 7 in. square and
Ai and the supporting pillar -P. The pillar about 4 in. in depth. The next process is
has a short horizontal arm, which carries to calibrate, and here we shall find that

Under Side of Panel.

OARN/NO NEEDLE

BRASS. WASHER

Fig. 7.-Knob and Pointer.

the contact screw A, Immediately above
the. magnet pole is the armature or blade,
which consists of a thin piece of springy
metal shaped like. a shovel. It is fixed
to the frame by a screw E. This screw also

secures a small V-shaped metal strip D,
against which the adjusting screw B bears.

To tune the buzzer easily and quickly

the use of a square -law- condenser makes
matters quite straightforward. By em-

ploying only four standard plug-in coils
we can make the wavemeter tune from
about oo metres to 4,000. Personally I use
Igranic coils, the numbers being 25, 50,450
and 400. With a .0005 low minimum con-

Fig. 5.-Details of Buzzer.

Bowyer -Lowe square law-the approximate

vertical divisions representing the ,con-

ranges of the coils are as under. It is as
well to strip two turns from the No. -25
coil to make quite sure of getting down
to a sufficiently low wavelength with the
smallest coil. We can well spare these,

denser scale degrees.

X

denser-that seen in the photograph is a

since there is a considerable overlap
between this coil and the No. so coil.

proceed as follows. Loosen the
screw A until its point is right
away from the blade. Then
by means of the adjusting

Mark' off a hori-

zontal line ruled at right angles to this

divisions, representing 5o metres
apiece from 15o metres to 550. Now tune
in your nearest broadcast station as sharply
as possible, after which set the wavemeter
into

going, and adjust it until you obtain its .
note at its loudest in the reNote the

ceivers.--

reading,

and make. on the chart a doi
corresponding to the condenser reading and to the
known wavelength of the
station.

screw B bring the blade just
clear of the magnet pole. The
space between the 'blade and
the magnet should be about
;1, in. Now attach the single
cell to the small covered wire
x (this wire is also seen in

Now tune in another station
whose wavelength is as far as

possible above or below the

first. Mark in this reading as
before. Place a ruler on your

Fig. 4) and to the second contact of the buzzer, which may
be either a second short piece
of fine covered. wire or the

.squared paper, so that its edge

the two dots made
draw a straight line, joining
them, and produce it in both
directions. This straight line
touches

screw K in the pillar. With
a fine screwdriver turn the
screw A very gently down
until its point just touches the
contact on the blade. The

will show you just how to set
.

.

the wavemeter dial in order
to

obtain

any

wavelength.

You may have a little

now -begin to
sound, though its note may
buzzer

A'

will

diffi-

culty in calibrating the No. 25

but here you will

not be anything like that re-

coil,

quired. -By-turning the screw
A down a little further a good,

considerable assistance in the
calibration waves sent out at

high-pitched,

intervals

singing

buzz

will, as a rule, be produced,
though it may be necessary to
make further adjustments of

Tower.

Fig. 6.-Wavetr eter Dial,

.

from

the

find

Eiffel

For the 15o coil you

can make use of GNF or,
(Concludett at bottom of next page)

.....
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WHAT OF THE FUTURE ?
0000000000000-00,00000000<XXX>000000000000,0>0-000000
WHEN we recall the caution of the
B.B.C. when they originally embarked upon the enterprise of providing a
broadcasting service in Great Britain and
the restrictions as to the apparatus to be
used by listeners, the obvious dislike of
the home constructor and so on which
characterised

those

early

days,

it

is

in the long run, the take the trouble to learn even the ele-f
"public' in the mass will get the broad- mentary technique of such a highly
cast matter it wants, just as it gets the specialised science.
plays it wants. That is the B.B.C.'s business, and if at any time those responsible Sets of the Future
What kind of sets, then, will these non/
fail to give the public what it wants they
little doubt that,

will quickly become aware of the fact and

supply will be regulated, as always, by

astounding to remember that all this took
place a bare two years ago. The most
astute brains connected with the beginnings of broadcasting so little foresaw
what was to come that they were afraid of
commercial failure if they had to rely

demand.

After Two Years

communication. Wireless was a scientific
hobby, comparable to the dozens of
scientific hobbies which have flourished, in

But it may not be devoid of interest to
try to speculate, however dangerous such
speculation may be, on the probable composition of the future "listening public"
and on the type of set they will use.

on the income from licences and could The Amateur
not ensure a profit from the possession
Until the advent of broadcasting the
of a virtual monopoly of the supply of
wireless
amateur was a person whose inreceiving apparatus.
terest was in the technique of wireless
Well, two short years have put a very
different complexion on the whole matter,

4. ........

technical listeners of the future use? Will
the ready-made commercial receiver hold
Personally, I do not believe
that it will. There will be a great and
the field ?

an increasing sale of such sets. The man
with plenty of cash and no inclination to
the 'use of tools will buy his set as he now
buys a gramophone. But I belieVe that
there will also be a great and an increasing sale of components wherewith constructors (ignorant, perhaps, of the moat
rudimentary theory) will build their own

For building a wireless set from
printed instructions is, of all the jobs an
ordinary "handy man " can do, one of the
easiest and one which (if the instructions
are adequate and properly followed) can
sets.

and now that the last remnants of the a more or less obscure way, for genera"sealed set " monopoly have gone and the tions. A man "took up" wireless as he be relied upon to turn out at any rate
design, construction and sale of sets has might "take up " botany or geology, passably well. There is, and will probbecome wholly unfettered, it may, perhaps,
be permissible to turn to the consideration
of the future of this great new factor

which has been so firmly established in
our daily lives. For it is obvious that,
come what may, broadcasting will remain
such a factor.

chemistry or photography. And since a
good deal of expense and some hard brain
work in mastering technique (including,
of course, morse) were entailed, the hobby
had a limited, if ardent, following.

ably continue to be, a real saving in hOme
construction.

The "Salt of the Barth "
The oldest class will, of course, continue

to exist and to grow in actual numbers,

non -technical journalist, this controversy
will doubtless go on. What is broadcast
and what ought to be broadcast will never
be entirely the same thing in the opinions
of any two individuals. But there can be

The Broadcast Listener
while it shrinks proportionately to the
Broadcast telephony has changed all total. Such a man will go on re -designing
that. Probably nine -tenths of the present- and trying out new sets and new circuits,
day wireless enthusiasts were first testing every new device he hears of, teleattracted by the prospect of listening to vision apparatus, "liquid valves," oscillat-'
"aerial music." A good few have subse- ing crystals, etc., accumulating masses of
quently acquired "wireless mania" of the data, which often he is unable to digest,
technical type. But it is questionable but much of which eventually bears fruit
whether the bulk even of present-day lis- when it filters through other brains. He
teners care much for the science of radio will be, in fact, in the future as now, "the
communication. When we realise that the salt of the earth," and the "herald of the
"mass of listeners" is pretty certain to irresistible advance of science ! " At least
mean, within the next year or two, the I think so. But, then, I am a hopeless
mass of the entire population of the realm, "wireless maniac" myself, so may hold
it is not
that the whole nation will biased views.
H. W. S.

"A HOME-MADU WAVMIET4R " (continued
from preceding page)
some other station working upon boo

point have been broken off must be just
over 2 in. in length. Push the thickest end
of the needle into the hole in the collar,

a pair of dividers you can measure the

and fix it firmly in position. Fig. 7 shows
the knob complete with its pointer.
The circles cn the dial should be drawn
with indian ink, but the first marks should

size as the outer one of the No. 5o coil.

The Programme Controversy

I do not propose here to discuss the

great "programme" question.

Like that

"of "The Decay of the British Drama,"
which has been, probably since long before
Shakespeare's day, such a staple topic for

the playwright, the actor, the playgoer,
the dramatic critic and even the ordinary

metres, aerodromes on goo metres, or the

Dutch concerts on

1,o5o metres.

The

biggest coil is quite easily dealt with with
the help of Chelmsford on 1,600 and the
Eiffel Tower on 2,600 metres.

distance between the two dots. On a piece
of paper draw a circle of exactly the same
On its circumference mark off two dots the

same distance apart as those marked on

the wavemeter. This segment represents
be done in pencil. Proceed as before to 35 metres on the wavemeter scale. With
For direct readings the method is a tune in a powerful broadcast station, and the aid of a protractor measure the numlittle different. We must first of all scrap adjust the wavemeter to resonance. We ber of degrees which it contains. You can
the condenser's own dial. Instead of this will imagine that this station is 2 L O. then without difficulty discover the numwe fix to the top of the panel a cardboard Now make a mark on the circumference ber of degrees corresponding to roo metres.
disc 4 in. in diameter, which we mark off of the No. 5o coil circle, which will show Mark off your wavemeter scale into icointo circles, as shown in Fig.' 6, corre- the position which gives 365 metres. Next metre divisions, and you will have a.
sponding to the four inductance coils. tune in another station, and, adjust the roughly -calibrated scale. As Newcastle's
Next we make a hole with a very fine condenser of the wavemeter as before. wavelength is 400 metres, you can ,now
drill into the brass collar below the con- We will suppose that this station is Wew- put in in pencil the approximate posidenser knob: Into this we insert a fine castle. A second dot is made on the cir- tion of 250, 300, 350, .loo and 500
darning needle, which after its eye and cumference of the 50 -coil circle, and with metres.
J. H. R.
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REACTION COIL SECURED To

EBONITE BLOCK Ewa

SET

alvoTeo CN sioS sctew

EARTHED

SwircH OMITTED
THIS vlow,

CHELMSFORD

Fig. 1.-Circuit Diagram.

Fig. 2.-Side View of Receiver.
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Fig. 3.-Front View of Receiver

5XX OR THE LOCAL STATION ?
Details of a single -valve receiver with reaction for reception of Chelmsford
or the local station.
Li0000.00.000

40.

410,

4.

by the usual 4 -ohm variable resistance and
The tuning coils are built up of separmits on certain days a programme a fixed resistance of 16 ohms, the position ate honeycomb coils, the fixed ones being
different from the local station, users of of the variable resistance makes practi- mounted on a standard ebonite holder, and

NOW that the high -power station trans-

valve sets will, no doubt, desire to change
over from one to the other with the least
possible trouble. The following receiver
was designed with this object in view, and
in practice it is certainly very convenient
and very simply operated.
In the circuit ,(see Fig. i) an aerial and

a reaction coil are used for each station,
and either one pair or the other is brought
into use by The quadruple -pole switch D.
It is a feature of this circuit, too, that the

reaction coils on each A.T.I. are permanently set far their particular stations, and
once

set they

require no

further ad-

justment.
Another switch (double -pole throw -over)

is used to put the set into action by placing the aerial and earth in circuit,

cally no difference to either the apparent
brightness of the filament or to the actual
reception. This, of course, is the writer's
experience when using a plain detector
valve and reaction circuit, in which case
for tuning purposes the filament current is
not critical. It will be noticed in the
arrangement drawings (Figs. 2, 3 and 4)

secured to the top of the cabinet by a small
angle bracket. The adjustable ones (these
are on the outside) are mounted on a strip
of ebonite 2 in. by t in. by fd. in. thick,

having a hole in the lower end to take an
axis screw, about which the coil and its
holder rotate. If a spring washer is inter-

posed, sufficient pressure can be applied so
that the coil will be held rigidly in any
The set is built up on a mahogany desired position.
cabinet. .The terminals are mounted in
Other components, such as the grid conpairs on pieces of ebonite z in. by t in. by denser and leak, are placed inside the

no filament resistance is included.

in. thick.

The aerial and earth ter- cabinet, as also is the fixed filament re-

minals are mounted separately at the back. sistance, which consists of 12 in. of No. 38
The drawings show their positions. The Eureka wire wound round a length of
cabinet is 6g. in. by 6g in. by 3% in. 3/41 -in. diameter rod about 2 in. long. This
deep, and is made from *in. material.
length provides a resistance of 12 ohms.
H.

and also making the low-tension cir-

cuit complete by using the earth
arm also as a single -pole switch.
When this switch is reversed the set
is automatically earthed, and so
renders it free from lightning risk;

MEDAL

EARTH

HIGH
POWER

AT.I

ATI

REACTION

REACTION

is

scraping sound where the rotary
blades touch the stationary ones.

The control of this set resolves
itself into switching the set to the
"tune " position, and -placing the quadruple -pole switch
to the desired station. A slight retuning of the .000s-microfarad condenser is, of course, necessary; but
as the two positions for the stations arc found by experiment and
marked on the dial, no difficulty is
found in this operation whatsoever.
In this receiver a dull -emitter
valve is used, and when controlled

ACONDENSER "short"

usually manifested by a slight

at the same time this operation
breaks the filament circuit.

"on"

LOCATING A
CONDENSER "SHORT "

Sometimes the contact is so slight

as not to give rise to any perceptible

or

LT

noise. ' Even in this case the rubbing point can sometimes be detected visually by placing a sheet
of white notepaper under the condenser in a strong light antrlooking sideways through the plates as

they are slowly rotated. M. A. L.
0001 WO VARIABLE
CoDOENSER

PHONES

Fig. 4.-7Plan View of Receiver.

Ask ",f! W." for List of
Technical Xo4s.
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A THREE -VALVE EXPERIMENTAL RECEIVER
This receiver, by the simple
insertion of plugs, permits of

choice of a number of

the

experimental circuits.

6

condensers.

The most important

The grid leak G is fixed in the
centre, above which is mounted the
crystal detector.
The valve sockets,
mounted flush with the panel, are re-

is the

ebonite panel, which should be of the best quality ebonite available.

Three inductances are used for tuning

as will be seen from Fig. s.
The aerial coil is a No. so Igranic connected in parallel with a variable con-

presented by small circles in the middle
of the panel; they are numbered to facilitate the connections. Fig. 3A shows the

purposes,

aerial and the earth terminals, A being
the earth terminal, while E ,is to be con-

denser of .0005-microfarad capacity, while

the anode and detector coils are each
No. 75 Igranic, the latter being shunted
Front View of Experimental Receiver.

THE receiver to be described employk
three valves, but it allows any number

of valves to be used, according to the

nature of the circuit. Thirteen different
circuits can be obtained by simply inserting suitable shorting plugs in the sockets
fixed in the panel. The sockets are widely
separated to minimise capacity effects.
The use of telephone switches is avoided,

the sockets (26-30) or (27-31), according

to the circuit employed, -details of which
are given later. The sockets (25-29) and
(28-32) are the input and -output terminals
of the third L.F. amplifier valve respec-

E

tively.

Plugs and sockets are used to connect
and L.T. batteries with the
receiver, and care should be taken to connect the right poles of the batteries to the
sockets marked H.T. and L.T.

6 in. by 5 in.; two L.F. transformers;

as these have an appreciable capacity.
The first valve can be used either as a

detector or as an H.F. amplifier, while
the second, though usually used as an
L.F. amplifier, can also be used as a
detector following the first H.F. valve.
The third valve always acts as a low frequency amplifier, and separate input

nected with the aerial. If constant aerial
tuning be employed the aerial should be
connected to F. The frame aerial, if used,
is connected to the two terminals C and D,
which will otherwise be kept short-circuited by a brass strip.
The phones can either be connected to

View of Back of Panel.

by a variable condenser of .0003 -micro farad capacity.
The following is a list of the components required (see Fig. 2) :
Variable condensers-es, .0005 micro farad; C2, .0003 microfarad. Fixed condensers-c3, .000r microfarad; C4, .0005
microfarad; c5, .0003 microfarad; c6, .00i
microfarad; C7, .001 microfarad. Inductances-Li, No. 5o Igranic; L2, No. 75
Igranic; L3, No. 75 Igranic; panel, 17 in.
by 12 in. by 5 in. ; ebonite, 9% in. by

the H.T.

three valve
windows; one crystal detector (Alic-Met
three rheostats

(5

ohms);

type); one grid leak (Lissen); one grid
battery; forty valve sockets; twenty-four
valve legs; sixteen plugs and sockets; six

T8

7

large and four small terminal screws;

Components 1.0 he Made

three coil plugs; two extension handles;
connecting wire; quantity of 4 B.A. and
6 B.A. nuts and screws; 2 B.A. threaded

and output terminals have been provided
for this.

Coil Holder.-The details of the coil
holder that can cheaply be made to fit
the exact space on the panel are shown
in Fig. 4. First the coil plugs C should

Fig. 1.-Circuit Diagram.

rod with nuts.

Components
Cheap components should not be used,

be drilled at the bottom and tapped 2 B.A.,

in which is screwed a length of 2 B.A.

The Panel

rod, tightened by a lock -nut B. The side

The layou;,of the panel is shown by Fig. 3

particularly L.F. transformers and fixed

(p.

pieces A are then cut, each being 3

362), from which the positions of the
necessary holes can

long,

be marked on the

ebonite panel. After
drilling the holes,
the panel should be

given a matt finish
by rubbing its sur-
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Fig. 2 shows the

a

a

7

B

e

c2 are the aerial and
detector tuning con-

nections can be made by soldering the
connecting wires with small brass strips
screwed on to the plug.
Valve Holders.-Fig. 5 shows - the
method

of

mounting the valves.

The centre plug is
fixed by a nut to one

a

two

8
E

D

25

®

O

.............. .......... ..

0

Fig. 2.-Arrangement of Components on Panel

40.4* .....

26

27

28

32
®

01

0

0

29

3C

31

O

®

0

F

0

Fig. 3a.-Layout of Plug Holes.
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side

diagram.

The ,next step is to cut two pieces of
ebonite of the shape D, whose dimensions

can be easily ascertained from the dia-

gram. These pieces are .drilled at suitable
places and tapped to receive the screws E
used for fixing these supports against the
panel c and for fixing the piece B.

plugs.

Before screwing the
extension handles a.
spring washer
followed by two nuts
F, is fp/C(1\ on the
panel Al by brass
screws L, for which

holes are drilled in

410.4. .....

An

ebonite piece B, 9% in. long, 1% in. wide
in. thick, is drilled as shown in the
and

the

B

of flexible

wires, which connect the plugs with four
small terminal screws fitted on the .panel.
The centre plug, being a fixe'd one, requires no flexible wires, and direct con-

of the side pieces,
while extension arms
provided with
G,
ebonite handles

08
C

densers.
The inductances
marked

anode and detector
coils respectively.

The connections to the moving plugs

are made by small lengths

are attached to the

rheostats, while ci,

iir

take

holes to
rods.

RI, R2, R3 being the

Fig. 5.-Details of Valve Shelf.

screw threads.

wide

in.

a_

plan of the panel,

LI, L2 and L3 represent
the
aerial,

in.

the side pieces A and tapped to suit the

and 5. in. thick, and
drilled with three

0

0

s

Rear View with Back Removed.

Fig. 4.-Details of Coil Holder.
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A THREE -VALVE EXPERIMENTAL RECEIVER
This receiver, by the simple
insertion of plugs, permits of

choice of a number of

the

experimental circuits.

6

condensers.

The most important

The grid leak G is fixed in the
centre, above which is mounted the
crystal detector.
The valve sockets,
mounted flush with the panel, are re-

is the

ebonite panel, which should be of the best quality ebonite available.

Three inductances are used for tuning

as will be seen from Fig. s.
The aerial coil is a No. so Igranic connected in parallel with a variable con-

presented by small circles in the middle
of the panel; they are numbered to facilitate the connections. Fig. 3A shows the

purposes,

aerial and the earth terminals, A being
the earth terminal, while E ,is to be con-

denser of .0005-microfarad capacity, while

the anode and detector coils are each
No. 75 Igranic, the latter being shunted
Front View of Experimental Receiver.

THE receiver to be described employk
three valves, but it allows any number

of valves to be used, according to the

nature of the circuit. Thirteen different
circuits can be obtained by simply inserting suitable shorting plugs in the sockets
fixed in the panel. The sockets are widely
separated to minimise capacity effects.
The use of telephone switches is avoided,

the sockets (26-30) or (27-31), according

to the circuit employed, -details of which
are given later. The sockets (25-29) and
(28-32) are the input and -output terminals
of the third L.F. amplifier valve respec-

E

tively.

Plugs and sockets are used to connect
and L.T. batteries with the
receiver, and care should be taken to connect the right poles of the batteries to the
sockets marked H.T. and L.T.

6 in. by 5 in.; two L.F. transformers;

as these have an appreciable capacity.
The first valve can be used either as a

detector or as an H.F. amplifier, while
the second, though usually used as an
L.F. amplifier, can also be used as a
detector following the first H.F. valve.
The third valve always acts as a low frequency amplifier, and separate input

nected with the aerial. If constant aerial
tuning be employed the aerial should be
connected to F. The frame aerial, if used,
is connected to the two terminals C and D,
which will otherwise be kept short-circuited by a brass strip.
The phones can either be connected to

View of Back of Panel.

by a variable condenser of .0003 -micro farad capacity.
The following is a list of the components required (see Fig. 2) :
Variable condensers-es, .0005 micro farad; C2, .0003 microfarad. Fixed condensers-c3, .000r microfarad; C4, .0005
microfarad; c5, .0003 microfarad; c6, .00i
microfarad; C7, .001 microfarad. Inductances-Li, No. 5o Igranic; L2, No. 75
Igranic; L3, No. 75 Igranic; panel, 17 in.
by 12 in. by 5 in. ; ebonite, 9% in. by

the H.T.

three valve
windows; one crystal detector (Alic-Met
three rheostats

(5

ohms);

type); one grid leak (Lissen); one grid
battery; forty valve sockets; twenty-four
valve legs; sixteen plugs and sockets; six

T8

7

large and four small terminal screws;

Components 1.0 he Made

three coil plugs; two extension handles;
connecting wire; quantity of 4 B.A. and
6 B.A. nuts and screws; 2 B.A. threaded

and output terminals have been provided
for this.

Coil Holder.-The details of the coil
holder that can cheaply be made to fit
the exact space on the panel are shown
in Fig. 4. First the coil plugs C should

Fig. 1.-Circuit Diagram.

rod with nuts.

Components
Cheap components should not be used,

be drilled at the bottom and tapped 2 B.A.,

in which is screwed a length of 2 B.A.

The Panel

rod, tightened by a lock -nut B. The side

The layou;,of the panel is shown by Fig. 3

particularly L.F. transformers and fixed

(p.

pieces A are then cut, each being 3

362), from which the positions of the
necessary holes can

long,

be marked on the

ebonite panel. After
drilling the holes,
the panel should be

given a matt finish
by rubbing its sur-
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Fig. 2 shows the

a

a

7

B

e

c2 are the aerial and
detector tuning con-

nections can be made by soldering the
connecting wires with small brass strips
screwed on to the plug.
Valve Holders.-Fig. 5 shows - the
method

of

mounting the valves.

The centre plug is
fixed by a nut to one

a

two

8
E

D

25

®

O

.............. .......... ..

0

Fig. 2.-Arrangement of Components on Panel

40.4* .....

26

27

28

32
®

01

0

0

29

3C

31

O

®

0

F

0

Fig. 3a.-Layout of Plug Holes.
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side

diagram.

The ,next step is to cut two pieces of
ebonite of the shape D, whose dimensions

can be easily ascertained from the dia-

gram. These pieces are .drilled at suitable
places and tapped to receive the screws E
used for fixing these supports against the
panel c and for fixing the piece B.

plugs.

Before screwing the
extension handles a.
spring washer
followed by two nuts
F, is fp/C(1\ on the
panel Al by brass
screws L, for which

holes are drilled in

410.4. .....

An

ebonite piece B, 9% in. long, 1% in. wide
in. thick, is drilled as shown in the
and

the

B

of flexible

wires, which connect the plugs with four
small terminal screws fitted on the .panel.
The centre plug, being a fixe'd one, requires no flexible wires, and direct con-

of the side pieces,
while extension arms
provided with
G,
ebonite handles

08
C

densers.
The inductances
marked

anode and detector
coils respectively.

The connections to the moving plugs

are made by small lengths

are attached to the

rheostats, while ci,

iir

take

holes to
rods.

RI, R2, R3 being the

Fig. 5.-Details of Valve Shelf.

screw threads.

wide

in.

a_

plan of the panel,

LI, L2 and L3 represent
the
aerial,

in.

the side pieces A and tapped to suit the

and 5. in. thick, and
drilled with three

0

0

s

Rear View with Back Removed.

Fig. 4.-Details of Coil Holder.
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Fig. 3 (above).-Drilling Layout of
Panel.

Fig. 6 (left.--Detalls of Plugs and
Soekest.
tc;

2

Valve Sockeis,-.The valve sockets to can be made by soldering valve legs at
connect the various circuits are arranged, each end of a small piece of flexible wire
in three groups._ Each group, consisting c (Fig. 6). Short lengths of ebonite tube
are then slipped over the valve legs to
of eight sockets, is fixed on a.single ebonite
piece A 3b in. long, i4 in. wide and cover the soldered joint x, screwed in
in. thick (Fig. 6). The sockeets n arc position by Small screws IL
Fig. 6 also shows the arrangement of
first fixed on the ebonite piece I), the distance between them being i in. The the valve sockets and plugs fitted as H.T.
ebonite piece is then cl'amped to the and L.T. terminals, the sockets being fixed
panel i by long screws and nuts .s, with as before with the exception that only two
ebonite tube A be- sockets arc fitted on the small ebonite
small pieces of
piece L. The plugs can be made by clamptween the panel and the ebonite piece.
The plugs for connecting, the socket ing together two pieces of ebonite M,

HIGH -VOLTAGE VALVES

CRYSTAL DETECTORS

3.tit
in. high and y4: in. thick,
in, long,
i 3by a screw and a nut N. Two holes A in.

in diameter and i in. apart are drilled
along the surface of contact of the two
pieces. The pieces are then undamped
and the valve legs (at the ends of which
are soldered the ends of the flexible leads

c) are inserted in the grooves and the pieces
clamped

again by the

screw

N.

The

ebonite pieces will thus hold the valve
legs in position, forming a suitable plug
to fit

in the sockets.
M. J.
(To be concluded)

C.

BIASING THE L.F. VALVE

T in which the filament is heated from

pROBAZIX the most annoying thing

the ordinary supply mains carrying too

the catwhisker.

volts and upwards of either alternating or.
direct current. The "main " filament terminals are mounted on a standard electric light base, while the ".auxiliary-" filament, grid and plate connections are made

fine -wire spiral this has an unhappy knack
Of becoming-, badly tangled at critical
moments.
For this reason the writer
prefers to use a short length of fairly

frequency' amplifiers.

stiff

to

needle.

of the high-tension in each case, will
usually give quite satisfactory results. The

latest type of receiving valve is one

separate leads coming .from the top
and side walls of- the bulb respectively.

about the average crystal detector is

If made of

the usual

wire, something like a gramophone
.

NLESS a very fine adjustment is
0
quired
is not necessary to use a
potentiometer for biasing the grids of low

UI

're -

it

-

One flashlamp cell
inserted directly in series with the grid of
the

first L.F. amplifier and two in the

second, with a corresponding adjustment

With a little practice such a catwhiskcr cells will certainly last much longer in
can be adjusted as finely as is usually this way than when shunted by a potentiothe true filament indirectly-that is, by necessary and does not get easily bent. meter coil. When a special power ampliradiation-is composed of a high -resistance in this case it is advisable to mount the fier- is used, three or even four cells should
ribbon fitted inside a quartz tube, which. crystal in a cup that can be moved about be joined in series with 120 volts or upin turn - is surrounded by an " alundum "- without difficulty. The idea is, in fact, wards on the plate.
J. K.
The main filament, Which is used to heat

which constitutes the electron emitting filament proper.
Owing to the indirect method'employed

'to keep the catwhisker rigid and 'make the
crystal movable.
U.

for heating the active filament the valve
M. A. L.
is quite free from "hum."

A cheap set will work' much better. with
a good pair of telephones.

sleeve,

The best material is the cheapest in the
long run.
Until you learn -to adjust.properly your
receiving set, do not condemn it,
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AROUND THE SHOWROOMS
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Sparta Aerial Wire

PERHAPS the most important part of
any wireless receiving station is the
aerial, for if this is not absolutely the best
that can be obtained really good signals

1110.

O<C>.0 0000 00.000.00.<><>00.0*00.00

Perfex Indoor Aetivl
THE difficulty of installing- an outdoor
aerial has led to many ingenious arrangements being devised.
The latest and

probably the most artistic device of this
nature is the "Perfex " aerial.
This aerial, ihown in the photograph,
resembles and also does duty as a lamp-,
shade.

Encased in the silk covering is the
aerial wire, which consists of air -spaced

will never be heard without the use of
a great deal of juice to light a multitude

woven wire laced between the top and
A small eyelet
at the bOttom of the shade permits the

of valve filaments.

bottoin ring spreaders.

A good aerial cannot be put up with
unsuitable wire, and the beginner should
make sure that his is of the lowest possible

attachment of a lead -down wire, which
can be disconnected when the receiver is
not being employed. In use this aerial
has been found to give gratifying results.
The "Perfex" aerial is, of course, non directional. The address of the makers is

resistance.

Wire that has a low resistance for direct
current may have quite a high resistance
for the high -frequency currents used in

H.F. currents flow along the
surface of the wire, and for that reason
aerial wire should have a large surface
wireless.

Wireless Apparatus,

This is usually brought about by using
One of the best types that
I have come across is that made by
Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd., of
Chadwell Heath, Essex.
It consists of sixteen strands of about
No. 26 enamelled copper wire woven
round a strong hemp core, the latter being
specially treated to resist changing atmo-

We are informed by Siemens BrotherS

stranded wire.

and Co., Ltd., Woolwich, that they are
able to make a reduction in the prices of
headphones. The price of the phones is
now 20S.

0000000000000.00.00.0000000000CCOOCC-0000000CKX>p

PROGRESS AND INVENTION

spheric conditions.

4.4041.41.

Cossor Valve Bases

Now, however, he will not have to
trouble about this, for Cossors have produced a new valve base (which is being
standardised

on

all

Cossor

valves)

11111.4.0.4.

0.<>00,0.00000.0.000000C<>0.00-00000

Loud -speakers
THE quality of sound produced by an
ordinary wooden horn loud -speaker is

good, provided that the diaphragm and
phone part of the speaker is well made.
The cost of producing a curved wood horn
is

high, and manufacturers are on the

specially designed for low capacity be- look -out for a suitable horn which is less
tween the legs, as referred to in our last costly to produce ,and yet will give the
issue. The construction of this new base is required
purity of speech. A straight

Sectional Diagram
of New type Cossor

wooden horn, suitable for gramophones or
loud -speakers, is the Subject of Patent No.
227,545/23 (Sir Charles Forbes, Castle
Newe, Strathdon, Aberdeenshire). The
horn described has a cross section in the
shape of an equilateral triangle, the sides

in Patent No. 226,895/23 (G. A. Mitchell,
Leicester), and is shown in the diagram.
A base of ebonite or other suitable insu-

lating material has the required number
of sockets mounted on it, one of these
being connected to the circuit in the usual
manner. The other sockets are wired up

in parallel, that is, with grid connected
to grid and plate to plate; the connections

between the valves may be effected by
wires connected
sockets.

to

the valve

contact

If desired, one of the sockets may be
fitted with valve pins on the under side
of the base so that the whole mounting

of the triangle forming tangents to the

circumferences of circles, the areas of

Valve, Base show-

which vary in

ing Air Gap between

gressive proportions.

legs.

Panton

VANGUARD.

area.

IN short-wave work the capacity between
the legs of a valve are far from negligible,
and the experimenter on low wavelengths
uses specially designed valves.

Ltd., 35,

Street, Haymarket, London, S.W.',

size

in the correct pro-

Good -quality ply-

vood, such as birch, should be used for
the sides of the horn, which are glued or
otherwise secured together.

Parallel Valve Holder
FOR power amplification where power

clear from the diagram, which shows a
valve in section.
To prevent anybody from taking a Wuncell-type valve for a P type, all the new

bases will be coloured black and red respectively-black for dull -emitters and red
for bright -emitters.

valves are not available it is often
desirable to use two standard receiving
valves in parallel in order to obtain the
necessary amplification.

This necessitates

the use of extra wires straying about the
panel unless a suitable holder is available
for connecting the valves in parallel.
A holder of this description is described

Parallel Valve Holder (226,895/23).

can be plugged when desired, thus eliminating the use of any extra wires.

Such an arrangement should be very

useful :for use in low -power transmitters

or L.F. amplifiers where it is not convenient to use power valves.

'
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, lay -outs, diagrams, etc., on separate- sheets containing your
name and address. Always send stamped, addressed envelope and attach Coupon (p.384).
Bending Sheet Ebonite

the bend is supported by the pole and the with the -anode coil. It is, proposed to tune

I

Q.-Can thin sheet ebonite be safely bent,
,r is it liable to split ?-A. J. (Leeds).
A.-Thin sheet ebonite will bend quite
.asily if it is thoroughly warmed, either in
boiling water or in steam.-K.
Filling Small Holes

Q.-Can small holes in a panel be filled so
as to hide them ?-B. F. (Newcastle).
A.-Black sealing -wax is suitable, or
Chatterton's compound may be employed.
The surface of the panel should afterwards
be levelled and polished. -17.
Gas Pipes and Lightning
Q.-When using an indoor aerial, is it safe
to connect the earth lead to a gas -pipe
O. j. (Cannock).
A.-It would' in the case of indoor aerials
be quite safe, but scarcely advisable to do so:

free end is at the house, a few feet away from from 200 to 45o metres. --N. L. (Harrow).
you wish to receive only shortwave the lead-in ?-T. P. (Bexhill -on -Sea).
A.-Although this woull4 increase the length signals, the aerial coil may consist of
a
winding
4 in:- in diameter and 5 in. long of
length of wire it would not increase the
electrical distance from the free end to the IsTo. 22 d.c.c. Ten tappings should be taken.

Owing to the undesirable bend in The anode coil should consist of a winding 4 in.
the middle, this aerial would probably be in diameter and 4 in long of No. 3o d.c.c.
lead-in.

much less efficient than the short single wire.
Aerials for Long -wave Reception

with ten tappings. The reaction coil may be
-3 in in diameter and 4 in. long, with No. 34
s.s.e. wire, with four tappings. --U.

Transformer
Q.-Which type of aerial is most efficient H.F.H
Q.-How many turns of wire (a specimen of

for long -wave reception ?

L. (Newbury).
is submitted) will be required for a high A.-Au aerial haying large capacity is of -which
transformer ?-S. S. (Limpsfield).
great advantage when tuning to long wave- frequency
primary and secondary slot should
lengths, as less inductance has to be added beA.-Each
wotind with Too turns of the No. 38 s.s.c.
-

than would otherwise be the case with low capacity aerials. However, " static " effects
prove troublesome. The weight of a multiple

wire, sample of which was submitted. The
priniary of the transformer should be tuned
with a condenser having a maximum value of
A gas -pipe makes a very poor earth, and in all wire aerial demands very strong " fixings,' not more than .0003 microfarad.-U.
of the wires
cases it would be best to connect the lead to a and with the inevitableis sagging
somewhat reduced. .Fixed betector Adjustment
the effective height
water -pipe
A two -wire aerial will probably be best,
Q.-Which is the best method of keeping
Loose -coupled Tuners
provided that a spacing of at least 4 to 6 feet a crystal detector in adjustment once a good
Q.-Is it to be expected that the signal between the wires is possible.-P.
spot has been found ?-L. D. (Watford).
strength will be louder when a double -circuit
tuner is used instead of a single -circuit tuner ?

-W. N. (W. 12).

_

A. --The object of a two -circuit tuner is not
always to give increased signal strength,

although it will slightly increase the signals

The great advantage is the gain
in selectivity which may be obtained, and it it
generally worth while from this point of view
alone to use a two -circuit tuner. --IT.
on occasions.

The Disadvantages of the Telephone Transformer

Q.-What are the disadvantages of the

telephone transfotiner ?-I). T. (Beeston).

A. --No transformer is moo per cent. efficient,
and a slight, though hardly noticeable, diminution of signal strength will result if a telephone
transformer is used.

There is also the possibility of distortion
arising from the use of the iron as the core,
while stray coupling effects with other transformers in the set may canse howling.-U.
Doubling the Aerial Wire

-

Q.-As my garden is very short, would it
be better to double the aerial back so that

Crackling Noises

am unfortunately experiencing considerable trouble from crackling noises in niy
set, .which I am unable to trace. 4 have tried
several high-tension batteries, grid leaks, and
even accumulators, but the noise still persists.
P. -(S. W.).

A.- -A5 you appear to have examined all
the most likely sources of this trouble, and
as your connections are well soldered, it is

A.-In order to keep a crystal detector in
perfect adjustment, drop some hot beeswax
around the wire.

In practice this has kept the catwhisker in

plead for months. It eliminates the necessity

of seeking for the elusive spot every time the

set is used.-U.
Resistance

Q.-What is meant by the resistance of a
wire ?-E. P. (Romsey).

A.-The property possessed by all substances
of offering opposition to the passage of electively, to the insulation of your telephones tric currents is known as resistance. The
being defective. In both these cases the effect of resistance is to produce heat. It is
remedy is obvious, but we suggest that to a determining factor in arriving at the amount
determine from which source the noise arises of electricity that will flow in a given circuit
'von borrow a pair of telephones which you at a given voltage, and where a maximum
know to be in perfect condition and test flow is desired the minimum resistance must
be secured.-U.
them against your own. --U.

very probable that the trouble is due to a
defective intervalve transformer or, alterna-

Plants and Wireless

Two -valve Set

Q.-Do plants respond to 'wireless waves
Q.-I intend to build a two -valve set, and
A.-Professor Bose, who has devoted much
should like to know suitable dimensions for study
to the subject, is of opinion that they do,
the aerial tuning coil, the anode inductance, but it is
that the waves would have te
and the reaction coil which is to be coupled be very probable
small ones. It is certainly true that

MR. GEORGE

GROSSMITH
On the' Staff
of the B.B.C.
In response to an invitation
from the British Broadcasting

Co. Mr. George Grossmith has

trees have the property of picking up electrical
energy from wireless waves, because they can
be used as aerials.
" Stand-by " Switches

Q.-How does the term " stand-by " apply

to a switch in 'wireless ?-42. A. (N.'W.).

A.-The term first became general in com-

mercial -Wireless when a station was controlling

all messages of a certain area. Other stations
would be told to wait for a definite time, and
others would be told to " stand-by " to receive
messages, or because it was nearly their turn
to transmit.
The term was -applied to a switch because
a different tuning adjustment was necessary
in the differenbcircumstances. On the " tune

the appointment of
advisory director of progranznies. side (that is, loose -coupled system) the receiver
The photograph s ha t vs r Mr. is as selective as possible to the station received.
On the " stand-by " side; single-eifenit
George. Grossmith listening -in,
'tuning was -employed to enable- all 'stations
within range to be heard. --U.
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to
"pinkie "-the little fellow with

the loud voice ! A loud speaker
without equal in its class. Small
in size but big in volume. Small
in price but big in value. " Dinkie "
reproduces clearly, loudly, and in
perfect tone all that is broadcast.

Your radio dealer will willingly
demonstrate Dinkie's powers
before purchase.
The Sterling "Dinkie " Loud Speaker is supplied
in a brown -tinted finish complete with flexible
cord. Dimensions : Height overall, 13 in. ;

diameter of flare, 7 in.; diameter of base, 4 in.

PR ICE

301 -

STERLING

DINKIE
LOUD SPEAKER

Deal
Radio
at glutei
Advt. of STERLING TELEPHONE AND ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD.
Manufacturers of Telephones and Radio Apparatus, etc.
Works: DAGENHAM, ESSEX

2:0.212, TOTTENHAM COURT RD., LONDON, W.1
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THAT IDEAL SET!
000

0000000000000000000<:000coo0co0000Go0000
EVERY experimenter has at one time or
another dreamt of a perfect set which
would be the embodiment

of

all his

Nothing discourages the novice so much
as

the formidable array

of knobs and

handles with which he is often confronted.

favourite ideas in wireless. Such a set The crystal is the natural rectifier, but
would be a model of neatness and sim- unfortunately it is not nearly sensitive
plicity, combining extreme ease of opera- enough; if a super -sensitive type could be
tion with unheard-of range and power. discovered the valve would soon become
Simply by turning a knob one would be obsolete.
'able to pick up any station desired withA midi/leaf ion
out the slightest trace of interference from H.
other transmissions.

Putting them in their order of relative
importance, purity, selectivity, range and
volume are the requirements of the ideal
set.. Some measure of success has been
attained in each of these, but there is still
a good way to go before perfection is
finally attained.

Distortion
One of the most difficult as well as the
most important of wireless problems which

The present_ systems of high -frequency
amplification are far from satisfactory
owing to the inconvenient number of con-

4.4.

4.

Lastly, we come to the question of
volume, which is really a matter for a
number of valves arranged in such a way
that no distortion is introduced. Three
stages of resistance -capacity L.F. amplification will give sufficient volume for the
largest room.

In the opinion of the writer the ideal
set of the future will consist of two dull emitter valves, the first arranged as a
super -sensitive detector and the second as
a dual amplifier. Both valves will be so

designed as to need a very small plate
trols and the irritating lack of stability potential, and the invention of a perfect
when more than three H.F. valves are wave -trap will enable the owner to pick
used. Various methods of aperiodic H.F. up any transmission he desires without
amplification and also the famous neutro-

interference from his home station.

dyne principle have done something to
The y-sar 1925 should be full of sursolve the problem, but an ideal, radio - prises in every branch of wireless, and the
frequency amplifier has yet to be dis- problem of the ideal set may be nearer
covered.
solution.
G. J. M.

has yet to be solved is the queStion of E10000000<><>000000000000000.
distortion. There arc so many points
where this distortion can occur. Take
even the first link in the broadcasting
chain-the microphone; in spite of every
precaution, it is impossible to prevent a
certain amount of distortion owing to the
tendency of the microphone diaphragm to
vibrate at its own frequency. Then come
the bank of valves which amplify the
current from the microphone; it is difficult
to keep the amplification quite even over
all frequencies. The reeeiver-.is' liable to
the same troubles; L.F. transformers are
a fruitful -.source of bad reproduction, as
well as are reaction effects, the grid leak,
rectification and faults in the phones.
Hence the first thing of all to be tackled
before wireless reception is perfected is
this question of distortion; for this reason
it is' not unlikely that the conventional.
method of L.F. amplification (transforrnes

CAPACITY EFFECTS
Doo.oc000.000.0000o0000oc00oo
AVALVE set is most liable to the distressing effects of hand and body

the leak. Similarly, when using a stabilis-

ing variable resistance between the grid
capacity when tuned up to its most sensi- and filament of the first valve the same
tive condition for the reception of distant rule applies. In using the tuned -anode
signals. As most of us are aware, in the method of H.F. coupling, or transformer
aerial tuning less hand -capacity effects are coupling with the primary tuned, connect
usually experienced if the condenser, when the positive H.T. to the moving plates of
in series, is connected with the moving the condenser.
plates to aerial and fixed plates to coil,
In all cases it is better for the operator
while, with the condenser across the in- to keep away from the aerial lead-in when
ductance, the fixed plates are better con- operating the set in a highly sensitive connected to aerial and the moving plates to dition, as the least movement of the body
earth. Extension handles to condensers may throw the set into oscillation or render
and moving coils are, useful and, indeed, signals, already faint, inaudible. When
in many cases essential.
demonstrating the capabilities of your
coupling)*may be eventually superseded in`
receiver to friends it is not wise to allow
favour of something better. Already many Wiring Precautions
them to be too close, particularly on the
wireless enthusiasts who prefer purity of
aerial side of the set, or they may by
To
those
who
habe
hitherto
been
content
tone to excessive volume are installing re- with these precautions and who have their movement carry away bodily the
sistance -capacity amplifiers. It is true that
A. P.
the usual methods with regard to little far -distant signals.'
-the same measure of "step-up" is not observed
widely
spaced
wiring
which
does
not
run
obtainable with this meth0d, but at least parallel and which crosses at a large angle,
the quality is perfect.
the following additional hints, if made
use of; will be found advantageous. When FREEZING BY WIRELESS
Selectivity
Next in importance to the question of building the set, keep wiring and connec- AN apparatus has been invented by a
Scandinavian engineer by which it is
purity is that of selectivity, which means, tion which will be at high potential away
roughly speaking, the power of receiving from the upper surface of the panel, so claimed to be possible to radiate intense
one transmission without interference from far as this can be made possible. If a cold in much the same way as broadcast
other stations. Enthusiasts who live near grid -leak of the variable type is used in programmes are at present conveyed
a main broadcasting centre often experi- the detector unit, with one end (usually through the ether. Further particulars of
ence great difficulty in hearing other a circular plate of brass) supported on the the alleged invention are not at present
panel, see that you do not connect this available, but it is apparently intended
stations through, this jamming.
The question of range is also important, end to the grid-the end farthest from the 'to enable housewives to connect the
since without it we cannot pick up distant panel should be so connected, and the end domestic meat safe up to the garden
stations which arc broadcasting attractive next to the panel to the filament. This aerial and so preserve milk, butter, meat
items. A sensitive set is therefore a neces- will help to avoid trouble when the hand and other perishables for an indefinite
sity, but it must not be too complicated. is brought near to it and when adjusting period.
M. A. L.
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IGRANIC

" E" Type
Audio -frequency
Transformer

Theis

"E" Type
Igranic Transformer
is even better than its predecessors
Method of Connecting Intervalve Transformer

Further exhaustive and searching experimental work carried out
under all conditions has indicated some slight improvements which
have resulted in even greater efficiency being obtainable from the
Igranic Audio -Frequency Transformer. This latest model we call

the E type-and if you would realise to the full the pleasure of
distortionless reproduction of speech or music you should build this
component into your receiver.
It is made in ratios of 1 to 5 fcr first stage of amplification-and
for second and subsequent stages, 1 to 3. The metal shrouds act as
magnetic screens and thus interaction is non-existent even when two
or more transformers are mounted closely for multi -stage amplification. The impedance at speech frequency is suitable for most
types of valves. Prices, 1:5, 21/-; 1:3, 19'1"

Write for List Z424.

IO /N C

IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES INCLUDE :
Honeycomb Duolateral Coils, Fixed Condensers, Filament Rheostats, Intervalve Transformers, Variometers,.

ELECTRIC

Variocouplers, Ili -plug Coil Holders, Tri-plug Coil
Holders, Battery Potentiometers, Vernier Friction

ti\J11_/1.

Pencils, etc. etc.

All carry a six months' guarantee and are stocked
by all reputable dealers.

149, Queen Victoria Street, London.

Works

BEDFORD.

Branches:
FIRMINGHAM

CARDIFF

GLASGOW

LEEDS

lIANCIIESTrIl

NEWCASTLE

These are the foundations of a BETTER set

GRANIC

IGRANIC

" E " Type Transformer High Frequency Transformer

IGRANIC-FRESHMAN

Fixed Condenser

1GRANIC

Honeycomb Duolateral Coil

1GRANIC

Rheostat (Vernier type)

(isnattur Wess
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ing a competent officer to enter a suspected

house and seize any wireless apparatus.

NEW WIRELESS
LEGISLATION
An Explanatory Note on the Bill
note before Parliament

)

0.<>0.<>00C<><><>0<><><><><>.0<> 0

found therein.
Certain of the new clauses appear at first
sight to prejudice the rights and privileges
of the bona -fide experimenter. These are

bound to meet with strong opposition in
the passage of the Bill through the House
of Commons. Criticism is therefore deferred until it is known what their final

form will be.
is interesting to note that a clause
THE provisions of the new Wireless Act hasIt been
inserted in the new Act declaring
isponsored by Sir W. Mitchell -Thomall references to wireless transmission
son, the Postmaster -General, have aroused, that
widespread interest and no little criticism shall be deemed always to have included
apparatus for reception. This definitely
in wireless circles generally.
clears up a point which has for some time
The existing Act, which dates from 1904,

A Tribute
TO greater tribute
could be paid to

any Headphone than to,

specify it for use on
passenger -carrying ships.

When efficiency and
sensitiveness are put
before initial cost it is a
remarkable fact that in

every case Brown A

Headphones are selected.

You will never have to

listen anxiously for a

response to an S.O.S.in your case the safety

of hundreds does not

depend upon your Headphones-Jbut you should

own at least one pair
of the super -sensitive

Brown A Headphones in

order to be able to pick
up far -distant Broadcasting inaudible in ordinary
telephones.

eg Prices
PER PAIR
120 ohms
2000 ohms
4000 ohms
8000 ohms

£2 :18: 0
£3 : 2 : 0

£3 : 6 : 0
From,all Dealers

S. G. BROWN LIMITED
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3
Showrooms : -

15 MORTIMER STREET, W.1
15 MOORFIELDS, LIVERPOOL
67 HIGH ST,, SOUTHAMPTON

Wireless Apparatus

is admittedly- out of date and unsuited to
deal with the situation created by the introduction of broadcasting and the enormous development that has since taken
place in wireless. The new measure repeals the older Act and consolidates all
existing regulations governing the use, not
only of wireless receiving and transmitting
apparatus, but also all apparatus used for
visual or sound signalling.
Broadcasting Apparatus
So -far as the use of ordinary broadcasting receiving apparatus is concerned, ,the
new penalties laid down for refusing to
take out the necessary licence are :
"On summary conviction, imprisonment with or without hard labour for a
term not exceeding three months, or to
a fine not exceeding Ziso, and for a
continued offence, a further £5 for each
-

press, although readers will remember that
"A.W." has always maintained the opinion
now legally expressed.
BARRISTER -AT -LAW.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
AND SIGNALLING BILL
GENERAL POST OFFICE.

1N

view

of

statements

which

have

appeared in some organs of the Press
to the effect that new and inquisitorial
powers of search are sought to be conferred. by Clause r, Subsection 4; of the
, new Wireless Telegraphy and Signalling
Bill, the Postmaster -General desires it to
be known that the subsection referred to

is almost purely a consolidation of

the_

not exceeding Lioo, or imprisonment with

existing provisions and merely re-enacts,
with minor 'amendments, Section x, Subsection 4, of the Wireless Telegraphy
Act, 1904. Procedure by repeal and reenactment with amendments was adopted
in order to avoid the inconvenience of
legislation by reference to the. existing
Act.
The _powers of search conferred
thereby have existed for twenty years,

exceeding twelve months."

the new Bill becomes law or not.

day during which the offence- continues."

This appears unnecessarily severe having regittrd to the nature of the "crime,"
but it must be remembered that under the
old Act the penalty was :
"On summary conviction a fine of £io,
or, on conviction under indictment a fine

or without hard labour for a term not exist to -day and continue to exist, Whether
Present Powers
There appears little to choose between
the two so far as severity is concerned,
but the general concensus of opinion is
that both are far too drastic under existing conditions. It is admitted that up to
the present the authorities have never
attempted to press their legal powers to
the full extent. Public opinion would certainly not tolerate such punishments except
under abnormal circumstances such as
exist in war -time, and it seems an unnecessary and dangerous weapon to place in the
hands of the Post Office officials.

Right to Search

Feb.ruary 16, 1925.

An Electric Latch -lock," that was

designed as an emergency lock to be used
only when everyone was away from home,
is illustrated and described in the current
issue

of "The Amateur Mechanic and

Work" (3d.). The following articles and
features appear in the same number : "A
Long-range Two -valve Set," "Making
Money by Inventing," "An Easily -made
Mirror," "Our Small Car Page," "Fixing
Wireless Tackle," "Notes by the -Way,"
"Repairing Cast-iron Domestic Articles,"
"Preventing Rain Driving Under Doors,"
"A Basket -shaped Plate -drainer," "Cleaning Small Brass Articles," "Motor -cycle
"Care of Acetvlene
Practicalities,

Another clause that has excited much
comment is the one giving the right to
enter and search any premises in which the Lamps."
presence of unlicensed wireless apparatus
is suspected. Here too it roust be stated

that nothing is added to the legal powers
already in existence. under the 1904 Act

Gilbert Ad. 2331.

been a bone -of contention in the daily

any

magistrate

could;

on

reasonable

grounds, issue a search warrant authoris-

Ask "A.W." for
A LIST OF

Practical Money -making Books
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FINSTON ONE -HOLE
FIXED CONDENSERS
Another big step forward in

radio. Amateurs, experimenters, and other enthusiasts have long

needed a model with the easiest fixing
possible, viz., the one -hole method. Like

our other components the Finston One hole Fixed Condenser will give the utmost

satisfaction and is immune from trouble
in the most exacting and protracted use.
Guaranteed within 5 per cent of stated capacity, this accuracy has never before been
obtainable by the public. The only one -hole
fixing condenser on the market. Buy one.
Test one. It will prove our statements and
thoroughly satisfy you.
FEATURES:

CAPACITIES

Reliability of Capacity.

.0001 to .002,

Finest grade Mica Di.

price 2/- each.

elec. tic Highest possible
quality Copper Foil.
Adapted for Terminal or
soldered connections.

.003 to .006,

price 2/6 each.

If your dealer cannot supply Finston Components. send your order to us together
with his name and address, please!

LIGHTING SUPPLIES CO.,
2, FINSBURY AVENUE, LONDON, //
E.C.2

Barclay

Living Artisie

714

'07
VALVES for 13/3
Equal in performance to any '06 or oy obtainable.
Send for the concert -tested PLIOTRON S. S. post
free w:th makers' instructions for use.
24 Hours' Approval upon receipt of cash order.
Max. con. '07, 61. volts 2'3, anode 40-80.

English "R" Valves, fil. volts 4'5, anode 45-100, 8/6.
Concert tested, post free, 24 hours' approval.
Responsibility for all postal damage accepted if
damaged valve is returned within 24 hours of receipt.

ANELOY PRODUCTS (Dept. A. 25).
Eton Works. Upland Road, London, S.E.22

ACCUMULATORS.
Cash 3 fifthly payments
4v-40 17/.
4,-00 22/6
4V.80 27/.
4 v.-zoo 32/.

6/3
8/3
9/9
11/6

Guarantee,'
Cash 3 mthly payments

1:e,t quality.

6v. -4o 25/
6v. -6o 32/-

6 v,-80 38/6
6 v.-tco 45/.

Carr. and Packing,

an size.

If. W. HOLMES, 29 Foley St., It. Portland St.,

8i

11/6
14/14/ -

.I, 'Phone. Museum 1414

ABOUT L.F. TRANSFORMERS
Our wide experience in transformer repair
has shown us all the common faults that are
lady to occur in L.F. Transformers.
The distortionless all British " Renown "
L.F. Transformer which we have designed

I OTS of people think that good suits cost too much 1 --.1 that a good car costs too much-that fine furniture
costs too much. Yet there are people who buy all
these things and who know that they get very good
value for their money.
They are just the kind of people who believe that in the
building of a Wireless Set it is well worth while using only
Eureka Transformers. They are not necessarily, well-to-do
-they don't do it to impress their friends. They do it because
they cannot resist the appeal of quality.
Into the manufacture of Eureka Transformers goes much
care and forethought. In fact, it would not he too much
to say that each Transformer receives the individual attention
that is usually accorded to expensive scientific instruments.
An incessant demand-not only from all parts of this
country, but also from the Continent and from the Colonies
--has certainly necessitated their manufacture on a mass
production basis, but no test is too stringent and no safeguard too great to ensure the original Eureka quality being
fully maintained.

As a direct result we have yet to hear of a dissatisfied
Eureka user-while the wonderful flow of correspondence
front wireless enthusiasts is a spontaneous tribute to Eureka
excellence, and its ability to " re-create the living Artiste."

Portable Util`ties Co., Ltd.,

and manufactured is unequalled for distortionless powerful amplification and its
immunity from breakdown is a special

feature. Price 8/4 Post free
GUARANTEE: Try this transformer against

any in existence and if it is not equally as

Fisher Street, London, W.C.1.
Concert

Grand a0/-

Eureka
No. 2. 2216
(For Second Stage)

efficient in every respect, return it to us
within 14 days and we will refund cash
without quibble. Should this transformer
emr breakdown we will rewind it making it

equal to new for 2/9

100 HENRY Amplifier chokes. 7 6
We are still repairing any make of L.E. Transformer

mah our efficiency equal to new; guarantee for 5, Post free. delivery 3 days.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
HAY STREET. PORTSMOUTH.

GiThcrt Ad. 2235.
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British Broadcasting Company have reverted to the high-pitched whistle fox
tuning -in purposes.

Telegrams may now be sent by wireless

from Germany to the dutch East Indies
between ,the hours of mid -day and mid-

RADIOGRAMS
WBILE wireless is said to haN e introduced many new words into the

'English language, a reader points out that
an expression to adequately describe the
feelings of those who suffer from the effect
of other people's oscillations is still
wanted.

The Forfarshire Education Authority
has decided to take no steps in regard -to
the question of introducing wireless into
schools.

Scottish

Another minor

set-

back was given by the Edinburgh Town
Council, which, without discussion, declined to entertain a proposal to have its
proceedings broadcast.
The B.B.C. now produces 35,000 hours

a year of ever-changing programmes.
Scottish amateurs ate wondering what

the B.B.C.'s intention is with regard to
the Edinburgh station. At very short
notice the wavelength of this relay centre
was changed from 323 to 465 metres, but,

after only three evenings with the new
arrangement, the

wave

was

suddenly

brought back to the original.
Very

successful

results.

have

been

obtained in a series of tests which haVe
been carried out by Air Ministry experts
in the wireless control of aeroplanes.
Listeners -in

have been asked by the

Liverpool broadcasting station director to
take part in a discussion on the question

of whether the local programmes are to
continue to be relayed from London or
whether, in order to obtain better results,
they would prefer the Manchester .programme.

-

The Leviathan, which left New York on
February 28, until her arrival oo March 6
will broadcast every night after the British
stations have closed down performances by
the ship's bands, songs by gifted passengers, and talks by eminent people crossing
the Atlantic. Transmission will probably
be on a wavelength of 317 metres,
although it will vary at times from 20o to
345 metres.

An "All British " concert will be broadcast on February 26.

At 7.30 p.m. on February 28 will be
given another of the popular "query " programmes.
Passengers on the fast train from
Chicago to California, which is completely

equipped with wireless receivers, clearly
hear the programmes. from the Fortworth
(Texas) broadcasting station.
An indication of the tremendous growth
of the wireless industry wa- ;ix -en in the

night.
According to Mr. Arthur Burrows,
director of programmes of the British

annual statement of the Radio Corpora ion
of America, showing that its income has
doubled in two years.
A broadcasting company has been estab-

lished at Oslo, Norway, and will begin
working in a few days.
A Melbourne experimenter succeeded
recently in relaying an American broadcaiting station to the Melbourne station
for retransmission. Music, mainly orchestral, came through clearly, the reception

being frequently equal to local transmission.

An 88 -miles journey in the driving -cab

of an L.M.S. engine, to memorise the

sounds of an express train for a wireless
drama, has been the experience of Mr. A.
Whitman, of the dramatic department of
the B.B.C.
Canadian and South African beam
stations will be erected near Bodmin
(Cornwall) and Bridgwater (Somerset).
Wireless receiving licences collected by
the Post Office in 1923-2.4 amounted to
£250,055.

On the express train to Ventimiglia, on
the Italian frontier, a wireless installation
succeeded in picking up two' American
amateur stations and one Australian. The
only aerial used was one of the electric light wires.

Had it not been for strike's and other
delays the Government's Wireless station
at Rugby would have been in ,3vorking
order this month.
The popular programme to be broadcast
on March 2 contains orchestral items, and
, songs by Lea Felissa.
A "nautical " programme will be given
on March 3.
A programme devoted to the works of
Sullivan will be broadcast on March 4.
A Victorian amateur has succeeded in
sending

a

direct

wireless

telephone

message to England. -The first Irish Wireless Exhibition,
which was

to

have been held from

February 23 to February 28, has been
cancelled as a direct outcome of the discouraging attitude of the Free State
Minister for Posts and Telegraphs.

Broadcasting Company, "it will be necessary to have an open studio to which the

public will. be admitted in the ordinary
way as to a place of public entertainment,
if ideal broadcasting is to be obtained."
A wireless message broadcast from
Mosul, Mesopotamia, was picked up by
an amateur wireless enthiisiast at Cowes
recently.

The intention to petition against what
they believed was too much simultaneous
broadcasting has been abandoned by
Levenshulme listeners.
Mr. Ramsay MacDonald states that one
of the things that struck him when in the

West Indies was the- inadequacy of the
Imperial wireless news service.
The Cardiff City Council have rejected
a suggestion by the British Broadcasting
Co. that their meetings should be broadcast.

With a single -wire aerial 15 ft. long
M. Leon Deloy, a French amateur, has
:established bilateral communication with
the American station 3 C H G, situated
some thirty miles south-west of Philadelphia.

New York's police department, following the lead of London and Paris, is experimenting with wireless for quick communication between headquarters and the
district stations.
The newly -formed Spanish Radio -Union
is building at Madrid a new high -power
broadcasting station,

In Spain, the last of the older nations
to take up wireless, more than roo,o0o
licences for receiving sets have been
issued.

Major -General George A. Squier, U.S.
Army Chief Liaison Officer during the war,

has invented a new telegraphic alphabet
to replace morse. He asserts it is one
hundred and fifty-six times more rapid
than the code, and that the adoption of
his system would save many thousands of
pounds a year.
Swiss wireless clubs are regarding with
interest and some nervousness the proposal

to forbid amateurs to use more than go
watts power.

The B.B.C. has started an amateur
dramatic club of its own, and hopes to

It has been felt desirable that a com- give a play in one of the suburban theatres
plete wireless installation,

with

loud-

speakers, should be presented to the Car-

some time -in April.

In order to give the engineers a clear
evening for line tests once a week, the
been set on foot by the Cardiff Press Bowl- B.B.C. have arranged to close down all
ing Club to achieve this worthy object.
stations on' Friday evenings from 10.30
In piaci' 0f the scale on the piano, the onwards.
diff Royal Infirmary, and an effort has
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A Crystal Detector that does not require adjustment
Only a wonderful scientific discovery backed by the R.I. reputation could have made this
permanent mineral detector a possibility.
So many vain attempts have been made to attain the ideal of a detector, free from, all
adjustment, that the radio public have doubted that it could be ever achieved..

HERE IS THE WAY OF IT
The combination of a new mineral of high refractive index, and another suitable mineral,
were found to give perfect detection irrespective of surface condition and free from bane
of catwhiskers.

There is no question of hunting for the sensitive spot.

IT IS ALWAYS EVERYWHERE ON THIS WONDERFUL DISCOVERY.
However, the spirit of the experimenter demands satisfaction and so one of the elements
is mounted with a trigger action to change the point of contact if desired.
As a proof of this, the manufacturers are prepared to supply the detector without the
trigger adjustment.
The advantages of the P.M.
Absolute permanency under vibration.
Extreme sensitivity always everywhere.
Easy operation of any circuit in which it is employed.
Elimination of distortion if used as a rectifier.
Its inherent stability makes it particularly suitable for all valve and reflex circuit users.
If you are interested, write for descriptive leaflet.
If you are keen, buy one to -day.

THE R.I. REPUTATION IS BEHIND IT.
Everybody is talking about this sensation of 1925.
They will ask you if you have got
one yet.
including metal brackets and

PRICE

necessary screws for mounting

1111111:1.1=1111111111E

Contractors

to

:1d-

miraity Zt all Government Departments.

6/ -

Radio Instraineras wet
12 Hyde Streek,Oxfiwd Street
Telephone: RECENT

6214glineC .I.Telegramilnstradio London'
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18.0o, con. (not daily); 18.45, Paris fashions

BROADCAST
TELEPHONY

English)-temp-(Wed. and Sat.);

(in

19.00,

wetther ; 20.30, con. relayed from PTT (Fri.);
22.10, weather (exc. Sun.). Frequent tests on
1,500 M.

4' On 1st and :5th of each month at 16.45.
Radio -Paris (SFR), 1,78o m. (2 kw.). Sundays: 12.45, orch. ; 13.45, news ; 16.45, con.;
dN
20.30, news, &c. , 22.00, dance music. WeekF.
days: x2.30, orch., Stock Ex., news; x6.30,
Nole.-In the plowing list of transmissions markets, Stock Ex., con. ; x7.45, Stock Ex.,
these abbreviations are observed: con. /or news, women ; 20.30, lec., news, con. 21.00,
concert; lee. for lecture; orch. for orchestral dance (Thurs.). Frequent relays of 5 XX
' after
Concert; irr. for irregular; m. for metres; and 22.00. Le Matin, Paris, provides a special con.
II

'il[11,1111

1

sig. for signal.

every and and 4th Saturday in the month at
21.00 or 22.0o G.M.T. Tests probable on

GREAT BRITAIN

The times given are according to Greenwich
Mean Time.

1,125 m.
L'Ecole

London (2L0), 365 m. 1-2 p.m., con.; 3.15345 p.m., lee.; 4-5 P.m.; con. ; 5.30-6.15 p.m.,
children; 6.4o p.m. talk ; 7-7.30 p.m., time sig.,
news, talk; 7.30-9.30 p.m., music; 9.30-10.0

(PTT), Paris,

relayed from Sorbonne University (Thurs.);
15.00, outside relay (Sat., irr.). 15.45 and 17.00,
lee, relayed from Sorbonne (Nked.); 16.00, outside relay (irr.); moo, Eng. talk (Tues.);
20.3o, lec. or con., almost daily, con. relayed by

night. Sat. only, 4-5.30 p.m., con.
Aberdeen (2BD), 495 m. Belfast (2BE), 433
m. Birmingham (5IT), 475 M. Bournemouth
(6BM), 385 m. Cardiff (5WA), 352 tn. Glasgow (5SC), 420 m. Manchester (2ZY), 375 m.

3rd Sun. each month ; 21.30, con. (Sun.). Power
will be shortly increased.
" Le Petit Parisien," 345 m. (500 w.).
21.30, con. (Sun., Tues., Thurs.), dance (Sat.).
Lyons-la-Doua, 55o m., t0.30, gramophone
con. ; news, etc. (irr.).
Radio -Lyon, 2._7 m. (2 kw.). 12.00, 17.00,
20.00, news ; con. (irr.).

p.m., time sig., news, talk; 10.0-10.30 p.m.,
music. Mon. and Wed. the Savoy Bands are
relayed until ma p.m., and on Sat. until mid-

Newcastle (5N0), 400 In. Much the same as
London times.
Bradford (2LS), 310 m. Dundee (20E), 332
m. Edinburgh (@EH), 465 tn. Hull (6KH); 335
m. Leeds (2LS), 346 in. Liverpool (61N), 315
m.
Nottingham (5NG), 322 m. Plymouth
(5PY), 335 m. Sheffield (6FL), 301 M. Stokeon-Trent (6ST), 306 m. Swansea (5SX), 481 m.

CONTINENT

The limes are according to the Continental

system; for example, 16.30 1$ 4.30 p.m., and
08.00 is 8 a.m. (G.M.T.).
AUSTRIA.
Vienna (Radio Wien), 53o m. (2 kw.). Daily:
o8.00, markets (exc. Sun.) ; 20.00, con. ; 12.05,
time sig. ; 12.20, weather ; 14.3o, Stock Ex.
(exc. Sun.) ; 15.0o, news, con. ; 15.10, children

(Wed.); 27.00, lec. (Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat.),
children (Mon., Fri.); 17.20, women (Tues.);
18.0o, news, weather; 19.0o, time sig., cm.,
news ; 21.00, dance (Wed., Sat.).
Graz (relay), 675 m. Testing.
Innsbriick (relay station). Under construction.
BELGIUM.

Brussels (SBR), 265 in. (I% kw.).
orch.,

children

(Wed.

and Thurs.);

17.00,

dance

(Tues. and Sat.); x8.00, news; 20.25, lec., con.,
news (opera, Mon. and Wed.).
Haeren (13AV), 1,100 m. 13.00, 14.00, 16.50,
18.50, weather.
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA.

Kbely (OKP), ,,i6o m. (r kw.). Weekdays:

09.00, 10.3o, 12.3o, 16.00 and 17.00, con. (Wed.
and Sat.) ; 18.3o, lec., news, weather; con. (time
sig., 19.0o), daily ; ic.00, con. (Sun.).
Komarov (OKB), 1,18o m. (1 kw.). Weekdays : 13.0o, Stack Ex., weather, news ; 17.3o,

et

Telegraphes

450 In, (400 w.).

14.00, lee.

des

Sup.

F, L. (Fri.); 20.45,

con.

(Sun.); 09.0o, markets, news, weather;

to.00, factory con. and tests ; 10.3o, educat.
hour (Sun.); 11./5, Stock Ex.; 12.00, time

sig., news, weather ; 13.15, Stock Ex. ; 14.0o,

(Sun.), markets ; 14.3o, children (Sun.,
Wed.); 15.00, Esperanto (Sat.); 15.30, orch.,
French (Tues.); 17.30, lec., women; 18.00,
lee.

French (Mon.), lec. ("rues.); 18.30, lec., Engl.
(Thurs.), theatre news (Tues.); I9.3o,* con.,
weather, news, time sig. ; 21.3o, chess (Mon.),
dance until 23.0o (Thurs., Sat., Sun.). * If
opera relayed, at 18.30.
Berlin (Telefunken Co.), 290 111. Tets about

22.30 daily.

Kiinigswusterhausen (LP), 2,450 m. (5 kw.).
Wolff's

Buro.

Press Service':

news, weather, time sig.
Sundays : x5.00 and moo, news

Ryvang, 1,190 m. Concert, x4.00 (Wed.),
ismo (Sun.), 19.00 (Fri.), 19.30 (Tues.).
FRANCE.
Eiffel

Tower, 2,600

m.

(6

kw.).

06.40,

weather (exc. Sun.);' z z.00, markets (exe. Sun.

and Mon.); 11.15, time sig., weather; 24-451
15.35, 16.3o,* Stock Ex. (exc. Sun and Mon.);

sig. ; 12.20, Engi. (Wed.) ; 14.0o, political news,

markets; 15.00, women ; 15.30, lec., Esperanto;
16.05, orch., 27.00, con., lee.; :8.25,. lec.,
Engl. cony. (Tues. and Fri.), Spanish (Mon.
and Thur.) ; 19.00, weather, con. or opera;
21.00, weather, markets, news; 21.50, news (in

English), dance (not daily). Will shortly be
increased to 5 kw.
Hanover, 296 M. (13,', kw.). Relay from
Hamburg. Also own con., 16.0o.
Konigsberg, 463 in. (1/ kw.). o8.00, sacred
con. (Sun.); 10.15, markets; 11.55, time sig.,
15.0o, markets ; 15.30,
children (Tues., Wed., Sat.), orch. ; 28.30, lec.,
Esperanto (Thurs., Sat.) ; .19.00, con, or opera;
20.00, orch., lee., weather, news, dance (Thurs.,

weather ; 13.15 and

Sun.).

Leipzig, 454 M. (I.14 kw.). 07.30, sacred
con. (Sun.); to.00, educat. hour (Sun.); 1 x.00,
markets, orch., time sig. ; 25.00, markets;

15.30, orch., children (Wed.) ; 16.3o, lee,
(Tues.); 27.3o, lec. (Tues.) experimenters (Wed.
and Sat.) ; 18.0o, lec. ; 19.0o, lee. (irr.) ; 19.15,
con. or opera, weather, news ; 21.00, con. (not
daily). Will shortly be increased to 5 kw.
Munich, 485 m. (1% kw.). 10.3o, lec., con.;
13.00, news, weather, time sig., snow forecast;
24.00, con., lec. (Sun.); 15.30, orch. (16.0o
Sun.), children (Wed.) , 17.00, agric. talk.
(Mon.), con. ; 18.0o, lee., Engl. (Mon. and Fri.),
Italian (Tues.), Russian (Sat.), Esperanto
(Thurs.); 19.30, con. ; 20.36, news, weather,
time sig. ; 21.00, late con. (Sun.), lee. (Tues.),
dance (Sat.).

Munster, 410 m. (r% kw.). x Leo, sitcred
con., news (Sun.); 11.30, news (other days);
11.55, time sig. ; 14.30, markets; 15.3o,
children (Sun.), lec. (weekdays); 18.40, weather,

lee., time sig. ; 19.2o, women, con. or opera,
news, dance (Sat.); 21.00, English, Spanish or
Esperanto, news, dance (Sat.).
Nuremberg, 340 m. (80o w.). Relay from
Munich.

Stuttgart, 443 in. (x54 kw.). 06.30, time
sig., weather (weekdays); 10.3o, con. (Sun.);
15.00, time sig., con., news (Sun), children
(Sat.) ; 16.45, children (Wed.); 18.3o, lee.
(weekdays) ; 19.0o, con. (daily); 20.15, time
sig. ; 22.00, weather, news, dance (Sun.).

FINLAND.
Haelsinkki, 400 in. (temporary w.1.).

Testing

3,150 tn. Telegraphen Union, 06.45-28.45,
news, con. (Fri., irr.). 4,000 M. (TO kw.):

daily.

(Tues. and Fri., time irr.).
Bremen, 33o m. (I kw.). Relay from Ham-

Amsterdam (PCFF), 2,000 In. (1 kw.). Daily:
07.55-16.10 (exc. Mon. and Sat., when to.io--

Express News Service, 06.00-20.00 (daily); lec.

burg.
Breslau, 418 in. IA kw.). to.15, Stock Ex.,
weather ; it.00, factory con. (weekdays),
sacred con. (Sun.); 11.55 (Sun.), time sig.,
weather, Stock Ex. ; 14.00, news (weekdays);
15.0o, children (Sun.) ; 16.0o, orch., children
(Fri.); 16.45, con. (Sat.); 17.0o, shorthand
(Sat.), Mah Jongg (Wed.); 18.0o, Esperanto
(Mon.), Engl. (Thurs.), lee. (other days); 19.00,

con., weather, time sig., news; 20.3o, dance
Cassel,

22.0o,

20.00.

lec.

Dresden, 280 M.
Leipzig.

(2,40o m.).
(2,40o m.).

o6.00,

2,800 m. (5 kw.): 10.30, con. (Sun.), Esperanto

DENMARK.
Copenhagen (Kjobenhavns Radiofoni station),
18.35, notices, lec., con.*
475 in. (r kw.).

20.00 and

(Sun.), organ recital

Toulouse Aerodrome (MKD), 1,F,25 m. 09.42,
29.42, weather.
GERMANY.
Berlin (2), 5o5 m. (I% kw.). o8.00, sacred

(Sun.); 22.25 (Mon.).

(Tues., Thurs., Sat.). * This con. is also re-

lec.

5.'

con. (Thurs.); 09.00, con. (Sun.).
Strasnice (43o in.). Testing.

layed by the Aalhorghus ship station on 510 m.
Lyngby (OXE), 2,40o M. and 2,700 In.
Weekdays : 18.20, news, Stock Ex. (2,70o in.);

Pastes

sport, weather, news, con. or opera ; 21.00 onwards, as weekdays. Weekdays : 06.25, time
sig., news ; 07.30, theatre news ; 11.55, time

:SS

Relay from

M.

Frankfort.
(I14,

kw.).

Relay from

Frankfort -on -Main, 470 m. (15 kw.). 07.30,
sacred con. (Sun.); :o.:o, Stock Ex. ; 1o.55,
time sig., news; 15.0o, children (Sun.), Stock
Ex. (weekdays); 15.30, con., women; 16.00,
con. (Sun.); 17.0o, markets, lee., children
(Wed.); 18.00, lee. (daily), shorthand (Wed.),
Esperanto (Fri.); 18.30, educat. hour ; 19.0o,
lec., Engl. (Mon.); 29.30, con. (daily), jazz

band (Fri.); 20.30, time sig., weather, news;
21.00, dance or late con. (not daily).
Gleiwitz (relay station). Under construction.
Hamburg, 395 m. (134 kw.). Sunday: 07.55,

time sig., weather, news, lee., women; to.00,

sacred con., chess; 12.0o, ton., lec.; 16.0o,
children ; :7.00, con. ; 18.00, Engl. cony. ; 19.00,

HOLLAND.

it.to), news, Stock Ex., time sig., 09.55 and

16.10. (PX9) (400 w.), 2,05o m.: COIL, 20.40,
con. or organ recital (Mon.).

Hilversum (HDO), 1,060 m. (2.14 kw.). 17.40,
children (Mon.); 19.40, lee. (Fri.); 19.40, con.
(Sun.), relay , of Mendelberg orch. (Thurs.);

con. (Sun.); 19.55, Radid talk (Wed.); 21.40,

lee. (Sun.).
Vossegat (Be), 2,050 M. 12.10 and 19.40,
weather.
Soesterberg, 1,050 m. 19.26, weather.
Bloemendaal, about zoo m. 09.40 and 16.40,
sacred service (Sun.).
HUNGARY.
Buda-Pesth. New broadcasting station will
be opened in March.
ITALY.
Rome (IRO), 425 in. (234 kw.). Week -days:
26.00, orch., Stock Ex. ; 19.30, time sig., news,
con.; 20.25, news, Stock Ex., con. ; 21.10,
dance ; 21.20, news, weather. Sundays : 09.30,
sacred con. ; 15.45, children, Stock Ex..; 16.15,
°rein (relayed from Hotel di Russia) ; 16.45,
jazz band; 19.35, con. ; 21.30, dance.
Milan, 65o in. (temp. W.L.). Testing shortly.
JUGO.SLAVIA.
17.30,
Belgrade,
(Concludedz,65in. ol(z2
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Sound Conduit pro-

Trum-

Bell -mouth

pet of polished oak

vided with rubber

Artistic in appear-

bush to receive
unit as well as con-

possible radiator of
Sound, the " insu-

of conduit and horn,

or mahogany.

ance and the hest

nector at junction
to ensure freedom

lated" wood horn

possesses
merit.

from objectionable
resonance.

especial

with
Type and serial
nu
e r s thereon,

are silent in use and con-

affords a duct of

stant in value.

considerable length,

OF

compared with the
overall dimensions

GRAHAM," unconditionally guaran-

and the sweeping

by which the
" HOUSE

of the instrument,

curve allows an unobstructed path fur
the sound waves.

tees complete

satisfaction to any

possessor of an

EVER -REST
GRID LEAKS

The contour of the

Sound Conduit

Name plate

MCILLARD

AMPLION.

Absolutely
unaffected by climatic conditions.

Made in two types :
(1) For grid leaks with suitable condensers,
and

(2) For Anode

circuits of
resistance amplifiers.

Super Loud Speaker

Unit incorporating
the "floating" diaphragm. The unit
is " insulated" and
detachable from the
sound conduit.

The Conduit is

EVER -REST Grid B,

weighted electroplated Base, ensur-

.3 to 5 megohms, 2/6 each.

allowing the horn
to be tilted to suit

02 to 0.1 megohms, 2/6 each.

hinged to the

Making

the

ing stability and
the acoustics
any apartment.

of

AM PLIoN
The Loud Speaker Supreme
Obtainable from AMPLION STOCKISTS and Wireless
Dealers everywhere.

EVER -REST Anode B,

Complete with high standard and
guaranteed

ST. ANDREW'S WORKS,
CROFTON PARK, LONDON, S.E.4.

fixed

Grid B with .0003 mfd.
Condenser, Type M.A. 5/-

Mullard Condensers only.

Type M.A.,

Illustrated Folder post free from the Patentees and Manufacturers:

ALFRED(E.GRAHAM
& CO.
A. GRAHAM)

exact capacity
condenser.

.0002-.004 mfd., 2/6 each.

Type M.B.,
3/- each.

.005-.01 mfd.,

Demonstrations gladly given during broadcasting hours at
IVest End Showrooms:
- 25-6, Savile Row, W.1
Suburban Showrooms: 79-82, High St., Clapham, S.W.4

thoLcako
EV ER-Rtg
GRID LEAKS
.

OftillariD Nightingale Lane, Dalliam,
S. W.I2.

"BROADCAST TELEPHONY " (cant, from taze 372)

news, weather (Tues., Thurs., Sat.), weather,
news -only (Mon., Wed., Fri.).
NORWAY.
Christiania, 340 in. (goo w.). Testing, daily,
i1.001 19.30.

PORTUGAL.

-

Lisbon

(Xero-Lisboa),

375-410

111.

21.30,

lusts, music, speech (Wed. and Fri., irr.).
Montesanto (CTV), 2,450 In. (15 kw.). Tests,
music (im) ; 13.00 and 23.00, weather.
RUSSIA.
Central Wireless Station, 1,450 in. Sundays :
12.45, lee.; 15.30, news; 16.15, con. Weekdays : 13.00, markets ; 15.30, news or con.
Sokolniki Station, 1,010 in. Sundays: 09.00,
!cc. ; 10.00, radio talk ; 13.30, lee. ; 14.30, con.;

t7.00, lee. and con. (Tues., Thurs., Fri.).
Trades Union Council Station, 45o in. 17.00,
con. (Mon., Wed.).
SPAIN.
Madrid (Radio-Iberica) (3 kw.), 592 in. 22.00,

.-eather, Stock Ex., time sig., con., news ;
La Liberfaci con. (Tues. and Fri.). Sunday :

ic,.30, con. (irr.).
Barcelona (EAji), 325 in.

18.00,, lee., Stock

Ex. markets, con. or relay of opera ;

20.30,

news and con.

Seville (EA15), 350 M.
18.30, lee., con.,
news:
Bilbao (R;Klio-Vizcaya), .375/450 m. (W.L.

Testing shortly.

at fixed yo).

SWEDEN. -

Stockholm (SASA), 430 M. (500 w.). Sun,Thys
09:53, sacred service; 16.00, children;
17.00, sacred service ; 19.00, -con. ; 20.30, news,
weather. Weekdays : 11.30, weather, Stock
Ex., time sig. (11.55); 18.00 lee. (irr.) ; 19.00,
'
con.; lec.,--news, weather.
Gothenburg (SASB), 290 In. (500 w.), also

nick), fishery reports .(700 m.); 11.55,
-time sig. ; 19.00,* programme s.b. from Stock !,ohm,

.

moo, weather ;
Malmoe -(SASC), 270 in.
19.00,* programme OD. from Stockholm.
Baden (SASE), 2,500 in. 18.00, con. (Tues.,

ri.. Sun.)--teMp
s- Local programmes are also broadcast at

times.

Sundsvall (SASD), 68o in. (500 w.). To open
:,bout March.
!: alun (SMZK). Tests. Occasional relay of
-

Gereva (HBO, 1,10o

in. (goo w.).

No Sun. transmissions.

Lausanne (HB2), 85o m. (500 w.).

13.15,

07.05,

weather ; 12.30, weather, -markets, time sig.,

news; 16.00, children (Wed.); 17.55, weather,
news) 20.15, con. (exc. Wed.), dance (Thurs.
and

Sat.).

Zurich (I-liingg), 515 m. (W.L. not definitely
fixed) (500 w.). 11..00, weather; 11.53,. time

weather, news, Stock Ex. ; 13,00, con. :

17.15,

children (Mon.,

Wed., .Frt.);

18.00,

weather, news; 19.15, lec., con., dance (Fri.) -;
21.00, news... Sundays; 15.00. and 19.15, con.,
trews, weather.

A rumour that in the near future the
Glasgow

station

will

depend

an infinitesimally small degree; immediately there is the -.recoil, and could we
observe the dielectric closely enough, it
would, I think, be seen- to vibrate, its
period of vibration being of the same order
as the frequency of the current. While
" Connecting Your Transformers' this is happening on one side, of the diSIR,-Your contributor, Mr. Gerald electric something must be happening on
Whitley, in No. 138 does not enunciate the other. What we observe is an oscilany theory to support his statement that lating flow of current exactly similar to
is should be connected to the grid of the the inflowing- current. With the impact
a portion- of the energy is giVen up to the
valve.
I believe most experimenters
advise interchanging is and os to find dielectric, and this must make itself manifest in some way; it does --so by increasing
which operates the better.
Mr. Whitley -appears to assume a flOW the velocity of the molecules of the diof negative electrons from + to - and electric, and so we observe a heat effect.the
induced
incidentally reversing
secondary current.
We have ample authority to be sure that
there is an emission of negative electrons

from the filament to the plate, and that
the source of these electrons is the negative pole of the accumulator. We arc

told that this is equivalent to a current
from + to -. In any case we are not
much concerned with the direction in
potential Which sets up a corresponding
variation of potential in the secondary of
the transformer, thereby producing an
alternating current. is and os are therefore rapidly alternating in potential and
are

alternately positive and negative.-

E. B. (Leigh -on -Sea).

almost

entirely upon 2 L 0 for its programmes is
officially denied. The__tendency, on the
contrary, for some time has- been towards
making Scotland more self-supporting in
a broadcasting sense.

C. G. P. (Weston -super -Mare).

" Seeing Music "
SIR,-I am glad to see that someone has
pointed out the fallacy of " Thermion's "
remark about his milliammeter needle.
if his milliamrneter needle dips on loud
signals he wants more negative grid bias

or less H.T., and if it rises he is using
too much negative grid bias or too little
H.T.-F. G. S. (Theydon Bois).
SIR,-With reference to the letter from
C.

E. W.

(Parkstone) in No.

141

of

"A.W.," may I say that in the note_ which
I wrote about seeing music by means of
the milliammeter I omitted to mention

that the result was produced by cutting

out temporarily the grid:bias battery ? The
U.S.A. Without Aerial
milliammeter is, as a matter of fact, most
Slit,-Re the reception of W G H, useful for assisting one to. obtain the
.

Tuckerton, U.S.A., without an aerial,
reported by 2 A Y F' in your issue of

February 7, I would like to state that, if
the reception referred to was in morse on

about 110 metres, I can get this station
any evening on a single valve without
aerial orearth. Also I have logged as
many as eleVen U.S. amateurs in an evening using the same set. -2 A C K (Wales).

" What. Your Condensers Do "
SIR,-In connection with the question

SWITZERLAND.
lec.
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&nattier

"What Your CondenserS Do," there is considerable evidence in favour of A. F. W.'s

statement that oscillating currents do not
pass through a condenser.
Siemens showed that the glass of a
Leyden jar is sensibly warmed after being
charged

and

discharged

several

times

correct amount of negative bias on the

grids of the note magnifiers, for when the
proper' potential is applied its needle
remains stationary.-THERABON.

African Broadcasting Stations
SIR,-Please allow me to draw your
attention to an error in the Supplement
issued with No. 132. African stations arc
as follows :
Call Sign
373 metres Cape Town Calling
Durban
Durban Calling
400
J.B.
Johannesburg 400
Grahamstown
Being Erected
Durban (V_N D), Goo metres, and
Station
Cape Town

Wavelength

\Valfish Bay (V N V), Goo metres, are not
broadcasting stations.

most probably happens when, as A. F. W.

On January 27 afo p.m. the Swedish
cruiser Fylgia, which had left here on

'denser presents no diffiCulty.

wavelength of r;000. metres (ordinary car-

get through the dielectric, but in- doing so
it delivers a shock, there is an impact, and

and relayed. The items were very clear,
although spoilt a bit by atmospherics. The

energy or E.M.F. of the electron stream -is

(Cape Town).

rapidly.. If we picture to ourselves what

Says, the current stops short at the con- Monday, transmitted some music played
denser plate the functioning of a cen- by their band; this was sent out on a

The current-that is, the flow of elec- bon microphone being used). This was
trons stops, obviously because it cannot picked up by the broadcasting station here

as the result of which a portion of the Fylgia was 23o miles out at sea.-D. C.
delivered up to the dielectric, -and, Lfurther, there is a change -in momentum of.the

Seven people responded to an appeal current. Now the molecules, of which the

.5 X X and Radio -Paris

SIR,-After reading the letter from Capt.
broadcast recently for volunteers to under- dielectric is composed, are perfectly elas- Eckersley which you published I was surgo a blood transfusion operation required tic, and so it does not, strain our imagina- prised. I cannot understand anyone in this
for a patient suffering from blood tion unduly when we consider the -whole district having difficulty in separating
(Continued en t av 378)
molecular mass to be pushed on one side
poisoning-.
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components that

make successful sets
The I WOODHALL I No.

Variometer.

1

GECoPHONE

The spindles of the Rotor are moulded in, in perfectly
true alignment. They cannot come loose.
The coupling between Rotor and internally wound Stator
is closer than in any other Varionteter. The spindle has a
metal bearing. All connections internal; two terminals;
one -hole

fixing.

Wavelength 250 to
750 metres on 100ft.

1 2 /6

aerial.

.

CRYSTAL DETECTORS

4/icdagal4

fed,

The I WOODHALL I Vernier

Rheostat

(Pat. No. 213,030.)
plunger
Combined
and
rotary
movement.
Push-pull movement
lc/ coarse setting : rotary for vernier.
Wonderfully smooth movement ; best
ebonite former; one -hole fixing.

2/6

6 ohms

No.

1

I.F.

Transformer.

3
3 /6

10 or 12
ohms

30 ohms

I WO 0 DHALL
GUARANTEED COMPONENTS

Wound with 42 gauge wire salmitaneously with fine SILK. Even
on 200 or 300 volts pressure give
distortion, and its
no trace of
amplification factor is decidedly above
the average of other good -class trariaformer& Specially recommended for
circuits of the reflex
type.

23/6

S.,le Distributors :

Pressland Electric Supplies, Ltd., Hampton -on -Thames
'Phone: Molesey 2.'
EW

memo

G E Co P1-1 ONE
PATENT " UNIT CRYSTAL DETECTOR.
The very latest development.

THE
CRYSTAL
SUPREME

Instant accessibility by lifting small lever when detector swings open.
Universal ball joint self-contained in spring cage.
Constant contact. Crystal breech fed front outside of tube.
Cat. No. B.C. 32. For Panel mounting. Price 2/- ea.
Without Crystal.
B.C. 34. Mounted on base.
>,
2/6
1

gilitItttIttOtt11110

EVENTUALLY

WHY NOT NOW?

Sooner or later in your search for the perfect Crystal yoU will come to
" VALPO "-and then your search will be ended! You can't improve
on perfection!
There are crystals galore but only one " VALPO "
-the long -life Crystal.

High and remarkable testimony

MICROMETER CRYSTAL DETECTOR.
Cheapest and Best of its kind.

Henry C. Braun,' Esq., C.E., the celebrated

scientist and expert, states that after long
and practical tests with all other crystals
he has selected " Valpo" exclusively, for
experimental and research work.
Every " VALPO " Crystal is
broadcast tested and guarso
anteed,
INSIST on

Screw -on Crystal cup.

Detector arm has free sliding movement for quick. contact.
Micrometer movement for final adjustment.
Operated from one knob.
Cat. No. :B.C. 38. For Panel mounting. Price 4/- ea.)
Complete with
B.C. 38. Mounted on base.
" GECOSITE " Crystal

4/6

" VALPO."

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL GECOPHONE SERVICE DEPOTS,

PRICE 1/6 in sealed box,

ELECTRICAL AND WIRELESS DEALERS, STORES ETC.

ir complete with

Silver Catswhisker.

Of all

(Wholesale only.)

reliable Wireless Stores, or
post free

direct from-

MERTON CAVIS, PARNELL & COt,

359, STRAND, LONDPN, W.C2.

REGENT 4232

Trade
Enquiries

Welcomed,

The General Electric Co., Ltd. Head. Office: Magnet
House, Kingoway, London, W.C.2.

ntateur Ws
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HULLO EVERYBODY !!-I-K

ALL THESE GOODS S NT POST FREE (U.K. ONLY) EXCEPT WHERE MARKED, FORE GN
POST EXTRA. ORDERS DES ATCHED IN STRICT ROTAT ON AT EARLIEST POSSIBLE MOMENT.
AERIAL 7 /22 190 ft. .... 7 /3/ Copper Strip
Allen Var. Grid Leak 119
BURNDEPT Detector 4;6
113, 1 /6
Basket Holders
Battery Links, doz...... 1 /2

LISSEN-Minor
Switch 2 -way

219

4!6, 5; -, 5 i6

5:11 Polar
Geared
Shipton Vernier

61

With ex. handles

313

3/6

..

Nickel
Baby 3 -way
Nickel ,
Vernier 3 -way

41 413

25/- Marconi. Ediswan, B.T.H.

Cossor, Mullard, etc.
L.F. T.3....................16;6
BRITISH VALVES
Coils 4'i(
35,
40,
.. 4 10
25
All bright emitters......11
75.

..5 /4

100

Sterling Baby ..........55/ 6/6 Sterling Dinkie
-30/-

COILS D.C.C.
For Chelmsford

1

With Adapter ...

2,6

200,2000 SET of 5
(Air Spaced Warless)

Extra Large Air-Sw'ced Set

of 5 Duplex D.C.C. Coils,

WATMEL

POLAR CONDENSER
'001, '6005 or '0003 .

6

5/6

Micrometer

2 -way Junior

MICROSTAT
Post Free.

2/9

New Model, variable
1,1
15 Anode Resistance
2'6 Anti -Cap Switch ...... 5! 4'6
Fixed Condensers.
McMichael Dual .. .... 7/6 TELEPHONE DISTRIBUShipton
Strip
601 to '0005 each . 1/3
TION BLOCKS,
Table
7 ohm (with fuse)... 3'6 Pattern, takes 4 pairs
'002 to '006 each ...
of
30 or 60 ohm . ... 3;6
Grid Leaks and Clips 1/6
Dubilier '001 to '006 ea. 3/'0001 to '0005 each...... 216

Grid Leak, 2 meg....... 2/6

Res:stance on
stand, 70,(0). 80,000, or
100,000 each ............ 516
McMichael's 2-meg.
2/6
Leak and Clips
Anode

...... 2'6

109,000 -ohm Res.

RAYMOND (Ebonite Base
1!1
each ..
each ..
1/3
1 /9
each
Elsewhere.)
(Mansbridge
Flex, 2 colour. 12 yd. 216
12 yd.
2/Lighting

001 to .0005
.002 to .006
.01 or .02

.

.

.

GOSWELL QUALITY

Potentiometer
ohms

4,000 ohms 20 ERICSSON E. V.

3h

600

For 1st stage

300

mark.
16 6

'GENUINE).

TELEFUNKEN TYPE '00 ohms.

.15/-

THE MIC-ivic:r
CRYSTAL
DETECTOR
Panel DPDT
16
Panel SPDT
14
MANSBRIDGE
26
Ebonite DPDT
19
Ebonite SPDT
Fixed Condensers
1;9 Octopus Tested
Simplex Lead in
TCC
Sq. ,! Bus Bar
1 - at 350 volts D.C.
Green
Switch Arms
1 6 .01
213 2 mfd. 4 8
(Inc. studs and nuts.)
.25
3 '- 1 mfd. 3 '11
1 mfd. .
3 3 .25
36
TERMINALS
2
mfd......
4'3
Post free.
Phone or W.O. doz 1 9
Pillar Large .... doz. 1 9

OWL

SWITCHES

6/-

Brunet Shrouded ......13)6

.181-

.

5XX

:GRANIC-Rheostat

.

219

Murray Anticap ..

4/6 Legless Anticap
7/ - Bretwood

.
.

113
113

Potentiometer .
1'6
-1016 Goswell
Variometer
Coils (all numbers)
VAKIOMETEAS
35...
25 ...... 5/5/75...... 5/6 Inside Winding. Knob and
50 .
5/2
Dial
150......7 /10
100 ...... 7 /.10/ 200 ...... 853
250 9/- Lowrie
.101 Edison
Bell
300 . 9:5 406.-10/3
8/11
500......19/6 Raymond
.

RIGHT 0?P0:.ITE

DALY'S
GALLERY DOOR

14 6

6

Ratio 5-1 5.000 Primary

0005

NEW
MODEL

" FINSTON" FIXED
CONDENSERS

IN SEALED

Wonderfr.I line.

BOX

Don't Buy Otherwise,
113

.

14 5

"RI"

M/6

For Unidyne Circuit

5 Pin holder

Powquip,"

.25 /6

04:1025

THORPE K 4
5 PIN VALVE

Standard

18:-

3016

.001

SUPER L.F. (5-1)
TRANSFORMER

Post 25/. Free

" F1NSTON"

Filament Rheostat
with dial
2h

FERRANTI L.F.

QUALITY (GOSWELL)
RADIO COILS
Windings have insulated lay-

BETTER THAN
THE BEST

ers of 6 sections each,wonder- Far more
ful for amplification. Made honeycomb

in France, by the Worla's

type

of

efficient than
or any other
coil. Exceedingly

1716

strong and rigid. mounted on

standard ebonite plugs.

Brown finish, no wax or
shellac used. MOUNTED

16

25
35
50
75

IMPORTANT NOTICE
TRADE COUNTER
OPEN

1/9

2'0
2'3
2'9
3'0
3'6

too
i5o
t75

39

200

you with any
lines in stock, less 20" on
will oblige

Proprietary articles.

NO POST ORDERS TRADE.

cost 3d.

Coil

EBONITE
MANSBRIDGE
CONDENSERS

PANELS
10:: 8... 7/6

3-16 in.

5X6... 1 8
(x5 ... 1/8

12>: 9
51Octopus, Tested
1X.1 ... 2'6
12X12
at 350v D.C.
29
14x10
/X6
5/9
.01
. 2 3
T.C.C.
2 Pole c o Lever
3/- 2 mfd. 4.8
3/ - .25
5/- Set of 5
CRITERION
4 Pole c o Knob......... 6'- Chelmsford .
1 mfd. 3/3 1 mfd. 3 ,1
.
. 1 /9
CONCERT COILS.
4 Pole c is Lever
V6 Ledion Coils, set of 5 ... 2 3 2 mfd...4/3 .25
o
Low Self Capacity. Every
Post 3d. each.
Post 2d. each.
1
6
Chelmsford ..............
turn and layer airspaced.
Perfect for Reaction.
DETECTORS (Enclosed)
" WONDER" Aerial Wire
Mounted on Plug,
H.T.C.
25
.. 2/Micrometer
49 Strands Special Alloy
75
2/9
VALVE HOLDERS
35 ... 2,3
Phosphor Bronze.
100
Nickel, Large
3;2/6
Brass
. 1'6 For Frame, Indoor, or Out- 53 ... 2/6
,,
2/- Under panel .
Burndept
door Aerial.
19
4/6 Over panel
SET OF 5 (25, 35, 50, 75,
Mic. Met.
100 feet. 3 6 Post 2d.
Now Stocked
100) 10;6l Post 3d,

D.C.C. DUPLEX
Reactone Coils

.

.

.

. V- Solid Rod Standard ... 1/3

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111V::

Crmond

Powqu5 ip"

STERLING
Square Law and Vernier
VARIABLE CON- Shrouded
L.F. TRANSFORMERS
DENSERS
" Powquip,"
Shrouded type

No Shipton Potentiometer, 606
soldering stop over or under ohms

450/12a0
413 Formo open -....... .12/6 panel.
90012000 . .... 4/6 French
"UTILITY" SWITCHES
2/9
Raymond &B.C.
VALVE HOLDERS 2 Pole c o Knob .

Adjustable. Manchester

GENUINE

.

..... 3 /11 Former Shrouded

20

"BRUNET"

1,'4

1100;3003 10 I-

25 -

.

Price 17!11
So near to Originals. You
can scarcely tell the differRAYMOND
ence except not adjustable Light as a feather 4,000
4000 ohms. Pair .........10 9
ohm , hones, post free 8 11

3'Ormond
.14/Shipton New Type Strip
BRETWOOD
.15 h
G.R.C. 83
Rheostat.
30
ohms....
3!H.F. TRANSFORMERS Super Success .
1 '9
.21/ - Valve Holder ...
Shipton New Type Strip
McMichael's 300 /600 .. 101- Standard Success .. -16/- 100 p.c. Effic ency Elimin- Rheostat, 60 ohms
3'ates poor reception.
,,

ACCUMULATORS

TELEFUNKEN

.

Ewrgo, 250 /700

PHONES SOLD HERE ARE
NOT GENUINE! BEWARE
OF FRAUDULENT IMITA-

4000 ohms. per pail G.R.C. 4,000 ohms

foremost firm.
N and K
SPECIAL PRICE
1,3 Pillar Medium ...doz. 1:'3
Valve Legs, Set 4
Latest model
6d. doz. extra,
Valve Holder 119 Nickel
(All
with
nuts.)
2 -way Cam Vernier ... 9/Stamped N and K
PERFECT
3 -way Cam Vernier -12/6
4,000 ohms...............17/6
RHEOSTATS
7/6 TRANSFORMERS, L.F
3 -way Ordinary
(Price
U.S.A.
£2)
.17 , 6
Sh:pton New Type Strip
3i - Ferranti
2 -way Panel
..21/ - Limited number old model Rheostat, 7 ohms (with fuse)
Igranic
Stamped N &K, rest 6d. 12 /11

Basket Holders.. ......

given it the

DR. NESPER

ceiver stamped with trade Sterling 4,000 ohms

LatlitGO LE. TRANS25,000 Secondary
Crown for DE or R 2 6 FORMER.
For supreme
13 5 Post Free
LES. Micro Control 3 6 Results, Efficiency, Finish. 3 to 1 Ratio can be obtained.
T.C.B. 6, 13, 30 ohms 4 - and Permanent Reliability,
4:6

Potentiometer
ohms

£50 REWARD !

CONTINENTAL.
TIONS ! !
IOR CALLERS ONLY
(Injunctions obtained)
Your Favourite 'phones.
at present.
Entirely NEW MODEL.
Ad:I:stable diaphragm, deMost beautifully finished, tachable receivers, double
exquisite tone. Ridiculous leather -covered head -springs
Price, per pair (4000 ohms) long flexible cords, niche'
1 :a 1 1
plated parts. Very comfortable fitting to the bead.
Fcr Pair, 12;11. Pest 3d. pair rheostat,
Bretwood
BRUNET
w th Lial,
Valve -bolder
New Model " TYPE D." Brandes Matched Tone,
1,'9
extra value,
. 20 Hygienic Horn Headbands. 4,000 ohms
2Nickel -plated Stirrup. Black B.T.H. 4,000 ohms......20 and White Cord. Each re- Siemens 4,000 ohms . 20 -

New Improved
Model.

BRETWOOD

RHEOSTATS
Coil Plugs. Wedge, pr. 2 9
2 for 2 6 One hole fixing
Edison Bell
C. & S. do.
Plugs with Fibre
De Luxe and Dial
EDISON BELLBurndept

31P3E-101VE

BROWN'S
FEATHERWEIGHT

.

.

... 2 i 9

.

LISTS
Valves posted buyers risk.

..27/6 Var. gd. Leak
Amplion Junior
..... 2
Amplion Dragonfly ...25/ Anode Res.
36
All models stocked of
leading makers.
WATES
lt

2 '8

.
.

D.E.R. all makes ......18 .06 all makes
..
.21/ Power Valves 22 6 to 30 -

AS PER MAKERS

LOUD SPEAKERS

30 /C.A.V. Tom Tit
C.A.V. Junior ............55/ -

81 -

75, 3.5.50, 75,100

' 9

5/6

..

Shipton V.

.

301-

4.1

"Baby" Ordinary.....,

2 11
13 11
13 11

.

Choke.............._.......10/6 Radio Micro '06

COIL STANDS 2-Way-

Vernier.. ..

75
56

French " R "

2;6 Dutch " R "
2/6 Metal 11

CRYSTALS each,1 /6, Gilras L.F. T.1
Permanite, Blue Label T.2

Tungstalite

11 -

3,9 Dutch Detector

Series Parallel

Anode Res.
1 /3 Var. Grid Leak

Pushes, Ebonite

ICE

36

..

VALVES
Stat.........................7,6 Myers Universal
1.016
Universal

.

K.WIRELESS
RAYMOND
DEPOT
27, LISLE
STREET, W.C.2
'PHONE: GrERRARD .4637

Ito resnonsibi et). a certed on post orcers unless cheoues and postal orders
-t yru,t be ,esdsoered
are cros,ed end ma ravab e to the firm. moneys

L'111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

HOURS

=-

OF BUSINESS:
DAILY

-

I to 7.45

SUNDAYS - 10 to 1

--.-
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-HULLO EVERYBOD

N

RAYMOND

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

SQUARE LAW
Ebonite Bushes.
Aluminium ends.
Highly recommended.

One -hole fixing.

WITH VERNIER
.001
.0005
.0003

...
...

...

KNOB and
DIAL.

Post Cd. Set

8/9
7/9
7/ -

WITHOUT VERNIER
7/7
...
...
.001
5/9
.0005
.0003
...
5/3

Ebonite ends 1/- extra.

DE LUXE ORDINARY
Complete with Knob and Dial.
.001 alum. ends 6/11
5/6
.0005
4/11

.0003
.0002
set.

Equal Parts of .0005, .0003 and
.00025.

With Knob and Dial.
.0005 Ebonite Ends 18/11
12/6
.0003
12/6
.00025

LONDON'S LARGEST Stockist of

JACKSON BROS.'
"J.B." VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Complete with Knob and Dial.
STANDARD
... 8/6
.001
.0005 ... 7/.0003 ... 5/9
.0002 ... 5/ -

... 9/6
.001
.0005 ... 8/.0003 ... 6/9
.0002 ... 5/6
Other sizes as advertised by " J.B."
Post, 4d.

'I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111IIII1111111111111

RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'S
GALLERY DOOR E
51111111111111f111111111111111111111111111111111;

ABM

ACCUMULATORS
96
16 6
18 6
23 6
27 6

2 v.'"40 amps.

4 v. 40 amps.
4 v. 60 amps.
4 v. 80 amps.
6 v. 60 amps.
6 v. 80 amps.

BOXES

from

SPECIAL !

1/11

7 X 5 9 X 6 12 X 9 14 X 10 Leatherette

8 X 6 10 X 8 12 X 10 etc.

H.F.
with

Boxes

I

TRANSFORMERS -

2 3 and 2/11 For Chelmsford .. ... 2 9
B.B.C. range ... 26
H.T. BATTERIES Re-echo Crystal Sets 13,11 For
Energo, McMichael, Bow.
5/11
60 v. H.T.
yer-Lowe
stocked.
CALLERS
SNIP
Very Special Value
33 8/11
6 v. 105 amps....38.6 B.B.C. H.T. 60 v.
Square Law
Variable Condensers
Hart's Stocked. All High B.B.C. H.T. 36 v. ... 5,6
MANSBRIDGE
B.B.C. Grid bias 9 v.2/3
Quality.
.0005
5/..
Ever Ready. Siemens,
FIXED
Lid

.

66 v., 108 v.
EBONITE, 3/16 in. 36 v.,
Also Flag, etc., 1.5
Stock Sizes.
Cut to size id. sq. M. D.C.C. WIRE ' lb
6X6
1:4
.

20

9d.
9d.

29.

10d.

18 swg.

8X6.

1;10

le x 8

12... 6 .
12 < 9
12

. 413

12

56

14 x 10

in. also Stocked.

28
16

1 /2

,

per 16.216

..

CHELMSFORD

COILS, Ild.

Switch Arm, 12 Studs,
12 Nuts, 12 Washers.

Also at 1 -, I 3, 1 6
Duplex set of 5
Extra air space

4/11

.0003

Complete with Knob and
Dial

RAYMOND

ALL VALVES
CRYSTAL SETS
Fine Value
REDUCED
FIXED
13 11 Marconi, Ediswan,
Re-echo
set
CONDENSERS
7 6 lard, Cossor, Myers, MuIBrownie sets ..
etc.
.

.

.001, .0001 to .0005 ... led. " Rodeo" sets
.006, 1 3 ; .01, 1 9; .02, 1-9

Ebonite Base Terminals.

To your own sizes
few days delivery

DETECTORS
(Enclosed).

Micrometer
Half Opal
Small Brass .
arge Brass ..
Nickel
Burnt:lent

- 116
8d.
.

7 11

ORDERS TAKEN
FOR BOXES

1-1, 1 , 3

10d. to 1.6

CRYSTALS
STOCKED

Blue Tungstalite,

Permanite, Shaw's

Genuine Hertzite
led.
Uralium
. 1, All known makes.
4 Whiskers (1 gold) ... 2d.
Gold and Silver do. 2d.
7 Waxed Coils
. 1.8
5 Waxless Coils
13
For B.B.C.

SPECIAL !
Vernier 2 -way Coil
Stands
3,6
Geared do. ........ . 5 3

MANSBRIDGE

2 MFD. 4 3

Ditto 1 mfd.
Ditto .25

36
29

Also cheaper make

500 FIXED
CONDENSERS
Clearing at 4d.
Various capacities.

VARIOMETERS
Inside winding
6 11
Edison Bell ............10 Igranic
Very good value
16
Many others

HEADPHONES

N & K Model 4000
Telefunken Type
Lightweight
Dr. Nesper
Ericsson EV

Tinned Copper 18 g.

Ed.

Bus kar, hank

Knobs. 2 B.A.

.

6d.
2d
11d.

.

.

Wander Plugs
Strip Aerial, 100 ft.
7 22 Heavy, 100 ft.

.

2,-

1;10

COIL STANDS
Ebonite 2 -way

With ex. handles
Nickel
3 -way

...... 1 9

... 2 3
..

.

.

28

from 3.11

.

Basket Holders.-

Best quality ............

8' d.
I

Basket Spikes . 7d., 9d.
Anti cap. handles ... 9d.
Lead-in Tubes
6d.
.

.

Sorbo Ear Caps pr. 1/3
2 -cot. Flex, 36 ft

Lighting

1/6
I /6

Twin sills doz. yards 1/ Lead -in, thick,
yd. 3d.

Do., good, 10 yds. 1/-

VARIOMETERS

Rheostats, C. & S. ...
Special
200,650 Ormond
. 1/9
metres.
All ebonite. Ebonite Former .
116
Double
silk
wound, With dial
I /11
callers only Shipton, Igranic, Burn Very

TERMINALS
(Complete)

dept, McMichael, etc.

SPECIAL !

Pillar,
'Phone,
brass, ld. each ; nickel, Customers parchasine 2C '2d. each ; stop and valve worth of our own gocds (at
Pins, Id. ; nuts, varim;s, full prices only) are allowed
to buy a first-class pair of
6 a Id,
for 5 -, 1,000 ohms,
Valve Sockets
Id., I'd phones
an advertisement. One
Flush Panel do.
id. as
pair
to
each customer,
Spade Tags
6 a Id.
Do. Terminals 2 for d This offer must be taken
advantage
of at time of
Do. Pins
2 for
purchase.
Screws and nuts 2 a ld.
Switch arms
7d.
Nickel arms ..
101d.
VALVES for
Studs, complete 2 a id.
'Phone connectors
ld. UNIDYNE CIRCUIT,
2 B.A. Rod ft. .. .. 2d.
4 B.A. Rod ft ...
. 2d.
Valve windows ..
9d.
Washers .
12 a ld. SPECIAL LINE IN
Shorting plug and
L.F. TRANSFORMERS
socket
21 d
Shellac
FRENCH 7,11
W.O.,

.

.

.

11/.

.

8 11
8 11
7 11
11 9
11 9

3 yards 9d.

Sleeving

VALVES

RAYMOND

.

29
36
46

I mfd.
2 mid.

WARNING

Dutch Detectors
4,`9
25, 35, 50, 75, 100 per set 1 9 " R " type
49
.06 Dutch
HART'S
LEGLESS VALVE
Phillips
"
R
"
66
ACCUMULATORS
HOLDERS
French " R "
5 11
special purchase
1 Solid Rod Holders
13
4 v. 40 amps. .........17 11 Murray Holders
RADIO
MICRO
.06
1 6 and 1 9
100 only
H.T.C.
l!d. THE WONDER VALVE
Valve Templates
H.T., L.T., or D.
WEDGE COIL
11 .
SHAW'S HERTZITE 3 volts
PLUGS
only
genuine
if
in
sealed
Fitted Fibre
7d.
METAL .08
10d
Various
7d., 8d., 9d. box with signature
sure " METAL " 's
Edison Bell
Ild. COLVERN VERNIEk Be
Stamped
on Valve azd
Plaincoil Plugs
43d.
avoid imitations.
26
Also
5d., 6d., 7d. each.
One
to
each
10
36
Fibre Strip
. 2d.
Do. Neutrodyne
Ormond Neutrodyne 2 - Customer at A
(36 in. by 1 in.).
Empire Tane, doz. yds. 6d.
Lot 101d.

T.T.C. GREEN
.25

Var. gd. Leaks
. I 'Customers entering
.
93.
premises adjoining without Fixed 2 meg.
3
for
2d.
Battery Links
seeing the name
Ins. Hooks
2 for
Id.
Egg Insulators
Reel
2 fo-'
on windows,
Staples .........5 a Id.
do so at their own risk. Ins.
6 ft. 'phone cords 1;'-113

.

TWIN CONDENSERS

SQUARE LAW

Warning ! Note name RAYMOND on windows. You will not be able to buy these
goods otherwise. Nearest Tube Leicester Square. This address is at the back of Daly's
Theatre. Open Weekdays 9 to 8, Saturdays 9 to 8.45, Sundays 10 to 1.

..

4/6

Post, 3d.

THESE 4 COLUMNS FOR YOU
NO POST ORDERS FROM SAME

.

PRICES Ebonite ends 1/- extra.
include

CALLERS

ifi:

K.WIRELESS
RAYMOND
DEPOT
27, LISLE STREET,
W.C.2
ELL) 46 a7
No responsibility accepted on post orcers un'ess cheques and postal orders
are crossed an:, mace payable to the iirm. Mone,s cent must be registered

HOURS
OF BUSINESS:
E DAILY -

-

9 to 7.45

:.=. SUNDAYS . 10 to 1

=
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CORRESPONDENCL (continued from pare 3741

X X and Radio -Paris. Perhaps in the
south conditions differ considerably,
Here I can easily tune out 5 X X when
receiving Paris, although Chelmsford is
considerably louder.

My set is a plain "straight four" (one
H.F., detector, two L.F.), home-made and
somewhat crude, and the aerial is of the
crow's-nest type. I may say that this type

of aerial appears to be quite as efficient

.

DEATH OF Mr OLIVER

"hind " the ether waves in much the sanic

HEAVISIDE, F.R.S.

guides a high -frequency current.
In particular he suggested' the probable

way as a metallic conductor binds and

THE originator

of that elusive' conception known as the "Heaviside layer "

died recently in Torquay at the age of
Although a Fellow- of the
Royal Society, a Faraday medallist of the
Institute of Electrical Engineers, and the
seventy-four.

existence of an upper conductive layer,
formed of ionised . air and located sonic
thirty or forty miles high-at the extreme
verge of the atmosphere. This he maintained would form an upper conductor or

holder of various honorary degrees and boundary supplementary to the lower con-

distinctions, Mr. Heaviside for many ductor formed by the earth's surface. The
as the ordinary P.M.G. pattern, and I other
years
lived in absolute seclusion, wholly ether waves would be confined to the zone
think if many people realised this there
indifferent
to the outside world and to the between the two, and would thus be rewould be many More in use. I have re-

ceived several American stations on mine astounding 'progress of the science in which

on three valves only.-G. M. H. .(Salt -

his name will long be honoured as

a

burn).

pioneer.

Other Correspondence Summarised

doned a commercial career in order to

C. W. K. (Hants) has received K D K A,
G Y, Radio -Paris, L'Ecole Superieure,

Radio-Iberica and all B.B.C. stations on
his one -valve set.

C. P. (Norfolk) has received a French

station and K D K A on his two -valve

receiver made from instructions given in

At the early sage of twenty-four he aban-

devote himself to mathematical research,
being especially attracted by the brilliant

work of Clerk Maxwell on the funda-

mental phenomena of electromagnetic induction. In collaboration with Laurent
he succeeded in throwing the Clerk
Maxwell equations into a more easily -

handled form by employing an ingenious
No. 127.
W. S. W. (Shepherd's Bush) can receive substitution, now known as the HeavisideK D K A any evening on his two -valve Laurenz unit.
At a time when eminent authorities
Reinartz receiver made from instructions
denied the possibility of long-range wiremien in No. 127.
R. A. B. (Derbyshire), referring to the less transmission, affirming that the ether
recent discussion on the merits of H.F. waves would spread outwards in all direcamplification, states that he received tions and be lost in interstellar space,
W B Z on his two -valve receiver (detector Heaviside insisted strongly to the conHe maintained that the semi and . L.F.) with an extra L.F. when trary.
conductive surface of land and sea would
required,

°A.

strained from straying: outwards into the

farthermost spaces.
Subsequent research has fully corroborated these intelligent anticipations, and
has shown that the existence of the Heavi-

side layer provides an ,essential clue to

much that would otherwise be inexplicable
in the "mechanism" (and irregularities) of
wireless transmission and reception.
Heaviside's career presents a
Mr.
typical example of unrewarded genius.

After long and arduous labours in the
difficult field of abstruse mathematics, he

presented the fruits of his genius to the
world at large, leaving the financial harvest to be reaped by others.

B. A. R.

So extensive have been the thefts of
apparatus, cable, etc., of late by wireless
enthusiasts from Post Office manholes that
the attention of the police has been drawn
specially to the matter.

'if it's C.A.V. --.it's GOO D" is

slogan with Motar sti. wireless
owners have quickly realised that

this statement can also be applied to ALL
ductions beEring the C.A.V. initials.

LOUD SPEAKERS
eta mined
2000 ohms
ZS 0 0
4000
Je5 10 0

-

120

,,

Junior 2000 ohms

£4 15 0
£2 15 0

Black Crystalline or Black
Sam. Enamel.

Tom-Tit7000 ohms
Bieck Crystalline or
Br ght rave Enamel.

30.,

L.P. TRANSFORMERFor the first and
Atond stages of
amplification

27 /6

C.A.V. BATTERIES

for Wireless are the resti!t

of

32 years' manufacturing

xperience

ry
-411FEVII-71kesfe,

INIMIATE
DELIVERY

..14,.ancterstelit&Cgdzpo
WARPLE WAY,ACTONIONDON.W 3.
Members of the N.A.R.M.A.T.
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NM=

REDUCED
PRICE

25/ Carriage Paid, ready
for mounting.

Clearer
SpeechatielHasic

with the
TWIN-COIL L.F.

INTER VALVE
TRANSFORMER

0

NE amateur enthusiast writes : " Your transformers
are definitely superior in quality of production of
speech and music." Another says : " The greatly
improved reception since fitting these transformers is indeed
amazing."

These opinions, arriving daily, confirm our own tests.
With the M -L transformer you get both speech and music
clearer. There is a complete absence of distortion, greater
amplification and a longer range. Stoutly built and well finished, it is dust and damp
proof. The coils are completely enclosed. Insulation has
received special attention, and there is no danger of burning
out. Primary to secondary ratio, 1-4.
To get the best from your set use an M -L transformer.
The

ANODE
CONVERTER
APERMANENT
substitute for the
high - tension battery.
Ideal for power am-

plifier work. Worked

from the ordinary 6 -

Supplied in
the following
standard voltage
anges

Type B

volt accumulator, the con-

sumption is low -1.15
amperes. Perfectly smooth
reception.
Continuous

Fox two

120 volts
6-£11

50

Type C

12-300 volts

V3100,

ampliflcation

Type C 12-500 volts

,C18 0 0

adjustment of H.T. voltage and not by steps.

stage
) power

For low power
f transmission work.

We invite applications
front traders for terms.
Write for detail's.
The M -L Magneto Synd., Ltd.,

Wireless Dept.,

Victoria

Works,

Coventry.

by your own knowledge
The reasoning behind the Bowyer -Lowe Square Law Condenser is so conclusive that it convinces
every experimenter who follows it.
Your own experience tells you that the wavelength

range of a Condenser depends on

its capacity
ratio ; that is the ratio between its maximum and
minimum capacity. Reduce the minimum capacity

and up goes the ratio.

Now, the fixed plates of the Bowyer -Lowe Square-Law Condenser present so little edge to the moving

plates in the minimum position that the capacity
ratio is equal to 150 to 1, the highest in wireless.
You know, too, that low losses make for richness and purity of reception. See how losses are
reduced to a minimum in the Bowyer -Lowe Square -

Law Condenser through the use of grade A
Ebonite, careful designs and scrupulous manufacturing methods. These things MUST result in

better reception.
You understand how the square law effect makes
a set selective and easy to calibrate. The Bowyer Lowe Square -Law Condenser is NO larger than
ordinary condensers. You can fit it in your sets
without altering them in any way. Therefore by
installing this

condenser you must be able

to

increase the efficiency of any set.

The Bowyer -Lowe Square -Law is the ONLY Con-

denser which obtains the square law effect with
INCREASED selectivity and REDUCED losses.
Insist on having it in every receiver you make.
All good dealers sell them at prices from 11/6.

Bowyer -Lowe Tested

SQUARE -LAW
CONDENSERS
For best results use Bowyer -Lowe Condensers in conjunction with Bowyer -Lowe MATCHED 11-.F. TransEvery one is guaranteed to match perfectly every
other in the same range. All ranges and Neutrodyne model
formers.

at uniform price of 7/-.

Write for our FREE Catalogue
containing 36 pp. of information about all the Bowyer Lowe Tested Components with blanks for your notes.
Send I A. stamp to cover postage.

ict wyer-Lowe

Tested

Radio Components
BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD., LETCHWORTH.

emattlt" Vt.&Ss

W RELESSINPARLIAMENT
4,
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Frain 0117 Own Coirespondent.

MR. GROVES and Lt. -Col. Dalrymple
White suggested, in the House of
Commons last week, that the Postmaster General might well consider the introduc-

tion of a regulation that corks, or other
devices, as used on army aerials, be used
on wireless aerials to warn or deter birds
from contact.
Sir Wm. Mitchell -Thomson, however,

said that he had at present no evidence

July 1, 1944, the cost of wireless licences
was reduced from iss. to los., and that
great dissatisfaction existed owing to the
refusal of his department to grant a rebate
to licence -holders who had been charged

the higher rate; and would he give this
matter further consideration ?
Sir Wm. Mitchell -Thomson said that
under the wireless licensing system in
force before July t last two types of licence

were issued, one at 15s. and the other at
no's., the latter containing certain restrictions on the apparatus that might be used.
A uniform type of licence at ms. was
introduced on July r by agreement with

of the extent to Which injury was caused the British Broadcasting Co. Rcfundment
to pigeons through collision with wireless as proposed would not be practicable under
aerials, but he had asked the National the financial provisions of the agreement
Homing Union to furnish hith with in- between the Post Office and the British
formation on- the subject. When he re- Broadcasting Co.
ceived it he would consider whether he
tre regret that owing to pressure. on our
could with advantage take any action on space the instalments of the "Extensible
the matter.
Unit Set" and "EXPerillleatal Tra7ts-

In reply to a further question on the

same subject by Brig. -Gent. MeakinS, Sir
Wm. Mitchell -Thomson said that ten representations with respect to the destruction of racing pigeons by broadcasting

trtissiort

were

about

5,200,000. wireless

F

ROM Craik and Smith, Allen Street,

we have received an interesting
catalogue of wireless goods.
An interesting catalogue of wireless
generators has been sent us by Evershed
and Vignoles, Ltd., Acton Lane Works,
Chiswick, W.4.
This well -illustrated booklet contains
full details of hand- and motor -driven

generators for supplying the H.T. necessary for transmission, ands in addition,
a number of practical circuit diagrams
a number of practical circuit diagrams arc
given showing the use of these generators.
Generators of the type described in the
catalogue have been supplied to the Air
Force for emergency signalling work oti
aeroplanes.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

PATENT PENDING

bad to be held orer.

The "BRETWOOD "

The Grid Leak with the
N.P.L. Report. Send 'or copy

:: and Telephony" ::

accurate
variable Grid Leak
of watch -like precision and scientific
Po,tage 3d.
design.
you are not saliscci waken 7 days,

3/-

From all Newsagents and Booksellers, or post

maul,

free by return for 1/9 from the Editor of
Cassell &

Co., Ltd., La

12-18, Londo 'MOM, Maple St . London, W

-- -

tendon, E.C.4

Eelle :,.ar.vage.

" BELLING - LEE"

increase your salary
salary has been doubled and that this goes
with an appointment on the Architectural
Staff of perhaps the most important public
body in London. I can only attribute my
success to your admirable tuition."
Many thousands of such messages from
grateful students have been received by the
International Correspondence Schools, the
originators of

MULTY-KONTACT PLUGS & SOCKETS

INDICATING TERMINALS.

Patent Nos. 205010 IL 28748'24

Patent No 5807 24

Recessed

Shockproof

Q.annot

Tops
engraved

to take tee

insulating

screw off

white on

covering

Heads

N

black. 16
engravings

Hole to grip
phone tag
or solid

spade tag

or flex

Sir Harold Bowden, Managing Director of the Raleigh
Cycle Co., Ltd., Nottingham, says :

Internal
chuck head
any

wire from
14 S W.G. to
44 S.W.C.

wIre
Dome shaped

Sunder-'
4.B.A
Stem

16 indications.

& washer

PRICE

3!,6 EACH BRASS

41°.

tongues press<

og outwards
ensuring clean
contact

Fixing nut
and washer

Soldering lug ......---'

PRICE 7°-

EACH NICKEL

Transveist

indicating disc
in red or black

Complete

with nut

per set

NICKEL PLATED

toBELLING & LEE, LTD., Queensway Works, Ponders End
In case ci difficru y, wri e dirce'

Yon, ..rater can maple ram

owners.

red
or black

will grip

Grips a

SPARE -TIME STUDY BY POST
The I.C.S. Diploma is known. valued, respected in every country. It is
an insurance against unemployment and wins prosperity and happiness for its

LIIIIImuniumuunumuniiiininiumummo Its
Barclays 756

This is the way to
You will be pleased to hear that my

,e re ',need.

RADIO IMP . OV E MINTS Ltd.

Amateur Wireless

' ..----

The only

PRICE

The most Practical Handbook for the
Amateur. The price is 1/6 net.

and one by the British Broadcasting Co.

licences in existence, and the number of
outdoor aerials was estimated to be more
than a million.

CATALOGUES

"Wireless Telegraphy

wires had been received by the Post Office
There

TRADE NOTES AND

Mr. T. Henderson asked the Postmaster General whether he was aware that on

The Diploma of the LC.S. in the hands of an ambitious
man can carry him far, as it has carried thousands. To
possess this qualification is proof of a sound, thorough, and
specialised education in the subject representing that man's
vocation.

The I.C.S. originated spare -time technical training by post 33 years ago.
and is bt far the largest institution of its kind in the vorld. It has teaching centres in eferen countries, and students in fifty.
A

Write to -day for full information as to how the I.C.S. can help you in your
chosen vocation. There are 300 I.C.S. Courses, of which the following
are the more important groups :
Engineering
Salesmanship
Advertising
Showcard Writing
(all branches)
Architecture
Textiles
French and Spanish
Building
Window Dressing
General Education
Commercial Art
Woodworking
Commercial Training Plumbing
Professional Exams.
Wireless Telegraphy
Draughtsmanship

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.
160 International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

If you would have complete satisfaction

from your set, not now and then, but
every time and all time, you must
instal the famous Talite Crystal which
is all over active, extremely sensitive
and thoroughly tested and guaranteed

it

before being sold to the public. Refuse
all others and buy Talite (sold in tubes

"ALL LIVE SPOTS"

I

at 1/9) or H.H.F. Hertzite (sold in
TALITER

tubes at 1/6). From all dealers or send
Postal order for large trial piece to the
Premier Crystal House.

HARDING, HOLLAND & FRY, LTD.
52

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
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.

BOOKS

ELECTRIC

.

LIGHT

ST'VeSit5'

that will
Cassell

HELP YOU

These practical manuals, written
by experts, and illustrated with

simple explanatory drawings and
diagrams, cover the whole field

Of all Newsagents and Booksellers 1 /6 net
each, or post free by return 1 /9 from the
Editor, - Amateur Mechanic," La Belle
Sauvage, E.C.4.

of the Handyman's interests. Each
is an invaluable guide to the Ama-

The Joy of Accomplishing

teur and a great help even to the

is increased by these Books.

Proficient.

House Painting and Decorating
Household Repairs
Incubators and Chicken Rearers
Induction Coils
Knotting and Splicing Ropes and

Basket Making

Bent Iron Work
Bookbinding

Boot Making and Mending
Building Model Boats
Camera Making
Clay Modelling and Plaster Casting
Clock Cleaning and Repairing
Conjuring Apparatus
Cycle Repairing and Adjusting
Domestic Jobbing
Dynamo & Electric -motor Building

Dynamo and Motor Erection and
Management
Electric Accumulators
Electric Bells and Telephones
Electric Clocks
Electric Lighting

Electric Primary Batteries
Electro-plating
Fishing Rods and Tackle, Making
and Mending
Furniture Repairing
Gilding, Silvering and Bronzing
Gramophones and Phonographs
Handyman's 1,000 Practical
Receipts

Cordage

Magneto Repair & Adjustment
Metal Turning Made Easy
Miniature Electric Lighting
Model Aeroplanes
Motor Cycles and Side -cars
Mounting and Framing Pictures
Photography Simplified
Pianos
Poultry Houses and Appliances
Rustic Carpentry
Sewing Machines
Small Dynamos and How to Make
Them(includingElectric Motors)

Small Electric Apparatus
Small Lathes-Making and Using
Small Workshop Appliances
Stage Illusions & Entertainments
Taxidermy
Ticket -writing and Sign -painting
Tinplate Work
Toy Making

These are the Books that show

you how to make and save money
Cassell's

CHIEF EVENTS OF THE
WEEK
SUNDAY. March 1

London and 5X X 3.0
London and 5 X X 9.0
Birmingham
Bournemouth
Cardiff

3.0'
9.0
8.15

Manchester
Newcastle

3.0

Birmingham
Bournemouth

735

730

3. H. Squire Celeste Octet.
Welsh Service, Conducted by the
Arch Druid.
Welsh Programme.
Philharmonic Concert.

730

"The Sea.?

10.0

"The Country.

WEDNESDA'a
Sullivan Programme.
London and 5 X X 730
Birmingham
A Jubilee Celebration and Ballads.
730
Winter Gardens Evening.
Bournemouth
730

Cardiff

7.30

Symphony Concert Relayed from

Newcastle
Belfast

730
730

Bristol.
Selections from Opera.
Symphony Concert.

London

735
735

5XX

735
735
7.35

Preston.

"Voices from the Void:'
Concert relayed from Houldsworth
Hall.
Birthday Programme.

SATURDAY
London and S X X 7.30
Popular Operatic Evening.
Birmingham
730
The Opera. Faust.
Cardiff
7.30
"Dancing Round the World."

5XX

Newcastle
Glasgow
Belfast

Bon. .Sec.- IR.

chestra.
Light Classical Programme.

TUESDAY
7.30
Excerpts from Shakespeare.

Manchester and

Preston .and Distriet - Radio Research Society
R. CHARNLEY, 20, Lone Street,

FRIDAY
Italian Night.
British and French Music.

Glasgow

Glasgow
Belfast

ALL STATIONS
except 5 X X
ALL STATIONS
except 5 X X

London and 5 X X 730
Bournemouth
7.30
Cardiff
730
Manchester
7.30

St. David's Day ProgramMe.
De Groot and the Piccadilly Or-

MONDAY
Music and Plays.
7.35
"England, Ireland, Scotland and
Wales.'
Symphony Concert.
7.35
An Hour of Poetry and Fairy Music.
8.0
The Heart of Mrdlothian,
735
Songs and Folk Music.
735

Manchester
Aberdeen
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THURSDAY
Chamber Music Evening.
The Halle Orchestra.

"A Night in Hawaii."
Border Scenes.
Musical Comedy Night.

7.30

Manchester

"A Night in Hawaii."

7.30

Glasgow and 5 X X 7.30

C L u Bow

DOINGS

Shaftesbury Hall, Bowes Park, N, when Mr. A. S.

Flanders delivered a lecture on "A Low -loss Tuner."

place at the Elephant Hotel, Dalston, followed by a
musical programme. On January 26 Mr. G. A. V.

Sowter, B.Sc., talked on the technical aspect; of
crystal reception.

North Middlesex Wireless Club

Sec. -Ma. II. A. GREEN, too, Pellatt Grove,
Wood- Green; N. 22.
ON Febuary 4 Mr. J. II. Forbes gave a lecture on
Hon.

" Supersonic . Heterodyne

Dublin Wireless Club

A MEETING Hai," held on January 22, ,when Mr. II. J.

McCann, B.L., presided, and a loud -speaker demonstration was riven.

Coventry and District Cooperative Radio Society
Hon. Sec. -Mu. A. CURTIS, 3,5, Berkeley Road, Earls don, Coventry.

ON January 21 a very successful " junk "' sale was

held, when a large assortment of useful components
found ready buyers.
Mr. Burt, the society's
librarian, acted as auctioneer.
Kensington Radio Society

Hon. Sec. -MR. H. JouNsoN, 36, Cromwell Grove,
s
W.6.
THE fourth annual meeting took place on January rs, when the president, Mr. Reeves, was in
the chair. The treasurer's and secretary's reports
were read and approved, and various suggestions
were put forward to make the monthly and informal
meetings more attractive than at present.
Beckenham and District Radio Society

Hon. Sec. -Mu. H. WEST, 3, Manor View, Becken-

ham.
A WELL -ATTENDED lecture was given on January 22,

when Mr. Partridge spoke on " Short-wave Transmission and Reception." The society propose to

date.

North Middlesex Wireless Club
Hon. Sec. -MR. IL. A. GREEN, 100, Pellatt Grove,
Wood Green, N.22,
Tug club held its 137th meeting- on January 21 at

Hackney and District Radio Society
Hon. See.-Mn. G. E. SANDY, 114, Parnell Road, L.3.
ON January igth a most successful dinner took

Ballad Concert.

hold an exhibition and competition

ON January 22 a lecture was given by Mr.. S. J.

Holt, who dealt with many points in wireless reception. The lecture was preceded by a lessors in morse
by Mr. F. Murray.

at art early

Circuits," which was
mainly devoted to an account of his own escperience
in operating such circuits.
.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
" Amateur

Wireless

and Electrics."

Edited

their

nature,. to

The

Editor,

The Advertisement

Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur Wireless,"
La Belle Sausage. London. E C

The Postcard, reproduced here, reads as follows:
JAKt,.(4,

ZtAki
-Niknt.A

402."

to
801.111111
k

Aberdeen,

Chelmsford,

.

S CV,

\

\

by

Bernard E. Jones. Price Threepence. Published on
Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday imme.
diately following. It will be sent post free to any
part of the world -5 months. 4s. 6d.; 6 months.
Postal Orders, Post
8s. Id.: 12 months, 17s 6d.
Office Orders or Cheques should be made payable
to the Proprietors, Cassell & Co., Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief and written
en one side of the paper only. All sketches and
drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will he promptly
considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, act
the conditions printed at the head of "Our Information Bureau" should be closely observed
Communications should he addressed, according to

-

".1. bought one of your Crystals here on Saturday, last, and
would likg to tell you of my results. Frankfort o/31., one -and a -half miles off, on the L. Speaker, Radio -Paris and 5X X
loud on one pair of 'phones-, and still easily readable on fiva
pairs. Sunday morning I got the concert front Koenigswusterhausen on 2,800m., and after dinner 2.3 W.E. time, Radio-Earis.
Monday evening I tuned in Bournemouth, 5 XX, R. -Paris.
some other stations, which I did not wait to identify, and finally
I got Aberdeen perfectly clear.
I think for pure Crystal reception, without any amplification, this is nearly a record, thc
distance being Orel. 1,200 KM. 5 X X and R. -Paris I can tune
in while Frankfort is transmitting (with a wave -catcher). My
aerial is non plus ultra. With hearty congratulations on the
I am,
excellence of your fabric,
HENRY HERZ-MILLS.
(Signed)
Willtelmstrasse, 20, Frankfort. o/M.

An endorsement from German4

Radio -Paris,

Not only in this country, but also abroad, the fame of Neutron Crystals is spreading.

Frankfort, Germany, on a

Neutron is being widely used by the amateurs of Germany, France, Spain and the
British Colonies, who find it the most reliable, the most sensitive, and the Cryst,1
that gives greatest value -and distance.

Bournemouth
and Aberdeen --received at
Neutron

Crystal, without
amplifiers.

Already widely known here as the crystal that breaks records for "distance,"

Stocked by the Best Radio Dealers.

Packed in

tins with silver cats -

Insist on Neutron, in the
Black and Yellow tin. If unable
whisker.

to obtain, send 1/6 with dealer's
name, and this wonderful crystal will
m ailed by return. be

V6

ETRADE

TERmi

Concert Tested & Guaranteed Radio Crystal
NEUTRON, LTD.,
Sole distributors : V. ZEITLIN

Produced by
Sicilian House, London, W.C.1. Phone :
Museum 2677.

& SONS, 144, Theobald's Road,

London, W.C.1. Phones . Museum 3795 & 6841.
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FLUXITE SPELLS SUCCESS
Soldering spells success

VALVE HOLDER

PATENT PENDING 27946/24.

to any wireless circuit
and FLUXITE spells

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES

success to any soldering
Delicate currents

SOLDERING

job.

REDUCES CAPACITY

want no hindrances in
the form of bad con-

AND VIBRATION
if unable to obtain at your Local Wireless

nections - one of the
worst offenders, by the
way, is the screw ter-

2/- Each

wire to the stem, making

minal here illustratedfar better to solder the

Stores, send direct to the manufacturer*.

it sound and secure and

PHIPPS & READ,

a

10 & 10a, Baron Street, Pentonville Road, London, N.1

perfect

conductor.

Soldering is simple when you've a tin of FLUXITE to help.
touch of FLUXITE makes light of the most ticklish job,

A mere

Ask your Ironmonger or Hardware Dealer to show you the neat little

A HANDSOME

PIECE OF FURNITURE
SOLID OAKSTANDARD CABINET WITH LOCKS
its which to lock up or build large panel receivers, such as :

4 -valve Family. All Concert de Luxe. Tram atlantic IV and V. Wireless Magazine 4 -valve
Receiver. Anglo-American 6, 3 -valve Dual, etc.
Ebonite panels can be supplied
ready fixed: price on application

Willingly sent on approval against remittance:
Immediate delivery.

Guaranteed to specification.

TRADE SUPPLIED
Price:

221 in. inside width

..

£4

24

10
15

0
0

36 (model de luxe) made to order.
Part carriage and packing 716 extra.

M. VERSTRAETEN

10), Melvin Chambers,
50n, Lord Street, Liverpool

(Dept.

THE P. P. V. 3.

SER
FLUXITE SOLDERING

It is perfectly simple to use, and will last 7/6
for years in constant use. It contains a
special "small -space " Soldering Iron with
non -heating metal handle, a Pocket Blow.

lamp, FLUXITE, Solder, etc., and full
instructions. Price 716.
Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and Ironmongery Storessell FLUXITE

in tins, price 8d 1/4, and 2/8.

Buy a Tin To -day,

FM/KITE, LID., 326, Eevington Street.
LONDON, S.E.16.

at&

3 pairs......3l/.

PRESS EXCLUSIVES

(
(

9d.)
9d.)

ONE -HOLE FIXING. Full maximum .:apacity. True straightline Wave -length. Calibration Curve. Low minimum C«aacity.

-......,

-''''' Vernier Condenser (5 plate) 2 9. Engraved Dial and Knoll 1 - extra.

lii0001'''
'4 SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES
If cv

Yr"

2, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.

(post 6d.)

SQUARE LAW
CONDENSERS

Radio -Plan No. 2, which describes the building of the

Wireless Publishers

SOMETHING NEW !
and do not catch in hair.
PRICE :
pair
10;9
I
2 pairs
211-

woh purchase

TWO SHILLINGS, from

Hardening Toole and Case Hardening
,411: FOR LEA] LIE I On zns.roved .sacked

phone, giving extreme sensitivity. Weight
only 12 oz. (with cords). Comfortable

So says an amateur constructor who made the P.P.V.3 on
wood panel and wired it with d.c.c.
The P.P.V.3 is the ideal family receiver. Ultra powerful
for loud speaker work. Tremendous range. So simple that
the mere novice can construct from a few inexpensive
parts. Our expert assistance and help ad lib free to all

Send for Radio -Plan No. 2, one of the " P.E." publications that " Make Wireless Worth While."

ANOTHER USE FOR FLUX/Tz.:

A New Lightweight Adjustable Head-

" Loud Speaker volume at 450 miles was
almost deafening."

P.P.V.3, also the P.P.V.4, " the Queen of all Circuits." The
Wireless Band !

y',11

Branches:

80, NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY, LONDON, S.E.I,
t26, Newington Causeway, S.E.I ; 7, St. George's Circus, S.E.1 , 16.
Manette St., Charing Cross Rd.. W.I ; 207, Eclq-Nare Rd., W.2; 84,
'Pltone : Hop 4177.
Church Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E.23.

SALEAMATEURS'

OPPORTUNITY
TUNERS, AMPLIFIERS, UNITS, PANELS,
VALVE RECEIVERS, HEADPHONES, CASES,
LOUDSPEAKERS, USEFUL COMPONENTS.
Termination of Lease compels THE

MARCONI SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT Co., Ltd.
To sell the above at prices regardless

of

cost.

FOR A FEW DAYS ONLY
MARCONI SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.,

40 DEAN STREET, SOHO, W.1.

If you

use the super -sensitive

GIL-RAY CRYSTAL
you are SURE of the very best
results. Price 116, of dealers
everywhere. If unobtainable,
send I/6 'and name and address

of dealer to:THE GIL RAY RADIO CO.,
Sicilian House, London, W.C.1.

Stocked by best factors and V. Zeldin
& Sons, 144, Thealtala'g ltd., W.0.1.

Agents for Ireland : Pettigrew and Merriman, 122, Tooley Street, S.E.r,
1111111111111INEMI
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advertisements under this head are charged
charge
FOU RPENCE
PER
WORD,
minimum

FOUR SHILLINGS.

PATENTS and Trail, Sloths nhuoned.-11. T. P. Con, Petal Ages',
Member R.S.G.B., 51, 52, Chancery Lou.,, London, W.C.2, Phone,
Ilethern. 1 snni

SINGLE TELEPHONES, 2,000 ohms, tested and guaranteed, 3a. each
post 3d. Transformers,1 Ratio, guarante<A, 8s. 6d. each, post fal:
-Howe, 67, Little Heath, Charlton, S.0.7.
ACCUMULATORS ! I-send for PRICE LIST.-Reg. Houghton, "
[..X1 r
Radio Specialist." Black, nod, Mon.
AGENTS WANTED.-Wirele,s valve repair business. Deal with the

actual repairers. Lowest trade terms. All types repaired, A hard
vacuum guaranteed. Old valves bought for cash. 6d. each. Standard_

British types only,-M. 2. G., 60, Churehileld Road, Acton, W.3.
phone-Chiswick 2651.

Every individual Condenser is tested and guaranteed by

RADIO INVENTORS are invited to forward particulars,. of thei

Faraday House Laboratories, Southampton Row, W.C. 1.

inventions, stating terms for outright sale of Patent or Royalty expected..
We have Manufacturers waiting for mucilage. Box 100, "Amateur

Wireless.- La, Belle Sauvage. London. E.C.4.
wit A WEEK earned by Amateurs. Spare Time. Write Barker Bros.,
3, Union Road, N.7.
GOLD OR SILVER PLEATED DIAPHRAGMS. Ready for use Splendid results. 12 in. diem.. is. Cal.; 16 in. diem., 2s. Cal-Ernest
(32 r
Munay, 30, Princes Parade, Phichley, N.3.

ERt A MICA MINCH
TCSTLO CAPACITY

FROM

17..ra.

Cr C11,11

.coi
,/{

FROM

rushy

Lamm*.

.0001
to
.001

3 VALVE SET in handsome polished sloping cabinet. work loud speaker.

receive all B.B.C. Stations. Continent, America, etc. All accessoriesincluded,
'Valves, Accumulator, H.T. Battery, Lead-in Wire, Aerial
Wire, Insulators, Headphones. This set in perfect new condition
guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction ; a genuine bargain, £8 15s. Od.
Seen and Demonstrated any time.-Frederick Burroughs, 18, McDermott Road, Peckham, S.E.15.
FIT YOUR SPEAKER with the " ALLWOODORN ".-Maddison,
(29 r
Oa, lionalds Road, N.5. Manufacturer of wood horns.
1 VALVE LOUD SPEAKER, 15,miles, Continental stations.phones.
Requite of 2 years experiments. No crystal, L.P. Transformer. or
Reaction Coil. Components cost 21s. Wonderful circuit, Blue Print.
13.-" Wireless," 17, Kuldnoot Avenue, Bushey, Herts.
[35r
BATTERIES. 60 -volt. plugged 3, 7s., delivered-Wholesale, Hi,.
Ponybryn 11.nd, Cardiff.
par

.002
to
.006

It'
_

)5'e claim that every Condenser is thoroughly calibrated before
it is offered for sale.

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL WIRELESS DEALERS
or direct from

RADIO " CROXSONIA" PANELS

The Sel-Ezi Wireless Supply Co., Ltd.,

See Croxsonia seal on all'panels
Black matt finish, insulation perfect, rigid without being
brittle, drills, cuts and taps perfect: -7" x 5", 11- ; 8" x 5,

20, OLD HAYMARKET, LIVERPOOL:
ii:t.diussernliccreced tyci.3re,e1a2;...;

To

Tradcrs,

Wireless

BROWNA2

headbands and cords.

Per pair, complete with
Undoubtedly the best type you can use for

A.W. PLEATED PAPER LOUDSPEAKER

3e length rod to crew in reed with nut to lock, 7d. post free.
PAPER for ' A.W." Pleated Paper Loudspeaker, in sheets

1/2; i" x 6", 1/3 ;

Sole Distr.butors.

6. Greek Street, Loadon.

LIcetrician,,,
others,

I

i,

and

3r, CAMDEN STREET,' CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.

VERYARD & YATES,

will- SELL by AUCTION on Thursday. March
trical, telephone, and general surplus stores: 4,000
pairs Sullivan Headphones (4,000 ohms), 70,000 L.F.
Choke Coils (500 and 1,000 ohms), 500 Coils New

42 x
Ready proofed. The best obtainable for the purpose.
2/3 per sheet.
12 in. FRAMES with Clamp, 2/6. post 9d.

5th, large quantities ex -Government wireless elec-

Will outlast severe dry batteries and have been thoroughly tested for
use withdull Emitt r Valve, and proved excellent. In ebonite cases
x 51, x 7. weight 71 lbs. 1.5 volts each. Unused W.D Cost at
least double to make. 3 /9 Each. postage].
dozen lots post free.

V.I.R. Lighting Cable, coo 3 -Valve Amplifiers, 40
and r kw, Transformers, 20 cwt. 6- and
New

DULL EMITTER BATTERIES

Everything
" GOODM /%111PS"
Wireless.

Prompt
Dispatch.

B.A. Brass Terminals, 85 New 2 -Valve Mark, 4 Receiving Sets, 2,000 Single Phones, .1,500 Microphones,

TO HEADPHONES
TO LOUDSPEAKERS

27

receipt of instruments. First class workmanship crib,
THE VARLET MAGNET CO..
_rhoer I
Es, Woolwich, S. E. 18.

,

Years

-PARIS AND OTHER STATIONS
Clearly

heard en Lem!

esker Na. London, using the

"MIRACLE" MAisx ER ^Vase set £3 zs 6 plus

Trade supplied.

Royalt,es.

12

Valves.

bend stamp for particulars.

WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES,- WAIIJNGTON

f you want to buy a guaranteed receiver by easy payments It
will pay you to send for ours um Cat. and terms Our range
covers Crystal seta to mull -valve cabinet sets. Cash Prices -Crystal, 25s. ; i valve, £310e.; 2 valve. £5 55.; 3 valve, 4.0; 4 v lye,
£15105.; valve cabinet complete, £24 ; 4 valve ditto EZ9. Satis-

[TELEPHONES Rf-WOUND
toratenteed. Ali makes
except
Brown" A " 6/. and Sullivan, Was filled, 10/., per
pair. Ex -army converted t high resistance, 2:6 each
earpiece. Re magnetising 9d. per earpiece.
to 4,000 ohms

factionassured.-R. C. JONES, 75, Hargwyne St.. Stocawell S.W.%

Postage extra 66. per pair.
JOHN W. MILLER, 68 Farringdon ST., E.C.4

l'hnne CENTRAL '950 al

ACOUMUI-ATOR BAKGA,NS '

C.A.V. & Pullet's, sailed. l ut guaranteed lo months, Sent os
.. 9;6
tv40a .. 17/.
tvcost .. 2 /9
'v -40e,

approv t against cash.
4v -80a

.. 274

Cr-60a
5v.80a.

4v 100a .. 324
.. 25/.

.. 9116
.. 40/.

e.v.looe .. 461-

cc -40a

CROXSONIA

COMPANY, 10 South St. MOORCATE, E.C.2

- A BOOK BARGAIN__
THE HOME RADIO. How to make and use it.
By Verrill. For those interested in improving
their sets or installing more efficient ones.
Published 3,6, Offered new, for 1/9, post free.
Quote offer 104.
FOYLES, 121, Charing Cross Road, London,

IMP Battery Switch

Here is the swit is you have been waiting for.
4` On " and " Off " posit -on clearly indicated
at all times. Will carry so amps. 4919
Price am,
Ask your de rl rte s7towyole. In lot on t,ic

GASTON E. MARBAIX,
27.28 Aiming Street, 5.0.2
I 7:one : Ricate e294

EBONITE

Sheet, Rod and Tubing in all sizes kept in stock and cut

to any required size while you wait cr sent by post
on receipt of cash.

WE CAN TURN ANYTHING IN EBONITE

BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, LTD.

4d. A DAY WILL BUY AN "AR JA"

rand and 3rd Floors.

post tree to the Trade, To sole Manufacturers :

cwt. Sheet and Rod

Transmitting Sets, 4 Electric Motors (1 and
220 volt), 400 New and S.H. Accumulators, 40 Ship?
Liquid Compasses, so Marconi Ships' Wireless Sets,
30 Radiation Meters, 3,500 Ebonite Earcaps, 2,50o
Terminal Blocks, 200 Road Measures, too kilowatt
Meters, 6o Galvanometers, 5,000 Wound 1,000 -ohm
Telephone Bobbins, 500 Gross Brass. Screws, 250
Wireless Cabinets, 2,000 Variolettes, Portable Telephones, Switches, Cable, Resistances, Insulators,
Barographs, Telescopes, Crystal and Valve Sets
and Wireless Equipment and Spares of all kinds;
also 6o Mechanical Calculators, 1,500 Sheets Roofing
Glass, 250 Cycle Foot Pumps, Kettle Drums, Tools,
New Hinges, 300 Pairs Rubber Trolley Wheels,
Acetylene Flares, Scrap and Ebonite, etc., etc.
Catalogues from the Auctioneers, 365, Nom °oil
Road, S.E.27. (Phone; 346 Streatham.)

Rewound to any resistance, t magnetized
and made equal to new. Prices quoted on

Established

,2", 6/-, 4," thick. Post tree- Callers, cut any stze, and
quote by Post.
Exceptional Terms, simple and prices

Ebonite, 4o Large New Distribution Boards, 5,000
Fuller's Leelanche Cells, too Jar Condensers, 250

REPAIRS

x

1,000 2 M.F. Condensers, 300 Spark Coils, 250 Mar-

6, STATION ROAD BARROW. MIDDX. coni Variable Condensers,

PROD& Pia'

x 6' , 1 7 ; no" x 8", 2/1 ;

8 '23; 10" X 0", 2/4; 12" x 8", 2 6 ; II" a 9",217:
10' X 9 . 210 ; 12" X 10", a ; z.e" X so", 3 5; 14 x

MAUDE RUBBER GO.. 58, rad= STREET, W.

91.92, GREAT SAFFRON HILL, LONDON, E.C.1.

Teie,5kave: Ho,b0,74 so

RETA/N THEIR CHARGE LONGEST-

SPECIAL

FiFA

antes ou pcnunds1
as pages of illustrations. I.owest pneei London for highest grade RariloApparatua
Send 3d. at once Large illustrated Folders
describing Unit System interchangeable
linette£ and Pilot Receivers, sent 12CO.
PET041COTT CO.. LTD.
Head 011iee: 77, City Rd., E.g.'.
Brandies,

London -62; High Holborn, W.e,1
Waithamstow-230, Wood Street.
Liverpool -4, Manchester Street.
Cardiff -94, Queen Street.

EST° 1887.

KROS

ACCUMULATORS
of a// Wireless Dealers.

Trade, A.F.A. DIANA PLACE, EUSTON RP, LONDOWN WI

IF YOU ARE IN THE CITY VISIT

a

SPENCER'S STORES, LTD.
4.5, MASON'S AV., COLEMAN ST., E.C. 2
Telephone: London Wall, 2292

Plymouth-Near Derry's Clock.
PICKETTS-are used for Finest Sets.
Estimates Per Return.

&lir fi,- Cc, /net

fars

.^

PRICKETTS CABINET (A.W. WORKS.
BEXLEY HEATH, S.E.

re

Wirelez,

1

eto-Scotn
Cat alogue23391
COUPON

Available until Saturday,
March 7th, 1925

R

VALVE RENEWALS ALL TYPES
KEN ITE PANELS
ANY
SU.
BEST PHONES from 10/9
INDIVIDUAL

ATTENTION

AND

ADVICE

El

FEBRUARY 28, 1925

envateur Vele%

111

C.

yin

i-Aeveafed volume wiihouti cilLvoyii032,
NII-U.ARD D.E.A. VALVES give increased volume and clarity
frdm your loud sneaker.

Just take out your last L.F. stage valve, and insert a Muliard
D.F.A. You will be delighted with the immediate increase
in pure volume.
In addition to this marked advantage, Milliard D.E.A. Master

Valves consume LESS. current than your present valve,, giving
longer life to your accumulator.

Ask for the D.F.A.O if you use a 26/4 -volt accumulator

Ask for the D.F.A.1 if you use a
6 -volt accumulator

each

30/ each

Leaflet V.A.4 gives full technical information,

Take greater care of your valves by using the Mullard Safety
Disc, free on request from your dealer. Send us his hame and
address if you cannot get what you want, and we will send him
the necessary supplies.

Mullard
THE -MASTER VALVE
Advt.-The Mullard Radio lie Co., Ltd. (4.1r.),

Milton, ..I1 .12.

eittattur

Wire

FEBRUARY 28, 1925
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LISSENIUM
1

Amplification as it emerges

from the first stage
You make or mar your loud speaker repro-

duction at the first stage. Your first stage

transformer should be the LISSEN Ti . Notice

the clearness of sound, the dead background
free from the usual mush. Notice, too, ,how

pure your loud speaker reproduction has
become. The LISSEN Tiis distortionless

for one reason-because the impedance of .the
transformer is obtained by means of the exceptional coil, and not by the use of a heavy iron
core which always tends to distort. The
LISSEN Ti HAS. A COIL WHICH WOULD

AMPLIFY BY ITSELF WITHOUT ANY
IRON CORE AT ALL. It is un- *-2 0 /
equalled for first stage work.

Price

11

4-;

You will perhaps choose to aih1
LISSEN T2 for your second and third stages, as for II
you do not need a transformer with such a high
THE NEXT STAGE.

impedance value in the primary
FOR REFLEX CIRCUITS. The LISSEN T2 is recom...
mended here, also-volume with great -purity...

.1

b

ZvJ-

A POPULAR TRANSFORMER. This is one of the best light
transformers made. So slcilfully balanced in de,4ign
that it compares with many expensive makes
...

16/6

Economical L.F. Amplification
An interesting and 'economical method of L.F. amplification is the LISSEN LI'. CHOKE. This is becoming
very, popular. Not quite so much volume as traitsforpler coupled valves, but all the purity of hest
resistance capacity, coupling, witlimit the disadvantage
of needing the high H.T. volt:tge iw,:1 parahle from the
latter.
Make up an extra stage of L.F. with a LISSEN Choke coupled
Price
up to your last transformer.

10/-

Send for the TEXT BOOK OF LISSEN PARTS

tells you how to connect a LISSEN CHOKE
amplifier FREE TO READERS of THIS PAPER.

PARTS THAT PULL
TOGETHER
When you know that every part, in
your receiver is pulling strongly

with each other you have a set

LISSEN LIMITED

which

will

give

results

never

possible with mixed parts.

16-20 %lodger Road, Coldhawk .Road, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12
Telephones -338o, 338x, 3332, 1072 Riverside.

Telegrams-" Lissenium, London."

Lissen Parts-well thought out, then well made.
Printed and Published in England by

CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED,
AGENCY, LIMITED.

Ludgate 11111, London, E.C.4.
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